Below provides any specific comments or feedback on the proposals:
No.
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Response Text
I am horrified that I , as a responsible member of the Fylde community to have been presented with this consultation. My view is that the elected members of Fylde Borough Council should seek to promote the collective wishes of the electorate, not to promote their own personal agendas. The manner with which the PSPOs have been proposed is
disgraceful. I am also unable to see the benefits that the proposed restrictions will provide, or how they will solve the problems the loaded questions in the survey suggest. To begin, I was schooled in Lytham, I settled in Lytham, I have raised my family in Lytham, I run my business from Lytham and I vote in Lytham. As a resident, I have taken full
advantage of the facilities our wonderful town offers: I have walked on the Green, and throughout the town; I've had pinics on the Green with my parents and children; I've used Lytham as my running track; I've cycled around the town. My children have: played in the "play areas" provided by the council; learned to ride their bikes on the Green;
have grown up in a safe and inclusive community. There has NEVER been an issue with dogs, dog owners or dog walkers. I am a dog owner and I take that responsibility seriously. I clear up after my dog, I wouldn't walk my dog near the road without him being on a lead and I would always keep my dog under control in busy areas. I have found that
the vast majority of dog owners that I have come into contact with (and there are many) have the same view as I. So why is the council seeking to criminalise a significant proportion of the the electorate? Working through the consultation, the initial sections (Questions 1 to 27) seek to impose new restrictions without any objective evidence.
Responsible dog owners and walkers consider where they take their dogs and the potential impact that they may have on their environment. Question 28 seems to be aimed specifically at professional dog walkers. These people provide a service to the community. Responsible dog owners would not use the services of dog walkers who were not
able to control their charge of dogs. Where is the evidence that these people are allowing unruly packs of dogs to run amok? Question 30 asks if I am a regular visitor. Has the council considered the impact the proposed restrictions would have on the local economy? I have met many responsible dog owners who travel to Lytham, to exercise their
dogs, most of whom then continue to avail themselves of the goods and services of the local shops, cafes and restaurants. In turn these businesses pay council tax. Constraining the market for these businesses will reduce their viability and consequently they may fail and reduce FBC's revenue. I am aware of the DEFRA guidelines for dog ownership
and the associated responsibilities. Dogs need to be able to run free, to play and exercise. Reducing the areas where this is possible can only result in a higher number of unsocialised animals, thus causing more significant problems. Many elderly people have dogs and take great solace from their companionship. Dog ownership provides them with
a reason to exercise on a regular basis. In many cases, these people are unable to travel with their animals to less restrictive areas. Does the Council seek to take this away? Finally, there are many existing rules regarding penalties for dog fouling and dangerous animals which do not seem to be enforced at the momment. How, in reality, does the
Council believe that by increasing the number of regulations anything will change? At the end of the day, a responsible dog owner already respects the community they live in. Irresponsible dog owners ignore the current rules and are therefore unlikely to change. By all means punish the irresponsible, but DO NOT criminalise the vast majority. You
could even try working with the majority to agree a sensible way forward.
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Other than those areas I have supported I believe the proposals for PSPOs are not justified & as a resident see no reason for them to be introduced. I have not seen any justifiable evidence in the past or believe there are real concerns in the future for them to be introduced. It's feels a bit like getting a sledgehammer to crack a nut! I am also
concerned over the impact it would have on local business and tourism if they were to be introduced. I recommend the council to continue to support our community and area to be viewed by the vast numbers of public as being a dog friendly area.
Dogs should be allowed anywhere so long as the owner/Walker of the dog/s are responsible and leash there dogs when appropriate I.e if they know their dog will chase/attack wildlife then they should be leashed. Penalising all dog and dog owners because of the irresponsible few is not the way forward. Dog fouling is a big problem so I fully
support fines etc for irresponsible owners that don't clean up after their pets.
What are beaches and parks for if not to be enjoyed by all, and that includes dogs off leads? Ill thought out proposals by a council working against the people. Victimisation of law abiding residents with dogs. Uncomfortable with dog wardens being able to issue fixed penalty notices. Should be only done by police and courts. Erosion of civil
liberties. Limit on number of dogs ridiculous. 'Big Brother' Fylde Council. Opposes Animal Welfare Act of 2006. Moving towards a 'police state'.
Draconian measures from a council working against the wishes of its residents. Waste of law abiding tax payers money. An exercise in raising money for a council who cannot manage their finances adequately. Disproportionate measures for a conceived problem that does not exist. Biased questionnaire. Ridiculous proposals mean an increase in
carbon footprint driving to Council designated areas. Think global warming. Beauty of living on Fylde Coast means beach and grassed areas easily accessible to all. Should be free of restrictions. Let's all exist happily together and combat obesity and ill health. Wardens with minimal training should not be able to issue fixed penalty notices. Only
courts and police should have this power.
I am shocked at these proposals. Dogs off lead do not disturb birds, I was speaking to all the birdwatchers who descended here recently to look at a rare bird and asked if they thought my dogs disturbed the birds and was assured that birds take very little notice of dogs . I own several small dogs and will have to take them out in two batches
which means extra impact on the environment as I drive to North Beach. The regular walkers all pick up after their dogs, the main offenders are casual visitors who will continue to take no notice of any rules. The dunes are awash with empty bottles, cans and in the summer barbeque trays and this will not change. I can see that the council just
sees this as a revenue stream without considering the implications to local businesses as there are a lot of people who come to the town because it is dog friendly. Additionally it seems impossible to actually police properly unless you propose to hire an army of wardens patrolling at all times which would immediately bump up your costings. The
restrictions on the beach seem senseless and very difficult for people to comprehend where the boundaries are. I have walked my dogs here for over 20 years with no problems but one effect of your proposas will be to funnel people towards the North Beach area which could lead to problems. I live in Ansdell and people constantly let their dogs
foul in the alley but they know nobody will ever take action so responsible dogs owners like me take the blame for a minority of ignorant people who will never stop. The television interview where one your councillors said people cannot picnic on the Green was embarrassing, there are dozens of people picnicking on there every fine day in
summer, if that is all she could think of then the generally held belief that certain councillors have an anti dog agenda seems to be correct. Shame on you all Fylde Council.
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Dogs need exercise, including off lead, so I think it is wrong to make it difficult for people to exercise their dogs. Lack of exercise can lead to troublesome behaviour. I realise some people are irresponsible with their dogs, but most are responsible, and shouldn't be penalised for the behaviour of a few.
It should be remembered
that people bring their dogs on holiday, it wouldn't be very welcoming for them to see so many restrictions and threats of fines.
Disproportionate proposals in respect of the very small problem posed a small minority not picking up after their dogs. Using a sledgehammer to crack a very small nut. Unfair restrictions placed on responsible dog owners. Target the few not the many. Waste of tax payers money. Don't criminalise dog owners. Much larger problems in the area,
litter, anti social behaviour, vandalism, lack of funding for social care. Money making exercise for an inadequate council. Giving too much power to ' little Hitler's' dog wardens with minimal training. Object to Council imposing draconian laws on dog owners. Too many restrictions already placed on the public. 'Big Brother' attitude, not FBC's remit.
Worry that decision already made and results of consultation ignored.
My young dog needs a lot of exercise and I give this to her by throwing a ball which she chases. I am unable to walk long distances myself, but she gains the exercise needed off the lead in this way. If restrictions against dog being off lead are enforced, her health and well being will suffer. Fylde's proposals mean that we are moving towards a police
state where citizens civil liberties are eroded. FBC job is to work for the people and indeed your motto is 'working for you'. It seems to me that the opposite is true and FBC strive hard to work against the wishes of their law abiding residents.
I am a visitor to Lytham and st Annes regularly in summer with my daughter who has two dogs. We enjoy the day out as the dogs can be exercised on the Green and she takes them on to the beach before we go for fish and chips at Seniors. We would have no reason to visit Lytham from cleveleys (where I live) without the opportunity to walk the
dogs in the first place. I think these laws are draconian. I am 87 years old and have seen nothing but an increase in bye laws and more red tape that is an excuse to make money. We didn't have any laws about dogs when I was little and the world kept on turning. Fylde should be ashamed of themselves for this blanket money making scam to
penalise good people. What about families with dogs- where do they go to exercise as a family? What do you do with the dog when your kids are on be playground? What do Fylde suggest families do that have 5 dogs? Does Fylde approve of ethanasia for the 5th dog? Rehome and break a family up because one dog is number 5 and now illegal?
Disgusting. How dare you even suggest a cap on the number of dogs people can have- who gives you that right to dictate to people? Police the fouling law you have and leave people and their families alone. We have managed for the last 1000 years to live with dogs so don't tell me this isn't about money in a time of austerity. There are more
improtant things you should be doing instead of how many dogs people have and whether a dog has been spotted in a fountain. The whole idea is laughable. You should all be laughed (voted) out! This survey has been completed by my parent, but from my computer/ email address as being 87 has trouble accessing this. Which is another issue
Fylde Council.
limiting the amount of dogs one person can walk to 4 is unreasonable. I would suggest allowing people to walk more dogs but not to have any more than 4 'off the lead' at any one time. If you are a multiple dog owner or run a business walking dogs these dogs are well trained and kept under control. I have never had any cause for concern when I
have come across multiple dogs being walked by one person. I feel dog owners are being targeted to raise income from fixed penalty notices, when other issues can cause a public nuisance more than dogs. Litter and taking cars on to Lytham green, Fairhaven lake and other areas should be an offence and fixed penalty notices issued to people for
this as this is more of a health and safety issue.
Dog owners come to my coffee shop/cafe and are good customers. They are well-behavd and come here from all over to exercise the dogs then come in or sit outside for coffee and cake or sandwich or barm. I am very concerned that if you limit where people can go and let their dogs off lead they will stop coming. I really need all the customers I
can get. The proposals go much too far and I can't see why you are doing this - we don't have a problem here. Why don't you chase the idiots that keep leaving rubbish at the back of my premises and on the High Street instead - now that is a problem that needs tackling.
Draconian measures. Unnecessary, all dog walkers I see pick up after their dog. Don't find dogs off leads a nuisance at all. Like to see dogs running and chasing balls. Too much interference from the Council. Too many regulations in daily life already. Professional dog walkers a necessity for working people and the elderly. Live and let live. We should
all exist together in harmony. No need for such forceful restrictions. Dislike the fact that a dog warden can follow and challenge a person just enjoying exercising their dog in accordance with Animal Welfare Act of 2006. Fylde area not awash with dog poi at all, therefore unecessary restriction. Take note FBC or be voted out at next election.
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FBC should not be interfering in people's lives and telling them where and how they can exercise their dogs. New rules are in contravention of Animal Welfare Act 2006. Many old people rely on professional dog walkers. My 94 year old house bound aunt would not be able to keep her beloved dog without the service of the dog walkers. She has
dementia and relies on her dog for love and company. Are you to deny her this simple pleasure with your draconian ill thought out and unnecessary rules? Obviously a revenue earner for an incompetent Council. Carbon footprint would increase as everyone would have to drive to Council designated spots, think global warming FBC. Ridiculous
proposals, only introduced ' because you can and other councils have done so' not because there is a need. Litter and anti social behaviour from people much more pressing issues. Too much power for wardens with minimal training. Should be courts and police only who can create a criminal record for someone.
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Ridiculous proposals FBC and what a waste of Council tax payers money. Use the money on issues that really matter to residents, instead of victimising dog owners. Think of the tourist pound and the effect on local businesses. More important issues, social care, vandalism, youth disturbance and drunkenness, litter. Humans make much much
much more mess than dogs. I don't own a dog, but love to see dogs running freely, enjoying themselves. Stop the ridiculous amount of laws and restrictions on law abiding citizens. There is too much beaurocracy and interference in daily living already. You won't be voted in again.
You have failed to heed the sound advice of the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs about consulting all interested parties due to the sensitive nature of proposals for PSPOs for dog controls. "Where a PSPO will affect dog owners or walkers eg by restricting access to all or certain parts of a park, the local authority should
consult with them. This can be done through engaging with working groups, as well as locally organised pet groups and national organisations, such as the Kennel Club who will have a network of contacts." DEFRA recommendations go on to say that "Consultation may include but is not limited to Parish Councils, Local Dog Societies, Local Animal
Welfare organisations, local vetinary practices, local professional dog walkers, local residents groups, The Kennel Club." So who have you consulted? By your own admission absolutely nobody other than Councillors and Council employees. Many of these groups have subsequently been consulted by those of us opposing these proposals and asked
to provide input - please do not claim credit for doing this yourselves. Having set up a working group to produce PSPO recommendations without any consultation, your working group proceeded to develop proposals behind closed doors and did not publish its minutes on the Council website. Having obtained these and presentation slides used
via a Freedom of Information request, it is clear that the research carried out to justify the recommendations that finally emerged for the Council meeting on 15 November 2016 were so inadequate and biased that it would make a first-year student blush. Rather than using the Council's own complaints statistics (also provided as a result of a
Freedom of Information request), which clearly show that complaints about dogs in three recorded categories out of four are going down whilst the fourth remains steady (and very low), the 'research' quoted incidents that appear to have been scraped off social media sites. Your representatives have made much of incidents alleging dogs were
damaging children's play equipment, including making a statement about this in a TV interview, whereas the response to yet another Freedom of Information request shows there have been an average of 1.2 incidents per year over the last five years of minor chewing damage in the entire Fylde area, which are just as likely to have been caused by
foxes - but dogs were routinely blamed. Statements were made in the same way about dogs causing problems with people having picnics but again no complaints have been made. Proposed orders include exclusion of dogs from 'MUGAs' - but you don't have a definition of a MUGA. Poor research and bias. Based on what is recorded in the
meeting minutes, members of the working group failed to challenge or query anything presented to them in its meetings - in other words there is no evidence of 'due diligence'. This suggests that Councillors were presented with exactly what they wanted to hear. Either that or they were failing in their job of representing the interest of ALL
constituents - approximately one quarter of whom are dog owners and directly or indirectly affected by the proposals. Specific PSPOs are proposed for a whole string of locations but you are unable to provide a shred of objective evidence that these locations have problems that require addressing by PSPOs; more poor research and bias. In
many cases, including in villages and Blackpool Road North playing fields, people will have nowhere local to exercise their dogs off-lead. All animal welfare experts agree that dogs need off-lead exercise for their welfare - but then you have not asked any experts for input - just yourselves. Not everyone has a car to drive to the few remaining areas
where dogs will be allowed off-lead if these proposals go ahead; you will discriminate against disabled and elderly people who would not be able to use sand dune or beach areas even if they could get to them as the uneven surface would be dangerous - similarly families with young children and pushchairs will have difficulties. Many local
businesses are struggling and depend on income from visitors - many of whom visit with their dogs and are made very welcome. Visitor numbers will reduce as dog-owners realise that they are now restricted and will go to more welcoming locations - and who can blame them. No thought has been given to these various groups of people; more
poor research and bias. PSPOs are proposed relating to the number of dogs that can be walked when you admit in a response to another Freedom of Information request that there have been no formal complaints about people walking multiple dogs. Limiting the number of dogs that can be walked will impact both professional dog walkers - who
perform a valuable service to the community - and their customers. Prices will rise, less well-off people will not be able to afford the services so dogs will not get proper exercise, and some dog-walkers will go out of business; more poor research and bias plus indifference to the impact of what is proposed on law-abiding and responsible members
of the public. The proposed PSPOs would restrict the activities of law-abiding and responsible dog owners but do nothing to address the problems they are supposed to adddress. Nobody I have spoken to thinks there is the slightest chance of these proposals affecting for example the behaviour of irresponsible people who fail to pick up after
their dogs; there are laws covering this now and you have only imposed 3 fines in the last year. Why would PSPOs change this? Instead of this draconian approach which is alienating and stigmatising large numbers of law-abiding citizens, you should encourage an imaginative and constructive approach including inviting the public to help find ways
to improve affairs. The presentation of proposals in the appendix provided to the November 15 meeting was vague and incorrect in places - even including a PSPO proposal for a site not the responsibility of the Council at all. They should have included full maps showing what was proposed for each of the areas; more poor research and inadequate
preparation. This survey has been created in an unprofessional way with biased and leading questions which are designed to lead responders to answer questions in a way you want them to. The survey should have been designed by an impartial professional to avoid this bias. The UK is a mainly tolerant country and long may it stay so. Prejudging
decisions, conducting proceedings behind closed doors, scratching around for 'evidence' to justify your decision, and proposing measures that have divided the community - this is not the British way of doing things. We used to have 'Dog Wardens', they are now 'Dog enforcement Officers'; next we may get outsourced and target-driven
'Robocops' armed with the backing of a Council that says "after an introductory, educational period, a zero tolerance approach to be followed in relation to any PSPO made following the consultation". We have seen what happens with over-zealous parking attendants. There is no formal appeal process for Fixed Penalty Notices – if someone
disagrees that they have committed an offence, they can decide not to pay the Fixed Penalty Fine, and the matter will then be decided by a Court. However, this can be expensive and time-consuming for both parties. Will Fylde have an informal 'appeals' process? We have no idea as, like the rest of these proposals, nothing has been said and the
proposals do not appear to have thought through. Overall your entire approach to this is 'a dog's breakfast' and needs a major rethink.Please involve experts and come up with something more pragmatic and acceptable.
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I feel the proposals and the way this survey has been presented are wrong. Any sensible and responsible dog owner would always agree to have their dog on a lead near a road, always pick up after their dog and never let them run wild in a chidrens play area (to give but a few examples). Putting all these new laws in place would not stop
irresponsible people and just punishes everyone - including those with and without dogs. Dogs need exercise off leads, people need dog walkers (including the elderly), dogs are proven to be good and healthy for humans, but the council seem intent to bring in totally unfair laws. To use Lytham Green as an example - I have walked on Lytham
Green with a dog, without a dog, with young children, with elderly relatives, have jogged along there and cycled (with children). As a family we have had picnics on Lytham Green as well. The joy of the Green is that all these activities go on and everyone allows space for all these activities - bringing a real community spirit to the Green. The council
seems to want to do away with this. The survey has been set up in such a way it is hard to actually be able to properly agree or disagree with things as it is just set up to say yes or no - so for example yes a dog should be on a lead in a children's playground but why ban them as what if a person has a child and a dog? Perhaps a little more
consideration could have gone into all of this. There does not appear to be anywhere any proper evidence of incidents to support such wide ranging changes, and restictions.
In many cases where the council are restricting access, there is no alternative for exercising dogs off lead made available nearby. This will discriminate against local people who are disabled, elderly and unable to go to the beach, or with children in pushchairs or prams. There is no objective evidence that there is a problem that requires new
restrictions. With regard to limiting the number of dogs being walked, this would have a detrimental effect on people who use professional dog walkers as the fees for dog walking would be increased and this is a service often utilised by the elderly and infirm. No evidence of any issues resulting from more than 4 dogs being walked together has
been provided. Obviously if there are issues due to dog fouling then this should be dealt with in the usual manner.
I am a responsible dog owner who exercises my 2 dogs mainly on Blackpool Road North Playing Fields or the beach. Whilst in part I agree with some of your suggestions that dogs should be on leads in certain areas and at certain times I feel a full ban of dogs off leads is not necessarily the answer. For example, on playing field areas such as
Blackpool North Playing Fields where I walk my dogs could the on lead restrictions be put in place during certain times when there are most likely to be football games on ie early evening and at the weekends. The fields are empty during the day so why is there a need for dogs to be on leads then. This will also be difficult and costly to enforce 247
in all the areas you are suggesting. The arrangement on the beach area near the pier is reasonable where dogs are not allowed at certain times of the year and dog walkers accept this, surely something similar could be put in place in other areas which would suit both sides. The problem is that those dog owners that ignore the rules now will
continue to do so and those who are responsible now will continue to be. I would not let my dogs off their leads in an area they were not allowed to be off not only because it was the rule but also because often it is not safe for them to be off ie on the road, car parks etc. I always pick up after my dogs and it annoys me as much as non-dog
owners that there are dog owners who do not pick up. However, keeping all dogs on leads will not make these irresponsible dog owners suddenly start picking up and unless all these areas are going to be monitored 247 I don't know how you are going to be able to impose these fines. In my experience dogs need to be able to go for a run off their
leads to be fully exercised and run off their energy. It is good for them and they enjoy it. My dogs are both small and are now getting older so it would probably not cause too much distress if they had to stay on their leads more often than usual but larger, younger dogs who need more exercise could suffer from not being able to run free. I do
agree that people walking multiple dogs can be intimidating and I have answered your survey that a limit on the number of dogs a person can walk would be a good idea. However if you are going to impose 'all dogs on leads' then I wouldn't have thought the number of dogs being walked would be an issue. Finally, if you are going to go ahead
with all these new restrictions on where dogs have to be on leads could there be areas looked at that could be designated just for dog walkers around the Fylde Coast where we could take our dogs and let them off their leads. I know there will still be the beach however not everyone is able to get to the beach, it is not always convenient for us
which is why we go to the playing fields. If there were more allocated places which were dog friendly that people knew were for dogs maybe that would help keep everyone happy.
I have 'objected' to a number of proposals as I feel the questions are too 'black and white' whilst the issue is not that simple. There are many variables that should be considered, including issues of how the owner handles their dog(s) and how the dog(s) themselves act. Common sense is a key factor here, both from a dog walkers perspective and
the Council's. It would seem the majority would be penalised because of a very small minority of irresponsible owners. I have also responded 'no comment' to a number of questions regarding locations. This is because I do not know these areas and do not feel qualified to offer any blanket type responses. Those areas I do know I have responded
accordingly. Dog walking is a pleasure and I agree that it should not be to the detriment of other walkers, but I believe the proposals being put forward are too draconian in approach and would seek to almost alienated a large proportion of the public, both residents and visitors. A level of rethinking and possible wider public consultation would
seem to be a more sensible way of going forward.
BEWARE, BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING YOU! Is this what sort of society Fylde Council are propsing? It would seem so. Totally unnecessary proposals, lets use a big stick to beat people with. FBC are totally ignoring that most dog owners are responsible people who have their dog under control and pick up after them. They seem to think that
punishing everyone and particularly the innocent dogs who just want to be exercised within their rights under the Animal Welfare Act of 2006 is the way to tackle the problem of the small minority of owners who do not pick up. Not education, just robocop enforcement by minimally trained wardens. There are many more pressing problems
around the Fylde that need attention such as vandalism, youth disturbance, littering etc. but then dog owners are soft targets and revenue earning for a council that cannot manage its finances properly. SHAME ON YOU FBC.
My only concern is how would these proposals be enforced.
Why are Fylde Council criminalsing law abiding, tax paying dog owners who just want to exercise their dogs as they are required to do by the Animal Welfare Act 2006? I regularly walk my dog many miles down the Fylde Coast and the area is not awash in dog poo. On the contrary, i rarely see dog poo lying around, and do see every other dog
walker picking up after their dog. I find it sinister that dog wardens are going to be allowed to follow and challenge dog owners, especially lone females along the sand dunes, for instance as one female dog owner reported to me. She was very unerved by being followed by a man in black along her walk. Frightening and totally uneccessary. Walking
is good exercise for both animal and owner and in these days of increasing obesity, Fylde Council are taking it upon themselves to restrict activity. They are also proposing we up our carbon footprint by driving to areas that they deem are suitable for walking off lead. Lets concertina lots of dogs into small areas, how very sensible and also lets have
cars parked obstructing the road all in one area. STUPID, STUPID, STUPID. But then what else can we expect form a group of useless, pathetic councillors, totally out of touch with the people they are supposed to serve. Well beware Fylde councillors, you will not be relected.
this is predominantly a freedom of movement act , some I agree with others and mostly I strongly object to.
These proposals have been cobbled together by a working group that took no advice from any professional bodies. They made no effort to engage with local business and people directly affected. In fact some of the evidence presented to the council by the working group was scraped directly from social media. The restriction on walking to 4
dogs is completely inhumane to those of us with 5 or more. These proposals are badly thought out and this "consultation" is biased to such an extent particularly on the 4 dog rule that if it goes through a lot of taxpayer money will be wasted with legal challenges. These proposals should be put on hold and the working group should invite the
relevant stakeholders in to rework them to something that would be acceptable to all parties.
I am really upset and disapointed about the councils, bland flat proposal. Our dog is part of our family and we are responsible dog owners, we moved to the area to have access to all the areas for our dog and for us to participate in family walks, the restrictions proposed would just spoil that with no reason for such dramatic change.
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Responsible dog owners are in the majority and understand that dogs must not play in children's fenced off play areas. Most owners also clear up after their dogs. If you consider the amount of dog owners in the area compared to the amount of negative issues raised it is obvious that the majority are responsible owners. In winter it is dark before I
go to work and also when I return home. The areas that I will be allowed to let my dog run freely are so restrictive that I will be forced to walk on certain areas of the beach, alone and in the dark. I do not feel safe as there is no longer a police presence to protect me. As I will have to allow more time to access these places, I will be walking alone in
a remote area, in the dark at around 5am and 9pm. I believe that you will be putting people at risk if you take away the option to allow dog walkers to access well lit parks where their dogs may run freely on grassy areas that are away from the fenced off children's play areas.
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I believe the council is being unrealistic in terms of policing the enforcement proposals. The issue of dogs-fouling and irresponsible owners not cleaning up can't be addressed on the highways. This is more of a pressing issue. Do what BBC did and have dog wardens mingling with their own dogs and issue tickets that way, not walk around in a
uniform. Stop people and ask to see dog bags. It worked there. Dogs are not the biggest problem I over look East Beach which is becoming a low level degradation area not due to dogs or their owners but youths trashing memorial benches and shelters, burning fires on the marshes and BBQ's burning the green, broken bottles. Tackle the real
problems not easy targets.
Fylde Council have failed to produce substantiated evidence of complaints against the activities of responsible owners and are now proposing to impose manifestly unreasonable restrictions on law abiding, tax payers. All that is necessary is for the council to enforce existing orders and not introduce draconian measures and PSPO's just because
they can and not because they are in any way necessary. The area is not in any way awash in dog poo as most owners pick up after their dogs and requiring dogs to be kept on leads does not mean the owner will miraculously start to pick up if they do not already do so. Since when did local councils become the enemy of the people they are
supposed to serve? The proposal to limit the amount of dogs to 4 is an arbitrary figure and completely ridiculous. Who decided on such a figure? Dog walkers are lifelines to working people and the elderly. How dare Fylde Council take it upon themselves to restrict this. As the area is an attraction to tourists, are Fylde Council deliberately trying to
negatively impact tourism, or just too stupid to see the impact this will have on local businesses? Get a grip Fylde Council and stop wasting tax payers money on useless proposals that attack the civil liberties of local residents. Are we on the beautiful Fylde Coast to live in a police state?
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I am a law abiding, tax paying individual who likes to walk my dog off lead so that she can run and chase after her ball and be exercised appropriately to maintain her health and fitness. I object to the attack by Fylde Council on my civil liberties. I always have my dog under control, pick up her excrement and behave responsibly by putting her on the
lead when necessary. Humans make much more mess and behave much more antisocially than dogs, yet Fylde Council fail to act on littering, youth disturbance and drinking alcohol in public. Fylde Council do not 'work for me' instead they seem to work against me and as usual are using a sledgehammer to crack a very small nut. I object to the
PSPO's being enforced by a warden with a camera filming and following me. as a female I would be frightened by a man following me, as has been reported by other dog walkers. What the Council fail to realise is that walking dogs on leads will not stop fouling. Those who do not pick up after their dog, will continue to not pick up, regardless of
whether their dog is on a lead or not. Get a grip Fylde Council and deal with the much more serious issues affecting the local area, instead of wasting money in proposals such as these. We did not fight 2 world wars to be told what to do by a group of namby pamby, meddling councillors, restricting our freedoms and liberties.
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Below are my comments on the PSPO I have been brief and put them in no particular order. 1.Firstly I have to object to this survey because — having an online consultation process — cuts off lots of the local population — who simply can not understand how to access the on line form or who are computer phobic - When we gave some local
pensioners the option to do it on line or complete a paper one — they all opted for the paper one — they still found that confusing because of the way it has been designed and said that if they had to do it by themselves they would have given up. 2. This consultation survey is flawed in its poor design — the question have a bias and try to lead
the person answering to opt for the councils preferred answer. 3. By cutting off some areas and 'opening' (which basically means acknowledging the custom and practice free walking space) up others . It will push more people with dogs into a smaller area this could cause congestion issues and problems with behaviour— and it will especially
affect those who cannot walk on the dunes, or who have children in buggies, or who use mobility aids and wheelchairs . 4. Another key issue is those who do not have the means to get to the ' free running areas’. Why should only those who can drive to the beach be able to give their dogs a free run. This will greatly affect those who live in the
villages and outline areas of St Annes and Lytham. 5.Responsible dog owners act responsibly and do NOT need an anti-social public space protection order. Fylde council should stop wasting time and our money on this and concentrate on tackling the real issues like litter and people using Fairhaven Lake for sexual activities — it is one of the’
dogging’ areas known in the UK. See Blackpool Gazette 13.1.17 “ “The Red Rose county has replaced Surrey as the dogging capital of the UK – the top destination for people looking for outdoor sex with strangers. According to a “swinging” website Lancashire can boast 216 locations for late-night liaisons in the open air. They range from the car
park at Fairhaven Lake, Stanah Country Park, a picnic area in Pilling, behind the Pleasure Beach toilets, Cottam Hall in Poulton and Lodge Lane lay-by in Singleton. A police spokesman said: “Sex in public places is not necessarily illegal. However we will take action where anyone could be offended by another person’s conduct.” Read more at:
http://www.blackpoolgazette.co.uk/news/county-top-dog-for-dogging-1-8331645 6. PROFESSIONAL DOG WALKERS As someone who is NOT a professional dog walker and someone who has never used one - I think we need to examine the role that a responsible professional Dog Walker plays in our society. There will be times when people are
unable to walk their own dogs — be that for work, health or other reasons. We are an ageing population, more so in this town, and over the years the need for dog walking services have increased. I lecture on dog behaviour , and I have over the past 20 years seen an increase in people attending my courses for their professional development that
either are already paid dog walkers, or who aim to take up that employment. I have been very impressed with individuals who have taken the time to increase their dog knowledge to work in a professional and caring manner when walking their clients dogs. The local dog walkers I have spoken to tell me that; they mix match their dogs — so that
the dogs on a group walk will get on. Some will not take Un neutered dogs over a certain age, and they generally only walk the dogs in places that have space for all. The feedback I get from people who use them is positive — and yes the majority of them walk more than four dogs. We live in a small town and if a paid dog walker was behaving in a
way that meant dogs were out of control and causing a nuisance they would pretty quickly go out of business because word gets round. Plus they would be reported to the dog wardens/police and can be fined or prosecuted under existing laws. The main issue appears to be picking up - I repeat myself here - We live in a small town and if a
professional dog walker got that reputation they would pretty quickly go out of business. They would also be reported to the dog wardens-who could if they have evidence fine or prosecute them just like the rest of us. When you walk more than four dogs you know you have the eyes of the world on you, you know it will affect your business, so
the pressure is on the walker to pick up and be aware of where the dogs they walk are at all times. I refer to the councils own response via the freedom of information request — there have been NO complaints. Paid dog walkers should all have insurance and have vehicles suitable for transporting dogs in a safe and secure manner. This all costs
money — if we limit numbers of dogs they can walk , it may not be a financially viable employment or it may result in prices charged going up dramatically — making it something only the wealthy can afford. I am told that many walkers have disabled customers and frail pensioners who are limited in the exercise they can physically give their dogs
who are also on fixed low incomes. There has been a steady increase in the numbers of professional dog walkers over the past 15 years — the question is - Why? Obviously because there is a GREAT need for them. 7. The council have not proved there is a need for the PSPO I have spent a lot of examining at the minutes of three committees
whose remit is tourism, leisure, open spaces, waste etc over the last year they are: Tourism and Leisure committee There were - NO mention of any dog related issues. Environment , Health and Housing There were - NO mention of any dog related issues. Operations Management committee No mention of dogs until January this year when
the councillors were given this information: "The Use of the Anti-Social Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014 and Community Protection Notices to Issue Fixed Penalty Notices for Certain Waste and Dog Related Offices The information note contained details of the intention to use the Anti-Social Behaviour Crime and Policing Act 2014 and
Community Protection Notices to issue Fixed Penalty Notices for certain waste and dog related offences" And thus the ball began to roll — it is interesting what the minutes tell you or rather do not tell you. Still no mention of dogs rampaging through children's' play areas or attacking picnics . Also as Lytham St Annes has been voted one of the
top ten places to live — one wonders how on earth that could be true if to repeat myself dogs were rampaging though children's play areas destroying play equipment and ‘attacking picnickers”. As the vast majority of dog owners in the Fylde by your own figures are responsible, as the numbers of dog complaints is dropping, as the number of
prosecutions for fouling are incredibly low - You have not been able to show sufficient evidence of there being a need for these PSPO’s 8. As a responsible dog owner who lives in the Fylde, my aim is to ensure that I am not treated like a criminal or second class citizen with draconian restrictions placed on my well behaved dogs who are under the
proper control. As a responsible owner I understand and agree that there will be the need for some orders to cover things such as:- Fouling, some children's play areas, dogs on lead on a road , etc. However has the term ‘public highway been clarified enough ‘ could this mean pathway and bridle path etc which would not be reasonable.
Bringing in new Dog Control orders will not suddenly make the irresponsible behave — the laws are already there to punish offenders — it is up to the council to use them. The nanny state mentality that is trying to control all the people because of misdeeds of a few is simply not fair or feasible who is going to police this? Fylde council seem to
think that because Blackpool and Wyre have these orders we should too - NO what Fylde council should be thinking is — how great it is that we do not need them. As a seaside town with lots of happy visitors who bring their dogs and their money with them — the council also needs realise how losing the canine pound will affect local businesses.
The number of dog friendly pubs, cafes and coffee bars and shops has increased dramatically and that is because these businesses realise that by being dog friendly they get extra income. 9. Multi dog owners I own more than 4 dogs - I organise my dog walks and ensure that my dogs are always under proper control, I know my dogs bodily
functioning habits and ensure that I am in a position to pick up after them. Why then are you proposing to victimising me and others who walk more than 4 dogs — when you have no statistical evidence to show that there is a problem. I have 5 small dogs — who together do not weigh as much as one GSD - yet you are proposing to tell me
that someone can walk 4 of the largest dogs in the world such as ; a Wolfhound, Great Dane, Bull Mastiff and St Bernard for example — but it would be a crime for me to walk my 5 small dogs together, and for information one is nearly 12 years old , one has mobility issues and they all are under control .

This is ludicrous — putting a number limit is not fair, not practical and will not achieve anything except as I have said victimise those who have more than four dogs and who have not done anything wrong. 10. Animal Welfare and is there a need for a PSPO I would like to remind you that: Under the Animal Welfare Act, dog owners have a duty of
care for their dogs, to allow them to exhibit natural behaviour patterns. This means that providing dogs with adequate exercise, OFF the lead is essential — it is not something responsible dog owners simply enjoy, but a legal responsibility. The DEFRA official "Code of Practice for the Welfare of Dogs Act” 2009 states: (1) "A dog needs regular
exercise and regular opportunities to walk and RUN" (Section 3) The Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 ‘2014 c. 12PART 4CHAPTER 2 Public spaces protection orders’ One key element of this is that a Local Authority CAN ONLY MAKE a PSPO if it has satisfied itself that TWO conditions are met, and the first one of these is stated
thus; (a) Activities carried on in a public place within the authority’s area have had a detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the locality For information from the RSPCA “The RSPCA acknowledges the value of PSPOs for local authorities to ensure that sections of open space may be dog-free, for example children's’ play areas, sports
fields, etc. In the past the introduction of DCOs has generally had a negative impact on responsible dog owners and dog welfare. Dogs enjoy interacting and playing with other people and animals and it is important that they are able to express this and other normal behaviour off the lead. It is therefore imperative that local authorities use PSPOs
sparingly and in a manner that is proportionate to the problem, in accordance with Defra’s guidance. Local authorities should be aware that under section 9 of the Animal Welfare Act, owners are required to ensure they meet their pets’ welfare needs, this includes the freedom to express normal behaviour and regular and appropriate exercise. It
is for this reason, that where dogs are excluded or restricted on open spaces, it is essential that local authorities ensure that other open spaces in close proximity remain accessible to dogs on and off leads to allow owners to fulfil their responsibilities. It is the Society’s view that local authorities should promote responsible dog ownership through
encouragement of training, proper care, microchipping, neutering as well as ensuring that owners clean up after their dogs.” For information the Dogs Trust response to a local authorities consultation "We strongly support the concept of responsible dog ownership but draw your attention to the Animal Welfare Act 2006 which imposes a duty
of care on all persons who have contact with animals. One of the requirements is to allow the animal “to be able to exhibit normal behaviour patterns”. For dogs this will clearly include the ability to exercise off the lead in an appropriate place. We therefore consider it important that responsible owners should not be discouraged from keeping a
dog by draconian dog control". 11. In addition I draw your attention to: Councillors’ conduct and interests There seven Nolan principles apply to the conduct of people in public life. They are: • Selflessness: you should act in the public interest • Integrity: you should not put yourself under any obligations to others, allow them improperly to
influence you or seek benefit for yourself, family, friends or close associates • Objectivity: you should act impartially, fairly and on merit • Accountability: you should be prepared to submit to public scrutiny necessary to ensure accountability • Openness: you should be open and transparent in your actions and decisions unless there are clear
and lawful reasons for non-disclosure • Honesty: you should always be truthful • Leadership: as a councillor, you should promote, support and exhibit high standards of conduct and be willing to challenge poor behaviour. I am confused where these have all been met with regard to the designing of Fylde PSPO. I doubt one can be deemed to
be working with objectivity and integrity and openness when it is clear that from the first working party meeting there was no discussion re NOT having any PSPO other than the one most needed for dog fouling - The whole slant of the meetings has been to draw up as many as possible and to NOT use any reliable facts and figures to show that
there is a need for them. Councillors did not rigorously challenge any of the information presented to them, they did not ask for facts and figures, they did not seek outside information on any of the issues - they only people they consulted with were parish councillors and council staff. Where was the objectivity? Where was the discussion to
look for alternative and to focus on positive education - it was no where? Why did they no challenge the powerpoint presentations where quotes were taken from a social media site with no ownership attributed to them,? How could they not question statements like ‘ dogs as big as bears’ or ask how dogs have supposedly damaged children's play
equipment? - Why did they not challenge how would staff know it was a dog and not a fox, badger, rats, children etc? In fact the honestly principle has to be questioned as language has been used in the proposals and appendix that have no basis of evidential truth, as all the freedom information request published on our web site
http://benjidog.co.uk/fyldedogcontrol/ have proven. 12 - Birds - Natural England - there is no evidence to show that Natural England ‘expressed a preference’ There is no evidence to show that dogs have caused suffering to the birdlife on the estuary or seashore - The population of migrating sea birds has grown steadily. As someone who walks
on that part of the beach everyday I have spent a lot of time watching and photographing the bird life. There are no nesting birds on the seashore it is a tidal beach. I have walked out to the estuary with a dog to photograph the birds and have been surprised that it is never my dogs that cause the birds to take flight — it is always me. My dog
could get far closer to them then I could. — Therefore having an order that insists that dogs are on lead will not change anything — you are not stopping people from walking there. I would also assume that there is more of an issue with those that use jet skis and wind kites surfing are you going to issue a PSPO to ban these activities or three
years too? I am sure that those who are licensed to pick cockles and shrimpers must disturb the bird life too — surely that should be stopped. Plus the fishermen and yachters who moor their boats in the area you are proposing to insist dogs are on lead — the foreshore at Lytham - Boat activity will disturb the bird life more than a dog ambling
alongside its owner. I find it strange that no one obviously bothered to take a walk down to the foreshore if you had you would see it is far too muddy for dogs to run and chase the birds and that locals who walk there do not let there dogs wander off that far because we do not want muddy dogs. 13.The idea of banning dogs from some of the
grounds by village halls at first glance may seem reasonable especially when you use the words ‘children ‘ and ‘using the area as an outdoor classroom’ all very interesting but has the question been asked — how many times the area is used by the school during a school year? Would it not be fairer and easier to simply have an order that would
allow the school to put a sign up stating that the field was being used on for example ‘Monday’ so no dogs would be allowed to be exercised there between school hours — a simple fair solution coupled with the policing of the fouling rule but no you go for a complete ban. 14. Discrimination Fylde council if they persist in bringing in these
draconian orders will be actively discriminating against : people who are infirm, disabled, elderly, blind, have mobility issues, use wheelchairs, use buggies and prams — forcing people out of parks and places with pathways on to sand hills and beach areas which may affect their mobility — cause them to be subjected to hazardous mounds and
holes and trip hazards that are always on the dunes and the beach. Two disability discrimination laws, the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (DDA) and the Special Educational Needs and Disability (NI) Order 2005 (SENDO), give people with disabilities important rights not to be discriminated against. You will be actively discriminating against
people with disabilities that have the use of assistance dogs. These PSPO will have an affect on how and if they can give their woking dogs suitable and safe free exercise. The Kennel Club state “Clearer guidance should be issued to local authorities on the use of both legal and physical restrictions which impair access for assistance dog users. We
would encourage the Government to remind local authorities of their legal obligations under the Equality Act 2010 to provide the same level of service to someone with a protected characteristic as someone without one. 15. Water features — it is disingenuous to use the — possibility of dogs getting sick from algae etc that may or may not be in
water features — such as Fairhaven lake — Responsible dog owners do no let their dogs normally exercise in the lake but this does not mean that there may be an occasion when a dog accidentally slips in etc.
To fine someone for that is ridiculous and I must insist that if the lake or any water feature is not safe for a dog then it is most certainly NOT safe for any people and should be covered over or drained that means no boating, on the lake in case someone falls in and get sick. 16. The Nature Reserve - I am under the impression that the whole of the
sand dunes could be deemed to be within the Nature Reserve - you have not competently identified what you mean by this. Therefore it could mean that more areas are cut off to responsible dog owners. 17. I strongly object to the money designated for ‘ signage’, £12,000 is money that would be better spent else where. I object to Fylde
council staff delivering leaflets asking people to complain about dogs — seeking complainants is strange behaviour from a local authority — it waste the valuable time of the wardens who have been delivering them and is a waste of money getting them printed. Especially when you can not produce any evidence that they have added any value.
18. I would like to end by stating that I am a law abiding responsible dog owner and someone with expert knowledge in dog behaviour training, welfare etc - I also run pet dog training classes in a Fylde council building I have been there for over 23 years — training responsible dog ownership to the people of the Fylde. There seems to be a lack of
competent knowledge and understanding on the councils part — wanting to put restrictions on all dogs owners, upsetting us responsible owners with well behaved dogs by restricting their off lead exercise, moving them all into the same small area, and forcing people to travel to these places when they may not be able to. A lack of
understanding in that can’t you seem to grasp the fact that a dog on the lead or off the lead is not really the issue — the issue is the irresponsible few who obviously are not clearing up after their dogs - The dog being held on a lead will not make them change their behaviour — a rigorous policing of the laws you have available to you now — for
example the litter laws, current bylaws and so on. You should be punishing those who do not abide by them not stopping the freedoms of those who do. If this is the case then you MUST bring in PSPO on all young people because a few are vandals. I refer you to the laws you have available to you already such as : The Dogs Acts, he Dangerous
Dogs Act The Animals Act Criminal Damage Act Town Police Clauses Act Control of Dogs on Road Orders I refer you to the fact that you can bring out control orders on individuals for the behaviour of their dogs you can easily stop people who you feel are letting their dogs be dangerously out of control — you can but sadly it looks like you do not
want to. The only reason I can find for this is you are seeking to raise income by fining people with dogs that may inadvertently step into a dogs on lead area or whose dog accidentally steps into a water feature. I was one of the people who spoke at the meeting on the 15th of November - why do the minutes of the meeting not reflect who
spoke from the public and what was said? Why do the minutes not reflect that the Chair of the meeting PROMISED to meet and consult with some of us who spoke and use our expert knowledge ? - No nothing is reflected in the minutes ,the minutes are flawed and the whole process has been flawed from the very beginning.
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I hope that the proposals requiring dogs to be on lead in specific areas and about cleaning up are implemented and rigorously enforced. We are a dog owning family but most homes are not. People must be being discouraged from using amenities like Lytham Green and Fairhaven Lake by the large amount of dogs which are currently allowed to be
off lead. Particularly those with younger children. Dog owners simply should not assume that their animal will be safe around other people - especially younger children. The irresponsible brigade deliberately take multiple dogs to Fairhaven Lake at dusk and allow them to run free. A strategy to avoid their cleaning up responsibilities. I hope that
the fines will extend to those dumping plastic bags of poo in bushes and on the beach. Please ensure that the fines are implemented as soon as the new rules start with zero tolerance. I suggest dusk at Fairhaven Lake would be a worthwhile and profitable start.
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There are very few places where dogs can be walked freely, without the need for a lead. To restrict this further would unnecessarily punish responsible dog owners. What would be more proactive and supporting for the local community would be to invest more time and effort in tackling irresponsible dog owners, running local groups to help dog
owners with basic training and encouraging dog owners to walk together in a bid to socialise their dogs and promote responsible dog walking in the area. Whilst I wholeheartedly agree that children's play areas and cemeteries should be restricted - with dog leads enforced - I do not believe that the vast majority of the suggested restrictions are
warranted. As a Lytham resident, I specifically selected to buy a property that was in walking distance of the green and similar public spaces to allow me to own and exercise a dog. I am a responsible dog owner and have spent time ensuring that my dog is well trained and socialised before letting it off the lead. As a further note, to restrict the
number of dogs being walked by one person at any one time could potentially harm the livelihood of local professional dog walkers. These people provide a valuable service to members of the local community and help to train and socialise the dogs that are placed in their care. Less restrictions, more pro activity on tackling the issues presented
by irresponsible dog owners! Don't penalise the vast majority for the behaviour of a minority.
These proposals have not been made with the full input of local dog owners & professional dog walkers, moreso it appears based on the limited uninformed opinions of a few local councillors. Yes there are a small number of irresponsible dog owners who do not pick up after their dogs or control them correctly, but it's not fair or democratic to
punish the majority of law abiding owners who do. Furthermore, have you considered the adverse impact these proposals could have on local businesses ? What impact will this have on tourism ? A large number of tourists also have a dog(s) have you considered this ? The council is democratically elected to represent the local people NOT to try
and get legislation through by "back door" methods to pander to the whims of a minority of the local people, who would prefer not to allow anyone into Lytham & St Anne's and keep it as it was for themselves. Sorry but this is the 21st century & we live in a democracy ! For the strength of local feeling, just look at the 2 recent, well attended &
conducted protest walks !
I am very disappointed in the fylde councils obvious vendetta against people with dogs. I can not believe you now have the power to create pspo's in the first place but the fact that all the crime, vandalism, human mess and probably the worst cyclists and yet you have not created a single pspo for anything like that. 100% are all aimed at dogs and
their owners. By creating these pspo's you are dividing a beautiful area that I have loved bringing my 8 dogs too. They have enjoyed the freedom of being able to play with each other running after balls, I recently became disabled and the fylde has given me the perfect place to excercise all the dogs without the need of my partner everytime. I
clean up after each and every one of them, we spend money in shops restaurants and often attend fundraising events. All that will stop not just with me but many visitors and even locals when they find somewhere else to exercise their dogs and spend money. You are going to criminalise me, why just because you can, not because of complaints, a
history of problems or even because of information sought from the KC, RSPCA or even the Dogs Trust, just a few people put together and made these pspo's up. I remember when the small local shops and restaurants of St Anne's used to ask people to shop local don't go to Blackpool and the big supermarkets. All you are doing is pushing people
away from the fylde and soon businesses will be begging you to do something to bring money back to the fylde.
Grow up, your proposals are far to restrictive! Good, honest dog owners are being punished by a tiny faction
I am not a dog owner but object strongly to the ridiculous persecution of those that are in a set of proposals that are not necessary. Why is all this effort being spent? Why don't you just use existing laws? You are stirring up trouble in a happy community and we did not vote you in to do that.
During the tourist season, poo bags can not be disposed of easily due to bins being full, this might need looking into
Dogs don’t: Leave their bbqs to burn the grass Leave their bbqs in the sandhills Leave bbqs with sharp metal & hot coals to injure children, animals & wildlife Vandalise Historic Victorian shelters Melt picnic tables with their bbqs Dig large holes in Lytham Green when prospecting for treasure (they will make them bigger though – but whose fault
is it in the first place?). Ride bikes at silly speeds & without bells along promenade footpaths. Form cycling clubs that have mass rides along footpaths. Use bushes around the toilets on the Green as mass conveniences when waiting for a run to start. Damage benches. Drink alcohol in shelters & then smash the bottles. Ride their horses on
Lytham Green leaving deep hoof prints & clods of earth on New Years Eve. Cough & sneeze with human viruses at head height in public & on buses. (Whatever happened to ‘Coughs & sneezes spread diseases – catch your germs in a handkerchief’). Spit on pavements & grass in public areas. Think about where they urinate but usually at low level .
Yes, ban them from Play Areas – All responsible dog owners agree with that. Urinate to excess with human bacteria in shop doorways and in back streets when they’ve had a skinful of happy juice. (Reference Bill Bryson’s wonderful ‘Notes from a Small island’ “ Blackpool …. on Friday and Saturday nights it has more public toilets than anywhere else
in Britain; elsewhere they call them doorways”.) Write letters to newspapers calling a group of 400 or so well behaved people ‘smug’ and ‘shameful’. Leave litter including used nappies on the sandhills. (interesting thought – where do people relieve themselves when having a nice day trip to the sandhills and beaches. It's not all dog!) Leave tyre
tracks on the Green. Set fireworks off at unsociable times. Shout and scream in the street on their way home from the pub.
The main problem would appear to be fouling and like the vast majority of dog walkers I loathe those who don’t clear up. What can be worse than treading in others’ mess when picking up after your own dog. I also clear others’ when I can. For those caught leaving mess there should be zero tolerance. However, there seems to be a terrible
misconception that it is dogs off lead that cause the fouling. This is certainly not the case and I have often seen walkers with dogs on lead walking and chatting to companions or engrossed in mobile phones simply ignoring their dogs when they poo. I do sometimes point it out and offer them a bag but when by myself I do this with
circumspection. Certainly on Lytham Green most of the ‘leavings’ are within 2 metres or so of the paths whereas most off lead walkers are on the grass & yes, there are some ‘leavings’ further on to the grass but I would argue that these were created early morning and evening. The policing of dogs off lead should be totally different to fouling.
The yardstick being if a dog is under control or not, and therefore common sense and tolerance need to be applied. The proposed cameras for the wardens will assist in this. Give them the opportunity to use their training – and if this is done in a friendly way, dog walkers will respond favourably. Essentially, wardens and walkers should cooperate
together and tolerance and friendliness will reap rewards for the whole community. A blanket ‘Zero tolerance’ policy will serve only to get backs up and further polarise the situation. Dogs off lead and under control offer no threat. I use childrens’ play areas with my grandson and have not yet seen any dogs in those at Lowther or Fairhaven.
Fortunately when we take the dog with us either my husband or I will walk the dog round. Many dogs are highly tolerant of children and would help children understand dogs and how to handle them. They certainly don’t rampage and destroy childrens’ play areas as they have been so ridiculously accused. Obviously, Fylde Borough Council has
limited resources. I would suggest these are spent on the major issue – fouling. Let the wardens concentrate on this and be at the right places and at the right times. Word will get about if there are a number of foulers caught and fined. If resources are so tight then maybe it would be better to concentrate on the much worse antisocial
behaviour of humans – not forgetting melted picnic tables at Fairhaven and barbecues scorching the grass and being left on Lytham Green. I must mention the misconception concerning the bird roosting in the area of spartina grass behind the sea wall at Fairhaven. No birds roost there, some may feed but at the seaward end. There is a natural
phenomena to prevent roosting. It happens twice a day. It’s called the tide and washes any roosting/nesting material away. No need for any restrictions. Poorly thought out and advised. The PSPOs are targeting a large section of a well balanced, law abiding, generally cooperative, community. Alienating these people will be reflected in their
attitudes and behaviour to councillors and council officials. The council has already caused polarisation of many, not helped by erroneous and rather stupid remarks on Look North West. Time to use common sense and build bridges before the next election.
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I can't see that a great many changes are being made but fully support that where children play and dogs walk should have restrictions. As the owner of dogs I still feel I have a number of places to walk my dogs off the lead.
I have a dog and use the beach daily the lack of bins on the beach during the winter months is ridiculous I think there are currently 3 he also walks with a dog walker once a week to help him Socialize with other dogs
Dogs need space to run, these restrictions vastly reduce the area in the borough that allow that - and the proposed bit of beach isn't mobility friendly and disadvantage elderly, infirm and those without transport. Survey questions are biased and badly worded. Council has used anecdotal evidence from social media to back up their stance.
Proposals based on no objective statistics that there is an issue - complaints are actually going down. No complaints about people walking lots of dogs Dogs being on leads will not stop fouling Four dog limit is arbitrary as 4+ yorkies can easily be controlled but four great danes is another matter. Money could be better spent elsewhere.
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I posted this to a forum discussion on this topic. I’ve read through this thread this morning and been somewhat confused by the back and forth argument and lack of proposals to bring the two sides together. This seems to be confounded by the council’s decision to lump together a number of wide ranging proposals and apparent the lack of
willingness to find common ground on both sides. To that end here’s my – non dog owners – summary of what I understand the issues to be: 1.A set of concerns around the process by which these proposals have been created and consulted upon, there definitely seems to be some justification for concern here, but also perhaps the council has
some reasonable limitations imposed upon them by funding availability and time, perhaps not. 2.A proposal to introduce PSPOs which seems very reasonable to be. Most if not all of the forum participants seem to argue that it is irresponsible dog owners that are driving the council to make these proposals and most of the historical complaints
about the council seem to be their inability to enforce the existing control mechanisms. *******, eloquently explains why the existing mechanisms don’t work and why PSPOs stand a better chance of working. So it seems that the introduction of PSPOs will be a win win for all sides, the council get a way to ‘self fund’ enforcement, which means
more enforcement officers walking the streets/sand and the dog walkers see the worst offenders punished, reducing the pressure for further ‘draconian’ change. 3.A proposal to limit the number of dogs that a single person can walk, this also seems very sensible and something everyone should agree the need for. Insurance policies for dog walkers
limit the number, most councils do too. The debate is about the number and this should be a subject for positive discussion. I’m not qualified to comment further on this, except to say that in my personal experience (see later) four seems very reasonable, and I’m often very encouraged when I see professional dog walkers take the precaution of
physically attaching their dogs to a waist harness. 4.A proposal to further limit the areas where dogs can be allowed off lead. I’d like to comment further on this. For context, I’ve spent close to 10,000 hours walking the Fylde coast over that last 20 years. I’ve brought up four children on the beach, never owned a dog, but grown up around them.
However I would not say I am experienced at ‘handling’ a dog. One of my great joys is to watch dogs running free on the beach and in the surf, and I completely understand the joy they bring to their owners lives. However dogs have also disrupted my walks, play time and picnics on the beach more than anything else except the weather. My wife
and a friend have both been bitten by dogs, I’ve had my arm mauled and clothes ripped. We’ve had sandcastles trampled on and picnics ruined and I can’t count the number of times a dog has jumped up on me or the kids, scaring us and leaving my clothes covered in mud. We’ve seen packs of dogs running wild and countless dog fights and
scuffles. I’ve also had many near misses with free running dogs, or dogs on extended leads on cycle paths or dual use paths. Most of these dogs had owners who considered themselves ‘responsible’ and I know this because the owners rarely apologise, the best I get is “she’s only trying to be friendly” or “he won’t hurt you” or “she doesn’t usually
do that”. I provide these examples only to make the point that dog owners often don’t seem to understand the disruption that their dogs cause to others, their joy of ownership is too strong. However I’m strongly in favour of dog walking and the provision of space for dogs to run free, I’m equally in favour of the need for everyone to be able to
walk freely in public areas free of fear and disruption from dogs, a balance needs to be struck and hopefully everyone can agree that this needs to be the case. This balance would be easier to strike if the culture of dog ownership continued to move in the direction of greater responsibility and control and respect for non-dog owners. Just like the
culture of smoking changed to respect non-smokers. I’ve seen such a continuum in responsibility that I know there’s a long way to go. Some dog owners take their responsibility very seriously, others just let their dogs run wild and apologise – or not - later. It’s easiest to build a proposal if you have a hierarchy of objectives, the most important at
the top: 1.Everyone should have the right to FEEL safe and be safe while walking and cycling on the footpaths, dual use paths, parks and promenades and beaches 2.Dogs should be able to exercise on short leads almost everywhere that objective 1 isn’t compromised. 3.Dogs should only be allowed off lead where there is sufficient space to create a
physical partition, or create a large buffer between the dog safe zone and free running zone. 4.Environmental/bird protection, comes last, dog owners should be encouraged to be responsible with guidance notices explaining responsible behaviour and sensitive times of year etc By way of example: 1.Park View 4U could allow free running on it’s
fields, but not it’s park 2.Lytham front has it’s gravel beach and salt marsh but not it’s prom, sand dunes and green 3.Fairhaven has it’s green and beach but not it’s park 4.Ansdell has the beach walk next to the salt marsh, but not the dunes 5.St Annes has it’s northern beach, but not it’s promenade, gardens or main beach. Although free running
could be allowed 50m out from the promenade 6.Ashton gardens has it’s southern grass area, but not the rest of the park. 7.Where partitioning is not possible, dogs should be allowed on grassed areas on extended leads I do realise that my examples would result in some disabled people and people with pushchairs not finding it easy to find a place
for their dogs to run free, however they would also find it difficult to chase after a dog to bring it under control, so maybe an extended lead would be better anyway. Finally I did a four mile walk this morning and paid careful attention of these issues. This is what I saw. 1.Most people had their dogs under control on the footpaths, although one
dog was on an extended lead and so I crossed to the other side of the road 2.On the St Annes North Beach dogs were running free and there was plenty of space for everyone, I walked in the dunes and didn’t see any dogs 3.On St Annes South Beach I saw only three dogs off lead, one jumped up on me leaving me with mud all over my trousers, the
owner called it back eventually and didn’t apologise, he wasn’t paying attention and his dog was therefore not under control but it could have been 4.On the outer promenade two dogs were running free and in my view should have been on leads 5.On the inner prom I didn’t see any dogs, however I did see three piles of dog poo, two of which I
cleared up as I frequently do
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Most of these proposals have been ill thought out. The vast majority of dog owners are responsible and already use common sense in public places. These proposals would badly affect these owners and their dogs and would be ignored by the very few irresponsible owners. I would also be interested to know, if brought in, how they would be
enforced? Surely a better solution would be to employ another dog warden? I feel this whole idea is a complete waste of time and money. Our money! The proposals were not adequately advertised and I feel that you were trying to push them through the back door like those ridiculous 20 mile an hour restrictions that are also unenforceable.
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The proposed restrictions could significantly impact tourism in the area. I know numerous people who would visit Southport instead if implemented.
I write to you with my concerns and objections to the proposed introduction of dog related Public Space protection Orders (PSPO) which are biased, unclear and misleading. Your Appendix and survey for the introduction of Public Space Protection Orders (PSPO) This has been produced in a biased, unfair manor. Before the appendix and survey was
put together a proper consultation within the council should have happened in order to produce and promote a decent fair unbiased truthful consultation and survey. As Fylde borough council (FBC) did not consult, appraise and research this properly with and contact the correct organisations in advance the whole consultation is unfair to the
public. A lot of the public dog owners and none dog owners still do not understand what is going on and what the consequences are of a Public Space Protection Order (PSPO). A Public Space Protection order is a very lazy law. It is put in place so councils can been seen to be putting a procedure in place, but don’t actually do anything to resolve any
issues. A Public Space Protection order is open to be misused and abused and may even encourage fraudulent behaviour. The current council and councillors may not wish for this to be the case and I do hope not, BUT once a PSPO is put in place we and they do not know that the council and councillors of the future may and could misuse and
abuse this. Persons issuing a PSPO could be tempted to issue fraudulently and unfairly. Potentially the only way this can be policed is by targets and/or bonus related targets or even a private company being put in place. All of these will go for an easy soft target in order for them to achieve their desired result. They will issue a fine to the well
behaved person that crosses the line from the dog off lead area to the bin in the on lead area just so they can throw their poo bag in the bin – they will video a dog Fowling but not video the well behaved owner picking up etc. They will to do this in order to reach their target or keep their job or bonus. This will not resolve the problem that the
council are trying to tell us they want to resolve. A Public Space Protection order is an order that councils use with a massive amount of behaviour issues and social problems. Fylde borough council do not have this. If they did they would not have been named among the top 10 places to live in the North West The list, produced in The Best Places
to live guide, revealed Lytham St Annes to be a top place to have a home. (Councilor David Eaves was in the gazette promoting this) The list was based on a number of factors, including transport links, quality of schools, natural beauty, low crime rate, property prices, cultural life and unemployment figures. If this is true why would Lytham St
Annes need a PSPO – PSPOs are for places that believe they have a problem with behavior and crime. Why would Fylde borough council want to increase unemployment by forcing the professional dog walkers out of business? Why would Fylde Borough council want to put these people on the social housing list? Groups of people with dogs I have
been asking people’s opinion about this whilst out walking and I believe people often become confused between which dogs are with which owners. Therefore how can they tell how many dogs belong to just one person or be able to be sure someone is walking more than 4 dogs. These groups of people are doing no harm and it is a good thing
that people are out socializing with each other in wide open social areas and again this is not going to stop nor should we expect this to stop. These are well behaved people who are, not aggressive, not drinking alcohol and they are not leaving litter everywhere or vandalizing areas. Would the council stop groups of people socializing in bars and
cafes, going on group bike rides, groups of children/teenagers to the park or for a walk or talking in groups on the bus and the list goes on? I repeat there are people that see these groups walking together and confuse this with people walking groups of dogs. This is a lack of understanding and observation. Professional Dog Walkers/Carers and
People that own more than 4 Dogs If the council put restrictions in place to stop people walking more than 4 dogs this will seriously affect and damage some people’s lives. People that own more than 4 dogs and Professional dog walkers (PDW) are the ones that have control where dogs are concerned. It doesn’t matter if you have 1 dog or more
than 4 dogs having good dog control is important. Anyone owning and walking more than 4 dogs must have control and these are the people that have good dog control. If people that own more than 4 dogs have to double up all their dog walks this can affect their income and the way they time manage their day. A lot of these people have
attended regular dog training, understand dog behavior and a number of them are professional dog trainers and dog walkers/carers. Some of these also judge at Crufts. Professional dog walkers/carers provide an invaluable service to people and the community. PDW’s are used by people during some or all of their working days, when people need
to go on holiday, need a day out, attend a function, people with an injury or had an operation, disabled and the elderly that are now struggling to walk their dogs either all the time or on days when the weather is to bad or unsafe. Sometimes a PDW is the only person the elderly or someone with some form of disability will see that day. We use a
Professional dog walker as a lot of people in the area do. Before we first sent our dog we checked them out like you would check a kindergarten or school before sending a child. We have walked with them, chatted and observed them to make sure our dog was and is happy, and she is. The dog sitter service we use are incredibly professional,
responsible and caring. They have a list of dog trainers in the area who they can recommend when owners struggle with recall etc. The owners can then attend classes or one to one sessions with their dogs to encourage and achieve good dog/dog owner behaviour. Our dog loves going out with them and staying over. She quivers with excitement
when we mention where she is going. We could not be happier with the service they provide. We send our dog if we need to go away for a night, weekend or on holiday, if we are having to work from very early in the morning to very late at night or just need a day away from home where we cannot take a dog. This year our daughter will need to
look at universities etc. ready for when she finishes her A levels. How can we take her to do this if we cannot use the services of a Professional Dog Walker/Carer if the council have forced these services and people out of business? Many dogs like ours require at least 2 hours exercise per day otherwise boredom and naughty behaviour would start.
Such dogs cannot be cared for properly in boarding kennels. The council with their proposals will not only effect the PDW income but also the public’s income that uses PDW as their service is a necessity to their everyday life. A dog should not be left at home alone for more than 4 hours or they suffer with anxiety, stress and boredom and this can
contribute to dogs not behaving well. Most dogs needs a good off lead walk a least once preferably twice a day so they don’t suffer with anxiety and stress. Again this is what contributes toward a well behaved dog. If the council want well behaved dogs in the area (of which at the moment they are a very LUCKY council as the MAJORITY of the dogs
and their owners are) they need to support and make sure that the area has and offers the services of Professional Dog Walkers/Carers along with plenty of off lead dog walking areas. These restrictions will affect people’s income, put people out of business, force them into unemployment and may even force them out of their home. This could
also affect dogs health and wellbeing and potentially more dogs will be left home alone for long periods of time. There will be an increase of dogs being walked at night and on the dark footpaths. It is a well-known fact that dog fowling incidents increase during the dark nights and people can’t exercise their dogs as they can in the summer.
Restricting Dogs off lead walks Dog owners have a legal responsibility under the Animal welfare Act to ensure the wellbeing of their dogs. The Animal Welfare Act places a legal responsibility on dog owners to provide a Duty of Care for their pets which include allowing an animal to exhibit normal behaviour patterns, including for a dog to be
exercised freely. The MAJORITY of dog owners in the Fylde borough are responsible and well behaved along with their dogs. Fylde borough council are a very LUCKY council to have such a wonderful well behaved sociable borough. By forcing all the dogs into small areas when so many people in the borough own dogs is irresponsible of the council
and they could be promoting bad dog behaviour by doing this. People from all walks of life meet and socialise whilst walking their dogs, it doesn’t matter what upbringing or background anyone is from or how much money or not anyone has they all get on because they accept people and their dogs for who they are. This is wonderful. Natural
England make an effort to reduce the carbon footprint. Fylde Borough Council have not informed Natural England about the increase of vehicles being used for dog walkers to get to or travel further to get to an off lead dog walk due to dogs off lead exclusion zones being introduced by Fylde Borough Council?
Use of Area The MAJORITY of the year the main use of the areas FBC are proposing to restrict are used by dog owners. I do not believe they are proposing to restrict any other groups of people. In some cases dog walking can put others off from using open spaces – We know This is NOT be true in the Lytham St Annes area because on hot sunny
weekend days people still flood to the area time and time again. They would not do this if dogs and dog walkers were unfriendly and unsociable. Again Fylde borough council are a very lucky council to have such a wonderful well behaved sociable borough. Lytham Green is 15 Hectares, it is massive. It is big enough to accommodate all. When the
weather is hot the majority of locals walk their dogs very early or late as the middle of the day tends to be too hot for the dogs to enjoy their walk and can dehydrate. So when Lytham Green is packed on hot summer days with picnics a lot of these are people who have brought their dogs to sit with them and not take them on a long walk. FBC
should take note and remember that people come and picnic and bring their dog. Areas like Cumbria promote these activities along with other activities and tourism and include dogs without discriminating against individual groups. REMEMBER Picnics may happen for a period of approximately eight fair weekends a year if that (subject to good
weather.) People walk their dogs every day of the year, normally twice a day in all weather not just in fair weather. We haven’t always had a dog, we got her 6 years ago. At that time there were not many shops, café’s bars, pubs or restaurants which you could take your dog in. We did notice at this time that a lot of the businesses were struggling
and yet the Queens accepted dogs and was always packed. If we went to Cumbria this was never a problem, the majority of places let people go in with their dogs and promoted being a dog friendly place. In the last 6 years this has greatly improved in the Lytham St Annes area and most places now promote being dog friendly. Every penny counts
in business. Why would FBC not want this extra huge contribution to its local businesses and tourism? Fylde Borough council have mentioned Natural England and Sites of Specific scientific Interest (SSSI) and Special Protection Area (SPA) in their appendix and consultation survey. Natural England is more about existing disturbance to birds within
areas designated for nature conservation. They haven’t yet started to plan for new coastal access rights around Lytham St Annes, so they wouldn’t have provided any advice to the local authority yet about managing new coastal access rights in the future. The Habitats regulations assessments (HRA) documents which Natural England would read
to help monitor and assess, are concerned with the noise/disturbance levels and check/make sure the birds and wildlife are happy. If the council feel it is necessary to restrict dogs to be on lead they have not read through these directives properly as the HRA is just as concerned with the increase of tourism etc. The council are not putting any
restrictions in place for events, tourism and leisure so why are the for dog walkers? Has Fylde Borough Council informed Natural England about the events that take place along the green throughout the year for example Lytham festival, Lytham club day and so on? Regular firework displays and charity events and so on. This noise would disturb
the wildlife more than off lead dog walking. Are the council going to stop all events etc. for a 3 year period to be REVIEWED after 3 years whilst the coastal defences are to be replaced? OR is this REDICULOUS? – If the council think this is REDICULOUS then the response is EXACTLY, restricting dogs off lead areas using NATURAL ENGLAND as an
EXCUSE is REDICULOUS. At the moment the fox life on the Lytham St Annes coastline although confident in some ways remains wary. The Lytham St Annes coastline has a gradual amount of walkers throughout the day. These tend to be dog walkers as dog walkers go out 100% of the year in all weathers. The dogs do not want to go near the foxes
and would not dare to but the foxes would go near the birds if the walkers declined in these areas. FBC has not informed Natural England how the bird life will be affected due to the fox life on the coast and what will happen to the birdlife by reducing dog walking which will encourage foxes to become more confident and get closer to the
birdlife. We have CRoW rights Countryside Rights of Way – there are no exclusions or restrictions under CRoW legislation at the present time in the area around Lytham St. Annes and there shouldn’t be – We should have the right to ramble with or without dogs along this beautiful coastline and area. If restrictions are put in place it should be to
restrict events etc. not Countryside rights of way. Again 100% of the year normally at least twice a day it is the dog walkers rambling with their dogs – Surely FBC cannot restrict the people that use these areas the most every day of the year no matter what the weather. At the moment a large number of people walk their dogs off lead around
Fairhaven Lake and along Lytham Green and Church Scar and other similar areas and also use the paths. They don’t do any harm and are well behaved. The majority of the year only dog walkers use these areas. None dog walkers tend to only come out when the weather improves. These areas have not been a problem, even councillors have
walked dogs off lead in these areas. Apparently according to the survey these areas are meant to be dogs on lead so the council make it look like they are lifting restrictions when they are not. These are areas within the Countryside rights of way. The council have failed to advise the public that they have Countryside rights of way and are trying to
block these off with the PSPO and are not being clear about this on the survey. This will also effect highways. The majority think of highways as paths next to major roads but this could be all sorts of paths and tracks and restrictions could be put in place in areas people do not realise due to the lack of information. AGAIN this is not clear on the
survey. Weather Conditions The coast we live on has some beautiful days but we do experience a lot of different and varied weather conditions, some of these being quite extreme. Although we dog walkers dress in good practical clothing for these extreme weather days we sometime need to walk in areas that are more protected and practical.
Storms, Gales, Windy, (The sand on some of these windy days can hurt and get in your eyes (humans and dogs) Hail (this hurts too), Heavy rail or just rainy days, Sleet and occasionally Snow are just some of the conditions that we walk in. On days like this it is better to walk more inland, further up the estuary along Lytham Green or in the dip
around Fairhaven Lake and maybe in the park. The areas FBC have suggested for off lead dog walks are on the areas of the coast where there is no shelter, protection or ease from these extreme weather conditions and experience. FBC have not put any thought into this at all. People walking dogs walk 100% of the year in all weather conditions we
sometimes need some practical choices as to where we walk our dogs, extreme weather conditions being the days where we particularly need those choices. Elderly, people with disabilities, prams and walking difficulties etc. The elderly or anyone walking a wheelchair or pram will not be able to walk their dog off lead away from traffic without
being fined. Anyone who is suffer

It is very rare a dog goes in the lake. If one does this is normally just to retrieve a ball or even by accident and does not require a PSPO. The dogs are doing no harm and cause no harm. If the council think the lake is dangerous from water borne infections and plants such as algae as they describe, this also effects birds and humans. This would mean
that they must close the lake to all, 100% of the year. Birds must be encourage to nest and roost somewhere else and there must be no boating/canoeing or sailing activities on the lake at all. BUT the council will not do this so I can only conclude that this is because they are discriminating against dogs. All areas suffer with algae from time to time.
Normally signs go up so everyone is aware and all boating is banned until the lake/water is safe and bird life monitored. You don’t see Cumbria shutting down Lake Windermere from dogs birds and boats 100% of the year. Lytham St Annes Nature Reserve This has not been specified as to exactly where this is on either the appendix or the
consultation survey. It could be said that the whole of the sand dunes in the area are classed as Lytham St Annes nature reserve OR this could be changed at any point in the future with no notice and nobody knowing to include the whole of the sand dunes in the Lytham St Annes area. If all of the sand dunes now or in the future become a dogs
restriction area this would limit the dogs off lead areas even further. Highways in the borough All public highways, again not specific enough. This is a wide definition and could include private roads, paths, public access, countryside rights of way, footpaths, bridleways all of these could include private by permission of the landowner access,
private estates etc. This may not be what the council intends and I hope not but it could change at any point in the future with no notice and without anybody knowing. This makes the survey too unclear and people do not understand. This is unfair. FUNDING e.g. Natural England, Green Flag, Heritage Lottery Fund I do wonder if somebody or
bodies think that if they put a PSPO in place in all these areas then they will qualify for getting a big tick in a box where dog fouling appears on the funding form. The reality is all they need to do is demonstrate what a wonderful community of dog walkers they have and they do have. The council should also be encouraging people with polite signs
of consideration. This applies to all types/groups of people. Adults, Children, Elderly, Prams, Wheelchairs, Dog walkers, Cyclists, Picnics, Sports and birdwatchers etc. The organisations looking at funding would prefer this approach and prefer to work with the public in a kind, encouraging, positive, considerate way. They would prefer positive results
this way rather than use any negative PSPO or laws and campaigns. FBC could and should be showing this on any form for funding application. Where dog walkers are concerned FBC should consider instituting dog training programmes in the parks and other areas along with a good dog code. Dog shows, vets surgeries, schools and other events can
be used to promote responsible dog ownership. The council should have a list of dog trainers to encourage and promote good dog and good dog behaviour. They should also be promoting the Kennel Club “The Big Scoop” campaign (which Green Flag Awards encourage to promote) and also do at least another one or two of their own to promote
good pick up. They could work with the many good dog owners in a polite and considerate manner and encourage people to do an extra scoop or two a day should they come across a pile that has not been picked up. They could promote litter pick up at the same time. There can never be enough bins – so please provide these, don’t reduce
them. Make people know where bins are and make access to them easy. FBC could and should be showing this on any form for funding application. FBC should know basic information about patterns of use. If they did they would know that 100% of the year at least twice a day the dog walkers use open spaces and parks. The use of these areas
would drop to almost zero on most days by restricting the dog walking. The use of open spaces and parks goes up at the weekend – normally due to children’s football in football season and in the summer normally if the weather is good. FBC need to show that they promote good off lead areas for the elderly, people with a wheelchair, pram,
walking difficulty or injury. FBC need to show that they respect CRoW Countryside rights of way and public access. FBC could and should be showing this on any form for funding application. FBC should be maintaining the historic character of the area. (I am still gutted that FBC replaced the street lights on my road. We had beautiful Victorian lights
now we have ugly modern things.) By maintaining and restoring or re installing historic and period features adds to the character and beauty of the area. The signs, shelters and building etc. should reflect this. The signs FBC use around the parks and coastline are unattractive and inconsiderate and not enough of them. As I mentioned earlier
these should be replace with signs of consideration that are attractive polite, considerate and welcoming. FBC could and should be showing this on any form for funding application. Ideas for signs – ideas for FBC to show on any form of funding application. Picnics are welcome but please take away your rubbish or use the bins provided. Please do
not throw food into the bushes, please do not use barbeques. Not everyone will enjoy your taste in music. If you need music to enjoy the park please use a personal stereo. Good dogs and responsible owners are welcome but if your dog makes a mess please pick it up and dispose of it in the bins provided. All dogs that are not sociable in crowds,
around others or like picnics please be considerate and put them back on the lead. You are welcome to practice your putting on the lawns but if you need to improve your swing then please use the driving range. Please use the litter bins provided. That way the park will stay looking good for longer. This park/area is best enjoyed by foot. If you
need to use a bike please be considerate of pedestrians watch your speed and use a bell to provide plenty of warning that you are there. The signs - Design need to complement the overall ‘feel’ of the park or green space and look good. - Be placed where needed - Maps are included where appropriate - Message clear and easy to read -Messages
are friendly and welcoming and the information is useful and assists the users to have an enjoyable visit. The areas need to be Welcoming to all and not discriminate in any way. People should be encouraged to walk to the nearest off lead dog walk or travel as little distance as possible in their cars to get to an off lead dog walk. This helps Natural
England’s and the council’s efforts to reduce the carbon footprint. All of this will help FBC achieve Green flag heritage and other awards and help towards obtaining funding. All of this is done positively and does not exclude anyone. All of this is polite and considerate. FBC could and should be showing this on any form of funding application.
FYLDE BOROUGH COUNCIL are a VERY LUCKY COUNCIL where dogs and dog owners are concerned the MAJORITY are well behaved, their dogs are looked after, cared for and not left home alone for long periods of time. A lot of these dog owners help look after the area and are considerate towards others. So why all the PSPOs, as they are negative
and discriminate against the MAJORITY well behaved dog owner. SUMMARY Majority of people pick up dog mess. Freedom of information (FOI) confirms this is not a problem and FBC are having to campaign to PROMOTE complaints - BIZARE. FBC do not actively promote any positive pick up campaign including the Kennel Club “The Big Scoop”
campaign that Green Flag awards encourage to promote. Green flag, Heritage, Natural England where funding and awards can be applied for would encourage this Restricting more than 4 dogs rule. FOI show there have been no complaints or evidence re number of dogs being walked.
Professional dog walkers are good at their job and provide a major service to the community and help the council do their job by promoting good dog behaviour and promote pick up and regularly pick up extra. FOI show there have been no complaints or evidence re professional dog walkers or number of dogs being walked. Dog control should
always be encouraged whether you have one dog or more than one dog. FBC do not have any recommendations in place re promoting dog training and good dog and dog owner behaviour. Green flag, Heritage, Natural England where funding and awards can be applied for would encourage this. Dog walkers help the council do their job and
promote good dog behaviour and promote pick up. Green flag, Heritage, Natural England where funding and awards can be applied for would encourage this. Children’s play areas and bowling greens should all have railings around and be well sign posted that dogs are not allowed in these areas. Seating outside the railings looking into the play
area should be available so that parents/guardians with dogs are able to sit with the dog whilst still being able to watch and keep an eye on their children. Dog loop on or near seating so that the dogs lead can be attached so if the parent/guardian needs to rush and assist their child they are able to do so. Green flag, Heritage, Natural England where
funding and awards can be applied for would encourage this. All people not just dog owners should be considerate and not damage play equipment. If there has been an incident (which I believe on FOI mentions one incident) this should be dealt with the way FBC deal with all other vandalism incidents there is no need to isolate this to dogs. FOI
confirms there is no problem. Parks open spaces and coastline used 100% of the year by dog walkers. FBC should know this. Natural England, Green Flag Award, Heritage Fund and NHS would approve of this. FBC using Natural England, SPA’s and SSSI’s as an excuse to enforce dog restrictions. When coastal defence work is in process this will be
done section by section not all in one go as they have done in other areas around the coast. The birds would be disturbed more by the noise produced at events or by increased tourism etc. than dogs. If the dog walkers did not walk regularly the foxes would become more confident and endanger the birdlife. Mike (Pomfret, Fylde) mention it. The
following quote was provided and was used within the HRA as follows: The Supervisor of the Rossall scheme said “During our construction period, bird numbers have increased dramatically. We are currently seeing thousands of migrating birds within the site. The birds are happy to roost within the site and ignore people and plant”. If the birds are
happy to roost on the site then there is no problem. Plus the birds have PLENTY of alternative places to go to nest and roost. Freedom of information (FOI) from FBC has proved all of this. Natural England make an effort to reduce the carbon footprint. Fylde Borough Council have not informed Natural England about the increase of vehicles being
used for dog walkers to get to or travel further to get to an off lead dog walk due to dogs off lead exclusion zones being introduced by Fylde Borough Council? FOI from FBC has confirmed this. FBC should also want to reduce the carbon footprint. FBC using water borne infections/plants such as algae as an excuse to enforce dog restrictions when in
reality all they need to do is put a few signs up and get the word out via themselves and park wardens when the water is not safe. This would apply to humans and birds also. If the water is unsafe they would have to close the lake to all. FOI has confirmed there are no formal records on dates or official complaints re incidents of water algae
blooms at both Fairhaven Lake and Promenade Gardens and that preventative maintenance regimes are in place to help deal with such occurrences and annual water testing is also timetabled. Again FBC using this as an excuse to discriminate against dogs and dog walkers. Lytham St Annes Nature Reserve not specified and could include all of
Lytham St Annes sand dunes either now or in the future. This is not clear and is unfair. Signs of consideration could be applied. FBC could be seen to be an encouraging considerate council along with their residents and promoting this to all small minority groups that are not. Educating the small minority in all walks of life in a positive polite manor
that is always encouraging. Green flag, Heritage, Natural England where funding and awards can be applied for would encourage this. All public highways again not specific enough as this could include private roads and paths, public access, countryside rights of way, footpaths, bridleways etc. This makes the survey to unclear/unfair and people do
not understand. FBC did not consult any of the proper bodies in advance of these proposals, did not contact any local professionals working with dogs, vets, the elderly and infirm, did not contact animal welfare organisations or local businesses and did not consider the negative effects of these proposals. FOI confirms this Kennel club contacted
them not the other way round. FOI confirms this. Lytham St Annes one of the Top places to Live – this is promoted by FBC – if PSPO’s are required because the area has such bad anti-social behaviour and problems then surely this can’t be true? I have spent a lot of time researching asking for information/details and documents and read an
incredible amount of information in great detail. All of the information above is important and demonstrates why the council have not researched and dealt with the proposals properly and maybe do not understand themselves the consequences for both now and/or the future of the introduction of these PSPOs and how biased the proposals
and consultation is. I appreciate this is a lot to read but I feel very strongly on this subject. I believe anyone reading this would agree. I would be pleased to receive your reply with your comments. Thank you for your time.
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I attended and spoke at the initial council meeting in November 2016. The two main councillors who spoke made it very clear that you are a fair council who will listen to what it being said. Sadly I don’t see any evidence of this. The process at the council meeting was a small number of us were allowed to stand up and speak for a maximum of
three minutes and then had to sit down and could not speak again. This was made very clear during the meeting. I find it alarming that the objections we raised were not recorded in the minutes of the meeting. How can this give a fair representation of the issues to someone relying on the council’s on-line documents? After this, the council
could proceed and decide what they wanted. I accept the meeting was not a questions and answers debate which is why I then expected to see fair consultation now. I don’t believe there has been one meeting between us and the council to discuss these proposals. How is this the council listening or being fair? I believe that the council’s
research on this subject has been totally biased to their plans. I have had it confirmed from the council that they did not do any research into the negative impacts (which are huge and destructive) of the implementation of these proposals. How can this be giving a fair service to the community? I don’t believe the council have consulted with the
Kennel Club for advice on dog behaviour which I understand is a requirement when looking at introducing a dog PSPO, not to mention, a sensible thing to do. I think the maximum four dog suggestion is terrible (as indeed did two of the councillors at the meeting). Firstly, what does this do to people who own more than four dogs? They can’t
even walk their own dogs at the same time! I believe this is really aimed at professional dog walkers and the concern that they can’t control or clean up after themselves. I am in total agreement that dogs must be under control and owners must clean up. This should apply to people with one dog, so don’t pick on people with more than four
dogs. The answer is to police it better which to me appears to be a huge failing on the council’s part to date – I am sure you will have seen the online graphs. Professional dog walkers exercise dogs for the elderly, unwell and disabled not just daily, but particularly when the dark evenings draw in and in bad weather. It is a major service to the
community. If you put the dog walkers out of business (which the four dogs rule will) this will, without doubt lead to someone who relies on these services being forced to exercise their dog in difficult conditions and having an accident. Can the council live with that? I am alarmed that the consultation period was set to run over the Christmas
period when many people ‘close down’ for a week or two. I do worry this was done deliberately by the council to limit negative response to their proposals. To me it comes down to the following simple points. There is an unacceptable amount of dog mess not cleared up. The majority of dog owners agree and do pick up. There are a small
number of dog owners who are not prepared to pick up and give the others a bad reputation. On or off lead won’t make any difference to these offenders. The only way to sort this problem is to promote positive behaviour on a regular basis. The council say these proposals are required to limit dog aggression. Let’s get real, pushing all the dogs,
who are now exercised less and so more wound up, into a smaller area will without doubt, increase aggression incidents. Again, stopping dogs being exercised by putting professional dog walkers out of business, will only fuel this situation. As I said in the council meeting, dogs are like children. Imagine if it was suggested that all children were
pushed into one small area to benefit the public, everyone would be up in arms and immediately see the problems this would create. It is the same with dogs. The Animal Welfare Act of 2006 says that owners have a responsibility to exercise their dogs properly. For most dogs, this means off lead – you simply can’t give them the stimulation they
need on a lead. Dogs move about seven times faster than people. It also says that dogs must be kept under control. The council’s proposals will make it very difficult for dog owners to comply with this regulation. Is this fair and what are the council going to do when dog aggression increases if the proposals are put in place? The council have
mentioned Natural England a number of times in their reasons for why these PSPOs are being suggested. Natural England state that ‘in an effort to reduce their carbon foot print they will, where-ever possible, avoid travelling to meetings and attend via audio, video or web-conferencing’. If the council introduce these proposed PSPOs it will mean
that most dog walkers will need to get in their cars and drive to an off lead area. Surely this is the complete opposite to what Natural England are trying to achieve? If the proposed PSPOs are introduced, I can’t see anywhere, where a disabled person, or even someone with a push chair, can safely exercise a dog off lead. As mentioned above, I
don’t believe the council have made any attempt to genuinely consult with the dog walkers. I think the council’s reasons are badly thought out and have serious failings. I would very much appreciate the opportunity for a few of us to sit down and talk this matter through with an open minded council.
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Since the survey was launched you would think that dog owners would try and demonstrate that they can be more responsible. As a regular walker in the Fairhaven and Granies Bay Area I regularly have dogs jump up at me and there is do excrement everywhere. I fully support this proposal.
In London most of the play or sports areas are physically fenced off witg notices about restrictions on dogs. I fully and totally support such restrictions but St Annes doesn't have these, with the result that irresponsible dog owners let their dogs roam and foul in these areas. I think more fenced off areas and more dog wardens would be useful but
taking away most free running areas will result in more aggressive dogs because they'll have unexpended energy.
I believe you should act upon the byelaws currently in place. There is no need to be introducing PSPO'S target any which are causing problems without punishing the responsible owners.
I think these proposals are a pragmatic way of enforcing dog controls in the borough, without the need to prosecute. Prosecution, using the currently by-laws appears to be a draconian and disproportionate way of dealing with such matters, which I'm sure must come at great cost to the council. In times of austerity the council should be looking at
alternative, cheaper, common sense approaches to maintain the loveliness of the borough, making it a place enjoyable for residents and visitors alike, and doesn't leave irresponsible dog owners with a criminal record or the council with a huge legal bill. I think these proposals should be welcomed and implemented as soon as practicable.
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I have lived on the fylde all my life and in St.Annes for 12 years now. I have always had dogs. It has been lovely since we moved to live and run our business in St.Annes. We always have taken our two border collies for lots of wonderful walks, along the coast and around Fairhaven Lake. I have always been aware that dogs were not allowed off lead
around the boating and cafe side of Fairhaven Lake, and have complied with this ...if needed too...usually when a lot of families and people are around at busy times. But on the other side of the lake we always walk off lead. In the summer months we always have family picnics or meet up with family members from around the UK and abroad who
visit. We have had may happy times around Fairhaven Lake on the grass with our two border collies also included. Walter one of my collies who has now passed away LOVED just playing with us all and joining in the fun and games. He was ALWAYS well behaved and everybody LOVED him. He was never ever any trouble off lead...and if he had have
been I would have put him on lead as a responsible owner. I still have two collies and walk along Fairhaven Lake EVERY day come RAIN or Shine...in fact most of the year the ONLY people you see are the dog walkers! Its only when it gets busy in the summer that I might then CHOOSE to walk elsewhere! ..There is NO NEED for any fines to be issued
to any person walking a dog at anytime....I am not sure why you cannot have a more friendly approach and if the dog warden does see any dogs behaving in a not acceptable way then to just ask the owner to keep the dog under control? A presence to help to ask would be far more acceptable than these fines as i fear that they are already making
me worried and stressed about getting fines for just for walking my boys!!... For Walter and in his name I strongly object to these proposals....which are already changing the landscape for dog walking and making me feel like i should be not seen somehow whilst walking my boys!!....There are SO MANY reasons why this is not a good idea....and it is
not balanced and fair in anyway..It is not always a good idea to exercise off lead on the beach by Fairhaven as it can be full of all sorts of washed up dead birds and dead sheep..and also there have been poisonous palm oil washed up at times!! It is safer on the top of Fairhaven !! Plus I can get to take a seat on a bench and enjoy the views whilst my
boys sit beside me OFF LEAD and well behaved....and I ALWAYS pick up my poo !! Well the boys poo LOL ... I am a resident and a business owner, who has customers who visit our shop from around the country..and we invite them to bring there dogs and families to come and walk this wonderful place..DOG FRIENDLY Lytham St.Annes...I have
loved you and the happy times we have shared..so many memories....it is sad that these are soon to end....My grandfather was in the RAF in the first and second world wars and was awarded the MBE....he moved his family to this area during these times....and we have enjoyed the FREEDOM FOR ALL ....but sadly you will take this sense of freedom
away from me as my boys are part of that freedom...they have rights too...and I will stand up for those rights for them....as my grandfather did for YOU....All you really need is for dog poo to be picked up...and dogs on leads IF requested to do so....and in children play areas I think that dogs on leads is all that is required...so that families with
children and dogs can have fun together...like we have all had.....Thank you for listening....
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Bloody ridiculous! You'll create a lot of very unhappy residents if these proposals go ahead.
You should concentrate more on the irresponsible dog owners opposed to the responsible ones-you are putting them all in the same context which is unfair! A lot of people visit the fylde coast who have dogs and bring valued revenue to the area! With these restrictions they will not visit and local trade will suffer!!!
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sounds a little ridiculous. This is not going to tackle irresponsible dog owners or irresponsible dog walkers, they will more than likely continue to go ahead and do what they do irregardless of the plans. Personally if these plans where to go ahead i believe it should be made big news and anyone currently living in the fylde this might affect should
find a more reasonble council to pay thier huge council tax bills to
I do feel that limiting the areas so much to off lead dogs will lead to too many dogs in certain areas which will cause more problems.
I always keep my dog under control and clear up. I am aware that there are dog walkers who do not clear up after their dogs and there are a few who do not keep their dog(s) under control. However, from my experience they are in the minority and I object to the unnecessary restrictions proposed.
The proposals seem to be on the way to a police state.
The PSPOs are all wrong. Don't pick on all the responsible dog owners because of the occasional bad one! That's not fair!
I completely apposed all on the spot fines, like parking wardens they will be used with no common sense and are just another tax to the good people of Foyle. You should be doing Yorkshire jobs properly by using the already in place judicial system where a member of society can be prosecuted and defended fairly. Who ever came up with this
new easy way to make money should be ashamed of themselves. It's time we had new councillors!!
Whilst I agree strongly that dogs should be on a lead on public roads and in cemeteries and that owners should be penalised for not cleaning up after their dogs, I can see no evidence in this consultation document that dogs themselves are causing problems. Teenagers, on the other hand, have twice set fires on the playing fields at Fleetwood Road
in Wesham and regularly tip the refuse bins over. Are you imposing any fixed penalties, asking the public to report these incidents or indeed banning teenagers from using the area? I do not understand why the Councils insist on demonising dogs. I am retired and my two dogs give me a reason to go out and exercise daily. They are my company
during the day, as I'm sure they are for many others. A lot of the time when I walk them, especially in the cold or wet weather, there is no-one about except people walking their dogs. The beach would be deserted in winter time! I do walk my dogs (on and off the lead) every day in areas used by other dogs walkers and I have never seen a dog
attack an adult or child or damage play equipment. A responsible owner would not allow it. I do greatly appreciate the fenced dog walking area at Derby Road in Wesham but this is totally unusable in the winter months because the ground does not drain and it becomes a muddy mess. It is important to have an alternative. By banning dogs from
all playing areas you are discriminating against the frail and elderly who may not be able to walk on the sand dunes and against young families who may also need to take a pushchair out with them. I often walk my dogs on the beach and later visit a local cafe for a coffee or lunch. That will stop if I cannot take my dogs on the beach and I'm sure I
will not be alone. Local businesses will suffer. To impose restrictions on dogs entering water features on the grounds that the water may harm the dog implies that the Council are unconcerned as to the effect of that same water on children and the general public! The proposal to impose restrictions 'on direction of an Officer' on Lytham Green
where a dog may normally be allowed to be exercised off lead seems very one sided. Does that 'officer' have to give a reason or may it just be that he takes a dislike to a particular (breed of) dog? We have enough problems to face in the Fylde with the excessive house building program and Fracking. Why is the Council persecuting their own
residents when it is unable to provide clear evidence that there is actually any new real problem? Is this simply a money making exercise?
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By all means prosecute irresponsible dog owners but please do not make responsible owners feel like a criminal. A responsible owner knows their own dog 's behaviour and should be able to make an informed judgement on whether it is necessary to have it on a lead . Why not just have dogs on leads upon request so that those of us with well
behaved dogs can allow them the freedom to enjoy their exercise and have the freedom necessary to promote their health. Personally I am a lot more concerned about the amount of dangerous litter left by some humans .
OK> I have objected to all the statements, because I strongly object to the use of PSBOs per se. This legislation was NOT designed to control dos or dog fouling in my opinion.The council were instructed in 2009 by Cabinet to introduce of Dog Control Orders under the 2005 Act with seven recommendations. This they failed to do apparently. There
is NO necessity to come down so heavy handed, when its FBCs fault for not dealing with the situation in the past, plus their laying off staff [dog wardens, park wardens and other employees] who all contributed within their job roles to controlling dog fouling, and controlling respectful and sensible dog behaviour. Offenders being a very LOW
percentage of dog owners, THOSE are the people who should be sought out and targeted for penalties, without penalising the GOOD dog owners. I can understand the need to regularise dog control regulations, but it should remain as welfare and persuasion, with the correct resources in place, rather than introducing 'police state' i.e. a heavy
handed type of authority. I am also opposed to the principle of Fylde using Fixed Penalty Notices instead of enforcing the law, in the proper way, through prosecution in the courts, for the repeat offenders.
The by laws that already exist need to be implemented and no more money wasted on bring in new PSPOs absolutely a ridiculous idea when you are already incapable of upholding the current rules. Dogs need exercise and to even consider cutting down the areas they can run off lead is just cruel. You should be encouraging dog walking not
discouraging it. After all they are the group of people who are out and about no matter what the weather observing and keeping safe our area. You should concentrate more on the Doggers at Fairhaven lake that are that prolific now dog walkers rarely go round there at night. The police station needs to be open more hours too. Last year we
were broken into and it was a young lady walking her dog who saw what was happening and reported it immediately from her mobile. When the police finally turned up we had arrived home and they had to come from Kirkham!!! Not forgetting the littering issues either and the bin men too. Sort out our area first before you start picking on
extras to unnecessarily spend our taxes on!
Under Section 3 of the DEFRA Code of Practice for the Welfare of Dogs a dog owner has to ensure that their dog is able to exhibit normal behaviour patterns. This includes allowing your dog to obtain sufficient exercise to keep it healthy. Indeed and I quote from the regulations: 1: A dog needs regular exercise and regular opportunities to walk and
RUN. Unless you are an athlete your dog cannot run if it is on a lead. 2: Provide your dog with regular opportunities for exercise and play with people and/or other friendly dogs. This cannot be done if the dog is constantly on a lead. 3. Give your dog the exercise it needs at least daily to keep it fit, active and stimulated. Again this cannot be done if
a dog is constantly on a lead. Who is going to enforce these orders? During the dark nights and mornings it is difficult to see the offence and council officials do not patrol during these hours. Problems will ensue if the enforcing of PSPO's are outsourced to a private company. They will be just out to make a profit and this will reflect very badly
upon the Council, eg. similar problems with Car Clamping. The real problem with dog fouling will not be resolved by these measures. A person who does not pick up after their dog will continue not doing so even if it is on a lead and excluding dogs from certain areas where there are currently no restrictions is not going to solve the problem. I
heartily agree that these people should be fined and heavily. Perhaps they should be given Community Orders and be made to pick up dog faeces for a few weeks! The problem with dogs running about out of control is due to not training the dog properly. It should be mandatory for all dog owners to attend dog training classes. That way there
would be no dogs running out of control.
Having grown up in St Annes, I am disgusted at these proposed fines and restrictions, which hit families, the elderly and dog owners per se. There is clearly an agenda here, whether it is to increase income by targeting soft targets, to prove the worth of the councillors in some perverse and warped fashion, to play politics, to divide a community, all
of which options I abhor. This is a poorly-compiled survey, riddled with badly-written leading questions, to some of which there is actually no applicable answer-option! What research has been done to identify the real need here? What due diligence has been carried out? I am totally against the policing of our free walking areas, and to curtail
walking freedoms is to potentially jeopardise our residents health and happiness. Spend your money more elsewhere, councillors. Fine those who litter, graffiti, smash up playgrounds, snap tree branches hunting for conkers, park illegally, burn up picnic areas and beaches with fires and bbqs, wreck bus stops, drink alcohol openly in st Annes
square during the day, leave drug paraphernalia around, speed in 20mph zones-NOT innocent responsible dog walkers, professional or otherwise. These proposals are anti-social and appalling.
It is most unfortunate that a group of dog walkers in St Annes should feel particularly victimised. They are obviously people who obviously have no concern for anyone else, not even children. They already have special concessions made for them by the Council. They supply "doggy bags" free of charge for them and arrange special collections of the
bins they are put into. There will be additional costs involved here. They also fail to appreciate that if there weren't any dogs the Council wouldn't need to have a Dog Warden Team and be able to save money. This group simply want to be able to do just as they like, whenever they want. Many of them own small dogs that they can just keep on a
lead and walk a bit faster to keep up with when they break into a trot. The larger breeds definitely need to be strongly controlled by their owners as they can inflict a lot of harm on children in particular but also many people. They just don't understand that measures to protect the public are in place all over the world so they shouldn't expect
Fylde Council to do anything different just for them as this would leave Fylde residents at greater risk than in most places in the World. This group also don't comprehend that Fylde Council are being very considerate of offenders, they are sparing them being landed with a Criminal record which would blight their lives. They wouldn't be able to
apply for a lot of jobs for example. They should b very grateful that the Council is considering offenders in this way.
There should be a crackdown on irresponsible dog owners rather than penalize responsible dog owners. Stopping off lead exercise will not stop the fouling problem. I see more dog mess on the streets than anywhere else.
The existing dog wardens are already useless. These regulations will be enforced as effectiveley as our "life saving" 20mph speed limits, i.e. not at All.
as a business owner in st annes I can say we get alot of visitors that come here because we are very dog friendly , I hope the council will take this information and try not to alienate people who bring in revenue to our community. please don't punish the masses for the few . thankyou
Need to ensure professional dog walkers are not subject to restrictions on the number of dogs, they provide a valuable service. Many people already have more than 4 dogs and walk them responsibly, it is not reasonable for them to be punished by a blanket ban, you need to focus attention on the problem owners only. How are you going to
police this with so few dog wardens. I feel it is very important that if areas are subject to restrictions the council invests in appropriate signs to inform the public. At the moment how would anyone who visited Lytham and saw dogs routinely being walked off lead along the green, know that this was in breach of the bye law? I feel it is important
that within all communities in the Fylde there are some areas where dogs can be let off lead. I own a lively young dog that I exercise off lead daily. This is often a case of walking on lead to a playing field or park and finding an area where I can throw a ball for her to retrieve. This kind of structured exercise is important for obedience as well as for
the dogs physical well being. I regularly use Blackpool road playing field in St Annes to exercise my dog off lead. I visit at different times of day during the week, but do not go on Saturday as I can see that this park is used for football. For the vast majority of times I have visited, the only other people using the park were other dog owners. I have
never seen anyone use the skate ramps or small childrens area. Could this park be divided into some pitches and a large dog area so that it more fairly represents the needs of the people currently using it? Dog owners pay council tax too, so it is only fair that we are given a fair share of facilities.
The proposals do not take in to consideration the excerise requirements of most dogs in order to keep them healthy and happy. These dogs are alive and you can't suddenly change their lives so drastically which these proposals will do. There is a huge amount of space. It needs to be shared better between dogs / dog owners and other users of
the area.
As far as I can tell, these proposals do not cover the beach areas further north in the Borough e.g. north of North Beach car park up to the Starr Gate/Blackpool boundary. Consideration needs to be given to the disturbance of SPA bird populations in these areas (especially in winter). Consideration also needs to be given to the impact of residents'
pets on the wildlife associated with the LNR and coastal dunes opposite the Persimmon homes development. I regularly see professional dogwalkers vehicles at North Beach car park disgorge well in excess of 4 dogs at once, off lead in the car park and straight onto the beach, where they invariably defecate within a few metres of the beach
entrance, without it being picked up. The visual evidence is obvious as is the persistent smell. I have personally seen what I assume to be professional dogwalkers with 11 dogs offlead and very obviously no effective control of their charges. Whatever the Council eventually decides, I believe that it needs to invest in education/clear signage and
sufficient and appropriately placed bins for dog waste. I personally think that you need to make it easy for dog walkers to dispose of poo bags otherwise they will not pick up or carry for any distance. Dog fouling is unpleasant for both the resident and visitor populations and presumably has consequences for bathing water quality and any Blue Flag
aspirations. It (& human waste) also changes the nutrient status of the dunes and adversely affects its specialist flora. The human waste issue would be helped by the provision of public toilets at North Beach car park. If the Council has not already done so, it may find it useful to contact the Kennel Club who I understand to be working on a Code
of Conduct for Professional Dogwalkers. Anecdotally, I would also suggest that since the FMD outbreak of 2001, dog visits to the beach have increased and been sustained in number as beaches were one of the very few areas of open space without public access restrictions during that time.
I am elderly and walk with difficulty and have been knocked over and nearly knocked over several times, by large dogs off lead and out of control. I have also been tripped up by people with dogs on extra long leads when they have no control over the dog. people should also not be allowed to ride bicycles on the pathways with the dog running
after them. Dog walkers can be intimidating and as one said to me 'old "f's" like you should not be where fit people go with their dogs. Dogs need to run and be exercised' !!!
This survey could have been better designed. I hope that Lytham St Annes will not become like the posh places in Yorkshire which are beautiful to look at but where one cannot excercise a dog off the lead. The 'Dogs Welcome' messages of the Queens Hotel, Fresh Cafe etc is one of the reasons I moved to St Annes in the first place. We all respect
the children's playground and the summertime pier restrictions. I object to the heavy-handed nature of these proposals - what harm do the dog businesses do on the beach with their multiple dogs? I have never experienced a problem. I think they are all good professional people trying to earn a living, and there is clearly local demand for their
services. I think there are better ways to get to where you are trying to get to - using the goodwill of the dog-walking community rather than aiming for them as a revenue stream.
I would just like to say that I am most disappointed in the way the questionnaire has been structured. As it is all kinds of people with varying agendas will be able to participate and express their opinions even though they do not have a stake in the Council reaching the right outcome for the residents of the Fylde. My reasons for bringing this point
to the attention of the Working Party is as follows. Firstly the questionnaire should have only been open to Fylde residents and people with businesses in the area. To ensure that only their views are considered it should have been mandatory for people completing the questionnaire to enter their Council Tax reference number towards the start
of it. Secondly people should only have been allowed to compete the questionnaire once only as determined people could make it seem that there is more support for a minority viewpoint than there actually is and this might cause the Working Party to arrive at the wrong decision.
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I agree that there are certain areas dogs should remain on the lead but think there should be designated areas where dogs can be exercised SAFELY The only place to my knowledge where dogs can be let off the lead in Freckleton is half of the Bush Lane playing field but this is not a safe place as it is open onto the road!
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We need places to excise our dogs off lead to keep them healthy. We should NOT be penalized for irresponsible dog owners . There are more irresponsible people causing more damage to the environment and children health by dropping litter, glass bottles etc than caused by dogs. Everyone should have a right to walk where they want to as long
as they are being responsible wether they walk a dog or not.
The survey is not well-designed. Instead of asking whether I support the use of PSPOs and the implementation of a fixed penalty in principle, it's telling me that this is the only form of control that I can say yes or no to. Since I strongly object to them as a matter of principle, then I can only object to all of the suggested controls. I do not want to see
random officers of the Council, with or without body cameras (but most especially with) harassing responsible dog walkers who are in control of their dogs, even off lead. It seems to me that existing bylaws are adequate in the majority of cases. It is up to the Council to enforce them, which it has manifestly been failing to do.
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I have a medical-aid dog that needs much off-lead free & safe excersize! Restrictions imposed or proposed are not fair to the dog or to a caring & responsible owner ! The Council have contravened the Government guidelines previously, by not providing clear, timely& comprehensive opportunity to the affected groups to enable fair consideration
by all previously affected parties ! The council has failed in this instance to contact all affected dog owners & therefore has breached the guidelines, wherein they are required to involve ALL affected parties that MAY be affected ! I would ask for a detailed pre-implementation plan/record & proof of considerable positive feedback ( from both
positive/negative publicly collected & available responses before ) submission to Government?
How about spending precious time and resources on some more important issues? The financial redevelopment of St Annes' commercial/retail centre, the atrocious state of the roads - yes that's a county issue but nothing is happening - the traffic getting from St Annes/Lytham to the motorway ot Blackpool is abysmal. More thoughtless
housebuilding and no investment into the transport infrastructure. Typical backward thinking. How about the litter, the vandalism, the dangerous state of the footpaths. The information that has been made available about this whole sorry episode reveals both council members and officers to have acted in dismissive and deceitful way.something I
would not have expected. I can forgive stupidity but not dishonesty. It will be remembered on election day.
I have lived in Lytham st annes for 50 yrs and always walked my dogs on the beaches and inner promenade at fairhaven lake. All dogs should be on a lead in a car park for their own safety, especially people who have multiple dogs with them, you cannot just let them all out at once, and expect them to wait for you , even more so when you are
looking after the animal, the same goes when you are coming off the beach and putting dog's in your vehicle. As for the dogs on the beach what better way for animal and human to excersise and enjoy all that lovely fresh air,
I use a dog walker and if the number of dogs being walked at the same time is reduced to 4, the price will increase and will mean i won't be able to afford the dog walker as much as possible. This in turn will give my dog a lower quality of life and he will be less fit and healthy.
I fully agree with these proposals there are to many dogs running loose and causing a nuisance and the amount of fouling is awful. Responsible dog owners should have no problem with any of these suggestions and I hope they go ahead.
The number of dogs exercised by one person should be restricted one.
Suggest FBC enforce the adequate current by laws and target irresponsible dog owners who do not clear up after their dogs. As responsible dog owner, and rate payer, I feel FBC resources would be better used targeting speeding cars, and people using pavements as cycle paths - these are real danger to life and limb.
I help the council help to pick up litter and if I see any dog mess someone has missed will pick this up and in return you take away my dog walk off lead
You should allow dogs walking on parts of beach before 9 and after 5.
It has been difficult to respond to this questionnaire because for each question the options are limited to ‘support’, ‘object’ or ‘no comment’. This does not allow for either a ‘yes, but..’ or ‘no but..’ response. Moreover, it is often unclear where the relevant areas are or what their boundaries are, e.g. there is no map for the nature reserve in q 5.
General comments: The council has indicated that the PSPOs are to be enforced with ‘zero tolerance’. Such a policy is both unjust and dangerous. Unjust because it allows no discretion not to fine e.g. someone who without being negligent does not realised their dog has defecated, even if they can produce a poo bag showing that they do pick up
after their dog; or if a visitor to the area is unaware of the restrictions; or if a partially sighted person is unable to read the signs. Dangerous because it is likely to lead to resentment, friction and confrontations with officials. Specific comments re particular questions: Q 6 (Ashton Gardens): It is reasonable to require dogs to be on leads in most areas
of the gardens. However, there is no reason why dogs could not be exercised off lead on the two grassed areas on either side of the main path leading from the main gates up to the war memorial. This should cause no nuisance and woul
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It has been difficult to respond to this questionnaire because for each question the options are limited to ‘support’, ‘object’ or ‘no comment’. This does not allow for either a ‘yes, but..’ or ‘no but..’ response. Moreover, it is often unclear where the relevant areas are or what their boundaries are, e.g. there is no map for the nature reserve in q 5.
General comments: The council has indicated that the PSPOs are to be enforced with ‘zero tolerance’. Such a policy is both unjust and dangerous. Unjust because it allows no discretion not to fine e.g. someone who without being negligent does not realised their dog has defecated, even if they can produce a poo bag showing that they do pick up
after their dog; or if a visitor to the area is unaware of the restrictions; or if a partially sighted person is unable to read the signs. Dangerous because it is likely to lead to resentment, friction and confrontations with officials. Specific comments re particular questions: Q 6 (Ashton Gardens): It is reasonable to require dogs to be on leads in most
areas of the gardens. However, there is no reason why dogs could not be exercised off lead on the two grassed areas on either side of the main path leading from the main gates up to the war memorial. This should cause no nuisance and would be a valued facility for many dog owners. Q 8 (Fairhaven): The area specified for dogs on leads is far too
extensive. Q 21 (Play areas and MUGAs): It would be reasonable require dogs to be on leads but not to exclude them entirely. Q 23 (St Annes Beach): It would be reasonable to require dogs to be on lead on the amenities beach from May to September, but there is no need for them to be excluded entirely. This discriminates against families with
both children and dogs. Visitors often arrive here with both and want to be able to use the amenities beach with their children. Moreover, the existing exclusion area also includes an area north of the pier which is not part of the amenities beach. There seems no need for this, and council officers have told us that it is impossible to enforce (and for
people to understand where the zone’s boundaries are). Nor should the regulations apply before 9 am or after 5 pm, times when the beach is normally empty except for dog walkers. There is no need for the specified zone to extend all the way to the sea: the jetty structure beyond the pier would be a fair limit. Q 28 (Limit on number of dogs): The
proposed limit of four dogs per person is oppressive and unnecessary as long as the dogs are on lead. It would be acceptable if it applied ONLY to dogs off lead.
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I have lived in this area for 4 years and walk my 2 dogs daily in Lytham or Freckleton. In my opinion the restrictions on dog walking on the beaches or Lytham Green would be detrimental to dog health and wellbeing as they would be unable to freely associate with other dogs and people so socialisation issues would occur. This would possibly
mean more dogs would become aggressive. As a career of a disabled person, I have limited time to travel further afield to excercise my dogs freely off lead. I cannot recall a single time where I have thought dogs were out of control or intimidating to other people. As to the issues around not picking up dog poo, I believe there are regulations in
place whereby fines can be given but I do not think these are enforced at all. Perhaps enforcing current regulations would be more appropriate than these additional restrictions.
Although I am keen on many of the restrictions placed on dogs and owners in specific areas such as play areas and horticultural gardens, I feel more work needs to be done on providing alternative facilities. For instance specified areas (fenced off?) within parks where dog owners can let their dogs off the lead, particularly in parks like Fairhaven
Lake. The limit of 4 dogs per person seems to disadvantage professional dog walkers who provide a valuable service. In my 5 years of dog walking I have never had, seen or heard of this class of person causing a problem. Perhaps FBC could release the evidence that supports their decision that 4 is the maximum safe number? I suspect it doesn't
have any - in which case it should be doing all it can to support small enterprises such as professional dog walkers.
I live in St Annes, I regularly walk on the beach and around the town and to and from Lytham. I walk with visitors. I am not against dogs. Recently the amount of dog mess on the beach, on the prom around the beach huts has been unacceptable. The amount of mess indicates many dogs are responsible, it is disgusting and unnecessary . When I
play on the beach with my children with a ball or frisbee we should be able to play in safety. I have lost count of the number of times our ball has been taken by an off lead dog with an owner shouting, he just wants to play. I don't want dirty dogs jumping up me, they should be under control and behaved. I believe that areas of the beach should
be dog free year round, never should dogs be allowed in any area where children play or sports take place or picnics are had. The menacing campaign that is underway by SOME residents of the Fylde does not have the support of many residents of St Annes. It is the residents of the area that should have a voice and not those that sometimes walk
in the area. The area of St Annes is beautiful, I believe that the recommendations of the council and reasonable and will help to protect the beauty of nature and keep the people healthy and happy.
The use of PSPOs is unnecessary, existing byelaws and regulations are suitable and allow discretion. These proposals have not been properly considered and I recommend that you consult on this properly before making a proposal. This questionnaire is poorly designed as I object to the PSPOs so have had to state object to every question and I
therefore cannot comment on any of the underlying questions or changes. I do not own a dog but sometimes walk a relative's dog and I have not met any inconsiderate dog owners private or professional on our walks. Re Lytham Green, the part with grass dogs should be on lead but foreshore should allow off lead, By all means exclude dogs from
play areas and paddling pools but do not use PSPO to enforce.
Reducing the space for responsibile dog owners to exercise their dogs off lead will impact on other areas. These proposals are targeted to impact only responsible dog owners and will not solve the issues that the council perceives they have.
Particularly on the St Annes beach area between Squires Gate and St Annes Pier, dog owners let their dogs run freely far beyond their ability to control them. Walking on the beach we are often confronted by a dog, commonly jumping up on us or barking, with no owner apparently in sight. This is frightening and potentially dangerous for us, even
more so for children. If dogs are allowed off leash they should be within controllable distance from their owner. Dog walkers with multiple dogs are the worst offenders.
My dog is always exercised on his lead but I strongly believe that the council has a duty and responsibility to provide areas where dogs can be allowed to run and be exercised off their leads.
Question 28 does not allow me to object to the issuance of a fixed penalty notice. I therefore selected 'no limit' as there was no other way to proceed with the survey, which is very biased and leading. Question 30, after answering Q.29 as a 'resident' I was unable to answer yes or no to Q.30 as the question is directed to a non resident, so I left it
unanswered. On submitting my survey responses it was rejected as I had not answered Q.30. Therefore the only way to submit my responses was to comply with your wish in getting me to answer a question dishonestly - not something I do, but clearly as you have published this something FBC have no issue with! The proposal ALL appear to be
about issuing a fixed penalty notice on a dog walker - who are easy and soft targets for collecting additional revenue for FBC to help balance books from poor management of funds. I question why the more serious public nuisances in the area, namely drunks and juvenile/youth noise/vandalism/litter/graffiti are not subject to restrictions and fixed
penalty notices. I have never seen a dog on or off the lead break a sheet of glass in a bus stop, drop a glass bottle or other litter, or urinate in a shop door way. As a frequent walker in Lytham St Annes the only excrement I have stood in is that of the Canada Geese (and other ducks etc) who seem to be free to deficate where ever they wish,
including children's play parks! Additionally how will the officers who will issue these tickets to be funded - I would be right in assuming they will have quotas to meet, which will be fund their costs, making them issue tickets for the slightest breach, especially as unlike the drunk or gang of juvenile/youths they are likely to be compliant toward the
officer/person issuing the ticket - hence the easy target for collecting revenue!
As there are already by-laws in place for dogs in public places I feel there is no need to add further restrictions .
We have current byelaws to deal with these problems yet they are not enforced. I feel as though the council are just looking at this as a cash generator.
I regularly walk along the front with my 2 children (almost every day), and have never found dogs to be a nuisance. It is the cyclists who travel along the prom at dangerous speeds with total disregard for pedestrians which are far more dangerous for walkers (especially for the children). The only dogs that could be considered an inconvenience are
those on extendable leads which end up getting tangled around strangers legs. I feel that any introduction of pspos to force dogs on leads will only increase the number of these extendable leads & create more havoc for pedestrians on the front.
I would have supported two or three of these proposals, nobody wants dog mess and nobody like me - a dog owner without children - actively seeks entering a childrens play area. HOWEVER, you are grossly ABUSING these perceived powers in attempting to limit the natural behaviour of dogs and severely impact the lives of the people who own
them... and for NO GOOD REASON. In addition you are allowing virtually no time at all to Collate, Summarise and Consider the information produced in this survey before making a decision, which I understand is pencilled in for 17th JANUARY! - this leads to the clear possibility that a Judicial Review can be applied for to Quash these PSPOs and try
to raise an INJUNCTION against Fylde Borough Council. (Note also the case of Attorney General (essentially would now be 'The Queen') versus Fulham Corporation (1921) where Fulham council had the power to set up wash-houses for those without the facilities. They decided to charge people to use it. **The court held they went beyond their
power by trying to benefit commercially from something that was supposed to be for everyone** - and this would surely include be a similar case with respect to any event which this council gains financially from, when it restricts and leases out land like Lytham Green which is for the Benefit of EVERYONE for events like the Proms, St Georges
Encampment etc.
There are more important issues within the Fylde rather than legislating against a law abiding majority. Dogs are not the issue here , councils not focusing on the real problems in society are eg homeless , poverty, roads , social care , roads , etc need I go on. Councilers need to understand they are elected to serve the electorate not play at trivia and
in this case exclusion zones for law abiding people and dogs. You can and hopefully will be elected out of office if you carry on this witch hunt .
I support all of them. Some do not go far enough. My son was attacked and mauled by an American Akita that was not muzzled but was on an extremely long lead. Children should be able to play and run free without being scared of dogs or getting messed up from dog dirt. I strongly believe that all dogs should be kept on short leads and muzzled
anywhere children play or walk.
While I have no objection to penalty notices being placed on dog owners who let dogs go into places where I feel dogs should not be allowed.I object to the fixed penalty notices everywhere and cannot help but feel that they are a money making scheme by the council. Surely it would be better to have special police officers keeping dog owners in
check by giving them a warning if they are flouting the laws instead of hitting them with on the spot fines. I also find it a breach of civil liberties to be told how many dogs you can walk. Most dog owners are responsible dog owners like myself and while I don't walk my dog regularly on the beach, I still enjoy taking my dog occasionally and seeing
dogs running about on the beach with their families and both dogs and children getting some exercise. I did have worries about taking my dog to the beach this past year as I had heard reports of some smaller dogs that had been attacked by a larger dog.
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a) Blanket introduction of PSPOs is not proportionate. Fair enough that a PSPO is introduced for dog fouling, but I don't think PSPOs should apply to walking a dog off lead as the dog may not be causing harm. b) The current bye-laws on where dogs may be exercised off lead are in general too restrictive and prevent dogs being given the exercise
required to keep them healthy c) Some areas where dogs should be on leads is ill defined. Is Lytham green the grass part only or the 10ft wide bit of tarmac between the grass and the foreshore. I don't think it practical / reasonable to have differing restrictions for the green and adjoining path, as it is only natural for a dog off its lead on the
green to wander onto the tarmac to, for example greet another dog / human or to get to the foreshore. If the concern over conflict between dogs / cyclist on the footpath, then what restrictions are being placed on cyclists using the prom, which IMO are a significantly greater risk to health and safety due to there speed and lack lights/bells (Note
that I am a keen cyclist but avoid lytham / st annes prom as its too narrow for cycling at the > 15mph I enjoy without risk of running into children/people & dogs) c) some of the restrictions state that people may be compelled to put there dog on a lead by an authorised person. My objection is that there is insufficient definition as to the reasons
why this may be required so it may be used arbitrarily. The only valid reason that I would agree with would be that a dog is behaving unreasonably or in a manner likely to cause harm to other people/dogs. I think it should be specifically excluded as a valid reason for compelling a dog to be put on its lead that other people in a particular area "don't
like dogs", as this restricts the freedoms of one group of society (dog owners) when they are not causing harm to others. d) restricting the number of dogs that can be walked to a certain number will push up the cost of dog walking or even making it uneconomic for the dog walker to provide the service. So this would prevent the dog getting the
exercise it needs (per RSPCA recommendations) or prevent people that work from owning dogs (which would at least harm my mental well-being). I think the reason stated for limiting the number of dogs being walked, that other boroughs do it, is not a valid justification (per PSPO legislation) for introducing the restriction. Is there any objective
evidence that people walking multiple dogs are causing a problem. The professional dog walkers I know are responsible people and will limit the number of dogs on a walk based on the particular dogs behaviour / temperament. So will take fewer young / energetic dogs compared to the number of sedate/elderly dogs so they can keep them under
control. Therefore, limiting to a particular number either unnecessarily restricts walking of sedate / elderly dogs (e.g. if limit set to 4) or does not prevent a group of young / energetic dogs causing a problem (when even 4 might be too many).
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Dog walkers do a lot for the community by always being there. Have a look at what has happened in other areas who have introduced similar measures. Areas once regularly used by dog walkers can become 'quiet zones' for unsavoury behaviour.
I object to the form and content of this consultation for the following reasons: 1. No dog owners or professional dog walkers were consulted prior to the drafting of the proposals under consultation. There are therefore no properly-thought-through alternatives for people to cast their vote for. The consultation is biased, unfair, undemocratic and
unrepresentative of the situation as it is in Fylde today concerning dog control. 2. The consultation assumes that the only alternative to the establishment of PSPOs is no control of dogs at all, which is naive and silly. The questions are leading, and the answers will be of little value in the debate. Certainly, no law should be passed on the basis of this
consultation. 3. I believe that the so-called 'working group' that devised these proposals is essentially a lobby group that is anti-dog, and which has as its agenda the reduction of dog ownership in Fylde. This working group needs to be disbanded and reconstituted with a reasonable balance of dog owners, dog objectors and neutral parties. It
needs to be aware that the council is there to enact the will of the people, not the will of one councillor who is hell-bent on making it impractical for people to own dogs in Fylde. 4. The Kennel Club, among many other organisations, states that it is important for dogs to be allowed to run off lead for the good of their physical and mental health,
and to deny this is to inflict cruelty. The council has a seemingly innocuous line in its list of places where PSPOs will be introduced, that includes 'all spaces that can be classified as MUGAs'. A FoI request has established that the council presently has no idea of the definition of a MUGA that it intends to use, but "dogs would be commonly excluded
from any area which is designated for informal or formal play and sporting activities’." This catch-all definition will cover every park and green open space in Fylde that hosts an informal football game, or has a sports pitch marked on it - however roughly - or a set of goal posts or a basketball hoop - however rarely used - or a set of swings at one
end of it. The council has not considered, within its proposals sent out for consultation, that it is required to make reasonable provision for the needs of its residents, and that includes the one-in-four households that own one or more dogs. If the council does not make reasonable provision for dogs to run off leads then the courts will make them
do so, when the first dog walker is prosecuted and makes a stand, and the matter goes to judicial review. 5. By introducing sweeping requirements for dogs to be kept on leads in so many of Fylde's parks and open spaces under the 'MUGA' definition, the council is also creating a new problem, which is that of too many dogs being exercised offlead in the remaining few allowable spaces. The council could very well be held liable for any resulting issues, again, by failing to make reasonable provision. 6. Under the proposals, current restrictions on a very small additional amount of beach will be removed (albeit that new beach restrictions have been added). Have the councillors making
these proposals tried walking on the beach during the winter months? It cannot be considered adequate space for walking dogs off lead on the beach in 40mph winds in the winter. 7. I agree with Liberty that PSPOs are the wrong instrument for councils to use for dog control. Liberty states that PSPOS tend to be vague and badly drawn up, and
can unnecessarily criminalise people for minor matters that are much better handled by other means. The council already has bye laws in place for dog control in the vast majority of the areas and purposes for which it plans to introduce PSPOs. Answers given under Freedom of Information requests show that the council is not using the existing
bye laws. It should be. There is no need for PSPOs and I believe that allowing them for dog control is the thin end of the wedge. Like Liberty, I believe that councils are getting PSPO-happy, and will use them for the restriction of all kinds of small personal freedoms of citizens if allowed. My answer to that, to quote a famous lady, is no. No. No. Use
the bye laws you already have. They are perfectly adequate. 8. I have spoken to one leading council member about the reasons for these proposals. She stated that the proposals are necessary because (and I quote) 'children take the family dog out to play and then they go off and play football and don't keep an eye on what the dog is doing' and
'it's the travellers causing the problem with dogs being off lead and out of control' and 'it's the visitors to Lytham St Annes who let their dogs off and go fouling'. Other members of the Fylde Control Orders campaign group have had equally silly reasons given by their councillors, including one who said that it was because of dogs 'damaging the play
equipment in children's play areas'. What was it doing? Chewing the see saw? If there is no consistent, sensible, evidenced reasons why these orders need to be brought in, then why are they being brought in? 9. One of the reasons most consistently given for the new controls is dog fouling. This makes no sense. An owner who does not pick up
will be an owner who does not pick up, whether the dog is on a lead or not. This is amply evidenced by the amount of dog poo on pavements, left by owners whose dogs are on leads. Punishing all the good dog owners who pick up will not reduce dog fouling. Enforcement of the existing bye laws will. 10. One of the proposals aims to reduce the
number of dogs being walked by one person. Again, the question is leading. The question should be how the council should ensure that all dogs walked by a professional dog walker are under control. Among the answers might be a system of registration, photo id that can be checked and compulsory insurance. Ideas like these would at one stroke
remove all professional dog walkers from outside Fylde, and stop amateurs. If the so-called 'working group' had consulted with the local dog walkers, there would have been a better-informed question and better options for residents to consider in this consultation. I call on the council to cancel this consultation and to use the responses so far
gathered as input to a much more balanced working group, with a much more democratic agenda, and to halt all proposed changes to legislation until the results of a proper debate and consultation are available.
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Lytham st annes has become over run with dogs. These proposals need to be put in place, dogs are being taken into cafes, shops and food outlets, it is not fair to the public who either don't care for animals or who have allergy problems! I was brought up with dogs and cats, but we always treated them like animals, today owners treat their dogs as
human beings and this is unacceptable.. Good luck with your proposals.
Children should have the priority to run and play freely in all the above areas without the concern and danger of dog fouling. My family frequently step in to dog mess or residue when walking or playing in our local parks, roads and walkways and we are extremely observant. Dogs off lead and unsupervised are causing the huge problem we have in
this area. Although most dog owners pick up the mess, there is often residue left behind which is as much a problem and harmful. I strongly recommend dog owners carry antibacterial wipes to clean up properly after their dogs as I do when I walk my Mother's dog on occasion. This practice is being a fully responsible dog owner and causes
minimum inconvenience to carry along with the disposal bags. Stricter enforcement absolutely must be implemented to tackle this problem.
I consider the council currently has sufficient legislation in place to deal with irresponsible dog owners without the need to introduce the proposed PSPO which apperas to be merely an attempt to raise revenue. There are far more serious social problems on the Fylde which should be addressed by the authorities but unfortunately, as these will
cost rather than raise money, they will be put to one side - in particular the vandalism caused by "humans" (not dogs), the litter left by humans (not responsible dog owners). What thought has been given by the council regarding the effect on local businesses ? All I can conclude is these are ill thought out plans due to the prejudices of a minority
of councillors and not the voting public.
Re Lytham Green. There should be restrictions on dogs running free as there are many families using this area and people, particularly young children, the elderly and people who object to being approached by dogs, who may feel intimidated by their approach. Not everyone is a dog lover and it is important that people have the right to choose
whether or not to interact with a dog/dogs. Also if a dog is running free, the owner cannot always see when or where fouling takes place thereby not cleaning up. We do not want to return to the days of the Green being 'covered' in piles of excrement. It is important that dogs are kept on leads in the light of the above.
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Public space protection orders can not be policed properly or fairly
As far as i am concerned there has never been any problems with people walking their dogs off the lead in most of these areas. Dogs should be allowed to run free on the beach. I respect the restrictions in the summer on St Annes beach by the pier as it is well used by families. All other parts of the beach should be free for all local tax payers to
enjoy the freedom of exercising their dogs as they wish.
I regularly visit my daughter in St Annes and often walk her dog on the beach and sand dunes on South promenade -lower down than the children's train track. Most of the dog mess is ON the promenade presumably from dogs on leads. Many dog walkers on the said beach and dunes, are regulars from the area, and there are also many visitors.
Impact on trade should be considered, as this is the choice of this area for leisure, by holidaymakers and day trippers, many of whom have dogs. Consider putting more bins along the edge of the dunes, bold warning signage of fines and regular monitoring by the local authority rather than further bans. The restrictions in place already work very
well and I have seen no evidence of people using the main beach in the summer season Working on the assumption that most dog owners are responsible, a name and shame column in local news may be a sound deterant. In Northumberland with similar beautiful sands, dogs are welcomed plenty of bins provided and there is little evidence of
fouling. With N H S being fully stretched,as a local authority it should be in your remit to encourage walkers from Fylde and its environs. Is it just dog mess or does it also include horses on beaches!! Trialing other options over a year would give a fair chance to all cocerned. Twelve dogs out with one person, does sound more like an urban myth as
it would not be possible or safe to control them.
Suggest trial for increased fines for 6 months to see if this makes a difference. This should deter the few that do not pick up after their dog. In my view, restrictions on dogs walking off lead on beach areas will deter people coming to St Anne's with their dogs and reducing tourism. If these proposals were implemented in stages, we would be able to
see what makes a difference. The current restrictions on dog walking enable me to exercise my dog responsibly off lead on the beach and sand dunes. This not only benefits my dog but also my wellbeing - exercising near home with my pet. Walking on the streets does not have the same health benefit. Health and wellbeing needs of residents
needs to be taken into account as part of this consultation.
The working party are guilty of an unwarranted and deeply insulting proposal by implying that local dog owners/walkers are incapable of controlling their dogs according to prevailing circumstances. Of course, I cannot speak for visitors to our area but, as a BIPDT qualified dog-training instructor, a Kennel Club obedience judge for over 30 years and
senior instructor in my own Hertfordshire training club, I will say that since returning to the Fylde, I have met and enjoyed the company of the most caring, responsible owners with well-behaved, sociable dogs, behaving to the highest standards which I have ever encountered. They are a credit to the district and do NOT deserve to be treated with
the contempt in which the working party and its supporters would appear to be treating them. The very people who the FBC should be encouraging and treating as allies, these are the same people who will, given the opportunity, correct any anti-social behaviour where appropriate. At all times these people help the FBC in its stated aim, i.e. to
keep our district a clean and pleasant environment for both visitors and residents.
I keep my dogs on short leads and always pick up their mess. However I feel it is imperative that all dogs should be able to have free running exercise regularly or they may get stressed by pent up energy. Dogs should not be allowed on any sports or children's play areas whether on or off lead. I get very angry with irresponsible dog owners whe
persist in leaving dog foulings. The sooner these people are fined, the better.
Fylde borough council are unhelpful
Some thing do need to be looked into but not with a PSPO - the council should be out being helpful
The council have not given sufficient consideration to the negative effects that the proposed PSPO's will have on the area. They will have a large impact on tourism in the area. Many tourists visit the area because they can give their dog(s) a good off lead walk and then use the local restaurants, etc. I'm sure these businesses won't thank the council
for reducing their trade. No consideration has been given to the fact that most dogs needs to be exercised off lead. They need to run and let off steam otherwise there is an serious chance that they will become distressed and potentially more aggressive - something the council are saying is a problem - so why introduce something that will make
dogs more aggressive and distressed?
I object VERY strongly to the appointment of a PSPO as I am sick of my money being wasted on unnecessary "busy body" campaigns like this. I wish my money to be spent tackling serious crime in the area instead; although this seems like too much hard work for this council who would rather spend their time looking at easy money making
approaches instead. I think its more than time to replace this Council for one which can identify the real problems in the area (dogs not being one of them!) and effectively sort them out.
Lytham in particular has some great areas for walking dogs off the lead and is supported by numerous cafes which are dog friendly which pulls in numerous visitors. I believe many of the new proposed areas for exclusion of dogs and restriction to lead exercise only will have a negative impact on the town's businesses and also result in making the
remaining areas for off-lead exercise congested. Also many of my friends have small children and dogs - these new proposed restrictions and exclusions will make it very difficult to find places where both can get their exercise at the same time eg where the dog can no longer come to the park or must remain on the lead at all times. Dogs will get
less exercise and become more exuberant when they do get the chance.
I am a specialist in Dog Behaviour and have been resident in st annes for just over a year. I moved to care for my elderly parents who,themselves retired to st annes specifically as it was renowned to be a 'dog friendly' place to live and they have had dogs all their lives. I find the area to be welcoming and open to dog lovers and a breath of fresh air
in that respect. As a currently semi-retired professional I was so taken with the area that once I no longer had commitments to my parents care I was projecting staying here and building a successful business. That is now unlikely. As a professional and also a personal dog owner I am concerned at the mentality of the council proposals. There will
always be individuals who give no concern to anyone or anywhere. However the conciensious and responsible are collateral damage. There is a lot of fabrication in so called 'incidents' involving multi dogs out of control. A number of proposals have been made by dog owning residents to aid the council in keeping st Anne's the dog friendly area it
professed to be. Sadly it seems you would just prefer us to leave,take our dogs and revenue with us.
GENERALLY THERE SEEMS TO BE LITTLE OR ONLY HEARSAY EVIDENCE OF ANY REAL PROBLEMS RESULTING FROM THE CURRENT POSITION. IT FEELS LIKE RULES FOR RULES SAKE ONLY. BEST PRACTICE WOULD BE TO ESTABLISH THAT THERE IS AN ISSUE AND THEN MEASURE THE SCOPE OF IT IN ORDER TO PROPERLY ASSESS WHAT, IF ANYTHING,
NEEDS CHANGING. IN THIS CASE, THERE'S NO EVIDENCE THAT ANYTHING NEEDS TO CHANGE OTHER THAN THE COUNCIL OPERATING THE CURRENT PROCESSES. WHY NO FINES UNDER EXISTING RULES FOR DOG FOULING FOR EXAMPLE.
The enclosed comments and approvals / objections all assume that any monies raised will be used to fund the recruitment of additional dog wardens to enforce the orders. It is pointless introducing these restrictions unless the manpower to enforce them is in place. One only has to look at the amount of dog dirt in and around the streets of
Lytham St. Annes to know that the current level of enforcement is totally inadequate. If the monies raised are to be used for any other purpose, then all support is withdrawn.
Why is the council not doing its job properly and using publicly funded resources to enforce byelaws instead of introducing more draconian laws which penalise the vast majority of reasonable people.
The Council should try to ban and restrain all dogs because a small minority of people do not pick up after their dogs or have aggressive dogs. The council should deal properly with the minority. It is a bit like banning everyone from driving because a small minority of people drive carelessly.
We have noticed that the streets of St Annes are generally getting worse for dog faeces. As well as dog faeces left next to the trees in our road (Kenilworth Road) we have had dog poop bags thrown down on neighbours driveways and even hung on neighbours gates! We walk regularly around the whole area and the footpaths from Beauclerk Rd to
Central Drive and St Andrews Road South to Rosebery Avenue (east and west of golf course) are constantly fouled as well as poop bags thrown down and left. Fairhaven Lake and the area from Grannys Bay to Fairlawn Road and Lytham Green have become so bad with dog faeces and dogs off leads that it is no longer enjoyable to walk around
these areas. Dog controls need to be enforced!!
I particularly object to the 'professional' dog walkers as they do not have sufficient control of the dogs with any number of dogs free to wander off and relieve themselves. There is an 'out of sight, out of mind' attitude displayed by these and others who do not pay sufficient attention to what their charges are up-to. A good compromise would be
for a PSPO requiring walkers with more than 2 dogs to have all dogs under their control on a lead. This would mean that no dog would be free to wander off and leave a 'deposit' without the walker being aware. Also, there is only point to any of this if Fylde are prepared to step-up dog warden services to ensure that any PSPOs are properly
adhered to..
Why doesn't the council deal with owners of aggressive dogs or prosecute those who let their dogs mess without clearing up. This seems to be a sledge hammer to crack a nut; penalising all dog owners rather than dealing with the real problem.
The Council should concentrate on enforcing existing laws to deal with owners of aggressive dogs or who do not pick up after their dogs, rather than penalising all dog owners because it is the easy option.
Dogs also have rights and need a quantity exercise which a large number of owners would be able to give them if they were to be kept on leads all the time. Most owners are very responsible people and will keep their dogs under control and should not, as in far too many instances, suffer for the minority.
Dog owners bring a lot of business to the Fylde. I feel this is a money making scheme initiated by certain members of the council who seem to be against dogs in general. The number of complaints made seem to very small in number. The control orders brought in by government were not designed for these issues and again seem to be
manipulated by FBC.
dogs allowed off the lead should be muzzled
I object to the introduction of fixed penalty notices to having a dog off a lead. Dog owners are not stupid and the majority act responsibly and respectfully to surroundings.
We should be encouraging sensible courteous behaviour from dog owners not spending money policing and fining dog owners. The repeat offenders as ever won't pay and hard working families exerting their well behaved dogs having fun i the open air will once again be punished. A bad policy and a waste of the councils time. Requesting dogs to
be in a lead is fair but if the park is empty at 6am what is wrong with a game of ball? If children are present then it's common sense to keep the lead on.
I object to all of the proposals as I find the council's approach to this matter biased from the moment it first became public knowledge. In summary... The lack of direct consultation with all relevant official bodies and groups of people is extremely worrying, especially the absence of any experts, none at all. All of which should have been completed
prior to developing this survey. There is a lack of any evidence to support changes, other than second hand heresay, which can never be accepted as evidence. This evidence should have started the development of the proposals. As there isn't any I am amazed that the proposals ever got started. Public body generated surveys must have no
commentary at all or should at least give balanced commentary to ensure accurate valuable results. This one does neither and consequently the findings will be meaningless. Its design follows the strategy of PR driven surveys that are designed to provide results biased towards the client. Sadly it can be challenged at nearly every stage. I am
deeply concerned with the damage caused by this process to the public's perception of the council. My hope it that this is down to naivety and lack of knowledge in effective due diligence and not driven by bias within the council it self.
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Many dogs behave well off the lead, It eould be much better if it was possible to fine owners whos dogs are misbehaving rather than punish all dogs/owners
It's all just common sense. Although irresponsible dog owners do not pick up after their dogs even when they are on a lead. Hence the amount of dog dirt on some pavements, including on my own residential street. There will need to be efficient policing.
Some areas are a "given" as a natural exclusion area, such as play areas in parks. Dogs on a lead in parks and on Lytham Green is reasonable. I own a dog and exercise him on the lead (as he is young) on Lytham Green every day and clean up after him. Today, I walked from what was the Land Registry to what was the Swimming Baths in Lytham. I
didn't intend to do a survey but on reaching the Green at 10.30 I was face with a large deposit of dog faeces (fresh that morning) so proceeded to walk along the path in the direction of Lytham Baths that was. From the path and to 1 metre onto the Green I counted 19 deposits of dog faeces (half of them fresh that morning). You cant assume
but in my mind I had wondered at that time of the morning had these been left by dogs of Lytham Residents ? The dogs were clearly being walked down the path as it was all 1 metre on the edge of the Green. The problem is enforcement. There is no such thing as a bad dog but a bad owner. These people know they are in the wrong and give
responsible dog owners a bad name. It isn't just irresponsible dog owners. Its irresponsible people too. Walk on the Green after a sunny day/weekend/bank holiday and you are faced with beer cans and bottles on the Green and left over BBQs and scorched grass. I previously worked for the UKs largest conservation charity, and one of the
biggest problems we had in one of our sand dune reserved (designations too many to write about but SSSI, RAMSAR, SPA, SAC ) was dog faeces. Occasionally, when funding allowed, we had special weekends and days where we patrolled the dunes and beach armed with special printed dog poop bags and approached dog owners to hand our
these bags as freebies. At the same time, we had volunteers armed with small fluorescent flags on short sticks (9 inches) patrolling the area and placing a flag next to the dog foul. The resulting picture was thought provoking. Before enforcing PSPOs it would be useful to carry such an exercise out. Unfortunately, this flag exercise can only be
carried out just before enforcement as it can inflame local feelings towards all dog owners not just irresponsible ones. If the PSPOs are to be introduced it is imperative that open space is provided for dogs off leads on areas of the Green and the beach to maintain a health dog population and happy dog owners.
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It annoys me greatly how many 'dedicated' dog walkers do not abide by the rules. There have been signs on Lytham Green & Fairhaven Lake forever to say dogs on leads. Everyday they are ignored. If people had followed the rules, they wouldn't be marching as there would be no need. It was suggested to me after a comment on the 'against' dog
site it wasn't for me as I aired my view. From what I can see the 2 main people organising this are professional dog walkers!
The proposals appear to me to be wholly reasonable.
Whilst I fully support all the proposals is it the intention to increase the number of dog wardens to enable all this enforcement to be carried out. If Fixed Penalties aren't paid is it the intention to take these offenders to court?
Use the available byelaws and officers to encourage responsible dog owners. Do not alienate them with heavy handed fines.
I don't currently own a dog but have done for the past twenty years till my last dog died several months ago. She was timid and therefore always walked on the lead and did not like other dogs approaching her who were not on the lead nor under control. I would frequently hear other dog owners say to me "He/She is okay and friendly" but they
would then still allow their dog to jump all over mine who was afraid. There are plenty of open areas to walk your dog off the lead. Lytham and St Annes have a very high proportion of dog owners and we are a very dog friendly area. I love seeing all the dogs being walked and being able to pat them and say hello. BUT at times some areas,
especially the path by the Green at Lytham, are very busy and dogs off the lead can be dangerous to cyclists, young children, and other pedestrians alike. By dangerous I don't necessary mean attack and bite I mean a nuisance, in the way or over boisterous especially around young children and other dogs. Most of these proposals are actually only
trying to enforce what is there already. One restriction that I see being constantly ignored is St Annes beach between May and September - lots of dog owners completely ignore that. I think restricting the dogs(off the lead) to a specific area of open space on Lytham Green is a very good idea. Pedestrians, cyclists children and other dog walkers
can then choose to avoid that area for whatever reason applies to them
1, I don't think that there should be any restrictions on dogs off the lead on Lytham Green at any time of the year. I have never seen any problems with dogs off leads in this area and this area is important for tourism. Tourists should not be discouraged. 2. Much better signage is needed on St Annes beach. Dogs are currently not allowed off the
lead in the summer months in the central area. I agree that this should continue, but it would be unfair to penalize people for breaking this law when there is not proper signage. 3. With regard to the number of dogs under the control of one person. This is obviously subjective. One person can control many well behaved dogs, but sometimes one
person can struggle to control one dog. I think that this is an area where the dog warden could use his judgement as to whether dogs are safely under control. Some people own more than four dogs and walk them safely. They should not be penalized.
I strongly support the proposed measures and sensible and proportionate to the benefit of all. The wildlife in the Ribble Estuary and the RSPB should be supported by this if approved and is a good thing.
Fouling and public highways sensible. The rest highly draconian approach that will not target those that cause issues just punish those of us who follow the rules in any case.
The beach/sand dunes etc are fine to walk your dog, but I have a 1 yr old in a pram, it is very hard to walk my dog off lead and push the pram on a path, within walking distance of my home (no access to car). Grannies Bay and Lytham Green are my main options which are becoming unavailable for some/all of the year.
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Irrespective of what you propose, there are already fpn in place. I walk my dogs at the rear of clifton drive adjacent to Grannies bay. There are a number of piles of dog filth not picked up by irresponsible owners. Yes I do confront them and on a number of occassions have supplied them with bags to pick up. It is ridiculous putting in place
draconian rules in place which you will never enforce. The issue is NOT the cost of the fpn but that you very rarely see a warden or hear of them enforcing the legislation. Unless you significantly raise the number of wardens to enforce the legislation this will all continue and you will just alienate the people who voted you in. Wise up and put some
real reaoirces into the current legislation. This is a cop out which will not work. I know, Im a retired police office used to dealing with anti social behaviour, however, not usually by my own council members. I hear the member for Weaham turned his back when one of the people came to speak to them regarding this legislation. How is this
listening to the people who you are supposed to represent? Mmmm take the money but dont listen. Typical of current politicians and obviously catching on within the local councillors. Disgraceful.
Not sure about as far as the tide line from near the north car park and lifeboat station. We totally agree with most of the proposals as reponsible dog owners who always pickup after our dog, but agree there are some owners who keep flouting the laws and should be fined very heavily to make it a warning to the bad owners who keep repeatedly
flouting the bylaws Ps why can't your dog wardens go around in unmarked vans ect i sure this would help to catch the culprets
The rules in place are enough.
a. Ban 50 foot leads. b. Dog Wardens to patrol the beach with discreet identification, not just park their signed vehicles nearby. c. Consider the risk to Children's sight from the larvae of the dog tapeworm.
There are many dog walkers of all ages and many dogs of different sizes. You cannot fit all the dogs into the areas you have located for them to run off the lead and expect them to be exercised and it would be mayhem. You are effectively penalising sensible dog owners for the sake of a few irresponsible people who mainly let their dogs foul
when it is dark and when there are no dog wardens. If anyone sees a dog fouling and if the owner does not pick it up, most people would point it out to them and then they pick it up. Blaming the birds for dogs being on the lead is nonsense because birds do not nest on the shoreline or on the beach. Even if dogs were put on the lead on the
beach, other predators such as foxes would soon prey on the birds. The Government is trying to encourage people to go out and exercise but you are trying to prevent that. It is not possible to walk a long way with strong dogs on the lead and you will discourage people from coming to LSA and using the amenities and shops. We often walk from
St Annes to Lytham with the dogs along the beach and have something to eat in Lytham, do a little shopping and then walk back. If you bring in these enforcements we and many other people will just go elsewhere which will affect trade massively in LSA. Also older people will be put off having dogs if they are restricted to where they can walk
with dogs off the lead. Sometimes this is the only source of companionship that they have. You clearly have not thought your actions through on all areas.
Please consider dogs to be on a lead on all football pitches. After running junior football teams for years my husband had to stop nearly every game to pick up dog mess, this was despite him checking the area first. Perhaps you should consult with the Lancashire FA and referees for the stats.
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The protesters cannot complain about any of the proposals.
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These proposals will only be effective if they are properly policed.
I have seen numerous comments about the proposals that indicate that responsible dog owners are being penalised for the few irresponsible dog owners- I tend to agree. I can see that some of the proposals are sensible such as no dogs in play areas but restricting areas that dogs can be on or off leads does seem unfair.
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I have tried to complete this on behalf of all responsible dog owners. However personally I travel all the way to the Fylde for good doggy day care for my 3 dogs, whilst I work close to the area, I also travel there at weekends to exercise my dogs , (and also occasionally my elderly Mums dog attends) have lunch, a coffee and meet some wonderful
people,etc. My worst issue would be no longer being able to afford to take my dogs to doggy daycare as the cost would have to increase for them to be taken care of, so I really have no idea what I would do, I'm in no position to give up work and there is no other place near to my work that I could take them to. Even if there was, I wouldn't trust
anyone else to be responsible with them. I know not everyone 'loves' dogs but they are my world. These new proposals are unfortunately not going to change irresponsible dog owners, they are only going to penalise the responsible people who use their common sense and already cover the basics of being accountable for dogs in their family.
Please don't tar everyone with the same brush, as this is far from the facts.
My name is ******* I'm a professional dog walker - both myself and my partner ******** are very distressed that these proposals could put our business under threat. She will have stated our reasons for concern in her comments. I would also like to express my sadness if these proposals go through that I as an owner of 7 dogs, would effectively
become a criminal if I walked my dogs together. All our dogs, are chipped, vaccinated, insured and well trained and cared for. Over the years we have helped rehome many dogs whose owners have either become to ill to care for them or have passed away. We are the people who ring ambulances, relatives, doctors when someone is taken ill and
we are the people that arrive to walk their dog and find them distressed. We have helped reunite many dogs, particularly in the summer season, who have become lost with their owners, as we are the people who visitors approach on the beach due to us having multiple dogs. We are the people who put it on Facebook, ring the council, ring local
vets and animal sanctuary. We do this year in year out.We have organised dog walks for charities such as Hearing Dogs for the Deaf, regularly raise funds and awareness for Easterleigh and Homeless Hounds. This for us is not just a profession it is a way of life which these proposals would damage, when we in reality benefit our community yet will
be penalised through the wrong doing of others.
I have been a professional dogwalker in the Fylde Borough for over 13 years and in that time have not received a single complaint against myself or the dogs in my care. We have built up, through dedication and hard walk an exemplary reputation and are very proud of the service we provide to our community. The implementation of many of the
orders will have zero effect on dog control or dog fouling. The irresponsible people in our borough will continue to not pick up, not control, insure, exercise or chip their dogs and yes I totally agree that this area of our community needs targeting. These orders will not target these people, it will target people like me - a responsible, professional
woman who is law abiding, contributes to her community and has pride in her chosen profession. Let us become involved in an affective way of making our towns cleaner and safer, ideas that would work. A voluntary warden service, I'm on the beach all day long and would happily be involved. Introduce a licensing service where we could adhere
to a code of conduct and would be held accountable if we failed to meet a standard. If this PSPO is implemented in his current format it will put me out of business, or I will have to put my prices up to where the majority of local residents cannot afford my service. This will have a wider impact in our community, for the elderly, working families
and for those people who we are the only face they see that day. Please take this into consideration.
These proposals are a complete waste of time and money imposing unnecessary restrictions in a bid to target dog owners to make money for the council. It will damage the reputation of the town . With approx 25% of families owning a dog it puts out a strong message to stay away for risk of getting fined. Please listen to your local community
rather than the minority. You have sufficient regulations in place to prosecute the few irresponsible dog owners who live or visit the town.
I do not understand why the council does not enforce the current rules. People allow their dogs to foul areas at 7am in the morning- this is when you need to be out enforcing the rules
If these proposals go ahead I have no doubt you will alienate decent responsible dog owners who at present would gladly assist the council by helping remove dog waste in addition to their own dogs' fouling and challenge owners who do not clear up. Why not have volunteer dog wardens who could keep the process friendly? Businesses will
suffer when the Fylde ceases to be a dog friendly area. I have met huge numbers of people who come to walk their dogs because they can be exercised off lead. The areas you suggest are too small for the numbers. Where will the people who cannot get to the designated areas exercise their dogs off lead? The restrictions will have a very negative
effect on animal welfare. I would like to know why people who don't pick up are not being prosecuted at present.
I have been a regular visitor to Fylde for the last 15 years with my dogs past and present. We love the area and enjoy the freedom the dogs currently have. As responsible dog owner I feel the council's proposals are punishing all dog owners for the behaviour of a few irresponsible ones and cannot support this kind of draconian approach. Sadly if
the proposals are adopted I will not be returning to fylde and am sure many other dog loving visitors will follow suit...an impact on economy that could be ill afforded.
We frequently visit Lytham with our dog, because we have the view that it is a dog friendly place. We love visiting and always keep our dog on her lead. We would be devastated if dogs were banned from going on the green at Lytham, and this would result in us not visiting the area again. We love Lytham and being able to visit with our dog
without any hassle is really important to us.
Registered dog walkers are very professional and take care to remove any fouling and they keep good control of the dogs in their care. Without them many people would have problems with exercising their dogs
There should be more human-only grassed areas where children can play in peace and safety. Dogs should not be allowed in nature reserves. Dog owners have strong lobby groups and co-ordinate their protests. Those of us who wish to reduce the presence of dogs and therefore the mess,danger and noise caused by them,do not. It would be
nice to walk without seeing signs of the presence of dogs,including the discarded bags which are often seen hanging from trees.
dogs are a big problem - stronger controls are needed
Regarding Blackpool Rd I feel that there could be time restrictions placed i.e. dogs not allowed off lead between 10am and 4pm Saturdays, Sundays when used by large numbers of children at football. All other restrictions to apply (cleaning up)
Effort should be made to enforce laws regarding pick up. If someone isn't doing that, these proposals are unlikely to have any further effect, will alienate good dog owners and be even more costly to police. It feels like there is an attempt to get more revenue to cover the cost of policing.
The areas impacted by these changes, are for the most part, areas enjoyed by families, visitors to the Fylde coast and local residents (dog owners and non dog owners) and as such should be safe places in terms of 'dog mess' and dogs running free not always under the owners control. There are many reports of dog owners turning a blind eye to
their dog or dogs fouling public areas and it can be menacing to have a dog running at you and barking with no responsible owner in site! Children should be safe, in fact we should all be safe to enjoy public areas maintained by our councils without having to avoid 'dog mess' or feel at risk from dogs running free and not controlled by their owners.
Ashton gardens is a perfect example of adequate signage requesting dog owners to keep their dogs on a lead at all times but is ignored by so many dog owners. I have asked dog owners in Ashton gardens to put their dog(s) on a lead and pointed out the signs requesting them to do so, only to have some excuse that 'it's just a small dog' or 'I didn't
see the signs' (really!!!) or something even worse - so much for all the responsible dog owners, they obviously don't have children to care about or they would clean up after them. The Council should be applauded for proposing and hopefully adopting this initiative - and if it is adopted enforcing it.
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If they obey the rules (let alone the new proposals) they have nothing to worry about. I think the protesters are probably the ones who DON'T obey the rules in many of the cases .. and where dog-walking is concerned; even walking 4 dogs is far too many at any one time.

I feel that the current byelaws in place safegaurd people and dogs alike and allow responsible dog owners to exercise thier dogs as they see fit. These extra restrictions will punish responsible dog owners. In my experience people who own and walk dogs irresponsibly (by allowing them to foul and not clean up or have uncontrolled dogs) will
continue to disregard the byelaws and restictions anyway.
I strongly believe that dogs should be kept on leads on Lytham Green and Lytham Promenade. This promenade is for the dual use of cyclists and pedestrians - the addition of dogs off leads is highly dangerous. It is also used by people with disabilities - visually impaired, hearing impaired, physical disabilities - or just a little frail. Dogs and their
unpredictability can be very threatening and scary. Dog owners also do not seem to appreciate that some people are not so keen on our four legged friends - they may have previously been attacked. This is another good reason fr dogs to be kept on leads on Lytham front. Please note - I am a dog-lover
I do feel that genuine responsible dog owners are being penalised due to the irresponsible ones. Owners who clean up their dogs' mess (and place it into bins), train their dogs and put them on leads when it is necessary and appropriate in the presence of children, wildlife and in areas where there is a high volume of other pedestrians and cyclists
do feel frustrated that common sense doesn't prevail, as it would make visiting public places a pleasanter and safer experience. However maybe the time frames relating to the St Annes beach access out of the summer season could be implemented in the other open public areas? I apologise that you will have repeatedly seen the same comments
- but it is an opportunity to voice my opinion.
I feel there are more than enough restrictions already and have already contacted my MP regarding the restrictions on other beach areas of the Fylde that is stopping people coming to the area during summer months to exercise their dogs on the beach, we need to look at making the Fylde Coast a dog friendly area similar to what happens in the
Lake District and encourage local businesses to allow dogs into Public Houses, Shops & Cafe's, let start putting our Fylde on the map!
There is a distinct lack of vital evidence regarding the specific areas in question. Without this no one (either the council or resident/visitor can ask or answer such questions. The questions can be interpreted in any which way one wishes to do so and is very misleading. It reads that the council wants to introduce a stealth tax! I do believe however
that people should be fined for not picking up after their dog, however we cannot blame multiple dog owners/walkers as some with 1 dog do not carry out this action. However how do you impose this and police it when councils have no money? Even the local dog warden ignores dogs off leads in restricted areas as I believe they do not wish to
tackle people so how will the same staff impose a fine ? This is being handled in a disgraceful manner by the council and I believe the public are being mislead regarding the true reasons for this issue to be raised. I agree not all dog owners are good ones and cleaning up NEEDS to be addressed but this will not be done by having "leads on"only
areas around the Fylde.
I feel that most of the new proposals are either unnecessary or unjustified and that Fylde Borough Council would make better use of the Council Taxpayers' money (including mine) if, for example, it was used to identify and prosecute those who engage in persistent fly tipping. In my opinion, the proposals are an example of discrimination
towards a large section of the local population i.e. dog owners and dog walkers. They will not only be a form of prohibiting dogs from accessing their essential regular exercise but will also reduce the opportunities for dog walkers to access their regular exercise as well. I have lived in the Fylde for almost 62 years and have always owned a dog. I
feel that the new proposals will be a totally unnecessary and unjustified waste of public funds. I can think of far better ways of spending Fylde residents' hard earned money.
On several occasions I have witnessed dogs being out of control. This is dangerous and stronger controls are needed and need to be enforced. Dog fouling, whilst less of a problem than it used to be, is still evident across the Fyde.
The proposals are very sensible, helping to address a serious problem of dog dirt and uncontrolled dogs menacing children, the elderly and the vunerable.
Survey just as expected has loaded questions so you can get the answers you want. Use existing legislation to punish the few irresponsible owners, and leave the rest of us alone. Any legislation needs to be enforced, lack of enforcement is the problem. You cannot punish everyone, using legislation as a blanket against the many, is a misuse of
power, and an infringement of personal rights. There has been no evidence provided by the council to support this, one complaint or a few complaints don't count, unless you balance it fairly, ie dog fouling / litter. Or damage done by dogs / damage done by people, there are two sides to everything. By far the biggest cause of damage and litter is
by human population, let's ban everyone from beaches parks and open spaces,
Looking at the lack of statistics and the conflicting reports from dog experts ( the kennel club) and contradictory statements reported as being made by English Nature, I cannot credit the resulting recommendations made by this report. Properly reported complaints seem to be reducing and only heresay used in many instances of the report. I
therefore believe a lot more factual well investigated work is required before any recommendations are made and accepted. I live overlooking Lytham Green and see the amount of dog faeces and the amount of litter left. I have to say each is bad. However the Council appears to encourage litter by paying people to clean it up in summer, no
leafleting or fining. However dog fouling is leafletted and enforceable. Why use the stick for one group and not the other. Hardly a fair playing field. Why victimise good dog owners when the bad ones will still carry on. The reason I believe this will happen is because I cannot see that these new orders can be enforced fairly with the resources
available and sufficient resources are unlikely to be found in the foreseeable future or such far reaching measures. The current rules are not being enforced as they are not in the neighbouring authorities. It would be far better to concentrate on one or two areas i.e. dog fouling and dangerous dogs (not just breeds) fairly throughout the Borough,
resourcing as well as budgets allow. Dogs need exercise off lead which is something this report does not seem to consider. It also have not considered the impact on tourism that these recommendations would have in Lytham for instance. Dogs are welcomed in the majority of cafes resteraunts and pubs as well as shops either inside or in covered
heated exteriors. Dog water bowls abound. The establishment owners are business people not dog lovers but know their trade would reduce if measures reduced their ability to exercise their dogs as well as enjoy the shops etc. These people do not just walk the dogs on the Green but on the sands in Andell and St Anne's. Although there are
proposals on restricting dogs in other areas of the community e.g. Parks r us where charitable donations are required as well as Council funding is used to keep it going, no mention of these areas are made in the consultation directly so maybe a lot more work is required and the report advertised throughout the whole community before being
finally considered.
The presentation to the Council has been brought to my attention so here are my comments Re: Hope Street Park I have lived yards from this park for more than 30 years. My children played there throughout their childhood. I walk my now elderly dog around there or through there on my way to the moss. I am a member of the Ladies Recreation
Bowling Club which is based there and play in the Fylde league we have 2 teams. The bowling greens which are not fenced off unlike the football/basketball area is in use throughout the bowling season March - Oct. The ladies team has been in place since the 1940s and even kept going when vandals arson attacked the club house, it is now rebuilt
as a community centre. There is now a mens team who play their league matches there. There is also a mixed team who play in the league. Last year we hosted 2 major charity weekend competitions with players from all over the fylde competing. This year again we will hosting major weekend competiions. We bowlers PAY yes PAY real money to
the Council for the privilage so we do get upset when the greens are used for dog exercise, football or as a sand pit and I personally (when feel safe to do so) challenge people who do that. BUT I see no reason why well behaved dogs with responsible owners should be threatened with on the spot fines. The overflowing bins are a testatment to the
fact that the majority of users do pick up. Hope Street is a lovely example of a real multi use community park. I have been informed the presentation is based on unsubstantiated annon. comments made on a Streetlife online forum. If this is true and the council proceed with the current proposal to issue fines on the spot is such a draconian
manner not taking into account dog owners of all ages and abilities that community inclusion and the health and wellbeing of residents and visitiors is also a priority I will complain to the local govt. ombudsman..
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Proposals fail to offer protection to the main high tide wader (shore-bird) roost sites on the coast at Church Scar, Fairhaven Beach (just west of Fairhaven Lake) and St Annes Beach (which should have a relatively small area zoned off to exclude dogs at high tide). These sites are part of an SSSI, SPA and Ramsar site and the local authorities are
obliged to protect them from damaging disturbance, which they currently fail to do! Consult Fylde Bird Club, RSPB and Natural England for advice on zoning off these areas to provide refuges for wading birds at high tide. Create a wader roost on the eastern island in Fairhaven Lake by lowering its height to water level, this will provide an
undisturbed high tide roost site and produce an amenity for visitors to observe the birds. Close the steps up the sea wall from the beach to the west of Fairlawn Road to discourage dog walkers walking from the slip way through the wader roost and back up these steps to the promenade path.
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I would like the number of dogs per person limited to three .
I believe that there are already suitable laws in place that would cover any offences that may occur due to uncontrolled dogs. Most dog owners are responsible people and would not allow their dog to walk on places like a Nature Reserve if their dogs disrupted nesting birds or other animals habitats so I don't feel it is necessary to put extra laws
in place.
I think you are excluding the areas that dogs are allowed and it's ridiculous. Dog owners know that dogs need walk/walks every day and you are trying to disable this which is animal cruelty. Some owners have dogs that are very well behaved but pull on leads so it's so much easier to go somewhere to let them have a run around - this includes
elderly dog owners as it's much easier for themselves too. I agree with the dog fouling as I have seen many people just leave it and it's disgusting. I think you should reconsider the plans to change the number of dogs a person can walk at one time as this would mean some owners would have to do double the walks which just seems silly
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As a responsible dog owner, I am appalled by the amount of dog mess on our pavements. Additional enforcement officers are required to catch those not picking up after their dogs.
I think it's important that citizens are actively encouraged to exercise and enjoy the open spaces in the area. Dogs are an important part of many people's lives and need to be able to run to ensure they stay healthy too. It should not be the case that the enjoyment of a walk with a dog is lost by the onerous nature of rules and regulation and for
fear of breach of minor bye laws resulting in penalty notices. The penalty notice has it's place in the case of blantant breach of regulation, however, I would expect there to be some margin for interpretation and judgment in the event an elderly dog owner, for example, unwittingly breaches the notice or is unable to retrieve a dog before it
crosses a boundary on to a regulated zone.
Dogs should not be allowed in premises serving food or on Lytham Green at all when they can go on the sand which isnt used by children.
I am a dog owner and I am disgusted at the amount of dog mess, for example on Lindsay Ave St Annes where I live. Clearly the draft proposals must be backed up by an appropriate intensity of enforcement.
It saddens me greatly that once again more of people's freedoms are being taken away. I do a lot of walking along the beach at Lytham and Lytham Green and have never had a problem with dogs being excised. I would also like to point out that existing laws are not policed so how will this be inforced? It's just pointless legislation that will only be
followed by the "good" responsable dog owners, the others will continue regardless. It is not fair on "good" dog owners or the poor dogs who's excise this will impact. We have such problems with people not giving their dogs enough excises, this will make it even worse. I urge you to rethink before we end up like the Americans were dog owners
must drive to the "dog park" and are excluded from all other open spaces.
I believe these proposals are long overdue but I object to those aspects which would reduce the level of dog control (i.e. allowing dogs off leads at times and/or in places which are currently prohibited). In my opinion dogs should be kept on their leads at all times on public land. Dogs are potentially dangerous animals and I am absolutely fed up of
the lax attitude of far too many owners. The usual response, whenever a dog comes bounding up and starts to paw at me, is "it's OK, he won't bite". Which I'm absolutely sure is the exact same thing the owner of every dog which has gone on to bite someone has said. I do hope fixed penalties will actually be issued or this is a pointless exercise.
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What measures are in place to prevent multiple replies? How many proven problems are recorded rather than anecdotal reports from unbiased people
Dogs off their leads and out of control by the accompanying child or adult are a public nuisance. I would support the strongest of controls against unleashed dogs including removal to a dog compound. Dogs in this way are a risk to the public and a fouling hazard contrary to public health and hygiene. I also take the view that dogs should not be
under supervision by children aged 17 and under, whether or not on a lead.
The enforcement resource of this will be essential to ensure people take it seriously. The level of dog mess is often linked to key visitor periods such as bank holidays etc. Clear signage regarding dogs off the lead will be key. I do not think any person should have control of more than 2 dogs but this option is avialable.
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At west end playing fields they come by car even some from Blackpool but the Council do not seem concerned
More enforcement officers please. Greater penalties DNA to become obligatory Dogs on leads at all times. The number of open spaces for people to "walk their dogs", that is, "dog toilets", is shrinking due to development, but dog walkers seem to be oblivious to our natural environment and spoil it for others, and disturb wildlife.
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The principle of using fixed penalty notices subverts the traditional court system and damages the fundamental principle of innocence until proven guilty in a court of law. I object in principle to its use and thus cannot support any of the proposed measures
Keep dogs out of all nature reserves Have more human-only grassed areas so children can play in peace and safety The dog-lobby is well organised and will flood you with responses compared to non-dog owners.
Dogs need to be exercised off the lead. Failure to do this can result in behavour problems including aggression. Even though I am a dog owner myself nothing anoys me more than owners that do not pick up after their dogs, this is something that needs to be enforced more than the issues of dogs off lead.
A PSPO can be issued where there is a detrimental effect on the quality of life of those living in the area. I completely fail to see how walking dogs off lead in these areas fits into this definition. There is already legislation in place to deal with irresponsible dog owners and it is completely unfair to all other dog owners and dogs to make more
unjustifiable restrictions. Where is the evidence to support all of these proposals? i.e. that here has been a detrimental effect on the quality of peoples lives? I feel the proposal is an invasion of liberty and probably more to do with gathering fines than improving any ones quality of life
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Although I am not a dog owner, at present, I may be in the future, and have friends who are. I am also a supporter and/or member of local nature/bird groups, so I appreciate the challenge of sometimes conflicting interests, but of the need to encourage the support and education of the general public for our local areas of nature reserves/similar
areas. I have objected to a total exclusion of dogs in children's playgrounds, as I think that as long as they are kept on the lead, and excrement is cleared away by owner that children should be safe, and this enables a guardian or whoever can take their pet with them when taking child to playground. I believe I am not alone in having a strong
objection to dog walkers who pick up dog mess in plastic bags and then dispose of it along pavements, roads, trees, shrubs etc. I hope this problem can also be addressed.
It says a lot when these orders seem to be our council's main priority! Absolute waste of time, money and resources that could be spent improving the lives of Fylde residents. If FBC spent as much time and effort enforcing current laws on dog fouling and bad behaviour, Fylde would be a dog mess free zone. Instead, they are looking for more ways
to criminalise good, law abiding people in order to raise revenue through fines (was cutting leisure facilities not enough of a revenue booster FBC? Remember the St. Annes and Kirkham Swimming Pool's?) And it's not as if you have the human resources to enforce this rubbish anyway! So what is the point?
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I hope I am a responsible dog owner. I always keep my dogs on the lead except when on the beach - north promenade car park towards Blackpool. And I always pick up! I have friends who are similarly responsible, one or two have more dogs than me. And to my knowledge none have ever caused a problem. The situation as I see it is that this
consultation is setting its face against those of us who act responsibly because policing those who disregard and disrespect public areas is an almost impossible task for the under resourced enforcement officers. I am horrified every day seeing owners giving off lead exercise on recreation grounds, football pitches and local parks. Owners are often
engaged in conversation and not watching their dogs fouling the public areas. Dog fouling is a huge issue - many more dog enforcement officers will be needed to catch those responsible and penalise. Having multiple dogs does not mean that they are responsible more often than not it is the one (wo)man/one dog who ignore the existing by laws.
Commonsense is the key word here - catch and penalise offenders and leave the rest of us to enjoy our walks in peace.
What evidence is there that the proposed PSPOs are necessary? There are powers already available to prosecute those who do not control their dogs or who fail to remove faeces. Why are they not being used if there is a problem? The proposed PSPOs would impact massively on all dog owners, most especially those who do not have the means
to take their dogs to areas where off lead exercise would be permitted. Away from the coast there would be very few areas available for off lead exercise. Many recognised animal organisations point out that over use of PSPOs can impact badly on animal welfare and suggest very sparing use. I am one of very many dog owners who picks up after
my own dogs, often after others and offers poo bags to those who don't. Surely it would make more sense for the council to use this valuable resource of responsible owners as voluntary dog 'buddies', or similar, to continue their encouragement for all owners to be responsible and to help keep areas clean. I also feel very strongly that the council
should make a greater effort to keep our coast and parks free of litter; broken bottles, needles, barbeque rubbish etc can be found frequently. Another concern for me is that many pavements are now used as cycle paths. Speeding bicycles are a risk for the older people and young children of the Fylde, as well as dogs and their owners. Finally I
would request that the council uses their limited financial resources on maintaining necessary services in the borough, rather than the costs of implementing these unnecessary PSPOs.
Selfish dog owners need to be aware that they are not theonly people to use these public areas
At the present time I am in Australia returning to the Uk in January with my dog. Here in Australia they provide areas where dogs are allowed off lead, including a dog beach. On all other beaches they are not allowed on or off lead. They also provide poo bags and bins to dispose of the waste therefore leaving no excuse to pick up after your dog.
These bags and bins are in all areas where people walk their dogs.
Keeping dogs on leads is essential to protect the diverse wildlife found on the Fylde coast.
Responsible dog owners, who are in the majority, should not be punished by fines for allowing their dogs to exercise off the lead.
This is long overdue and I think this will benefit all users of our parks and open space, along with much needed help for the wildlife.
Dogs off lead are ok if the owners have good control over them. Too many dogs run free and the owners have no control. Dogs should not be allowed to run free in a cemetery but I believe they should definitely be allowed in and kept on a lead.
This is nothing more than attempting to extort money by the invention of a problem that simply is not happening and never ever has been a problem. Pure unadulterated theft.
There are plenty of areas provided in the proposals for off lead exercising without having any stretch of Lytham Green included at any time of the year. Dogs should be on leads at all times on the Green, to keep it free from dog mess but also to enable open space all year round where people can walk, run and enjoy family time without being
approached by a dog. Many dog owners believe their dog is 'just being friendly' and think that everyone is happy when they sniff them, drool on them or jump up at them. Dogs should be kept with their owners at all times, preferably not on extending leads that trip people up. There is ample space specifically for off lead exercise which people can
avoid if they do not want to be around dogs. Lowther Gardens should be a total dog free zone (please let us have just one park without dogs) as should all football pitches and play areas.
Common sense must prevail and the proposals do represent common sense. But they are futile unless enforced; responsible dog owners are punished by those that do not pick up faeces-where are the dog wardens? I'm on the Green and the Dunes daily but have never seen a warden EVER! Punish the offenders and keep Lytham clean for
everyone.
Completely agree with the proposals, most complaints and local community discussions I come across are about dog ownership and management. Fouling and unruly dogs. Professional dog walking has also recently seen a huge increase, there appears to be no management process by the council and I believe this leads to cash in hand payments,
corruption of tax affairs and HMRC issues. This needs addressing asap and the details of such "walkers" need to be passed to the relevant HMRC department.
Although I am not presently a Dog Owner, I was until recently (my Dogs died within a few months of each other), but I support most of these Proposals for greater restrictions in our area. I think that Dog Owners should show more care and consideration for others who also have a right to enjoy our excellent community open spaces.
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there should b a 500 pound annual charge to dog owners to pay for extra wardens to implement monitor the rule
I agree with dogs being on a lead at all times , and they should not be allowed in children's play areas . Also playing fields were owners blatantly let their dogs foul .
I operate a Fylde based bird watching tour company. The disturbance to coastal wildlife AT ALL times of year is causing huge problems for wildlife and in particular birds in migration and the winter periods. The Fylde, and the Ribble Estuary in particular, is internationally important for many species. This will not remain the case at the current
unsustainable levels of disturbance. The coast needs complete no dog zones at all times of year. These zones need to be enforced. The damage caused by dog walkers ( and others ) to the dune system is also serious. Many people visit the Fylde Coast to enjoy our special wildlife. They won't do when it's disappeared.
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I just can't believe that you would want to bring in so many orders for this when there is no evidence to justify them. The Council clearly has an anti-dog agenda and has pre-judged this. If you go ahead I hope your decision is challenged in the courts.
Council money would be better spent making sure people cleaned up after their dogs and making sure people cleaned up after themselves and their children as when I walk my dog i am forever picking up plastic bottles and food wrappers that people have left behind
PSPOs must be used sparingly when animal welfare is involved. Where byelaws are already in place a PSPO is not necessary. The proposals are not balanced. They seek to restrict off lead exercise with blanket proposals based on anecdotal information. If the council are relying upon the so called 'report' penned by Richard Foster they should use
caution. The contents have no statistical or researched evidential basis. They are really only his opinion and he is not an expert in this field. There are other ways of getting the right balance. For example, the grassy mound at the rear of Fair haven Lake could be designated for off lead exercise between the hours of 5pm to 11am. This would ensure
the dog gets proper exercise during less busy times and the public have the benefit of dogs on leads when it is busier. The same could be done for Lytham Green instead of imposing an outright ban on off lead exercise for a substantial amount of the year. Dogs should be exercised properly in the summer months as well as winter!!The council
should ensure they have consulted with the RSPCA and Kennel Club before proceeding further. Failure to do so could lead to a decision which would be open to challenge by judicial review.I would ask the council to publish with this survey all of the research, complaints and evidence upon which they rely so the public can make an informed
decision. At the moment any responses to this survey are made without knowledge of the full facts, again making this a flawed process.
As a resident who regular walks along the streets of St Annes, I fully support these proposals The level of dog faeces in St Annes is unpleasant and seems to be getting worse. Some dog owners collect the poo in a bag and then leave the bag behind, this is even worse than leaving it untouched, at least that can be washed away by rain. There
should be more dog wardens and the fines will pay for them. Professional dog walkers seem to be organising a campaign against these sensible proposals because they fear that they will make less profit if limited to four dogs
I am a responsible dog owner but am registered disabled. Because of my disability I struggle to keep hold of my dog lead at times. A dog should be trained to walk off leash and stop at roads and other obstacles on command. My dog is trained to do so. I feel us responsible dog owners are being penalised because of the irresponsible people who
should not own dogs. A dog needs to run off leash to properly exercise.
The proposals look quite draconian as it goes straight to fine. Education and warning of dog owners not abiding by the rules of living in harmony would be better, rather than criminalising them. Proposals for Lytham Green look to be very sensible utilising the area for families and pick nicks in the summer when off lead dogs would be a menace but
allowing them to use the area fully outside of these times when they are the major user of the area. (need to put some PSPO in place for the Pick Nick mess left by families after a sunny day though!). Putting a number on the number of dags one person can have is very arbitrary. Your proposals have no basis of fact for restricting this just anecdotal
evidence of possibly 1 person with 12 dogs, no mention of weather those dogs are under control? for 1 person 1 dog can be too many and another 12 easily controlled, it is down to the skill of the master or owner. This proposal needs to be thought out better and have some proper correct evidence associated with it. You may wish to rethink this
and look at licensing the professional dog walking business that has grown in the area. In general dogs need to be exercised off lead to live a fulfilled life, the more area's which this is possible the better. Restricting it to smaller areas will result in more car journeys as owners will be forced to drive their pets to exercise areas.
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This survey is unprofessionally constructed and biased. The proposed controls are ridiculous and not necessary. I can't see how people living away from the sea will be able to exercise their dogs adequately especially if they are old or disabled. Very shabby!
Why are the draft proposals solely targeting dog owners/walkers and dog care businesses? Why are no other measures being considered e.g. vandalism, graffiti, litter, anti-social behaviour, drinking alcohol in public places, starting open fires and lighting barbecues etc? Based on the evidence available it would appear someone on the Council or
associated with it has a vendetta against dogs and their owners. Why is no action being taken against irresponsible cyclists who are using Lytham Green without due consideration for pedestrians and other users, some use it as a race track and are often aggressive or abusive without justification. Who introduced the mixing of cycling and
pedestrians, how and when was this consulted! Where is the evidence to support the ludicrous claims made by FBC that dogs are vandalising children's playgrounds and ruining people's picnics? Start listening and stop lying to the electorate, try working with and for the voters (who incidentally pay your wages).
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the suggested proposals 'go too far'
What a set of ludicrous proposals. Is this exercise is what some of our Council Tax is funding? This 'isn't broke so don't change it'. Wouldn't this time and effort that the Council officials have expended on this been better spent monitoring what has happened to it's grant of £300k made in respect of Lytham Hall, four fifths of which we understand
has been embezzled.
I am a dog owner who never lets dogs off lead in a public area. That said, when visiting Fylde (at least twice weekly) I come across many well behaved dogs off lead and believe that the irresponsible behaviour of the few bad owners I encounter should not be used as a means to restrict the activities of others. I am very much in favour of the
penalties for those not picking up after their dog to be increased and for those irresponsible owners of ill trained dogs to be fined. It is important that dogs socialise from an early age and to be able to mix off lead and I welcome the opportunity provided by the draft proposals for this. As a dog owner I question how many dogs it is possible to
control as one person - it would take a very skilled owner to look after more than 6 off lead, but just about manageable on lead. The recent activity of professional dog walkers with multiple dogs off lead needs to be curbed. A family of dogs known to an owner is one thing, multiple individuals handled by a stranger is asking for trouble.
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I have holidayed in flyde and used the beach. I personally own 5 dogs ( and normally 6 ) these are well trained obedience dogs. I would not return to flyde for a holiday if numbers were restricted .
Responsible dog owners should be allowed to make their own decisions. I often do not let my dog off the lead but I do sometimes and believe that dogs should be allowed to run free.
If owner clean up after their dogs then there should be no issues. People should have choice where they go with their own dogs, safely.
Dogs also need free running time, you seem to be more concerned about your wildlife than your dogs
I visit this area at least three times a year. I stay in dog friendly accommodation. I own four dogs and have always found this area very dog friendly which is one of the reasons I come. It will affect my pleasure and I would certainly think twice about visiting with my well behaved dogs. I also work with dogs and often suggest this area as a great
place to visit with dogs.
I live opposite a public park which children can play on. A lot of dog owners drive up in their cars, get their dogs out of the cars then walk in front of their dogs unaware of what they are up to and I regular see the dogs defecate and the owners are blissfully aware and do not pick up the mess. If dogs were on leads there is more likelihood of them
picking up the mess which is a health hazard. I would recommend that dogs are kept on leads from a health point of view and also for a public protection.
I don't think that restricting the number of dogs is particularly helpful but the orders should reflect how responsibly the handler is & how well the dogs are behaving. 2 out of control dogs is far worse than 12 being managed responsibly.
Any further restrictions on dog walking could result in less people walking their dogs and hence the potential for more dog on dog aggression when they are walked due to excess energy. There are also many dogs who find lead walking a stressful experience and are much more relaxed when allowed to roam but under close control.
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There needs to be a balance struck between dog free/dogs on lead areas and those where dogs can exercise freely. Indeed, free running is part and parcel of providing a healthy lifestyle. Many dog owners have as many as 5 or 6 dogs; if they were restricted to walking 2 or 3 then you are risking dogs left in vehicles whilst the owner walks two at a
time, hardly a great solution especially in the summer months. A tightening up on "professional" dog walkers (some of whom have dubious qualifications and even more dubious abilities) would go a long way towards improving the situation - I'm sure many ordinary dog owners would agree, given the times I hear of family dogs being chased,
attacked and pestered by those allegedly in the care of someone, who is unable to control their charges. I am totally in favour of excluding dogs from children's play areas, cemeteries, highways and some historic monuments and gardens, but providing one exercise area available all year is not good enough. People love to come to Lytham and
walk their dogs, in fact many will be walking long before the rest of the community has even got out of bed, thus not really impacting on most people. If these PSPOs are passed then you will be needing an army to police them, rather than having a few select areas which are easier to monitor.
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Enough regulations already in place. No need nor requirement for any further draconian regulations. Fylde Borough Council should be spending ratepayers money in a more needed area!
I consider there to be an unhealthy attitude by authorities in the Fylde aream toward dog owners. Please consider providing dog parks instead of increasing restrictions on the pure joy a good run off the lead provides for dogs. As companions dogs provide a healthier life style for their owners. There will never be adequate staff to police all these
restrictions you will implement and it would be far better to devise a method to identify and deter dog owners who do not pick up after their animals than these draconian measures. You could consider introducing registration with DNA identification to or a financial reward system for members of the public who identify culprits.and of course the
dog owner pays for this. Could something also be done about the increasing litter problem as Freckleton is rapidly deteriorating and as we do not have a street cleaner the rubbish just keeps on building.
I am a regular walker and runner in many of the areas listed and often encounter problems with dogs who not on a lead. The most recent being last week , near Fairhaven lake when 5 dogs were let out of a vehicle and allowed to run off on their own!
This is biased against dogs and their owners. I am also a responsible dog owner and these restrictions are ridiculous and the mess that is left by visitors and residents after picnicking is far more important to address than the dog ones you want to implement.
I do agree with having rules to keep all members of the public happy. I do not however agree with the monetization of these rules for the council's benefit. I think if you made rules more clear to residents (for example - bigger signs) they would follow instruction.
I have heard of proposals to have a fenced off area at Park View where dogs could be let off the lead. Could a similar scheme be considered at Blackpool Road North Playing Fields? Not everyone in the north end of the town can drive to take their dog to some of the other areas designated for dogs to be off the lead. You may also have unintended
consequences with increased car traffic ( rather like the school run!) If access here is limited. Remember taking the dog for a walk is an important motivation for people who may be otherwise sedentary to exercise.
Improvements clearly need to be made in ensuring dogs are kept on leads in accordance with whatever regulations regulations come into force. The majority of dog walkers seem to ignore the existing regulations. Some dog owners also need to have better control of their dogs when off leads and would benefit from attending training classes. Dog
mess not being picked up seems to increase during the darker autumn and winter periods. A major concern for us is the number of dogs being walked by one person. Dogs are pack animals and we do not feel one person can control a pack. We have been dog owners in the past.
I see no reason to introduce any further restrictions which do not focus on disciplining irresponsible dog owners but focuses on introducing many confusing restrictions which would in my opinion make things unnecessarily restrictive for us responsible dog owners. There is no objective evidence to support the need to introduce further measures
and a lot of the council's information is based on hearsay so I strongly oppose any unnecessary changes.
I support fixed penalty notices for dog fowling not cleaned up and for exercising dogs in children's play ares. This promotes responsible dog ownership. Anything beyond this is an infringement of people's liberties. 1984 revisited!
This all seems like a sledgehammer to crack a nut. I sometimes walk my daughters' dogs. I have seen plenty of dogs off lead even where there are 'keep on lead' notices but I have never seen this leading to any problem. By all means introduce a fine for those ignoring this if you must but I see absolutely no need for more and more restricted areas.
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It's all fine and well having all these rules and regulations in place but none of it will work unless the Council has staff out actively enforcing it. And why not name and shame those found not to be clearing up after their dogs in the local press, social media sites and all Council buildings? OK as soon as the dog-owning community see council
enforcement staff 'booking' a few miscreants they'll obviously pick up dog muck but at least more will do so. A lot of dog owners/walkers are carrying around 'poop-scoops' with them in case they're challenged but many don't use these unless forced to. And why not a few council patrols with (plain-clothes) community police officers to deal with
the more aggressive dog-owners that the council staff are reluctant to approach because of 'health 'n safety'?
The Dunes on Church Scar between Granny's Bay and Lytham Green are being ruined by scores of dogs being exercised throughout the day. The dog walkers often meet in groups are ignore the fouling going on around them. Often mess is picked up but the bags are thrown into the gorse. We believe that the whole area should be fenced off at
some point and left to regenerate, perhaps even being assisted by dumping excess sand from North Promenade to aid recovery. There are too many holes where dogs are constantly enlarging them.
I object to dogs being allowed off their leads at any time of the year on Lytham Green. There are public footpaths crossing the green and out of control dogs frequently race across these paths ( often chasing balls thrown by irresponsible owners). This is very dangerous particularly for elderly people and young children who use these paths a great
deal. I know of several falls caused by this situation.
Although I have supported all proposals I do not support all parts of them. Namely I do not think dogs should be allowed off the lead in the sand dunes as because off the amount of dog dirt I can't let my grandchildren play in them. Also I think dogs should be on their leads on Lytham green at all times because it is such an important play area.
As a responsible owner, I am keen to support the enforcement of keeping dogs on leads. Too many people have the attitude that it cannot be policed, therefore I can get away with it! Shame on them.
Dogs off leads are a threat to a person walking nearby and owners cannot control where they defecate.
Freckleton PC would like consideration to be given to the length of leads. Currently dog owners are exercising their dogs on leads that may be upto 10 metres long. This can cause problems when other pedestrians are in the same vicinity and may get tangled up in the lead.
Dogs should be on a lead at all times in public places. Unfortunately too many dogs are not under effective control. A dog not on a lead is a dog not under control. The proposed financial penalty is too little. The limit of the number of dogs should be 2. Any more and the owner cannot maintain control of the dogs off lead. There should be more
designated fenced dog exercise areas such as the one on Derby rd Wesham. These should be the only area where dogs can be exercised off leads. However without regular & consistent enforcement the proposals if adopted will not work.
Recently an uncontrolled dog bounded up to my 5 year old grandson on St. Anne's beach and knocked him over, he still has the fear of dogs. I reported the incident. Dogs should be on leads at all times in all public places with a large financial penalty for non compliance. But the law has to be policed or it is worthless. I am surprised that there are
bylaws stating where dogs should be on leads as numerous dogs are not on leads and I have not heard of anyone being told to apply a lead. A dog not on a lead is not a dog under control.
I hope these proposals will improve the enjoyment of all walkers in the Fylde particularly those like myself who are increasingly intimidated by the boisterous behaviour of some dogs.
Dogs are becoming an increasing problem throughout the Fylde and it is obvious that some additional method of enforcing the law is required in order to try to change the behaviour of a small number of inconsiderate dog owners/walkers. It appears they are aware that enforcement is currently difficult and so are willing to flout the law in the
knowledge they will get away with it. I support these proposals.
Overall, a good step in the right direction. I would go further & restrict dogs to the lead over the entire length of Lytham green. I would also include restrictions in Witch Wood & Lytham Hall where dog walkers outnumber pedestrians & put ordinary walkers off. I have been a volunteer both at Witch Wood & Lytham Cricket Club in the past & am a
current volunteer with Lytham in Bloom. Dogs off the lead in all these areas are a major problem as is neglected fouling. Of course there are many responsible dog owners, but my experience over many years shows that large numbers are not. Abuse is common place when they are challenged. I hope your dog wardens are ready to respond
appropriately when required & I hope they adopt a high profile & enforce these proposed changes. I wish you good luck.
It is unfortunate for the responsible dog owners that these measures have to be proposed. There appears to be quite a number of irresponsible/selfish dog owners who spoil things for the responsible people. If the irresponsible owners would just follow the rules we would not need to expend time and money implementing, and enforcing, these
new regulations. But, if we do implement these new regulations, then they MUST be enforced otherwise the whole exercise will be a waste of council time and residents' money.
My worry is you wont be able to staff and enforce this causing yourselves a lot of grief, stress to staff and bad PR with little to show for it
I feel a lot of the proposals are unjustified and/or unnecessary! We have already got important restrictions on not clearing up after dogs defecate and these are rarely enforced. What is the point of adding unnecessary or unjustified sanctions on decent dog owners when there is no proof that they are needed? I would much prefer that the existing
laws are enforced much more stringently and would like to see careless dog owners punished when they let their dogs leave dog poo where people walk or play. If there are any aggressive dogs or worse, banned breeds then this should be taken care of with appropriate punishments. If there is any justification or proof that the majority of these
draconian proposals are needed please let us have sight of it. Please stop bad owners leaving dog poo!
We are fed up with the amount of dog faeces around, both in the street and in public park/open areas. We have grandchildren who have been knocked over, and run into by loose dogs on the front at Lytham and had dog owners more or less tell us that the children should be kept next to us and held by the hand. Too many dog owners think they
have the right to impose their dog on everyone else. More control is needed, and more dog wardens would help the situation.
The idea of forcing dogs to be on leads on beaches and large open spaces is totally unacceptable and I have to ask the question why? Most dog owners are responsible and clean up after their dog. I came on holiday to Lytham with my dogs for many years and decided to move here permanently so I could walk my two dogs daily on the beaches
and green. The "dog friendly" label of Lytham attracts many visitors like myself who do chose to settle here because of being able to walk ones dog off a lead. If people who own dogs are forced to keep them on lead they will go to other places that are more dog friendly, which will mean that businesses such as rental cottages and dog friendly
eating establishments will suffer and the warm and friendly atmosphere of Lytham will be lost. My suggestion is to allow dogs off the lead in large open areas such as St Annes Beach, Grannies Bay, Lytham Green etc and have more policing of the people that do not clean up after their dog - I believe this attitude would be most popular with the
both local residents and visitors to the area. I am confident that if Fylde Council trust responsible dog owners and allow more off lead areas and not restrict them they could attract local volunteers to assist in the policing of cleaning up after their dog/s. Common sense needs to be looked at with regards to this matter - if you go to the beaches
early morning, late afternoon or anytime during the Winter/Spring months it is mainly dog owners with their dogs you find there. It is senseless to take away what this area has to offer by implementing unnecessary restrictions to people who live here who need to exercise both themselves and their dog/s enjoying the natural world around them.
Dogs need to exercise off the lead - fetching a ball, running and playing together, socialising with other dogs and bringing joy and smiles to many around them. Please do not ruin an area of the UK that has kept a lot of it's traditional values and respects that the majority of people are responsible and keen to maintain and enjoy the environment
and area on the Flyde coast.
As a resident in Fylde I am proud and feel privileged to live in an area that is so beautiful and offers great facilities for residents and tourists. The reason for living here which I have done so for over 23 years is not only those mentioned above but of the friendliness of people. I participate in a number of outside activities & volunteer in support of a
range of sport & social activities. There is nothing that gives me more pleasure than seeing people outside enjoying theirselves and our environment. In my 23 years of living here I have witnessed the majority of people participating in whatever they enjoy in the areas you are proposing to place restrictions through PSPOs. The vast majority and I
would say about 99.5 % do this responsibly and with the greatest respect to other people around them. Examples of these are picnicking,walking,dog walking,pole walking, running, jogging,biking, informal cricket/football, kite flying,birdwatching, roller skating and boot-camp type activities. I have seen lots of smiling happy faces, strangers stopping
to have conversations with each other and lots of smiles & laughter. In my 23 years I can hardly count the number of times on one hand when I have witnessed any people involved in these activities acting, in my opinion,irresponsibly. In terms of dogs the main area of this consultation,I feel the PSPO route is like getting a sledge hammer to crack a
nut. To date from my own 23 years experience and looking for evidence from yourselves I can not identify any evidence to support such action which in my opinion will unnecessary place restrictions on a large proportion of our community. Restrictions that will inhibit the majority of responsible dog owners flexibility and freedom to not only
enjoy life doing what they love but also their responsibility to exercise their dogs as recommended by animal welfare recommendations/legislation. Another major concern I have is the impact PSPO will have on an important part of local economy i.e. tourism & business. My relatives and friends that visit do comment amongst other positives of our
area on how dog friendly we are. Many businesses are becoming more dog friendly to benefit from the view of more people with dogs coming to our area to shop,walk and eat. I do not understand a council that appears to want to drive away customers that are likely to increase the economic revenue of the area. I would have thought in today's
hard economic times we would try and build upon the perception we have of being dog friendly. Now let's talk about the 0.5 % (unless you tell me different) of people that do act totally irresponsibly. In my view PSPOs will not make a scrap of difference to these type of people. Dog owners who deliberately refuse to pick up their dogs poo,dog
owners who do not have reasonable control of their dogs, people who drop litter, bike riders that ride at speed in pedestrians areas, bike riders who do not ring a bell or give warning before passing close to pedestrians, picnickers who do not clear up after them or damage property through barbecues etc In my 23 years I have seen 3 people with
dogs who appeared to not clean up their dogs poo. 2 apologised when I told them and cleaned it up. In each of these occasions the dog owners were walking and talking and hadn't noticed. The 3rd person, owner of a large boxer definitely watched his dog poo and walked off. When I approached him, he told me what it had to do with me and
appeared that he could be aggressive. I went and picked it up and went back by him to show him and how I was going to bin it for him. So I might be lucky and not come across many irresponsible people but I do know that in all these areas I have mentioned there is already legislation that can be used to tackle the few. When I'm out running on
my own without our dogs I do carry extra poo bags and pick up dog poo that I find on paths and obvious areas that might mean people treading in it. More bins might help but perhaps encourage more people like me to help in whatever way to minimise the actions of the few irresponsible people. In terms of a restriction on number of dogs. Based
on my experience I again do not identify this as a major problem. I have often seen people with a number of dogs exceeding 4. I do not know whether they are businesses or just normal dog owners. If anything I find these people and their dogs to be responsible and dogs well behaved. There is one lady I often see who has about 8 dogs and all of
them are exceptionally well trained and come to heel at first call. She also anticipates when she needs to call them to heel eg when children are around who look anxious about dogs. In summary it is my view that existing legislation should be used against the very few irresponsible people. I have seen no evidence that there is unreasonable &
persistent behaviour that is detrimental to the quality of life in our community or is likely to in the near future that justifies the introduction of Dog Control PSPO's. It is my view that introduction of PSPOs as detailed in the draft being consulted on is in itself unreasonable and will unfairly restrict the majority of responsible dog owners in the
community to enjoy the flexibility and freedom of being able to exercise their dogs as is required under animal welfare legislation.
I run a holiday business that welcomes dog owners. Increased restrictiosn will ruin my business as people will simply holiday elsewhere, the current restrictions already put off large numbers of tourists. We as a community rely on the tourists for our income! Do not bring in more restrictions and please relax the current ones if you want the tourist
industry to thrive.
Dog walkers need some green space/beach space aswell. Its not always the dog walkers in the wrong, we make area's safer by ensuring they are at least periodically patrolled. Force us dog walkers away and suddenly areas become a lot less safe, and crime will increase in these areas. Give us some specific dog walker only parks if we are really the
problem, but ban children, barbecues and sports games. That would make walking the dog a lot more enjoyable. Trying to find anywhere to walk my dog in Hambleton or Out rawcliffe (where I work) is ridiculous. Makes me glad I live the other side.
We will ignore these restrictions as we r fed up with the councils interference
I would strongly object to these restrictions and refuse to co operate with the, The pspo are not enforceable in that the only person with legal right to my name and address is a police officer and the police do not enforce these orders. Therefore it is unenforceable. If these orders were brought in I would make the above very well known within
the local dog owning community and make these orders impossible to enforce.
These restrictions impact on dog owners quality of life and are unfair
These measures are long overdue and allow for much more to be done regarding dog fouling, aggressive dogs and those who jump up 'playfully' at passersby. On top of the areas listed I do feel that the Crescent 'embankment' on both sides of the railway line should also be included as it has been used as a dog toilet for a long time with near
impunity and yet is at the centre of the largest conurbation in the Fylde. I would also like to remind FBC that all the orders in the world will be useless without enforcement which itself requires adequate resource - I hope this is also being considered.
No need for these orders - just enforce the bylaws as they stand including anti social behavoir by youths, drunks and litter louts - not to mention people cycling on pavements at speed and causing accidents or near misses
We regularly visit the area and enjoy walking our dog, visiting the shops and cafes, etc. We would not visit the area if the dog off lead restrictions are brought in and this will end the reason for visiting. Very disappointing for us, our dog and I would think your local businesses!
Should be no limit to number of dogs walked on leads. But feel a limit of 5 is reasonable to dogs off the lead and under the control of one person
No mention of Queen Elizabeth Playing Field on Chain Lane Staining. Please include this
It is becoming increasingly difficult for responsible dog owners to find an open space to exercise their dogs off the lead. I work and pay taxes, I have brought up a family and never claimed benefits. I contribute to society, I shop in the Fylde area thereby contributing to the economy. I have two well behaved dogs that need exercising off the lead,
they are under my control at all times and never cause any problems. My dogs are vaccinated, micro-chipped, wormed and have annual vet checks. I always carry bags with me and pick up after my dogs. Responsible dog owners are being penalised for having a pet. The irresponsible minority who do not clean up after their dogs have defecated;
who have vicious out of control dogs will still carry on doing as they please. Please do not put any more restrictions in place, it is not fair.
Most dog owners are responsible, cleaning up after their dog. It would be helpful to have more bins in and around the dunes in front of AKS. I am often surprised how many full poo bags can be seen left on the ground in the dunes and can only assume this is because people don't know where the bins are. With regards to dogs being off
lead...again, I think most dog owners are responsible. Dogs need space to run and to socialise with other dogs to prevent antisocial dog behaviour. Dogs need plenty of exercise ... A well exercised dog is healthy and tires itself out which can help prevent behavioural problems, particularly in young dogs. Dogs and owners need freedom to enjoy the
beaches and sand dunes. Having access to this means people are also getting exercise, and because we bump into other dog walkers, it promotes well being for dog and owner. Surely we want to encourage people to get out and enjoy the fresh air. Incidentally, a lot of us drive to the beach area because it is such a lovely place to give the dog a run,
and many of us have food and drinks in the beachfront cafes which are very dog friendly. Don't under estimate the income generated by us dog visitors!
Responsible dog owners and their pets should not be penalised for the misdoings of others. It is not fair. We are responsible adults who care very much for the place we live and the way our dogs are behaved in public places. Not to mention the mess and disregard of cat owners who allow their pets to dedicate where ever, whenever they please.
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Dogs on leads can feel restrained and therefore are more likely to snap at other dogs in close proximity to themselves, owners should be aware of this and take steps to avoid confrontation with other dogs. The majority of dog owners are responsible people and endeavour to clean up after their dogs,but we all get blamed because some do not,
just because it is rough ground does not mean it can be left. Groups of people who picnic on the sand dunes and leave litter behind should come under the same rules, barecues and fires should be banned as the burnt ground can take up to two years to recover, glass and tins left behind are a hazard to all users of the dunes all the year round.
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Far too many restrictions on dogs and owners, and certainly too many fixed penalty notices. It smacks of the council wanting to make money by denying dogs the right to have proper exercise.
Why had the main field at Staining adjacent to the village hall been omitted, this field is known as the QE2 field and has regular dog walkers. There should be some instruction here.
To restrict the freedom to walk well trained dogs off leads is bureaucracy gone mad. All dog owners I have experienced in the Fylde area are respectful to the area and exercise control over their dogs even when not on a lead. As such I believe any attempt to introduce these fines for people freely walking their dogs is nothing short of a money
grab from the council, and I object in the strongest terms.
Don't agree with proposals I am a responsible dog walker
I NOTICE THAT THERE IS NO PSPO ORDER IS IN PLACE FOR QUEEN ELIZABETH PLAYING FIELD STAINING THIS NEEDS AMENDING IMMEDIATELY SO AS TO HAVE ONE. CURRENTLY THIS FIELD HAS FOOTBALL PITCHES WHICH HAS TO BE CLEANED OF DOG DIRT PRIOR TO EVERY MATCH AND THE WHOLE OF THE FIELD IS A DISGRACE WITH DOG DIRT
EVERYWHERE (SUCH IS THE STATE THAT IF DOG DIRT WAS SNOW STAINING WOULD BE A SKI RESORT) DOG OWNERS FROM EVERYWHERE NOT JUST STAINING COME TO EXCERCISE THEIR DOGS OFF THE LEAD ON THE FIELD AND MOST DO NOT CLEAN UP AFTERWARDS. IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT ONE IS PUT IN PLACE BEFORE THIS CONSULTATION
PERIOD ENDS.
Our dog is walked by professional dog walkers when we are at work. They are very professional, always have their dogs under close control, and always pick up after their dogs. Restricting the number of dogs professional dog walkers are able to exercise would pose huge problems for professional dog walkers and I'd like to suggest this is not
necessary.
see more problems related to drunken people than out of control dogs, if the council was to take action, if the council wished to take action to remove intoxicated people with use of these orders, I might answer differently, public health is more at risk from vomit and human excretement than from dogs, currently the laws in place are sufficient if
only local authorities enforced them, which many don't.
Your proposals are DISCRIMINATORY in the extreme, and persecutory against just one sector of the population. You have NO evidence that dog owners and their pets pose any greater risk to society than any other group, yet you are mis-applying PSPOs to try and exclude them from society and treat them as criminals. I run a national group
campaigning for dog owners' rights. Several local residents have been in contact with us, raising concerns about the future of their dog walking businesses if these restrictions are introduced. Several other local residents, who own more than four dogs, have also contacted us, deeply upset. You will destroy people's livelihoods and ruin family life
for dog owners, if your preposterous restrictions are introduced. You are doing all this to attack do owners, but do NOTHING about litterbugs and fly tippers, whose antics pose a far greater threat to public health than anything dogs might do. YES, those who refuse to pick up after their pets should be fined; but so should those who drop litter, if
your council is to have any hope of being seen as treating everybody equally. These PSPO proposals are causing a lot of bad feeling between groups within your local community and NO council is supposed to use propaganda to promote hatred and fear of any particular group. You are making false claims against dog owners, which you cannot
substantiate and which my group can disprove, in order to pursue councillors' personal hatred of a pet that has been part of family life in Britain for centuries. We have expert testimony from bird and wildlife charities, in which they have clearly stated that dogs pose NO threat to wildlife and the environment. We are absolutely disgusted that you
are trying to suggest that they might. You need PROOF to make these accusations stick and without it, you are guilty of spreading propaganda and defamatory lies against one sector of the population that someone on your council clearly has an issue with. It is a DISGUSTING way for a council to behave.
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I feel that current restrictions to dogs on leads are not enforced and as a cyclist on a legitimate cycle path have had issues with dogs off leads (when isn't allowed). I feel this is a safety issue and also with some people walking up to 5 dogs of different sizes and even if on a lead they are all over the pathways and cannot get past safely
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Staining Village Hall and Playing Fields - There is no proposal for dog control to cover the Village Hall and adjacent Playing/Gala field and Football Pitches where we require dog control badly. Dog owners are traveling to this area and the situation is bad at the moment and will only get worse in the future.
I fully support Fylde Councils consideration of the above. We live in a beautiful place that should be safe and accessible for all. Many of our community are elderly or have physical or visual difficulties. Dogs, uncontrolled, bounding around causes many stress and places them at real risk. Reactions are in many cases slowed so the ability to move
out of the way is reduced. A running dog can easily topple over a person, with disastrous consequences to their well being. I recently witnessed one owner release their dog in Lowther Gardens, which promptly ran towards a group of visually impaired folk on a day out. The owner disinterested as to the upset their and their dog had caused.
Please support everyone wishing to use our beautiful coast by ensuring it remains safe and accessible to all, and consider seriously consider the help using these orders will provide to the many unsteady folk who wish to come and share our area. If you are wondering. I am a dog owner who is happy to exercise by animal on its lead and ensure I
maintain control of its actions.
I fully support the intention to restrict 'careless' exercising of dogs, and to ensure there are many safe areas for children and families, with no fear of dog mess or interference from dogs. As a dog owner, however (and I consider myself a responsible one), I strongly feel there do have to be areas where they can be allowed off the lead - in particular
Witchwood, the sand dunes between Granny's Bay and Fairlawn Road, and also most of the beaches (while accepting limits to the more popular family-focussed areas). I wish you well.
There are many dog owners in and around Lytham and the surrounding areas that use dog walking times as a family activity! By restricting where I can walk my dog you are restricting where I can walk my family! Many people visit Lytham because they have nice areas where you can walk your dogs off lead and then they head into Lytham to enjoy
the shops and the dog friendly cafes.. therefore if you restrict the places they can go you restrict the businesses in Lytham! It is very unhealthy for dogs to be kept on a lead during there walks and by restricting where you can walk them off lead you are restricting the dog!
Professional dog walkers are insured to walk 6 dogs. I see no reason to set a limit below this level. I do however see the benefit of having a limit to preclude the example given of one person walking 12 dogs.
If you are going to adopt such dog-hostile attitudes I will go elsewhere with my dogs and business. Shame as up to now it has been a great place for a day out. I wonder what local businesses think of this?
My aunt who is disabled will not be able to get to the remaining areas to walk her dog off lead. This is discrimination and not ressonable
The majority of dog owners are responsible people, It's the minority of idiots who spoil it for everyone, I once saw a woman pushing a pram who let her boxer dog do a huge poo in the middle of the pavement and then continued walking away, I asked her if she could pick it up and she replied in a very aggressive tone..."HOW DO YOU EXPECT ME
TO PICK IT UP,I'M PUSHING A PRAM"..........I rest my case!!!! .
One of the questions mentions The land Registry. The land registry is now at Warton. Is this where the order extends to? There is not enough information about the sea defence as to why it needs restrictions to extend all the way to Queen Street. I cannot comment on areas I do not know.
There should be tight restrictions on dogs in restaurants and cafes or any other premises offering food. My wife and I have often seen dogs on seats sniffing at food on the table. We are not particularly anti-dog and understand that they are valuable companions for elderly and lonely people. Unfortunately it is the owners who are at fault... there
are still too many people who don't pick up faeces if they think they can get away with it, such as at night or if the dog is off the lead. We have politely asked people in both Witch Wood and Lytham Hall (where we volunteer). to respect the notices posted in these places to keep their dogs on leads and have been unpleasantly abused in reply .Dog
owners are very arrogant as regards their supposed 'rights'.
The issue is enforcement - Ive been walking our dog on Lytham Green for the last 2 years and most days I must see at least a 10 dog poo piles (incl some in bags and left on green!) I don't normally keep the dog on a lead - and I will risk a fine until I see Dog enforcement in place. I have seen a dog enforcement officer on 1 occasion in 2 years seen,
and that was on a dark windy night last winter ( I was the only idiot walking a dog) and they told me to keep my dog on a lead. I would have struggled to find anyone that evening for my dog to cause any sort of nuisance to. (Council wasting our rates again) The council should ensure dog enforcement talks place at [peak dog walking times) and
make sure they pay their wages by fines. I would rather the council spent money on cameras and catch the owners whose dogs foul and cause nuisance. (one mobile van and a volunteers manning the cameras) For FBC residents have them take the DNA of all dogs and make ones carry a official DNA badge and pay a liecense fee to the Council.
Fine any owner who doesn't have a DNA card. If dog owners can afford a dog they can afford the DNA test. All visitors pay a £3 day pass to walk their dogs. If caught doing something wrong by an enforcement officer, fine them double the charges expected. If the have not paid the fee charge them £50.
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The proposals don't go far enough. Dogs should be banned completely from Lytham Green and Witchwood. The problem is not just bad owners leaving dog poo, it is dogs jumping up at passers by like me. You never know when dogs approach whether they'll bite or jump up and spoil clothes. I'm fed up with owners saying - "he won't do you any
harm". Dogs should either not be there at all or on lead to stop them upsetting people. Dog owners don't seem to understand this. This was evident from the comments of the 'protesters' on Lytham Green on TV. Don't agree with professional dog walkers flooding an area with dogs.
Dont try and fix something that is not broken
About time to get control
It is good to see that the beach north of St Annes is to be available all year round for free dog exercise and a portion of beach area/Lytham green is only closed to dogs for the holiday season. I agree there are many places where dogs should be on leads at all times - I do feel that the footpaths adjacent to the beaches, such as those in the St Annes
area, should require dogs on leads when it is busy in the summer but in the winter it seems a shame as there are few people walking there and well behaved dogs would present no problem.. Well there is the 'rub' as some are not well trained. Perhaps there should be a requirement for dogs to go to a training establishment to earn at least the KC
Good Citizens Silver award to qualify them to be walked off lead in built up areas. As far as the number of dogs one person can handle - that would depend on the size of the dogs to a great extent - probably 2 very big dogs is plenty, whereas 5 little ones are no problem. Very difficult!!!!!!!!
The fylde area in general has become a building site and we now have to go farther afield to excercise our pets with no restrictions. Most dog owners are responsible with well behaved pets and these additions smack of another easy hit for the council the draw in money. It's the lazy/ ignorant owners who should be punished for not picking up
after their pets. I have noticed there are a number of foreign immigrants around the fylde area who have a total disregard for any by laws and signeage should be amended so that they can understand these issues.
There is no objective evidence of the need for these draconian proposals. I am disabled and use a buggy and the Blackpool North playing fields is the only place I can accompany my dog when he's being exercised. Many elderly and disabled old people exercise their dogs on this field, By all means ban dogs whilst football games are on, but there is
no evidence of the need for a total exclusion.
The laws in place at the moment would be sufficient if they were made known to the public and, (this is the biggie) enforced. The community needs educating. Not excluding.
I am concerned that many of these proposals would leave dog owners without access to a car with few opportunities to exercise their dogs. Some dog owners in the area are elderly and this may cause an issue. The majority of dog owners are responsible, and these measures seem rather draconian in relation to the problem. It should be
considered that dog owners do spend money in the town, and many visitors bring their dogs. Should Fylde become known as not being dog friendly, this could have an impact. A friend was recently fined for an inadvertent breach on a North Wales beach whilst on holiday (see below) and has now vowed never to return to that area, A further
concern is that any restrictions on the shoreline should not be too heavily enforced. On a long walk, it is not always apparent when boundaries have been crossed.
Police properly in existing areas before bringing in money making ideas to restrict genuine dog lovers. Ansdell park has a regular offender, happy to continue in twilight hours. I have to pick it up as my dog regularly eats it, and I've even found some in the children's play area. I'd suggest keeping people on side, rather than alienating a large
proportion of good responsible people!
Enforcement in whatever is ultimately decided is key to its successful implementation.
I fully support this proposal. As a mother of two small children it terrifies me the amount of dogs, especially large or potentially aggressive breed, running around public spaces, such as parks and beaches, without leads and being able to run up to my children unsupervised. I was a responsible dog owner of a large breed in the past and I never
allowed this, even if it wasn't required by law. Dogs behaviour can never be predicted. There are countries where it is required by law that dogs wear muzzles in busy public spaces! Why are they allowed running around free to do anything they wish in parks full of children?
I strongly object to enforcement of dogs on leads. Exercising a dog gives great pleasure to both dog & human & complements good health I would be prepared to buy a dog licence to keep my dog being properly exercised As to the parks - could we adopt the Australian way of no need for leads before 10.00 am & after 5.00 pm say 1 May- 1 Sept No Need 4 Leads
Would like to see restrictions on horse riders on foreshore between St Anne's Pier and Fairhaven Lake. Have personally witnessed considerable disturbance to roosting shore birds.
THe Crescent Gardens in St Annes are undergoing renovation. DOg Fouling is a particular problem and I wonder whether these gardens will fall into one of the categories. IF not can they be included. Many of our footpaths parks etc are spoils by a few inconsiderate dog owners. ANy way the Council can make The Fylde cleaner and safer is to be
supported and this should include considerate dog owners after all pets can pick up nasty bigs as well as our children.
I am incensed by the proposals to keep dogs on leads on any beach or park. These are for the use of everyone whether they have a dog or not. My dog doesn't throw litter, including bottles, fag ends, he doesn't cause a disturbance, he doesn't swear or spit, or dig up flowers or plants or destroy them just for the fun of it.. I walk my dog every day in
this area & let my dog off as soon as it is safe to do so. He is well behaved and under my control. I pick up after him and every dog owner I meet & have got to know, does the same. FBC should be employing more dog wardens or putting up cameras in known spots to catching people who don't pick up after their dogs. To be honest I don't know
why FBC are asking people because I am sure it is already a done deal. Another move to a nanny state.
I am glad something is being done about this. Too many times I have been jumped at by dogs off leads. Zero Tolerance on Dog fouling should be next because our verges, pavements and beaches are disgusting
If you wish to walk a dog along a beach then this should be allowed, the only law that should be enforeced all over the UK, is picking up dog fowl made by the dog you are looking after. A dog owner will know its dog and and how it will react in busy places. We should however have an act in place like Germany, where they have restricted breeds
of dogs who have to be on leads. In public places Or band dogs that are not allowed in the UK full stop. Restricted dogs should be muzzled if off the lead.
As both a dog owner and parent, I fully support dogs being excluded from children's play area, however dogs do need off lead exercise. Many areas would benefit from more dog poo bins.
Most of the proposals should be common sense - how many dogs a person can walk for instance surly depends on the person and also the dogs All dogs should be kept under control with or without a lead I walk my dog regularly in the are and have never seen a dog warden, who and how would these proposals be maintained and upheld ? I am
a dog lover and owner I believe owners should be responsible for there dogs,
There is a consistent eroding of places for dog owners to exercise their dogs. The Fylde has a huge number of dog owners so what about providing designated areas for. Dogs to be exercised off the lead
We normally take our grandchildren on the playing field at Waddington Road, but we need to exercise constant vigilance due to dog fouling on the field. We now tend to limit our visits to the play area for this reason.
The use of fixed penalty fines is too excessive in most cases, apart from dog fouling. There is definitely no need for these where existing bye laws are in place and many others don't sound appropriate for these measures. It comes across as another money making scam. Use bye laws if the restrictions are really necessary. My experience of dog
walkers in this area is that the vast majority are responsible, but this will be used by over officious enforcement officers for minor and unintentional lapses. Dogs occasionally do unexpected things, even well trained ones.
I am a recovering heart patient and try to walk around the St Annes boating lake and miniature golf every day. Its about the only place to walk without being in danger of road traffic. Although there is vehicular traffic in connection with the beach huts. I refer to this walk as the dog toilet. I have just returned (Sat Dec 17th) and today was
particularly bad. If you can do anything to stop this mess you have my full support.
Many of the issues need to be more specific rather than a blanket proposal to FPT dog owners because a previous ill conceived bye law exists. Well trained dogs are better behaved than some children and young people. There needs to be specific FPT powers to officers where the owner does not have proper control through negligence or
deliberately allows their dog to cause nuisance to others. This could be applied across the borough and would be better supported by dog owners who do make every effort to train and supervise their dogs. There definitely should be a control on the number of dogs someone has charge of as they cannot possibly clean up after one dog while
trying to hold on to several others.
As a responsible dog owner I should be allowed to freely walk my dogs around the area in which I live. My dogs are fully trained and my husband and I pick up any mess they do on our walk. Dogs need to be exercised in varied environments and the current bylaws on dog walking are perfectly adequate.
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Unnecessary and unjustified use of public funds when the current laws affecting dogs are not effectively enforced againt irresponsible dog owners who don't clean up after their dogs.
99% of dog walkers are totally responsible. I walk twice daily around Lytham Green, Granny's Bay, Fairhaven Lake and have never seen a dog attack a person. I probably only see about 1 person per year who does not pick up their dogs excrement. These laws will not stop the car owners who drive up and let their dogs out of the car and drive off
straight off without picking it up the excrement. Dogs need exercise and humans need exercise in a country which is becoming ever more populated by fat lazy and unhealthy people costing the NHS millions of pounds. You should be encouraging people to go out ad exercise not introducing yet more laws which the council cannot afford to
enforce - use the money to keep some of the libraries open and welcome all the dog owners in Lancashire to come and walk their dogs here freely and spend money in the shops,cafes and restaurants.
I have 2 cockapoos that require a lot of exercise I'd have to walk to Africa if they were to be keep on a lead. We also use a dog walker that walks multiple dogs at a time and is sensible with the groups of dogs she walks at a time this is her lively hood and would finish her off not being able to walk more than 4 dogs. I feel everyone is being punished
for the minority's behaviour. Aswell as 2 dogs I have a new born and walking with a pram just isn't practical on the sand dunes also we go as a family (including dogs) to parks and play areas!!
I think that Granny's bay should definitely not have this proposal as it is one of the bst places to safely exercise a dog without them getting covered in the horrible mud that is on the beach between there and fairhaven. I have walked my dog here for 7 years and never experienced any problems. Also I think that the rule allowing people to only
walk 4 dogs shouldn't be allowed because some people own more than 4 dogs and our dog walkers walk more than 4 and they have never had an issue and always have their pack under control.
I would like something put in place to prevent children from accessing beach when dogs are allowed às there is a law in place to prevent dogs accessibg certain areas of the beach between certain months of the year
I have owned dogs most of my life and was a kennelmaid when I was young. I consider it to be essential that children and dogs mix at an early age, dogs cannot be fully exercised on lead, any more than children can if they have to hold mums hand all the time. All young need to run ,jump,twist and turn to be mentally and physically fit. Owning a
dog has been proved to be very beneficial to peoples health but the dogs have to be healthy too.
Away from obviously necessary regulations for parks and children's play areas, over regulation of this kind only serves to reduce the individuals personal responsibility to manage matters under their own control themselves. It is a retrograde step. We should be striving wherever possible to reduce the number of regulations, not to increase them!
I think it is common sense to ban dogs completely from children's play areas apart from fouling dogs to often attack small children. The issue of many dogs being exercised by one person often off lead is a no brainer how can you clean up mess when you are not sure where the dogs are the children's play area in Staining is known more for an
enclosed dog exercise area than a play area for children verbal abuse follows when you complain
Having recently seen on TV and elsewhere the strength of the opposition to any form of dog control by dog owners in the area, I am concerned that the Council simply lack the resources to deal with people who refuse to comply with restrictions. There are large numbers of dog walkers who refuse to comply with the current bye laws and are
under the impression that the Council condone their behaviour and don't have any intention of penalising offenders. They believe that their dogs need exercise and that they are entitled to exercise them wherever they find it convenient to do so. They can not see that they are causing any kind of nuisance or annoyance much less danger to others
and the Council agree with them but they have to go through a cosmetic exercise of erecting signs and employing Dog Wardens just so they can be seen to be doing something. I am very concerned that this whole exercise will turn out to be a total waste of everyone's tme, energy and money and I would like the Council to publicly state that they
will ensure that people who contravene the rules will be fined and actively pursued until they stop doing it. The Council can use Volunteers to act as Wardens and they should also publicly state how they intend to enforce the rules as they haven't said that they will increase the paid workforce.
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Just enforce the no fouling rules. people get a lot of pleasure and companionship from owning a dog and these new proposed rules are just stupid.
1. I do not believe keeping dogs on leads will reduce fouling, many owners stand and allow their dogs to foul while on the lead and still do not pick up. 2. I believe professional dog walkers should pay a business council tax rate for using a public amenity funded by residential council taxpayers to conduct their business. 3. A well trained dog does
not have to be on a lead to be "under control" and similarly badly behaved dogs can equally be a nuisance even when they are on the lead. I am a dog owner who regularly uses many of the areas in question, and provided there are some excercise area left for off the lead, I am support of the majority of the proposals.
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Blackpool road north playing field is the only large open space in the area to exercise your dog off lead. I am a responsible dog owner and always clear my dogs deposits. I never let her exercise on the actual football playing area. We always walk around the edge as do many other dog walkers, please do not punish responsible owners for the few
idiots.
Agree with all. No dog walker exercising 4 dogs off leads can control and be observant sufficiently enough to see if their dog has fouled. Further I believe that all dogs after dusk should be on a lead so that fouling can be picked up. I believe most fouling occurs during the hours of darkness with no redress to collect.
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Why are you penalising responsible dog owners with ridiculously unexcessary legislation? You already have signs up on all your play parks saying that dogs aren't allowed? Responsible dog owners would never dream of letting their dogs run through an area where children are playing. We do not need you to waste resources enforcing this. My
suggestion instead, would be to put really tough measures in place, to punish the minority of owners who continue to let their dogs poo all over our pavements. At present, you have the odd sign up, but nobody (that I've ever seen) enforcing it.
I would agree to any measures which would help to reduce dog fouling such as extra dog wardens and increased penalties. However, I strongly object to the measures which force owners to keep their dogs on a lead when they are well behaved and causing no problem.
I'm a dog owner, have had various breeds for over 25 years. My concerns are relating to 'control.' There are owners who have certain breeds of dogs these days that are large and powerful animals. Many are owned by sensible well informed people. However, the irresponsible 10% who have no clue as to socialisation from puppyhood, to
understanding the behaviour and nature of their animals, and what these dogs were bred to do, are of great concern to me. In the wrong hands these animals are a lethal weapon, and if it means dogs must be kept on leads to prevent serious attacks on people and other dogs, so be it...better that than serious injuries or fatalities.
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I regularly use professional responsible dog walkers, who provide an invaluable service. They control the dogs and always pick up not only after their charges but other mess too. I live just near pleasant st car park lytham which is disgusting for dog mess, more should be done to fine irresponsible dog owners who don't clear up after their dogs.
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ridiculous horrific horrible proposals. you should be ashamed. my 2 dogs are very big and need lots of exercise, how can they exercise with nowhere to go and enjoy themselves? absolutely absurd. dogs are important too.
These PSPOs are merely a way of isolating responsible dog owners & will not help whatsoever. There are already byelaws in place & anything further will be a waste of money. Dogs need free exercise. The Fylde needs the business generated by visiting dog walkers. Unfortunately we have a set of councillors only interested in their own agenda, and
not looking to represent the wishes of the local residents. A far greater danger on the Lytham prom is the cyclists who charge along at 20+mph, not even slowing down when approaching pedestrians - only this week my elbow was clipped by one such lunatic as I walked along the prom.
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Dogs need to run free off lead, mine are under control and I pick up waste
Unsure of the position on walking dogs on or off lead along the path between Grannies Bay and Fairlawn Road.
As a dog owner and a parent to two young children I am often lacking in time, it is therefore essential for me to multi task which does mean I walk my dog with the children. Being able to exercise my dog off the lead is essential for her health and fitness, it also means I can throw a ball to her whilst keeping the children amused. This is a basic but a
very important aspect to me. I am fully appreciative of the need to pick up after your dog and as a responsible dog owner I do this. I teach my children the need to do this. I do not believe that keeping a dog on a lead at all times will improve any issues there may be with dog mess, those that fail to pick up after their dog on purpose will do so
regardless of whether their dog is on a lead or not. I feel council money would be better spent in other areas when funding is increasingly under pressure to go further. Please do not penalise the majority due to a minority number of arguably irresponsible dog owners or complainants.
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I feel restrictions are too severe when most of the time there is little need for them. Every day I think how lucky I am to live here and be able to walk my dog off lead so close to home in a safe environment and can see no need for the restrictions on the foreshore at Lytham. I also cannot see any need for restrictions on The Green between
Fairlawn Road and Seafield Road and The Triangle field as these are safe areas for free exercise away from the road
We regularly travel to the Fylde Borough area specifically to exercise our two dogs. We regularly walk around Fairhaven Lake and from their along the dunes to Lytham Green, or along the beach. Whilst in the area, we visit local cafes and shops. If we were prevented from exercising our dogs off-lead within the Fylde Borough area, we would go
elsewhere and add to their local economy instead. A significantly large number of voters own and exercise dogs. Many visitors bring their dogs to the area, allow them to exercise and then visit local shops and amenities. Draconian legislation such as you are considering introducing will prove harmful to the local economy and force more people to
travel further when wanting to exercise their dogs. In addition to being detrimental to local traders and the environment generally, these would have the greatest effect on the elderly and infirm who would be directly discriminated by these proposals and may not have the means to travel to an area where they could then exercise their
companion.
I don't trust this consultation, I don't trust anything the council has to say. My opinion of the council has gone down considerably with their childish behaviour, responding to comments and requests from responsible constituents with false convenient stories which have no substance or evidence. The recent interview from council Lord on to was
a complete joke, showed them up! I'll remember who to vote for at election time!
Restricting number of dogs walked and limiting areas of off lead walking will impact local business as I and I'm sure others will think twice about visiting the area. Thinking of Lytham St Annes in particular I visit regularly and enjoy visiting the local shops and then off lead walk my dogs up the beach to St Annes and back through Witch Wood. Also
dogs need off lead walks to keep for their fitness and mental health.
These proposals are penalising responsible dog owners! They will only drive responsible dog owners away from the Borough and ultimately lose tourism and trade from the area. I believe Flyde Borough Council are being extremely short sighted here. Police what already exists properly rather trying to add more!
Dog owners in Lytham are very responsible. At the moment it is considered dog friendly and hence attracts a lot of local people that like yo walk their dogs. These restrictions will be bad for the dogs and have a detrimental effect on many local businesses.
Why are we yet again revisiting dog control? How much money are you wasting on this. Dog fouling PSPO fine, everything else is highly debatable. Also this has created an enormous amount of ill feeling in the borough, I thought it was the councils job to bring everyone together not drive divisions into the community. I walk my dogs twice a day
on the beach and have never had anyone say anything but how well behaved and friendly they are. Today for the third time in two weeks I've had people shouting at me to get off the beach as I'm not allowed to walk my five dogs there. Thank you councillors for making me feel unwelcome!!
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As part of the promenade is now a cycle route I support these proposals including the limit of 4 dogs to increase safety to pedestrians and considerate cyclists .
Dogs need to be exercised off lead and be able to play off the lead with other dogs for their own well being. Dogs that are kept on leads 24/7 tend to be aggressive in my opinion
the information is unclear - counsellors seem to be changing the goal posts of what information has been given - to now the proposals need to be clearer how can our community object or support if no one knows what the council is putting forward
Very disappointed with the Fylde Council for not giving law abiding dog owners the right to care for their dogs in a appropriate manor . The new proposals are ludicrous in humane to the welfare of dogs . What I would like to know is how many of the proposers live in the Fylde area and have a dog?
I have answered on behalf of my disabled brother (a Fylde resident). He is currently constrained from walking in the area due to dogs being off lead and some not being controlled. This would make a big difference to him. I am aware of the strength of local feeling re this consultation and am concerned that people may be able to fill this survey in
multiple times.
It's important that dogs are allowed off lead exercise time, however certain areas should be designated 'on lead' for health and safety reasons. More time and money needs to be invested in policing dog fouling rules and penalising those owners who don't clean up after their dogs or who do not have adequate control over them. Visiting Fylde
regularly I do not see visible signs advising of what rules apply in what areas e.g. I walked from Fairlawn Road, round Granny's Bay and round Fairhaven Lake and nowhere did I I see any signs relating to what was acceptable in each area. I even asked other dog walkers going round the lake and no one seemed to know that it was an 'on lead' area!
Singleton Parish Council would like to see greater controls on the Children's Playground in Singleton and is supportive of your plans in respect of other children's playgrounds in the Borough.
My dog would get insufficient exercise for his wellbeing if he were to be kept on a lead at all times. I should not be compelled to drive him beyond the immediate neighbourhood in order to give him adequate exercise.
Some proposals good some not so good,seems the majority of responsible owners may get penalised again because of the minority of irresponsible idiots.At the end of day dogs need to run free to exercise unless of course you are lucky enough to have a 2 acre+ plot of land at the back of your house/flat etc.
It appears from the information provided that Fylde Borough Council are trying to bring in excessive and unfair PSPOs really to try and reduce dog fowling. Fylde Borough Council have the powers to fine owners who don't clean up after their dogs as the numbers Fylde Borough Council have provided show that a small number of people are fined
each year. Surely the best option is to just make more use of the current powers. There will be a minority of dog owners who don't pick up so fine a few of these and the problem will soon reduce.
We look after my daughters dog during the week. We are retired and enjoy walking her on Lytham Green, Granny's Bay, Lowther Gardens and Fairhaven Lake. We are responsible people and clean any mess she makes. If we see any other person not cleaning up the mess we approach them and offer a doggy bag. We feel a dog warden is all we
need and for other dog walkers to be alert regarding other unresponsible owners not clearing up their dogs mess. As far as letting her off the lead which she throughly enjoys and we too, she is well under control. We would be very disappointed if these proposals take place. Our breed of dog is a Femail Pug.
all i ask is for dog owners to be responsible which most are it realy is a very very small amount that let their dogs run out of control and dont pick up poo i walk for hours every day with my 2 dogs and have been for years and i never have any complaints apart from maybe 1or2 idiot dog owners
Fantastic proposal. Sorting out the dog problem is long overdue. Next to tackle the fact people don't clean up dog mess.
I appreciate dog control can be a problem for those irresponsible dog owners who are, fortunately, in the minority. However, what also needs to be considered here are the majority of responsible dog owners who consider the safety of those around us & conservation of the area & who have the intelligence to assess situations, have control of
their dogs & would put them back on their leads if needed. As for professional dog walkers, restrictions on the number of dogs could seriously impact their business & there are, of course, private dog owners who own more than four dogs. Not that I am one of them, but I feel they should have freedom of choice & there will be times when they
will have to walk their dogs unaided. Responsible dog owners are capable of this & should not be penalised for the irresponsible minority.
I would extend the proposal about keeping dogs on leads on pavements to prohibit owners using extending leads unless locked short. Dogs walking on leads several feet or yards ahead of their owner are a danger to the dog and to traffic.
Area marked on map foe exclusion whilst flood defence done seem excessively restricted, and not clear. Does it include paths on land side of marshy areas or not and who will monitor this fine detail as to where does line from King Edwards go out to see. Very difficult to prosecute.
Enforce the current bylaws as a resident very close to one of the areas mentioned and having watched for many years all that is required is enforcement in its current form. The responsible dog owners need not have more restrictions imposed, catch the irresponsible.
I am a regular visitor to the fylde and holiday in the area, I used to travel to cornwall and Devon for holidays but as those areas are no longer dog friendly I stay more local and find the fylde the perfect area. I bring my family and all 6 of my dogs of various sizes and have never felt unwelcome or had any issues over the past 5 years of visiting.
However these proposals seem overly harsh and would lead to the loss of my patronage to the area. I have only commented on areas I know and have visited but please don't start on the slippery path of introducing limits on dogs, you'll lose the reputation of a great place to visit and holiday.
Off lead exercise is essential for dog and owner health and wellbeing. Mobility issues may prevent some people using areas suggested for this.
Fairhaven Lake= I think that it is right to keep dogs on a lead on the side of the lake near the play area and café where there are a lot of visitors. However I do not agree with a restriction on the far side of the lake where there are fewer people. I am not aware of any incidents in this area or evidence that there is problem with dogs running loose in
this area.
I don't have a problem with parts of the beach at various times of the year. But maybe have a look at the litter the visitors leave which can be dangerous to our dogs as in smouldering barbecues I tend to avoid busy areas with my dog and go out first thing on a morning and later at night to avoid the sometimes rude visitors who come with their
dog and leave lots of mess. I do think it unfair that you seem to be blaming our lovely dog community who care for our pets and clean up after them always. Yes you will get the odd ignorant person who thinks they are exempt from this I've the people who drive on the front at 70 miles an hour and the cyclists who think a pavement should be
ridden on??? Once you start where do you stop. Most of us walk our dogs twice a day on all kinds of weather. A lot of people move here to be able to do this so why are you raking the freedom away from us normal competent dog owners????
I regularly visit Lytham St Annes with my wife and dog and we love to visit the dog friendly cafes. We have not seen a problem with dogs in all the years we have been coming and cant understand why you would create all thse unnecessary controls. If you go ahead we will go to more enlightened places like Preston. This makes no sense at all.
A dog should be under the control of it's owner both on or off the lead. A dog owner should also pick up after a dog and there should be no exceptions to this. If the dog is off the lead and not under control then I agree that there should be a penalty for this but it is unfair on dog owners who do have their dogs under control to be penalized. If
you make it too unpopular for dog walkers to visit the town which includes dog friendly cafes and pubs businesses will suffer. Please do not make it difficult for dog owners to take their dogs out as it is a healthy pastime and promotes a good lifestyle.
without this additional controls over dogs I would feel it becoming unsafe for my family to visit this area.I use to avoid blackpool but as their controls are far better I need to reconsider
I strongly oppose banning dog owners from being able to be exercised off lead. Exercising dogs provides them with mental and physical stimulation that they need for their physical and mental health. Exercise allows them to burn off energy which if not burned off could lead to frustrated and potentially aggressive dogs, which will cause a much
bigger problem. The majority of dog owners are responsible, and banning dogs from being off lead will not make irresponsible dog owners pick up after them. They will leave it anyway. I don't live in Fylde, however I visit often with my beloved Miniature Schnauzer. We always spend money in your town after our walk, in your cafes and
restaurants. If these bans were enforced, I would go elsewhere. I think if you look at your beaches, it's the human waste which is also a massive problem, and antisocial "humans". They leave nappies, litter, broken bottles (which our dog god can injure themselves on) and lots more nasty things. Please think carefully about what you are enforcing
here. I am sure there can be a compromise which will keep everyone happy.
Dogs should be an integral part of life in the area and that includes interacting with children. If dogs are dangerous or are not controlled properly then there should be action taken against the owner but you should not punish the majority for a minority of owners who behave badly. Dogs need exercise like children do and they need places to run
around as long as they are not out of control. There would be less hysterical reaction to dogs if people were more used to them being around. It also encourages people to walk their dogs if they have room to do so, otherwise it encourages owners to be lazy which is cruel to the dogs. The council seems to be determined on responding to the
irrational dog-haters. However, I totally support keeping dogs on leads in crematoria etc as these are not suitable places to exercise a dog.
the green flag for our beaches must be protected if we wish to continue as a family resort
I will only comment on the proposal to limit the number of dogs walked. I am a professional dog walker and my insurance limits me to 6 dogs. I never walk that number of customer's dogs together although if I take my own 4 dogs I can easily walk them with a maximum of 2 customers and have complete control over them. I have more problems
with pet owners with single dogs who have never bothered to train them than with people like myself who are used to walking multiple well trained dogs. By all means clamp down on the unregulated dog walkers who arrive with a van load of dogs and just let them run riot but don't assume that because we walk more than 4 dogs we can't
control them.
At this moment in time I have noticed more dogs than people on the beach/ promenade many leaving a pile of mess on the said prom. Letting dogs on the beach must have an adverse effect on the "Clean Beach Flag" status which in turn will deter families from visiting our town. It seems as if a notice has been sent around to every dog owner in
Lancashire as they all seem to be meeting in St Annes and also frequenting all the cafes. I am a dog lover but people without them must be taken into consideration. Perhaps if you started charging for parking on the front, like every other seaside place, it would deter the casual dog toilet breaks.
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Please include the area around park view for u for further consultation. Agree with restrictions as my grandchildren regularly get jumped up on by over friendly dogs who's owners appear to believe that it is normal behaviour. As an adult I was knocked over by an unleashed dog in witch wood which proved to be quite upsetting and painful.
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I am a responsible dog owner and regularly walk my dog around Fairhaven Lake, Lytham Green and on the beach along Granny's Bay. I think some of the restrictions which you are proposing are somewhat descriminatory against the majority of us law abiding dog owners who take ownership of keeping our dogs under control and clearing up their
faeces. It seems we are being penalised as a result of a minority. I totally agree that it's unacceptable to allow dogs to roam in children's play areas off lead or swim in Fairhaven Lake which I might add I've seen on three occasions over two years whilst walking daily round the Lake (probably visitors not locals). Maybe a notice needs to be put in
place for the ignorant few threatening fines, likewise rubbish being thrown in the play areas, in the Lake and on the beach along Granny's Bay. Barbecues were a regular occurrence in the summer around the Lake, Granny's Bay Lytham Green so bins were overflowing, in fact one evening the police drove around the Lake while I was walking my dog
on his lead so I can only assume it was because residents had complained. How many complaints have you received about dog walkers it would be interesting to know. Fylde Coast is a beautiful area and it doesn't warrant these draconian laws stating how many dogs can be walked/can't go there/can go here or a fine is incurred surely you should
be liaising with us responsible dog owners and hearing our side before implementing restrictions.
The entrance onto the beach near ********* house. One of the proposed areas to dog walk. The sand dune protection team have extended the area to access the beach. At high tide as it was today, anyone trying to enter the beach will now have to wade into the sea past their ankles, just to get access to walk the beach to the left towards the
pier. This is an accident waiting to happen, someone falling over, or worse drowning. When I spoke to the team adding the new fencing, it was obvious, they hadn't thought about access to the beach at high tides. We have high tides regularly throughout the year. There is no point saying you should use the car park to the coast guard, as that
costs money, and some people don't have a car to get to the beach. The sand dune development is also restricting people accessing going north up the beach at the coast guard car park entrance to the beach. The proposals also states that dogs should be on the lead on the beach side of AKS green area. The proposal says its because there are
nesting birds. This part of the beach regularly gets flooded with high tides. How is a bird going to nest when its nest will get flooded? I've also checked with the RSPB, and they confirmed no birds nest there.
Dog walkers are healthy responsible people with a strong sense of community. We are very often the only people using these facilities year round bringing much needed revenue. The Fylde should be very wary of creating a sanitized Disney world in our lovely towns and village's.
I quite often come to lytham to as we can take the dogs for a good run off lead there. We often go to the shops whilst we are there . If I was unable to do I would cease to come as often as i want to be able to bring my dogs and let them have an enjoyable walk. That would mean we don't give our custom to the local shops which would be ashame
. Surely more enforcement of the existing rules would make more sense, rather than what you are proposing . It Seems like the responsible dog owners Are being punished,for the irresponsible few.
As a dog Owner Trainer and Behaviourist I did agree strongly, dogs need to run off lead and socialise with other dogs and people to keep them mentally and physically healthy and stable
The proposed orders will have an impact on all dog owners APART from the irresponsible few who will continue to be a nuisance. Focus on the offenders not the rest of us and stop harrassing the law-abiding citizens that voted for you.
Consider a licensing system for professional dog walkers. I'm concerned that many are disregarding the animals' welfare as well as public safety.
As already stated by numerous people, the majority of dog owners are responsible and it is the dogs who are allowed to stray alone that are the problem, not those who are being walked by their owners.
I take issue with the council insinuation that dog ownwership and excercising is anti social.The vast majority of dog owners are totally responsible for cleaning up after and behaviour of their pets/companions.
I appreciate that there are dog owners out there who show a deliberate carelessness with regards to the local areas, the mess their dogs make and also have a lack a respect to dog owners and non-dog owners alike. However, I am not one of them. I am conscientous and respectful dog owner. I can honestly say that the vast majority of fellow dog
owners I meet are the same as I. They too want a tidy area, free of dog mess. They too want to exercise their dogs off leads without feeling like they are breaking a law. Myself and MANY others should not be penalised for a small number of people who 'let the side down'. Dog walking is healthy, it gets your outdoors, it lets you see the
wonderful sites our area has to offer. We do not sit indoors. We are out rain or shine. We visit the areas far more than the people you wish to please. We are contributing to the local community. I have two very happy and friendly dogs who NEED exercise all year round, not just in the months that are more convenient for the people who visit
once or twice a year. We should not be banished for wanting to have healthy lives with our dogs. Professional dog walkers are the back-up for people who do not always have the time to exercise their dogs themselves. Their business should not be put under pressure by enforcing these new 'laws'. They own professional businesses to make a
living. They would not jeopordise this by being disrespectful. They should not be forced to make decisions that could affect the reliability of their business due to the proposed new laws. If the dogs are well behaved, they can have as many as they like!
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Hi, I understand from Cllr Goodman that you are collating responses to the above issue. In order to present a balanced view for the councillors to consider I wanted to highlight my views following the recent walk on the green. Having viewed the You Tube film prepared for the group opposing the suggested changes I observed the following : 1/
The numbers claimed to have attended are wildly exaggerated. 2/ The majority of people attending, as shown on the film, are people running Dog Walking businesses, who believe the changes will have a commercial impact on them. This does seem to be contrary to how the campaign is being portrayed. 3/ I would urge all councillors view this
film, prepared by the campaign opposing changes, as it provides an interesting insight into the motivation of the opposition. 4/ I believe Fylde open spaces are for all. It is important we reflect and protect the older demographic of our population not be swayed by financial impacts on a very small number of people. I would be grateful if you
would make councillors aware of this email so they may consider all aspects of this debate.
I have gone through all of these questions, and wonder where the council find the time to do this. The measures that are requested are draconian, and also, it would appear, without foundation. There is no evidence supplied of problems with dogs being walked off lead in areas where this is proposed, etc. There are laws already in place to allow
the council the ability to fine any owner that is not picking up after their dog/s, or have dogs out of control. (Although, as stated, there is no actual evidence of this.....everything is purely anecdotal.) As a dog owner, if all these measures were put into place, I would stop visiting this area with my dogs, and therefore would also stop visiting the
cafes, etc. in the area.
Many dog owners in this area are responsible and nature loving. We live here and walk our dogs here because we love it!! Residents enjoy the beach and parks in all weathers, 12 months a year with our dogs, the majority taking care of those public spaces. It seems that because a very small minority don't clean up their dog foul and are
irresponsible with their dogs around children, the rest are being penalised. I am sure you will find that the very same residents who walk their dogs on the beach are the ones who clean up the beach of rubbish left by visitors.
Responsible dog owners should have some spaces for their dog to exercise off the lead. It is a minority who allow dangerous dogs and not picking up their faeces to roam. I purchase dog bags from the Council Offices but this is not widely known to people.
Seems very sensible to me. I'd also suggest prohibiting dogs at Lytham crematorium/cemetery.
Firstly may I say your survey seems very biased, and does not provide ANY evidence to support why you are proposing these changes. The majority of dog owners are very responsible, dogs are kept under control off lead, and they pick up after the dogs. You will be penalising these people because a few are irresponsible - your plans won't change
those people! I believe the restrictions will also penalise local businesses many of which are dog friendly, as people won't come to the area if they aren't able to exercise their dogs off lead. I very much hope you will reconsider your position.
These controls are completely over the top and unjustified. The only orders that should be necessary are to control failing to pick up after dogs and to deal with aggressive or dangerous dogs.. Why is Flyde Council spending so much time and money on this when there are far more serious problems to address?
During the summer months I often overhear visitors comment on the number of dogs being walked, or allowed to run free, along the promenade areas. I think it would be helpful to display larger or more eye-catching notices around the town. I love to walk in this area and I am often the target of boisterous dogs leaping up at me and It's a
problem which 'dog lovers' cannot seem to understand. I just grin and bear it, but this sort of dog behaviour is obviously dangerous to the elderly or infirm. We do not wish to be known as an unfriendly town, far from it, but the message needs to go out that dogs must be controlled in all public areas.
There has to be a compromise between limiting the free running and access of dogs and public usage. Whilst I wholly support the resrictions on dogs in playing fields and childrens areas then alternatives MUST be available such as the Lytham Foreshore where in my experience dogs can run free without hinderence to walkers or cyclists who tend
to stick to the promenade.
The current bylaws are sufficient. There is no need for PSPO's to be used in this manner. Why are we criminalising dog walkers? Is it just for the council to top up their coffers? This appears to be pushed forward under a "protect the children banner" but I don't see how children are at risk currently! Dogs need to run off the lead and children need
to learn about dog safety/ownership. The last thing we should be teaching our children is that a dog off the lead is a loose, dangerous and wild beast (which is what this message is sending). These proposals are completely flawed and just plain wrong. I do not have a dog at the moment but at some point I would like to have one, I see this as an
attack on our personal liberty!
You are using a sledge hammer to crack a nut.. Its not the dog that causes the problems its the owners.
I think everyone agrees that we all suffer when irresponsible dog owners leave their dogs mess behind. It’s not difficult to see that action needs to be taken against these dog owners. As a responsible dog owner who has taught their dog to use a dog toilet and religiously bags and bins, I find myself absolutely infuriated when I am out walking and
literally put my foot in it. We once lived in a land of citizens that were proud to proclaim themselves as animal lovers with dogs as our best friend. But to use such restrictions as being proposed by the Fylde Council to punish all dogs and their owners by forcing even well behaved dogs to remain on a lead in practically all of the beaches and
parkland areas of the Fylde, seems over the top even malicious. As the owner of a breed of dog known for their intelligence, I need to be able to let her off the lead to carry out her training and exercise. As a happy trained dog she only has eyes for me when off her lead and on the lead her relaxed nature has helped a lot children over their fear of
dogs. Through conversations with people about dog related issues, I hear poorly informed people who sincerely believe that PSPO will miraculously change people who have never picked up after their dogs. That somehow they will suddenly become responsible owners just because their dog is on a lead or fear of a fine. It’s simply not true, as 35
years of walking dogs has showed that these people will find difficult to spot places or ensure there is no dog warden about before leaving the mess behind. Experience has taught me that dog owners tend to fit one of two groups. The responsible ones who pick up after their dogs and are often involved in dog obedience classes and have taught
their dog good manners. Then we have the others, who may love their dog, but for whatever reason will never pick up after their dog. I have walked dogs for over 35 years and I can count on one hand how many times I have seen a dog warden. More importantly, I have never seen a dog warden catch anyone who let their dog defecate and not
pick up. I have caught and shamed plenty. However, if you are serious about a long term solution, to put an end to this crass behaviour. Maybe we need to encourage basic dog training for everyone who owns a dog. Where they are taught how to train their dogs with good manners, such as not jumping up, learning to sit, stay, leave and a proper
reaction to a recall. The training should be repeated until the owner and dog have proved their ability to carry out these tasks. These basic training classes are not expensive and provide even the most experienced dog owner with a new insight into dog behaviour, as well as acting as a free source of information on all topics related to dogs and
helping people to understand the importance of picking up after your dog. After all we all want to walk the streets or parks without fear of where we tread. However, attacking the majority of dog owners who are responsible is not the way to go and I sincerely believe that Fylde Council actions could lead to frustrated dogs who are never let off
the lead for fear of prosecution. All because of a small minority poorly behaved owners and badly trained dogs and useless dog wardens.
Apart from the no of dogs allowed by 1 person I agree mostly. However I think professionals such dog walkers are usually always in control of the dogs and it is their livelihood so could be given a license.
The problems arise from careless irresponsible dog owners who allow their large dogs off leads therefore have no/limited visibility of when a dog is doing their business. The vast majority of owners DO pick up but whether off lead or not you will still have people who don't! They should be heavily fined!
This seems to be punishing the many very responsible dog owners rather than the irresponsible few
We visit and attend the area visiting friends and family. It is also our nearest beach to being our grandchildren as we did our children. We want to bring our dogs too as they are part of our family. As for open play areas /children's play equipment areas these should be fenced for safety. Not just to keep dogs out but also other dangers to children
playing on the equipment like cycled and scooters riding through the area at speed. Young children could easily be knocked over. We've never taken our dogs into such an area or allow them to run around where children are playing football or games so that both children and dogs can enjoy their space. I do not see why dogs should be kept on
leads continually. As for numbers dog fouling culprits are often a single dog being walked as opposed to multiple dogs being walked from personal experience. I appreciate there are people who don't like dogs and don't like to see them running free but then i don't like cyclists riding around the promenade who think you should get out of their
way but I'm not shouting to get them banned. Please don't spoil the fun of a trip to your location by banning dogs from playing with other dogs or their families for a minority.
Lytham consists of dog walkers, the only way we dogs walkers can repay our dogs for the love and joy they bring us, is by allowing them the freedom to run, interact and excersise freely. How are our dogs meant to stay fit and healthy if they do not have the area to excersise properly?
I am shocked at the response of the councillors on the news item on tv on Sunday. They just seem concerned with dogs off lead on Lytham green and in play areas, it is sensible to keep dogs on the lead on the Green and there are already rules concerning children's play areas so why have you now decided to ban dogs from parts of the beach and
restrict numbers owned by one person when these subjects weren't even mentioned? Since you seem unable to police play areas currently how do you think that this will change in the fututre unless you plan to employ an army of wardens at great expense to the council. These proposals are ill thought out and will have a serious impact on the
town as many visitors come because it is known to be a dog friendly area.
9
Please listen to your community and penalise the small number of offenders, not the majority of responsible, caring dog owners and dog walking businesses.
We do not own a dog but look after dogs regularly for friends. The key here is sensible enforcement otherwise public trust will be lost. In Fairhaven lake not all parts of the lake are equal, the sea side is perfectly ok for a dog off the lead. The Canada geese can look after themselves and produce much mess which I find disgusting, a whole herd of
small dogs with no-one to clear up. I think the foreshore and sea defences restrictions strange. The area as far as I can see is not suitable for nesting and very few dogs go out on the mud flats. On Lytham Green cyclists are now allowed on the path (I am a cyclist), this is good and I have never seen any contention between pedestrians and cyclists
who understand the walker has right of way. I think a dog off a lead is no worse than mixing cyclists and walkers so I object to the restrictions.
My dogs have walked around Fylde off their leads for 13 years. Not once have I had an incident with another dog who was off the lead or been in a incident myself whilst the dogs have been off the lead. Whilst on the lead, the dogs are not able to get the appropriate exercise needed for a healthy life. This will turn tourists and residents away from
the area.
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The councils approach here is ridiculous. Dogs require exercise off the lead in order to fulfill their needs. Dog ownership in the area is at a very responsible level and I personally don't see a need for any of this legislation. This is clearly a money grab with a heavy handed approach. This cannot possibly be enforced and I along with others will not
follow these rules.
I am a responsible dog owner having had dogs for 13 years and always walked them off the lead. I have never had a bad incident with my dogs and I always collect their faeces. Dogs on leads can lead them to them feeling defensive and therefore aggressive. Dogs on leads also have pent up energy leading to further aggression. As a town that relies
heavily on tourism to implement the proposed changes would be to have a damaging effect on the local trade. Dog walkers will chose to visit other towns and local business will be taken away.
no dogs in children play erea ie slide swings and to be on leads if near food or shops . .no one as the write to take away a dogs fun time .
I agree with dogs being kept on leads but there are times a controlled dog could be off the lead such as very early or late in the day when less people are around. If a dog is causing a problem by disturbing wildlife or displays it should be put back on a lead. I think the fine is too much for not having a controlled dog off the lead. Perhaps a three
strike system leading to a fine.
I am a very regular visitor as my parents live by the sea. There are plenty of places dog owners can go lead-less, and I strongly oppose dogs being able to go to more places without a lead. My children are quite frightened of dogs due to the stupidity of owners. One of my children has been bitten. The idea of dogs going into play areas without leads
sounds like madness. It sounds like dog owners have lost their grip on reality, and I urge you to stand strong against this vocal majority. Nobody needs more dogs running free or dog mess. Stand up to these bullies!
Proposal is only useful if enforcement is rigorous. The areas will have to be manned/policed on a regular basis, otherwise the whole Consultation will be a waste of time and money. What happened to the regulation regarding dogs in food establishments (except guide dogs)? Many of the local eating establishments are awash with dogs.
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I have one dog but I don't understand why there would be restrictions for people walking more than one dog. This is a ridiculous exercise and a waste of money. A case of a few spoiling it for the responsible many.
Dogs should be allowed to be excercised off lead as long as the owner is responsible and cleans up after them. It's the owners who don't clean up after their dogs, on or off lead, that are the problem.
I am a resident of Preston and have been coming to Lytham and St Annes, during spring, summer and autumn, for many years. I fully support your proposals to make owners keep their dogs on leads. As someone who has owned small dogs - Cavalier King Charles spaniels, Shih Tzu and currently a Border terrier cross - I would be much happier
knowing my dog could enjoy his walk. I would be safe in the knowledge he would not have to put up with any other dogs' unwanted attention or threat of attack. A few years ago, whilst walking my Cavalier on his lead on the beach, he was attacked by a dog not on a lead and whose owners had no control over it. My dog was not seriously hurt
but he was shaken by the incident. I was really cross that my dog, who was doing nothing wrong, could not have an enjoyable walk on the beach because another dog owner could not keep their own dog on a lead. Have these people never heard of extending leads? The dogs are not really at fault, it is irresponsible owners. Quite often the dogs
off lead are larger breeds which can off-putting for anyone, dog-lover or not. It would make sense for owners to take their dogs for training but, as this is unlikely to happen, making them put their dogs on leads is a sensible alternative. I also agree with the proposal for clearing up dog poo. Everyone is affected by those who don't.
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Dogs should not be allowed to roam free where there is a risk to other people. All dogs can bite. my son was attacked flying his kite on lytham green and we had to watch where we was walking for all the dog foul, on a hot summers day the green smells of dog wee.
I think you have to allow dogs under close control add well as on leads.
I completely agree with banning dogs from childrens play areas but most dog owners don't allow their dogs in these areas anyway unless children aren't around However banning dogs from areas from the green is ridiculous, Mr.Clifton who was the squire of lytham gifted the green to the people of lytham and their pets. As somebody who lives in
lytham it is already difficult to find a good area to exercise dogs offlead I have a puppy and have seen first hand the damage that comes from keeping puppies on lead, to deny my pup adequate off lead areas is to deny her the ability to become a wellbehaved member of society. offlead areas are vital for their mental and physical health.
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I am appalled at the council's draconian plans to curtail the free running of dogs in certain areas because of the neglegance of a few people. I hate to see dog faeces on the streets and pavements of the town that I love. It is the people who let this happen who need dealing with, just because a dog is on a lead it does not follow it's owner will pick
up after it. Every day I walk my dog and along with poo bags I always carry gloves and a carrier bag, it is very rare I do not pick up glass bottles and food cartons tossed on the green and the beach. In other words I clean up after both my dog and careless irresponsible people. I do it because I love where I live and appreciate the lovely surroundings
we all enjoy. I enjoy a good coffee and a spot of people watching after our walk and have a happy tired relaxed dog by my side. If the green and beach were closed to dogs off a lead that pleasure will end and will be not only my loss but a monetary loss to the coffee bar. Visitors come here to relax,walk and wind down, it is not a family
entertainment area and that is it's charm. Exciting legislation for dealing with fouling and bad behaviour already exists and should be implemented, measures to fine people should be implimented and offenders brought to book. It is not my fault people are going unpunished nor should it be me and my dog who suffers because of them. The laws
exist already, they do not need adding to,they need ENFORCING!
I Live and work in the Lytham St Annes area and so very many of my friends and colleagues are so very unhappy about the proposals to introduve PSPOS, as am I. I agree that at a time when the councils funds are restricted it seems wholly unnecessary to spend limited resources on introducing and enforcing PSPOS when bye laws could be used Is there actually significant enough evidence that the proposals are needed??? - Is there any evidence that the proposals will benefit a Fylde residents? Or actually are the PSPOS as effective as current bye laws?? - Have the council considered how detrimental it would be or the harm it could cause local residents and professional dog walkers?
(Physical/ emotional/ financial) - I think the orders discriminate responsible dog owners who walk more than 4 dogs at a time and also disabled people who have limited access to dog walking sites - it is important to the health of the dogs for them to be able to get adequate exercise off the lead. - Introducing the orders and concentrating people
into a smaller area may make things worse. I would urge you to reconsider implementing any sort of proposals and work with local people to improve things in an alternate way. Enforce current byelaws or put up more signs / flyers or use volunteers ..... there is a great strength and resource in your local community. Ultimately I would like to
know- Where is the evidence that any of these changes have a net benificial effect for my local community??? Thank you
Ban all bull breeds from all areas.
Just use the laws and legislation already in place. Do not punish the behaved, responsible and complient majority for the sake of a few irresponsible ones.
I find dogs not on leads, and sometimes those on long leads, intimidating and there is no excuse for dog fouling. All residents should be able to use public open spaces without concern and not have dogs forced upon them when allowed off the leads, and their owners walk away pretending they are not theirs as the dog leaves it's calling card!
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There is existing legislation requiring dogs to be kept under control and if a dog could cause distress to nearby ainmal life then this legislation would cover such. If a dog is well trained and does not cause distress then there should be no reason for rules enforcing the use of a lead and this includes conservation areas and the sea wall reconstruction.
Many visitors to the area are dog owners and come here because they can walk their dogs off lead, if these changes go forward then expect a significant reduction in seasonal visitors who will simply go where they can walk their dogs off lead. If the Council is to enforce the use of leads then it must justify why and what changes it expects to occur
by there use. There are unfortunately a few dog owners who do not clean up after their dogs or pick it up and leave the polythene bag on the ground and the Council would be better to reinforce the enforcement of the rules here. Making all owners put their dogs on leads will not have any affect on those who do not pick up or leave on the
ground so why punish all those who do clear up?
I do think responsible dog owners are being penalised due to a very small amount of irresponsible dog owners behaving badly.
Afternoon walks on Lytham Green are no longer pleasant owing to the number of dogs running free on both the grass and the promenade. Owners do not appear to care about others who dislike dogs and at times cannot or are unable to control their charges. Dog fouling is rife all around the Borough including our village of Clifton. I appreciate
that you have very few staff to enforce regulations but soft warnings have shown to be ineffective and the times has come for more direct enforcement. The word soon gets around that such behaviour as allowing dog fouling and allowing dogs to run free is no longer acceptable.
These proposals seem like a solution to a problem that doesn't exist. I walk regularly and don't see any problems with multi-dog walking (I only own one). Don't you realise how dogs improve the quality of life for many older owners for whom these may be their only companion and dog walking services are essential for the well being of both
these owners and their dogs? Your proposed restriction to 4 is ludicrous and will affect life not only for people who can't walk their own dogs but also for owners of more than four (not uncommon). If the problem is fouling, the existing byelaws should be applied more rigorously by the Council, although I see far more unsightly issues with
littering and fly-tipping in the Fylde lanes than with dog fouling. Having dogs on leads is not a solution to irresponsible owners allowing their dogs to foul. A quick scan of the local pavements surrounding the parks would tell you that owners using leads do not always pick up after their dogs. Would suggest that more focus should be on issues
that impact on people's lives rather than wasting time here just because some other councils have these laws. Many don't by the way. Or is it just a fundraiser? Come on FBC, keep it real.
If professional dog walkers / sitters cannot walk more than 4 dogs they will go out of business, I will loose the ability to work full time and I rely on a dog walker. I suffer from Rheumatoid Arthritis which means that I need to take regular exercise. Most dog owners are responsible and agree with the common sense proposals to ban dogs from
children's play area's. Dog owners are entitled to the same freedom as non-dog owners.
North Warton Street and Warton Street are full of dog dirt and have been like this for 3 weeks. All dogs I see in this area are on leads and well behaved but obviously some of the owners cannot be bothered.
I have been a resident of Fylde for over 40years and have brought up 3 children in this area and now have 5 grandchildren. While I appreciate that for some people a dog is a loyal companion, for others they can be a nuisance, not everyone wants a dog sniffing or jumping up at them or their children. I fully support all efforts to control dogs or
should I say dog owners in public places. The worst issue I have is the dog fouling, any open grassed area seems to be a giant dogs toilet, which means anyone not owning a dog cannot enjoy these open spaces for fear of what may be under foot, not to mention the health risks involved, especially when you have young children/grandchildren. As
a Kirkham resident I could not see anything in the survey about our town. Memorial Park seems to be dog walkers paradise, and the streets are a disgrace with dog excrement.
in one of your proposals, you draw attention to dogs being under control whilst off lead. I would like the other proposals, where 'on lead' is recommended, to be 'on lead or otherwise under control'. I support any proposals seeking to preserve other wildlife, and in childrens play areas, as are currently protected otherwise, I see no need to extend
areas where dogs must be on lead, as no evidence has been presented by the council of any current problem with the current restrictions that apply. we visit your area regularly. our dog.is always under control, even if off lead. please direct legislation to out of control (which can also be on lead!) dogs and owners who do not pick up dog poo. on
the subject of littering, I hope the council intends to target the far worse problem of unsightly littering.
The emphasis of the new legislation should be on clearing up after your dog. The new restrictions should clearly differentiate between the requirement to ensure that their is no dog mess, i.e. banning dogs entirely and the requirement to ensure that dogs are not being a nuisance to other people, i.e. dogs must be on a lead. Just because a dog is
on a lead does not mean it will not foul and equally does not mean that the person with the dog is any more likely to clear up the mess. My experience from many years of owning dogs is that the vast majority of dog owners are responsible and will always clear up after their dog, as usual it is the irresponsible few who give all dog owners a bad
name. The dog wardens should also have the power to require evidence that any dog walker is suitably equipped to be able to clear up after their dog. It should also be noted that a well trained dog is just as much under control off lead as when it is on a lead.
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Poorly worded, inflammatory, leading questions. The proponents of these changes are dividing our community. Who are you? Evidence please for destruction of play areas by dogs? Evidence please of birds and wildlife having been affected adversely by dogs? Species? Numbers? Professional dog walkers could lose their livelihood-shame on the
proponents of these proposals. Local businesses and pubs could lose trade if these proposals go through. Put money instead please behind:- - fixing the path at the west end of Fairhaven lake which has been cordoned off for months - stopping visitors having HUGE cookouts and bbqs in the evenings around Fairhaven Lake: the smell, the burning,
the litter, the aggression towards dogs and owners is scary - catching people who do not pick up poo after their dogs -catching litter louts - increasing the number of bins with lids to stop seagulls trashing and overflows of litter left piled beside bins -cleaning up the beach instead of leaving this to volunteers
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I undertake monthly bird surveys at Lytham and Fairhaven as part of the National WeBS research and am regularly frustrated by irresponsible dog owners letting dogs disturb roosting and feeding birds in an internationally important area. Signs should be put up controlling access to the sensitive areas. As with many cases it is the minority causing
issues that effect the majority, particularly so with not clearing up dog mess in the borough..
The problem is not local dog walker/owners or the issue of dog poo would be as bad in winter as in the summer and it clearly isn't. The main issue is the visitors who come from outside the area leaving rubbish and dog poo all over the place, they don't respect this area because they don't care and don't live here. Your proposal is flawed and the
only people who will be penalized are the locals and their pets. Because of this and the fact you will never be able to collect the fines from outsiders (as all they have to do is give false details), I can not support your proposals.
On the tv a member of the council said we need to look at things from both sides and picnickers should not be ambushed by dogs. To a degree I accept this but the picknickers are day trippers who abandon litter and burnt out barbecue trays, often melting tables in the process. This is unacceptable to us, the council tax payers who may end up
paying twice over for the luxury of attracting such visitors, namely in council tax and potential dog fines. My dog is very old and cannot walk far or off the lead, but when he was young he needed a good off lead run and I appreciate many dogs need this and I think are entitled to this. A blanket rule on all dog owners is not the answer. The
irresponsible dog owners need to pay, not everyone. There is very little dog poo left unpicked in the winter yet loads in summer which speaks volumes.
Though not yet a resident, I am contemplating moving to St Annes. One of the main reasons for this is that my dogs love the beach. I appreciate the need for a part-beach ban during tourist season, but it would be a terrible shame if there wouldn't be anywhere left to let for them run off lead. As to max dog per person, I believe professional dog
walkers can only be insured for up to 6 dogs at a time, so that amount seems reasonable.
Don't agree with the ease of on the spot fines..... I envisage an army of Traffic warden style dog wardens fining the owners of well behaved off the lead dogs. Real offenders should be prosecuted properly through law courts. The majority of dog owners are responsible and have well trained pets and should be allowed to walk without a lead so that
a dog can be properly exercised in their own local area without the need of a car to transport them to a designated area. There are already laws in place to protect play areas....try using them!
I think further restrictions will have a serious effect on local businesses as both visitors and residents may be forced to walk there dogs elsewhere. Thousands of people enjoy the privilege of being able to freely walk their dogs in the borough and I feel that to punish the vast majority of responsible dog owners for the few that are not - and support
complainees who are also in the minority is fundamentally wrong. Pro-active enforcement and perhaps the threat of a name and shame would surely help. I agree that sacred places, memorials and children's play areas should have restrictions for reasons of respect and also the obvious risks to health. Whilst we only have one dog, I understand the
residents concerns of professionals walking lots of dogs at once. These people however are professionals and the council would be potentially putting these hard working people out of business. Perhaps they could require to be registered with the council and provide evidence of liability insurance. We live in South Shore and are hoping to move
to St Annes in the new year as we both work in the town but these draconian measures would make us re-think the move.
All residents should be reminded of the medical dangers associated with faeces; a rugby player (Jonny Stiles) almost lost a foot; legs have also had to be amputated, I believe. This is due to the dog waste entering the body through a small cut. No dogs should be allowed on public playing fields and village parks as a precaution. The chances of a
child or an adult being affected may be small but it is not worth taking a chance. Hence any proposal that minimises the risk should be allowed.
I feel that I am a responsible dog owner and use my common sense in situations, such as if I see a toddler walking on the beach, I put my dog on a lead to prevent it running up to the child and scaring them. I do understand that not all dog owners are considerate. As sometimes non dog owners who like to tell you off for no apparent reason. My
issue is that Dog mess is not picked up and if the council can not already deal with this problem and follow up with current legislation how are they going to be able to implement all of these additional fines. Dogs do need off the lead exercise, I feel that more education for both dog owners and non dog owners should be provided and better
signage for instance the signage on green drive encouraging different groups of people to get along and consider different needs would be beneficial.
Personally think on big/larger areas such as Freckleton or Blackpool road dogs should be allowed off the lead, however around gardens, busy roads, wildlife and especially children's play areas dog should be kept on leads at all times. An enforcement for dog fouling should be used however it should be down to the enforcers digression and the
situation for the incident, despite my best efforts I have been caught out once or twice without a dog bag where I have had to borrow a bag from a fellow dog walker or nipped to a shop metres away, so I did clean the mess up and didn't leave any dog foul... so do I get fined? or what if my dog got of the lead by accident, surly error would have to
be taken into consideration. Then there's the issue of confrontation. I would imagine trying to fine people on the spot for dog fouling or a dog off the lead could get quite heated, unless an official lawful officer is present it'd be one word against the other, what in terms of proof to say the incident occurred?? I could just say it wasn't my dog or
not leave any details. In brief, all for dogs getting exercise on large grassy areas but not around special places, all for people getting fined for not cleaning up mess but concerned over the approach for this.
Proposal to keep dogs on a lead on any public highway within the Borough is both impractical and unenforceable. Fully support this proposal in the urban areas of the Borough. Consider, for example a farmer moving livestock from one grazing location to another, if he uses a dog/dogs to assist, this breaks the terms of your proposed order.
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There are already too many restrictions on dog owners in this area! To impose more is short sighted not least as it penalising responsible residents of this borough and it will have a serious impact on tourism when "every penny counts". The people who dont pick up after their dogs and/or aren't able to control their dogs will STILL be a public
nuisance if these terrible proposals go through. Concentrate your efforts on clamping down on THEM. My dog is very well behaved. Running around and playing fetch is essential for his health and wellbeing and brings joy to our whole family and visitors. Don't stop our joy and exercise for the sake of the few people who will continue to be a
problem anyway. Also, I live near a park and teenagers either use it for socialising and fun (great) or create a public nuisance and damage equipment. Are you going to ban them all too? Or, could you now clamp down on the few who abuse the local facilities? These new measures will seriously make me consider moving my family and business to
somewhere that is inclusive, welcoming and NOT ruled by the "grey rinse" brigade who refuse to move with the times.
Dogs require regular daily exercise and some breeds of dog require strenuous exercise daily as they have a lot of energy. To keep all dogs on leads at all times during their exercising would severely limit these dogs from the amount and intensity of exercise they need to remain well balanced and happy. This in turn could lead to dogs becoming
frustrated and having behavioural issues which in turn may lead to higher incidents of aggression within dogs and poor behavior. Dogs are pack animals and should be allowed to be exercised together, just as we are social animals and require contact with others of our species, dogs also require social contact with others of their species. Well
socialized dogs are happier, healthier and behavior appropriately amongst other dogs and humans. They can only express their normal behavior when off lead. I accept that not all dogs are well behaved or well socialized and it is these dogs that need to be kept on a lead for their own and others safety. However, to lump all dogs in the same
category and restricting their rights to how they access certain areas especially parks and beaches is cruel. A well exercised animal is more amenable to training and therefore more likely to develop into a healthy and sociable animal. As a responsible dog owner myself, I view my dogs as family, not as objects or property to be tethered or restrained.
Responsible owners who clean up after their dogs and respect the environment should not have to be penalized for the few irresponsible owners who do not pick up after their dogs. I agree with tougher penalties for irresponsible dog owners. The majority of dog owners know when to put their dogs on leads and when they can allow their dogs
some freedom to roam off lead and express themselves. Please don't punish the responsible owners and their dogs because of a few irresponsible owners.
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More effort needs to be put into enforcement, especially of existing bye-laws. If the council are not able to enforce, perhaps due to manpower, just increasing the regulations will not help. Empower some of the regular dog walkers to help bring prosecutions against those who foul.
Responsible dog owners will always have control of their dogs. It is unfair to punish responsible owners because of the irresponsible ones
Please include dog restrictions in park view 4 u to ensure dogs are on a lead but banned from the play areas supported by fixed penalty notice Also ensure no fouling on football pitches also supported by fixed penalty notice.
My children and myself have used many of the areas that are listed and never encountered any problems, the measures will not solve dog fouling or out of control dogs etc etc because irresponsible owners will still exist, like irresponsible parents, cyclists, etc etc. However, on the whole dog owners living or visiting the Fylde are not only
responsible people but also generally very friendly and a welcome part of our community. The proposed expenditure could be put to more effective use as it simply will not solve the perceived issue of the council. It only takes one irresponsible owner in an area and the average dog can cause a lot of mess in a few day, given the amount of waste
they produce. A better approach would be for the council to work with the responsible dog owning community and to use their presence in the community to identify when and where fouling is taking place so the current enforcement officers can have a more targeted approach.
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Fixed penalties give better enforcement of the bye laws. Good. Many visitors come with dogs and family. Restricting access plus fewer off lead areas is not good for the tourist trade. You need to be encouraging families to come otherwise all you will get are singles who will extend the larger lout image of the town.
A specific area for exercising dogs would be appreciated. As in America where they have dog parks - a fenced in area large enough for numerous dogs to be off lead to play and run under supervision. For those whose dogs like water, an area for swimming.
I holiday twice a year in the Fylde - and I as a dog breeder one of my holidays is always around the Blackpool Ch breed show - I bring at least 6 dogs with me - my dogs are a small breed Border Terriers and are well trained and under control - I am shocked that if I bring them next year I will not be able to walk them all at once. This will make me
rethink whether I will holiday in the Fylde again - I thought the Fylde was a dog friendly place and love visiting the cafes and pubs and sitting with my dogs. That sadly will not happen fi these Control orders come in. I watched the article on BBC North West and honestly can not understand what the councillor was referring to when I have visited
people and dogs seem to live happily together.
People with a large number of dogs tend to be more in control/more experienced dog owners, so less likely to cause problems. Most of the restrictions don't address poo picking, irresponsible owners won't pick up on or off lead and this is not linked to the numbers they walk. Dog walkers would have to raise prices if the numbers they could walk
were restricted, making them potentially unaffordable for people on lower incomes or OAPS.
I am a mother of 2 small children and a keen runner (previously semi elite level), training 4 or 5 times a week. Generally, dogs in the area are such a nuisance to the life of me and my family, causing distress and despair on an almost daily basis. We live around the Blackpool Rd North playing fields. The amount of dog fouling, both on the playing
fields and on local streets (on and around Leach Lane is particularly bad) is disgusting. I rarely use a car. I walk with my children every day from this area into St Anne's or sometimes all the way to Lytham and have to dodge dog mess frequently throughout our journeys. Often (at least weekly) either my 2 year old daughter steps in it or my pram
wheels get covered in it. I get particularly annoyed when my daughter is playing on Blackpool Rd North playing fields and she steps in dog mess. I feel I should be able to allow my children the freedom to run around and play in an area such as this without worrying about this issue. Dogs interrupt almost all of my training sessions (running) in one
way or another. Mainly through bounding towards me, jumping up at me, chasing me etc. I train frequently on Blackpool Rd North playing fields and some of the worst cases of nuisance are relating to dog walking businesses. Sometimes 10 dogs of varying sizes bound out of a van, under no control at all, and run in all different directions...often
directly at me and then chase me when i am doing timed interval runs. I find it scary, intimidating and hugely annoying. A few weeks ago, I was training in a small area (marked out with cones). My partner and children were with me. My toddler was sat on a blanket, eating her dinner (which happened to be a hot dinner of chicken and vegetables) a
couple of metres away from my partner, who had our baby in a sling. A dog kept bounding towards me whilst I was trying to do very fast, intense shuttle runsand then my toddler (which happens all the time) and I politely mentioned to the owner that it made me feel uncomfortable. The next time the dog turned and bounded towards my toddler
I picked her up as I was becoming worried that the dog was not under any control...and the dog swiped all my little girl's dinner off her plate. This kind of situation is totally unacceptable. I would love to be able to train in areas and also just enjoy certain areas with my family, which I know are going to be free from dog fouling and which I know are
only going to have dogs under proper control (ie. A lead) so that my children are free and safe to play without being scared.
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The streets in Lytham have copious amounts of excrement on them. It is not limited to grass or sand areas only. This needs to be tackled.
The exclusion areas are too wide. I would support some restrictions but not those currently being suggested. Ask yourself the question, "Where can a pensioner whoose main companion is a dog and who does not own a car, go to exercise their dog". Answer, under your proposals, not very far. A dog kept on a lead does not socialise with other
dogs and this leads to problems and the dog can easily become a dangerous dog.
My family own dogs and I have no objection to them per se BUT I do object - strongly - to their excrement. Whilst I accept that good/responsible owners pick up the poo, this can become very difficult if the dog isn't on a lead as they won't always see where the dog has 'been'. In areas where children play even more care should be taken to avoid
'wee' as well - this is impossible for owners to deal with and I cannot believe that good/responsible owners could possibly object to the requests made. I have noted that in over 90% of the questionnaire, restrictions were already in place in the areas mentioned - and that the various councils wanted a penalty enforcement which again should not
worry good/responsible owners as they will already be complying, won't they?
Dogs are part of family, and this seems like your doing these proposals as some kind of cash cow, this is a democracy and there is already far too many rules ,and this is the wrong way to go about it .
As a multi dog owner, I feel that encouraging responsible dog walking is the way forward rather than limiting numbers of dogs.
Dogs should be allowed to exercise off the lead in certain areas where it's safe to do so.
There is a small minority of dog owners that don't clear up after their dogs. The law already punishes those that don't clear up, but it needs to be enforced. There's no need to bring in these ridiculous rules. Many people will go elsewhere if they can't exercise their dogs. It's a nonsense!! This won't go away!
Shame on you Fylde Council! Many visitors coming to our town bring their dogs for a walk along our lovely green, promenade or beach. Restrict their enjoyment and they'll no longer come. Your plans have been formulated by dog-haters on your council and our group is growing massively by the day. We will all fight this and our group is united in
our action. Sarah Wilson needs to get her facts right. Put a stop to this now, because we will not be beaten.
Dogs should have lots of places to roam freely and run for balls under the control of their owners. ALL owners should pick up after their dogs and watch them at all times. I want my dog to be safe and would not let him off near a road or where he or others might come to harm. I have a grandchild and equally want him to play in a clean
environment but also not to fear dogs, but to enjoy them. Dogs should not be allowed to roam children's playgrounds or memorial areas, but should be allowed to run in open spaces.
Dog owners should be limited to only two dogs.There is dog muck everywere,and i hope all councils follow your brilliant idea great respect.
My observations, whilst exercising my own dog, are that the majority of dog owners act responsibly, keeping their dogs under control and cleaning up after them. There is, however a small minority who make little attempt to control their animals and either do not notice or simply ignore their fouling; there is ample evidence of this on both
beaches and parks in the area. Surely these irresponsible dog-owners should be targeted as they spoil things for those of us who do act responsibly. Although the council employs at least one dog enforcement patrol, I have yet to see any evidence of any prosecutions for fouling, despite the fact that there is considerable fouling in many areas.
Perhaps the patrols should be reminded that sitting in the van on a car park is not getting the job done and that they need to be far more pro active.
The dog situation in Fylde is now out of control. Dog dirt is bagged by most dog owners but the scrapings of the dog dirt are left on the ground more so on grass. Why are restrictions not proposed for Kirkham recreation ground?
I travel to the fylde with between 4-8 of my own dogs. All I am reading here is how you can fine some one how can the council make more money. You are not going for the irresponsible owners you are blatantly targeting the responsible. The BBC news the council made out you can currently walk on the green off lead and in parks when actually it
is already a byelaw. What about all the mess the humans make on lytham green the destruction after lytham proms, the beachs, the wildlife effected by the waste. What about the failure of the council to provide more or empty waste bins around that are constantly over flowing. The place is a mess because of himans not dogs why should a few
ruin it for the majority and to employ people to monitor all these areas when you are laying staff off means they will be after anyone. I wont be coming back like most if you make these unfair changes. I presume horses will also.be dealt with.
I am opposed to PSPOs and the proposals that wardens can issue on the spot fines to perfectly well behaved dogs that may be off the lead in areas that historically the use and benefit of dog walking and exercising has been taken for granted. There is no evidence of complaints about dogs that makes these proposals necessary. see FOI There is no
evidence the council has taken into account the business dog owners bring to Lytham & St.Annes There is no evidence that the council has taken into account the legal necessity on dog owners to provide exercise for their dogs. There is no evidence that the council has taken advice from vets pet or shop owners . There is no evidence that the
professional dog walkers or people with more than 4 dogs have caused problems or had complaints made . see FOI There is no evidence of dogs causing problems with people having a picnic see FOI see BBC Northwest Tonight. There is no evidence of dog causing damage to play equipment see FOI See BBC Northwest Tonight. There is no
recognition that the majority of dog walkers are responsible they are the eyes and ears of public spaces they keep alive spaces which may otherwise become the sole domain of ASB types or prevent spaces becoming dead spaces otherwise known as green deserts, they are the ones who report ASB and human litter. There is no recognition that
owning a dog is benefitial to the health and well being of a responsible owner through exercise, socialising and becoming a member of the local community. There is no recognition that not all dog owners are fit and able bodied access to a local park or space may be the only choice. There is no recognition that families with young children have
dogs. In short this proposal is at best ill thought out and at worst simply anti-dog prompted by personally dislike of dogs.
I see no point in changing existing restrictions with a new order. The present rules are not being enforced, if current rules enforced little change is needed.
We visit the area regularly as relatives live there. The dogs on the beach near the slipway and pier are a big problem, and we have stopped using the beach, going elsewhere where dogs are not allowed to run free. Dog walkers do not observe the summer rules at all, and we had one too many days spoiled by dogs fighting, pooing, and running at
the children and frightening them. If dogs were banned altogether from part of the beach we would use it again. The ban should run as far as the beach huts.
Using a sledgehammer to crack a nut here. Just get someone to enforce the rules full stop, very few fines issued for dog defecation or allowing dogs off leads. The reality is that you will go through all this public consultation and nothing will change, dog groups will protest and just ignore whatever happens. Every week there are football coaches
picking up dog poo on football pitches in the Borough, simply because nobody does anything. This is just posturing, actually resource and enforce it or all this is a waste of time.
I have lived in Ansdell all my life and this should go further. There should be green areas where there is a complete dog ban. I'm fed up with the mess being left behind by quite a few irresponsible owners and dogs bounding up to my children and scaring them. The dog owners need to realise that not everyone is a dog lover or owner and all views
have to be respected. I have lost track of how many times I've had to clean the kids bike tyres or shoes. Lansdowne Road field is used as a dog exercise area and the school team play their football games on there and more likely than not there is dog mess in the middle of the pitch - its just not acceptable. Give the non dog owners areas we can
exercise and play with our kids in peace and free in knowledge thay wont be covered in dogsh*t. Please.
More Dog Wardens are needed to enforce these proposals. People take no notice of Notices! I am in support of the proposals as long as there are areas still available to let a dog run free.
The number of dogs per person is irrelevant if they are under control. I walk multiple dogs on and off lead and cause less problems than some dogs walkers with just one dog. The focus should be on the behaviour of the dogs not the number! My dogs regularly participate in agility and canicross competitions with 300+ dogs in one space without
any issues- an example of multiple dogs with responsible owners able to control multiple dogs!
Some of the draft proposals are reasonable, some definitely are not. What I would like to see however is Fylde Borough Council officers patrolling the beach at St Annes during the summer months and giving out penalty notices to anyone dropping litter i.e. plastic bottles, cans, plastic bags and other items on the beach. After the August bank
holiday weekend the beach was in a disgusting filthy state.
I think that more should be done to tackle the irresponsible dog owners rather than blanket decisions on all
Enforcement of your existing powers to prevent dog fouling / failure to pick up should be your utmost priority. This area is filthy by comparison with other regions. Focus and give priority to existing issues rather than re-define and fail more spectacularly in the future. As a dog-owner who regularly cleans up I am sick and tired of living in an area
with so much dog crap on the pavements. Suggest you take a walk, any day of the week, down St. Andrew's Road South, which, despite many notifications, remains disgustingly dirty.
I can't believe I'm reading these proposals. My dog doesn't spend the summer months travelling to the fylde area dropping litter or vandalising council property as visitors do. I also use these areas all year round, rain or shine supporting local business in the quiet months. A well behaved animal should not have to be restrained when in public, this
is nosense.
apart from designated childrens play areas there should be no areas that are restricted to dogs on leads. the beach from the life boat station and dunes including Fairhaven lake should have unrestricted access for dogs ie they can be off the lead if well behaved. councillors should also remember when creating restrictions that it can put people off
coming to the area we are not like London Manchester or liverpool many people are day trippers or weekenders who like to bring their dogs and kids to the beach not everyone dislikes dogs but as usual the minority always make the loudest noises, the rest of us usually keep quiet. not this time though .as a resident we pay the rates we keep the
economy ticking over when all the day trippers and holidaymakers have packed up and gone home. dog mess annoys me too I have feet I step in it too but lets not make the majority suffer blanket restrictions for the minority as for business well it isn't dogs its lack of variety and ridiculous rents regulations and business rates get real the good
times have been over for 30 years this is a small business area
I consider myself a responsible owner, as most owners are.My dog is always under control and never anti-social. I always pick up after her, it would be extremely rude not to.To suffer for a few unsubstantiated complaints and no doubt personal vendettas is insulting to me.Many of the issues could be addressed under present bylaws by more
competant use of your existing powers. Presently I walk the beach path in Lytham in the morning and go into Lytham for breakfast, something I would not do under the new restrictions on the beach to protect (the miles away birds). In other words there is a whole community who happily get along with all others in Lytham and enjoy the
companion ships and friendships they maintain through their dogs. It is your responsibility NOT mine to uphold the existing bye laws do not expect me to suffer for your incompetence. I do not expect, nor is it fair, for me to be punished for the actions of a few irresponsible owners who know they will go unpunished by the council, and who will
carry on regardless no matter how many PSPO's are issued.
Dog exclusions assume guide dogs are exempt. I do not own a dog, but I take great delight in seeing dogs enjoying themselves off-lead in areas such as Lytham Green. The vast majority of owners have a responsible attitude and I have never seen any real incident involving dogs (I regularly walk between the windmill and Lowther Gardens). Who
will police the proposed PSPO's, and what powers will these individuals actually have? This is not made clear. There's probably better places to direct the cost of the effort in exercising these proposals.
I think the plans regarding children's play areas are sensible but I do not support the other proposals. They are antiquated and unnecessary. You need to enforce your current rules regarding dog fowling as I am disgusted by some dog owners. You cannot punish everyone for a minor number of people. In this day and age we should be
encouraging exercise and socialising and if people do this through so walking then it should be encouraged. Many dog walkers come to this area and support our local businesses. The council should also support this especially with the demise of our high street. There are already a large number of dog free areas in the Fylde, why reduce that
further? There should be a balance for all Fylde residents and these proposals tip the balance and seek to criminalise dog owners. Any responsible professional dog walker will only walk what they can manage so putting restrictions on them is ridiculous. I have never seen a dog walker with out of control dogs. Dogs need to run free and socialise.
Give us the areas to do this and those visitors who don't appreciate our dog friendly areas can choose to go to the dog free areas or elsewhere. Take a common sense approach to these proposals as it seems that a small number of the council have decided to go ahead and not consult with their voters. I must also say that the lies and
misinformation released by the council in relation to this topic has been disgusting and disheartening.
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I am a dog lover and supported and whilst currently I do not now own a dog, I am concerned that dogs and responsible dog owners may be penalised for a small minority of irresponsible owners, mostly I might add from out of the area, visiting for the day. I my experience of local dog owners, they are extremerly responsible and I have always seen
those dog owners exerising responsibility to the local area and their dogs. I understand some of the restrictions but not all. I also understand that there has to be a balance in relation to the wildlife and dogs and the two must co exist together. But all that said, lets keep things in perspective and not do a blanket ban. Lytham is suposed to be a
dog friendly place for locals and visitors to enjoy. Common sense should prevail and responsible dog owners will adhere to their dog being kept on a lead, particularily around childrens play areas and roads. But for heavens sake lets not become a draconian area with law enforcement officers picking on dog owners just to impose a fine to line the
pockets of struggling councils trying to make easy money. I for one enjoy seeing happy dogs playing and running around and if exercised by responsible owners I see no reason to penalise them unnecessarily. This is actually making me want to run to the hills in a bid for freedom, never mind the dogs. Come on Fylde Borough Council keep it in
perspective and not get too heavy handed with unnecessary fines. Signed a local Lytham Resident (not a second home owner from outside of the area - which is what Lytham is fast beoming, maybe thats something the council should be looking at like Cornwall to ensure people who purchase house are actually going to live in the area).
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I wish you every success with all of your proposals, but wonder how you will be able to enforce them. Our road is regularly treated as a dog toilet, the animals are usually also without leads; it is pointless speaking politely to the owners pointing out the many restriction signs on lampposts as all I get in response is abuse.
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I feel these proposals are essential to keep this holiday resort a fun and safe place for all not an animal only zone
As a responsible dog owner I have no problem with the proposal, and welcome that irresponsible dog owners who do not adhere to current requirements will have to comply
We have recently moved into the area and I walk my dog regularly.Not only does the dog benefit from socialisation off the lead but I have met many interesting people with dogs who care about the area and have been extremely friendly.As I see it the above measures appear reasonable and allow the people who use these areas to police
themselves.I believe that the council should be careful not to take any more draconian measures which would not only upset this nice balance but also have the potential to drive visitors away from the area.
Dogwalkers still letting dogs run out of control, fouling dunes and the beach Ive seen regularly two dog walkers with 21 dogs between them, they're on early each day. At about 11 many other dog walkers on north beach no control most have 6 dogs, dog fights daily, running loose on dunes running into the road, charging at pedestrians sitting in
dunes. It's intimidating puts me off going.
Several years ago, when my grandchildren were small, they were terrified by two greyhounds jumping up at them. I asked the lady to keep them away and all she said was "They will not bite them. If they were frightened of dogs they should keep off the beach". Unfortunately although the law states that dogs should be under control, a lot of
owners are not aware of this fact. We get a lot of dog mess in our road too. Only partly picked up.
You have not made proposals for Ramsgate Road Park. Many dog owners use this park and I've no problem with that. But many of the dogs are off leads and not under the control of their owners. Not the dogs fault of course but when a pack of up to 8 excited dogs are running around an accident could occur. A small child or an elderly person
could be knocked over.
Although we do not "live" in the Borough we own a holiday home there and spend at least half the year in the vicinity. We have no problem with limited restrictions for dogs, but have to have areas where disciplined dogs can have exercise. We are responsible owners and wish the Council to enforce the current rules fairly across all dog walkers
and not ignore the folks who "bend" the rules amongst us!
Absolutely disgusting. We pay a lot of money in council tax to live here and are being prohibited from using open areas. We are responsible dog owners! If the council did their job and policed the areas where dog fouling is most prevalent there would be no need for these draconian measures. Just do the job you are paid to do and stop targeting
innocent dog owners who abide by the law.
My husband & I go out walking on the green, & every day we see dog mess. We have to tell peopel all the time, oh your dog has had a poo over there, & they alway say oh I didn't see that thank you. But that is what dogs do when they go out so they must know. We love dog & we had one for 17 yrears. My grandchildren are very will not come out
with us for a walk because of all the dogs not on a lead, & that is so sad. There are lots of good peopel with dogs on a lead & they pick up the poo. But there are lots that do not. We live in lytham & we love it, lots of peopel come to lytham because it is so lovely but the green is full of dog poo. Children get it on them when they are playing on the
green. A young couple with 2 young children came from Salford with a picnic for the little girl's birthday & she got dog poo all over her. And that is terrible.
I regularly walk my two cavalier spaniels along Lytham green and lowther gardens. Although I am a dog lover I have felt increasingly nervous of late exercising my dogs on Lytham green due to the number of dogs about which are not on leads. On two occasions this year one of my dogs has been confronted by aggressive behaviour from dogs
running up off their leads. I find it extremely unnerving when dogs are running around on the green as the majority of the time they are larger breeds and I find it very intimidating, dread to think how people feel who are frightened of dogs! Owners can often be seen chatting and seem oblivious to what their dogs are up to. No wonder the dog
mess doesn't get picked up by them as they don't see them do it! Happy for dogs to be walked off the lead down on the beach but think leads on the green should be enforced at all times for the safety of all and presence of a dog warden especially at weekend wouldn't go amiss
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issuing fines is jut a way of the council making money why not enforce parking laws near local schools thease people are breaking the law. The number of people who walk dogs on the fylde especially on the green at Lytham seems to out weigh the number of people sitting on the green ! locals walk thier dogs all year round on the green tourists
only sit there in summer how can you justify this. Also have you considered the damage this could do to local businesses, a lot of locals and tourists come to lytham and fair-haven for the freedom of letting the dog off the lead then they go in the number of local dog friendly shops , cafes and bars ! if you enforce this law then people will go to
other places to let their dogs off thus not spending the cash in town. Fix notices for dog fouling is good btu not for letting your dog off the lead. Exactly how many complaints have the council had about wild packs of dogs off the lead i wounder ! this is unfair i am a tax payer and just how much is this lot costing in time and paperwork for the
council . You cant let the minority spoil things for everyone else frankly i am disgusted the one of the only resons i moved to Lytham was the freedom i have to let my dog off the lead and the lovely places i can take him. Also what about the dog walkers there is loads in the fylde your affecting peoples businesses and the well being of a lo tof
people.
I work in the Fylde and regularly visit Lytham St. Annes and the surrounding areas with my children. I am a motorist, a cyclist and conservation supporter. I support all measures to enforce responsible behaviour concerning dogs. Far too often have my children been frightened by dogs, a dog jumped up at my bike or in front of my car, or a nice wlak
been spoilt by dog excrement. I do not object to dogs but I do expect them to be controlled at all time.
Far too many areas proposed to ban dogs. For an area with so many canine residents this is both impractical and backwards. Severely disappointing.
I will be moving back to Lytham soon and be the owner of a dog.
Fylde's playground are like dog toilets and picnics are a NO NO.
judging by the amount of dog muck on the pavements now it appears you aren't capable of policing the current policies so I don't see how making these changes anything will change. It seems like you are just after another income stream by punishing dog owners.
I would welcome more proactive enforcement RE dog fouling which is becoming an increasing problem
It would appear from recent media comment including BBC North West the councillors could only refer to children's play areas being a problem. I am not aware of any children's play areas that do not already have signs up to exclude dogs. I would suggest the council look at 2 legged animals who are more likely to be responsible for damaging
such areas. I can see no evidence being put forward that the council enforce current bye laws in respect of dog nuisance - there are adequate laws in force already to deal with nuisance. The proposed new restrictions will not stop those irresponsible dog owners from being a nuisance with their animals - the council need to recognise what the
problem is before they kill St Annes any further.
As always in this type of situation the innocent responsible dog owners will be penalised with the guilty. I am afraid that's life. It happens in other walks of life. There are far too many instances of dogs messing along Lytham Green and Grannies Bay. Many dog walker park up cars and then wander off leaving the dogs behind and then pretend that
they have not witnesses the dogs messing, except when their attention is drawn to the great steaming pile, when they either feign gratitude for drawing the fact to their attention or become visibly aggrieved that they have been caught out. The problem is not confined to excrement- on may occasions one can be sat on a bench only to have many
dogs sniffing round your feet then urinating on the bench legs. There is hardly any occasion when an unleashed dog does not take the opportunity to "scent mark" a bench whether it is occupied or not. The dog owners invariably find this highly amusing. The council's proposals should be welcomed.
I have seen dogs off leads and completely out of their owner's control on Lytham beach where there are many wading and sea birds. I cannot believe that a dog owner can control more than 4 dogs either on or off leads. There are many people in outdoor areas in the Borough who are vulnerable, nervous or unsteady. Their safety and pleasure
can be jeopardised by dogs not fully under control. Some dog owners do not consider other people and must pay the penalty.
I own one dog but until recently I had two. What annoys me most is dog poo. If the council properly enforce the fouling ban then everyone would be happy. I certainly would. I never let my dog off the lead where I believe my dog would be in danger. I never let my dog anywhere near a children play area and for me that is a definite no go area for
dogs. I find it good that the there is a beach area in St Annes where dogs are not allowed during may to September. Any further restriction is not needed. We are a dog friendly nation so lets not make the Fylde a none dog friendly area. This could impact tourist revenue.
Responsible dog owners will always pick up after their dogs, walk them on leads when necessary and not exercise them in children's play areas. You are not going to stop irresponsible dog owners unless you enforce the laws that are already in place and not used at present. Dog wardens need to get out of their vans and do the job they are paid
to do and be seen to be enforcing these rules. How many fines have been issued this year for dog fouling...I'm guessing not many. Money can be better spent on fixing the pot hols that plague the roads not punishing responsible dog owners. I hope you see the damage you are potentially doing to our lovely town and don't forget it is us that put
you there and it is us that can take it away from you at the next elections.
I find this totally discriminating. As a responsible dog owner I do not like the way the council is treating me and other like minded dog owners (there are lots of us) as if we are inconsiderate towards the needs of non dog owners. My dogs have all been trained to a good level and because of being well socialised with other dogs, well behaved. It
would be a great shame for dogs not to be allowed to meet off lead. Have you really thought your proposals through properly?. Happy dogs mean happy owners.
Lytham Green is a public open space, it is not a children's play area. Kids can use Park View which has a play area, they can also use Lowther Gardens. You should concentrate more on the punishing dog walkers for not picking up after their dog rather than when and where they can walk off the lead. My dog is a working dog and has to run freely
like it would it if it lived in a farm. Just walking on a lead doesn't exercise the dog. From walking on Lytham Green on a daily basis for the last few years, I see one of the main faults is that owners let their dogs off the lead and don't have a ball or anything to play with so they will come and steal a ball from my dog. Have you looked into this? If an
owner has a dog occupied with play it is not interested in other people or dogs. If you are restricting where dogs can be walked off the lead, can you please look at the use of bikes on Lytham Green as I have nearly been hit into multiply times this year and it is an accident waiting to happen. The people on bikes fly up and down on the front of
Lytham Green without a care in the world and give you no warning they are flying past you when you have your back to them. It is a footpath for pedestrians, bikes have the use of roads.
I understand that not everyone has a dog or even likes dogs, and they may not want dogs running past or around them and their children. However, responsible dog owners have their dogs off the lead under close control at all times, we pick up after our dogs & want to take our dogs with us wherever we go, because they are a part of our family.
To restrict dogs from going to parks and children's play areas restricts families with children from enjoying time with their whole family together. I believe that a crack down on fouling and anti social behaviour by dogs and their owners would suffice. I'm really saddened to see the proposals to limit dogs on Lytham Green and the estuary area
below, this is used mainly by dog walkers & I don't believe that we should all be disadvantaged at the 'nicer' time of year just because people want to come out when we walk the area come rain or shine and use the local facilities year round. Let's crack down on the shocking number of fouling incidents and see the difference that would make. I as
a dog walker am sick of the amount of times myself or my dog have stepped in dog mess. I'm also unsure about banning dogs from graveyards, hey should be on a lead yes, but if someone wants to visit a deseased relative, their dog could be their only source of comfort.
The councillors comments bbc north west tonight were hilariously funny and complete nonsense!! How.many reports have you had about dogs ruining playground equipment? How many picnickers on lytham green have complained? No responsible dog would take a dog into a playground yet that seemed to be your most important topic..There
are signs on all of them already asking people not to take dogs into them so why are you bringing that up when there are much more important areas to focus on?
I own two dogs which I regularly excesrcise on both lytham green and green drive. I carry bags to collect their waste at all times and always place in the designated area. I like to consider myself a sensible dog owner, and will always put them on leads when approaching members of the public especially children. Shame other dogs owners aren't as
considerte !!!
A sense of balance must be struck regarding restrictions on the freedom to exercise a dog. The vast majority of dog owners are responsible citizens who take their duties seriously as regards the control of thier pets. Also, the Council should be more active in enforcing current bye-laws especially as regards to dog-fouling.
Uncontrolled dogs filthy from the beach running up and jumping up should be controlled. If the owner can't do it then they should be forced to keep the animal on a lead.
Unsure why you are raising the dog fouling fine when the current one isn't enforced. Our autistic grandson would be distraught if his best friend could not accompany him to the swings un hope st park - she's a lab and always in a lead in that area - discretion not dictatorship please
As a regular visitor with many family member in the Lytham area I am shocked that you wish to not just stop dogs off lead but ban dogs from certain areas. I really hope the council has a good plan in place for the banning of dogs in specific areas and places signage accordingly as I hate to find myself caught out as a non resident, or perhaps this is
your aim? I agree certain areas should be dogs on leads only, but I really think you should be enforcing the rules already in place before you impose more rules and restrictions.
Regards multiple dogs, there is already legislation to ensure that dog owners keep their dogs under control and pick up after them. Number of dogs is immaterial as you can be fined whether you have one or many. If anything owners with multiple dogs are more in control as they tend to be more experienced dog owners and the dogs they own
are used to being around other dogs and therefore are better socialised and behaved with respect to other canines having grown up around them. Discriminating against multiple dog owners simply means that the dogs will be unable to get as much exercise as free time needs to be split between multiple walks, making the dogs more prone due to
frustration and therefore less likely to be well behaved
I have a dog which I always have on an extending lead unless at home or in my garden. I keep my dog under control and can't see why other dog owners won't. It is not possible to remove poo if your dog is off lead as by the time you reach that area, you can't find it in grass. I have 7 grandchildren and need to keep watch on them in play areas - I
do not let my dog cause nuisance and would readily carry her in these areas if required. I get angry with fouling spreading disease for children and my dog. I hate loose dogs threatening my dog and scaring my grandchildren
The signage asking for people to report dogs who foul is intimidation. Children threaten to report owners without cause yet these same children destroy all the facilities provided and no one ever challenges them (including the police). Dog walking is a social event, especially for older residents, as well as a well being issue. If you restrict the access
for dog walkers you will restrict the exercise that people take too. Enforce dog fouling laws. I always pick up after my dogs and the vast majority of people who use these areas do too. With a little encouragement everyone would pick up after their dog. People need encouragement and incentive not legislation. Why are horses excluded from
fouling issues? In summer the beaches are littered with picnic waste why are you not targeting this which is a bigger issue. After all dog mess is biodegradable ...... litter isn't! Stop persecution pet owners , for some people this is their only company. Spend OUR money on more worthwhile initiatives.
We are regular visitors to the area. We come, buy from local businesses, and eat in local cafes, pubs, and restaurants. With such restrictions in place, we would visit less often, if at all. We think dog fouling is a problem, not dog walking...The only people being penalised are those that already obey the rules and clean up....The ones who don't, well,
they will just carry on leaving mess, and letting their dogs do as they want, where they want. If you want to attract visitors, why penalise those with dogs? My dog, by the way, is an obedience dog, and even off lead is well behaved. Unlike some of the residents and visitors to your beaches. Oh, she doesn't drop litter or leave behind used applies
either, both of which have come across in your lovely area.
Prosecute offenders How many have been fined in 2026 ? Bro ably none!
Access restrictions start at 1st May. This is too late. Children use these areas from Easter holidays, especially when there is a warm Spring. Suggest 1st April would be better. I especially welcome moves to protect wildlife. I visit the area with groups for birdwatching and have suffered harassment from dogs off lead, abuse from dog walkers and, of
course, finding shoes contaminated with dog faeces.
Whilst agreeing with the majority of the proposals, I do envisage a problem with enforcement. As a dog owner I am regularly affected by what I presume to be professional walkers with too many dogs to possibly control and current fouling regulations are ignored. Are there plans for more rigorous enforcement?
I am in support of the proposals recommended. However the only way these can be implemented is by bringing back dog wardens.
Often visit the Fylde to visit Mother and for general leisure activities.The rights of dog owners should respect non dog owners rights to enjoy the Fylde, unfortunately many dog owners do not, allowing their dogs to be a general nuisance.
Please treat dog owners with some intelligence! To exclude dogs from certain areas is discriminatory.
We have seen dogs attack other dogs. Dogs run up and jump up at us. When we play ball games the chase the balls .when we picnic they run over our picnic. Many owners are aggressive & irresponsible in reg to their pets and it's about time it was policed to make them think of others not just themselves & their dogs. I have witnessed far to much
bad behaviour from entitled dog owners who do as they please with no regard to others. Some people are allergic to dogs or have had bad experiences & some dog owners would also feel safer as their dogs aren't vulnerable to attacks from other dogs . Thank you Fylde council for considering us all proud to pay council tax to you . Also we used to
enjoy visiting botanic gardens as no dogs allowed and the kids could do handstands etc knowing there was no dog mess or urine all over the grass.
I have had dogs before and I am a dog lover but I'm very strongly against irresponsible owners/walkers
I find dogs running off the lead intimidating when walking around the Fylde and on the beach. Owners often seem unable to control them and assume that everyone is happy to have their dog bound up to them. I fail to see why I should be unable to walk comfortably in public areas because of uncontrolled dogs.
We are in Lytham on a regular basis and it is sickening to see dogs running free when there are children playing and also dogs not being cleaned up after
We love visiting St Annes and Lytham with our dog. We would have to go elsewhere if you were to become anti-dogs in the area. Please continue to be dog friendly. It is a great attraction to visitors.
I think there should be designated areas where dogs can run free. It is awful to go for a walk/picnic and there is dog waste. I know most owners are responsible, but the law is not often enforced, if ever and the rules should be changed to make it an offence that people do not feel they can get away with by not taking responsibility for their dogs.
There needs to be more wardens to enforce the law and dog owners should have to pay for owning a pet.
We regularly visit and throughly enjoy walking our dogs. As we come for the day they need time off the lead. We pick up and control them near to small children and frail people
At the end of a lead is an owner who brings money to the area. Big mistake with these stupid proprosals!
I am a dog owner and firmly support the limiting the walking of dogs to a max of 4 in POS. I firmly believe that no matter how well you think you know your dogs, you cannot be in control walking dogs in significant numbers. I do not believe, however, that there should be a bylaw stating that your dog should be on a lead along the foreshore
from the Lytham lifeboat station to Granny's Bay. The foreshore is predominantly used by dog owners walking their dogs in a responsible manner and an opportunity for dogs to run freely and safely off their leads.
Dogs should be allowed to be excercised off the lead on the foreshore in st annes keeps dogs off the green, no threat to the environment if cleaned up after woods. Please deal with the abendended boats that are a blot on the landscape, a risk to children and the environment Thank you
I think the council and dog wardens need to have more powers. Responsible dog owners will not be affected by any of the proposal's
I do not like the big brother, revenue approach, and what has the sea defence work got to do with dogs on leads? Did natural England really say that? Professional dog walkers are the best judge of how many dogs they can walk at once. You need a rethink or I will rethink who I vote for next time!
Responsible dog owners do not need guidance, we should not have to pay for the irresponsible dog owners mistakes. You need to do your job of catching these people and leave good dog owners alone. Instead concentrate on litter louts, the Fylde is awash with plastic, cans, fast food litter, glass bottles etc. Our country lanes are full of pot holes
and you have taken away our libraries. Angry resident.
We wish to be informed of outcomes so we can comply. We appreciate that there are irresponsible dog walkers and our dogs specifically love the St Annes pier area but hope those of us who try to be responsible are not penalised because of the behaviour of others.
With regards to question 10. The advice received from Natural England was: "EH stated that the purpose of this proposed mitigation would be to provide birds that had been displaced from the area around the construction site, with an undisturbed area in which to feed. She explained that in other projects, public footpaths had been closed to
reduce disturbance from walkers and dogs in adjacent areas so that birds could use these areas undisturbed, but acknowledged that this would not be possible in this case." This advice has been interpreted as a restricted area up to King Edwards Avenue would be sufficient. It has been further considered that the restriction ought to extend up to
Fairhaven Road.
These proposals are not thought through and will impact law-abiding citizens whilst making no difference to any perceived problems as irresponsible people will ignore them as they do current laws and regulations. The Council is treating large numbers of its citizens like irresponsible idiots and wants to criminalise them instead of doing its job and
prosecuting the very few people who fail to pick up after their dogs or keep them under control. The problem is grossly exaggerated and these measures are totally uncalled for. Why should law-abiding citizens be controlled and punished because the Council is incapable of doing its job?
Most dog owners are responsible people and take the health and well being of their dogs seriously and do not leave dog excrement in public places. It is a fundamental part of any animal to be able to run free and unless able to do so will become frustrated and possibly aggressive. The beach and Lytham Green are common land and to restrict
people from exercising their dogs in these places is another strike at freedom. Is this another directive from the EU? I would also like to add that I would be happy for the fine for failing to pick up dog fouling to be increased to £500 as I would never be found guilty of it.
DOG OWNERS must not be allowed to believe they are anything but a nuisance to others who are responsible and don't have a dog. Dog 'exercising', allowing dogs to run wild on the beach ANYWHERE should not be allowed. Exercise them on a lead at ALL TIMES... the beach IS NOT a recreational area for dogs. Greater restrictions should be
included for breeding and migratory birds protection. Keep dogs off the beach at ALL TIMES. FBC Enforce the byelaws !!!!!! Dogs off leads at Fairhaven ALL THE !!**!!! time, nothing ever done about it.... despite the byelaws and restrictions... too hot politically for FBC to enforce. Introduce laws to restrict CAT FOULING same as dogs.
Our 2 residents car parking passes have gone up from £5 to £25 each and Lytham Library was closed. I am disappointed that the savings/increased income hasn't been put t to a better use than this initiative. We walk our dogs daily in the area for at least an hour. If there are people/families on a grass area picnicking, then we keep the dogs on the
lead regardless of the time of year, so to set date boundaries is pointless. In 30 years+ of walking dogs we have never allowed them into areas where they are children playing, in case they knocked someone over, or ornamental gardens etc, because what you are really looking at is common sense. The situation is fine as it is, if people haven't the
wit to understand when to keep their dogs on a lead, then I imagine that you will have greater things to worry about from these people than what their dogs are up to.
I'm in total support of better dog control especially the control of Professional Dog Walkers and the number of dogs being walked. I'd also like to see a form licensing issued by the council for Professional Dog Walkers. Ensuring the transportation and welfare of the dogs is good. Many Professional Dog Walkers are earning considerable unrecorded
cash income whilst not reporting it to benefit agencies or taxation. I think all Professional Dog Walkers should be visibly displaying photographic authorisation giving them permission to walk a certain number of dogs which could be more than 4 but must all be on leads in all areas at all times. I've been a dog owner all my life and get great pleasure
walking my dog, but with dog ownership there is responsibility which must be enforced.
I have 4 dogs which are pets.. It would be impossible to walk them all on a lead as they are Pedigree Bearded Collies and just love to run free.. I always carry poo bags and pick up after their business.. Which I must say there are need for many more bins in places..
Just seen this on the news, has the council nothing better to do, or is it about raising revenue? The council needs to think again about what is in the best interest of their voters rate payers and there pets! This is a none problem! responsible dog owners, professional dog walks are not an issue. Professional dog walkers are best placed to decide
how many dogs they can safely handle, I actually doubt the council have had any real complaints. On or off lead depends on the dog and its training. Owners should pick up mess produced by there dogs, but this has nothing to do whether or not the dog is on a lead. The survey it self is very one sided and would not pass any democratic test.
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Proposal 9. Dogs should be kept on leads over ALL of Lytham Green YEAR ROUND as it borders a busy road, with the exception of the enclosed field at the western end (where the Club Day funfair is held), where dogs should be free to exercise off-lead and so should be removed from the proposal area. Proposal 10. - a guarantee should be given
to revoke any restrictions once works are finished; - the areas will be difficult/impossible to demarcate especially the central 'wedge' - perhaps better to include all the inter-tidal zone for the period of the works; or allow dogs off lead beyond the salt marsh; - all the salt marsh right along to the Beach Cafe car park should be included as it is an
important roost for many birds. Point not included: Provision of enclosed (i.e. fenced) dog exercise spaces - a good example would be to redesignate and fully fence the old trim-trail field at Fairhaven Lake, which would make an exellent safe space for off lead exercise like flyball etc.
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In terms of areas allocated for childrens play or sports facilities i believe restrictions are sound and sensible however the majority of dog walkers are sensible and responsible. I see far more evidence of irresponsible, criminal damage and unsociable behaviour from non dog owners. The council are considering restrictions toward an easy target
deflecting attention from far more urgent matters.
On balance the proposals are very reasonable, only defining the rules already in place but ignored by irresponsible dog owners. You have a responsibility to all residents and visitors not just those with dogs. Well done for taking dog mess seriously.
Many of these restrictions are just to raise money. To become really effective they have to enforced i.e. employ more 'wardens' or whatever. certainly, I doubt they will be enforced on a wet & windy winter evening. restricting the number of dogs: 4 or more could be registered by the walker (or owner), The number that can be managed by one
person depends on that person, there are plenty of nuisances with only one dog
Very pleased with the proposals. I have previously been a dog owner and see nothing to object to in them. I am particularly pleased to see proposed limits on the number of dogs being walked by professional dog walkers. As a regular user of the beach by the North Beach Car Park you see some horrifc sights with dog walkers having 10+ dogs
and leaving their mess everywhere. It definately needs controlling.
we are recent dog owners for the first time and love the fact my dog is able to socialise with other dogs while getting loads of exercise at the same time. We took our puppy to "puppy training lessons" at 12 weeks and at this he learnt amazing recall and we have never had a problem since we are responsible dog owners who always pick up poo and
discard in the bins provided and / or take home to take away their freedom is like doing the same to humans Scandalous suggestion
The Council need more regulations in place to deter irresponsible dog owners/walkers.
Apart from enabling the use of fixed penalty notices for dog fouling, there is no apparent requirement to change any of the restrictions which presently stand. I have been a St Anne's resident and dog owner since 1980 and have exercised my dogs along the sea front virtually every day since then. I have never, in all that time, seen an unruly dog;
much the opposite in fact. Every day I meet dogs and their owners, who are friendly and welcoming. I speak to owners who travel in from all over Lancashire to enjoy our sea front and all of them speak highly of the area and the friendly attitude of dog owners here. The only bad feeling I am aware of is that on a few occasions I have heard other
dog owners (and friends) mention that one or two bird watchers, who occasionally dwell in the sand dunes, enjoying their hobby, have been rude to them. However, In all my thirty six years on the front, I have only seen dog wardens patrolling on a handful of occasions. I would welcome their presence, as maybe this would impact on the dog
fouling issue, which we all despise. I would suggest that the dog wardens be empowered to issue notices for littering, as well as fouling and that they spread their duty time into weekend and summer evenings, thereby perhaps influencing the visitors who leave used disposable barbeques and glass beer bottles in the sand hills. That is a more
important issue than the non existent problem of unruly dogs, as broken bottles and other refuge hidden in the sand hills, is a huge health and safety problem. Lastly, it is my opinion that there should be no areas where dogs are not allowed. The area between the pier and the lifeboat station in St Anne's is such between certain dates in summer.
My view is that dogs on leads should be allowed, but the area policed, to enforcing the dog fouling issue. Martin Cooper. St Anne's resident.
Dont punish responsible owners for the failing of a few. You can, and often do, have an owner of a single dog who walks it on a lead but it is still dangerous and out of control. I have been forced into the road by such a dog/owner. Also dogs defaecate whether on a lead or not. Forcing irresponsible owner to restrain their dog will not make the
pick up after them.
I am so upset by most of these proposals. Most dog mess you see is on the pavements where dogs always have to be on a lead, so i don't understand why you think putting them on leads in public open areas will make people pick up after them! these new proposals are punishing responsible dog owners are not targeting the irresponsible ones.
Put some cameras up to catch them, get more wardens patrolling. I enjoy walking to lytham with my dog along the beach and fairlawns then go in a friendly cafe for lunch. your proposals will stop this for so many people. Lytham and st annes are very dog friendly and this brings so many tourists here, do you want to stop this? Playing fields such as
Blackpool road north, parkview and Ramsgate park (multi area) are well known dog walking areas, they are used only a few hours a week for football, have a walk round them and see how much dog mess you see, you will be very unlucky to see any!! what about local people who can't drive to areas that you are saying can be lead free, what about
people with prams who cant walk on the beach, what about disabled people or the elderly? where do they go to give their dogs a good run and some social time with others. You are going to end up with an town full of antisocial and possibly aggressive dogs as they have not been able to play and learn dog manners off lead. I work full time and
like many others i use the services of a local dog walker, she is excellent and when i have joined her on walks she is always on the look out to pick up after the dogs in her care, you are going to destroy a lot of businesses if you limit them to 4 dogs only. What about the elderly or disabled that rely on these businesses? I have a friend that has 5
rescue dogs, will he not be able to take them out for a walk together? how sad! I feel very sad that i could possibly be living in such an area that doesn't welcome dogs and their owners as tourists.Are you going to put some proposals forward to put a curfew on teenagers just in case they vandalise an area or would that be just be unfair on the
responsible young people around. TARGET THE IRRESONSIBLE AND NOT THE RESONSIBLE CITIZENS of our lovely towns. We voted you in and can easily vote you out so please take our thoughts into consideration.
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My biggest concern regarding these proposals is the restrictions being placed on exercising dogs on the beach, most specifically between Fairhaven and Lytham windmill. This area of beach is primarily only used by people exercising their dogs. I myself have been exercising my dogs here for 30 years. Until 2 years ago, I lived near St Thomas's St
Annes , and walked my dogs up on the lead to Fairhaven, in order to exercise them off lead on the beach. I now live at Fairhaven, and use this area with other completely responsible dog owners. I do not believe that dogs off lead are causing any undue concern in this area at all. Most are walked relatively near the rocks and outer wall of the Lake
park area, and/or further out onto the beach when the tide is out at the Granny's bay area. I have very rarely ever had any concerns about dogs being out of control and owners being irresponsible in not clearing up after them. I cannot remember the last time I saw dog foul left on the beach. Nor can I recall any issues with dogs troubling
birds/wildlife anymore here than other areas and I walk here every day. Birds would be I imagine in the Marsh areas which most dog walkers steer their dogs away from anyway to avoid taking home exceptionally muddy wet animals!!! The area is, I believe, respected and appreciated by dog owners who actually fully understand the restrictions in
other areas of the beach and the public parks. Many local families and tourists come to this area rather than the more popular designated tourist beach in St Anne's, specifically because they have dogs and want to be able to let the dogs have a run, as well as enjoying family picnics etc. Allowing only small sections of the beach in St Annes and the
stretch from car park up to Star Gate is extremely restrictive and I believe totally unfair. Anyone with a dog in Lytham, Ansdell, Fairhaven has to drive up to St Annes just to let their dogs have a run on the beach!! Around Ansdell and Fairhaven this includes many elderly people. Off lead on Lytham Green at designated times is not a good alternative
option as the Green is always, quite rightly, busy with people/families and is close to the road. You state that there are concerns about the impact on birds in this area, following the disruption of their habitats by sea defence improvements. I do not believe that a blanket ban on dogs being exercised off lead is going to make any measurable
difference to the situation. Dogs being walked on extendable leads could potentially disturb birds just as much. I suggest that a compromise be offered, whereby the area is monitored for a period of time and or similar provision for the area is made to that being offered on Lytham Green - ie owners have to place dogs on leads if requested by an
officer due to concerns.
Dogs not only bring a lot of pleasure to responsible owners but also business into lytham as we have an ideal location for dog walkers. I have walked dogs in lytham for 15 years and NEVER observed an issue with behaviour or trouble. We DO however suffer bad press caused by individuals who let their dogs foul our lovely town but responsible
owners and well behaved dogs are being penalised for this. Put the fine up to £1000 for dog fouling and leave well behaved dogs alone.
It is unfair to target dog walkers in the Fylde area It is the responsible dog walkers who are out on the green and other areas come rain or shine and for many including the elderly helps them socially and gives them purpose. The green would be deserted in the winter months but for dog walkers including many day trippers with dogs who come to
this area as it is so dog friendly bringing in much needed revenue for local business. It would be better to target the vandals who create far more damage than dogs ever will or the dossers that are piling in to St. Anne's on a daily basis dragging the town down........more effort from the council in both these areas would far more appreciated than
wasting valuable time on meetings regarding dog owners who are generally your law abiding, responsible council tax paying citizens in the Fylde coast area.
I feel all children's play areas should be fenced for their own protection - a great examples are Lowther Gardens and the newly designed Freckleton Park. Similar arrangements should be made for eg Ashton Gardens and other parks in the Borough Water features could also be enclosed - again to stop children falling in and protection of birds and
fish. These measures MIGHT also mean there is provision in our parks for dogs to be let off their leads and chase balls - that also could be fenced if necessary. I am sure that some fencing of whatever type would be cheaper in the long run than paying for officers to detect and collect revenue from dogs and their criminal owners. While the
proposals are predominantly against dogs and their owners, may I ask what action is being taken to stop the foxes doing the same things that dogs off leads are being accused? Has any investigation into the activities of urban foxes been undertaken? Following the success of the Dog Walk on Lytham Green, may I also suggest that this becomes an
annual supported event with stalls and displays which could also bring visitors to the town, encourage the dog owning visitors to be responsible and publicise our dog friendly pubs and cafes - thus turning a negative into a positive?
I have walked my dogs in Lytham st annes for 45 years and have only rarely witnessed bad behaviour from dogs and their owners. It is the most happy, healthy. Sociable pass time. Some visitors let their uncontrolled dogs free and these are the only people I have had issue with. Many visitors love to visit the area because of the freedom and
enjoyment it provides for a family walk with a well behaved dog.
Is this really necessary. Majority of the questions state there is already a legal requirement, however the only addition is the ability it issue fixes penalty tickets. Why not use the legislation we already have. In addition who will police this?
I feel there are lots of areas where dogs should be kept on a lead, but they should also be allowed to be exercised off the lead as they need to be able run free.
Dog dirt is a nuisance and owners do not clean up properly . The distinct lack of street cleaning adds up to 3rd world living conditions.
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I must emphasise the fact that the majority of dog owners/handlers exercise common sense and do not require laws in order to do so. These proposals will have little or no affect upon the behaviour of the uncaring. Other worries lay with socialisation of dogs with other people and dogs. If dogs and puppies are prohibited from free running with
strangers and strangers' dogs won't we end up with aggressive dogs and unsociable dogs around people? These proposed changes are aimed at all breeds & cross breeds. They are stupid, totally unnecessary and the council can not have thought this through. Does the Council want to make the Fylde coast unwelcoming to visitors and their dogs
who bring an awful lot of income into this area? Please see beyond the end of your noses and don't cut them off to spite your faces!
Whilst i understand there is an issue of controlling dogs this is not the way. The clarity or abiguityy in questions doesnt help. Eg preventing dogs from water features. As the boating lake at st annes isnt fenced would this mean dogs are banned from the promenade. Because things like this arent clear i have to object to all.
'Extendable' dog leads should not be acceptable, as I feel that dogs on these leads are not truly under control. Dog leads need to be of a relatively short length in order to keep the animal under CLOSE control
More maps outlining the proposed areas should have been provided. I was constantly having to refer to my Blackpool A-Z to understand the areas under discussion. Even then, the detail in the A-Z was not always enough.
There doesn't seem to be enough people to keep the dog laws we already have in place I'm constantly seeing people not picking up after there dogs but nothing can be done about this unless there caught in the act by a dog warden
I have objected to all propositions as existing dog regulations are sufficient
Let's be sensible about this. Dogs should be allowed off the lead in specific areas. We need to promote responsible dog ownership.
I am a responsible dog owner. I would prefer a more concentrated directive toward dog walkers who do not pick up after their dog's waste, rather than penalise responsible dog owner/walkers.
These proposals are unreasonable, risk putting off visitors to the Fylde on whom we rely, impact directly on professional dog walkers and would directly affect the quality of life so many of us enjoy. I would support proposals to:----restrict the use of overhead drones -increase the on the spot fining of dog walkers who do not 'pick up' after their
dogs especially during the hours of darkness - fine people who litter - restrict 'fast' cycling between granny's bay and fairlawn road. I do not believe that birds and other wildlife are adversely affected by dog walkers.
I think the entire Lytham Green should be "leads off"
Lytham Green footpath is also a national cycling route. Dogs off leads are very dangerous to cyclists. This should not be changed and should be better policed.
I agree that dog fouling is disgusting if owners do not pick up, both on the green and main pathway along Lytham Green, a fine is in order if its not removed. People who walk dogs for their business is ok but think one dog off the lead at any one time would be acceptable. Most of these questions are common sense to all responsible dog owners,
no-one should let their dog foul on children's play areas and parks.
I am a responsible dog walker who took part in the walk on Lytham Green today. There were approximately 500 dog walkers with their dogs and all dogs were on their leads and behaved very well. It is unreasonable for the Council to insist that dogs are kept on their leads at ALL times as dogs need their exercise!
We need to tackle irresponsible owners who don't clear up after their dogs rather than restricting the places for exercising well behaved dogs. It feels like the irresponsible few spoil it for the majority.
People should be encouraged to take exercise and dog walking has benefits for health and general wellbeing. It should be encouraged. These proposals do come across as a creative income stream rather than a genuine concern for the residents of the fylde. My experience is that the matter of responsible dog ownership is under control and does
not require fines to enforce considerate behaviour.
A responsible owner cleans up after their dogs whether on or off the lead and the proposed restrictions will make no difference to those who do not clean up. It is healthy for dogs to run and play with other dogs off lead and is fact that this kind of socialisation improves a dogs behaviour
Lytham offers the opportunity to lead an active lifestyle and having a dog is a large part of that for us as a family. Most weekends involve a walk down the full length of the green with our dog off the lead. The proposal to limit the opportunity to do this is therefore completely against what local authorities should be promoting - i.e. an active and
healthy lifestyle. Responsible dog owners already clean up after their own dogs and those that don't will not be put off by these measures. You don't actually set out the reasons for the enforcement anywhere so it's difficult to understand the rationale for this. In addition how is the council planning to enforce this given ongoing spending cuts. A
disgrace.
I fully appreciate and support the need for responsible dog ownership; however exclusions, on lead restrictions and penalties will do nothing but create resentment. What is needed is education and vigilance, by the council [dog wardens] and dog walkers alike. Not to mention Natural England and the RSPB (if willing to engage) with respect to
protecting wildlife. Most dog walkers are keen animal lovers, overall, and will not disturb wildlife if armed with knowledge of what consequences their interactions can have. Regarding the control of dogs in the Fylde, I support the promotion of sensible courteousy to other people (dog walkers or not). Meaning one keeps one's dog(s) under close
control/on lead where they are not safe to roam ... be that because they are not yet trained sufficiently or other people/dogs are fearful. But the responsibility to assess each situation should lie with the owner. Suitable guidance may be necessary for new dog owners especially, or those from out of the area, but basic common sense and
[voluntary] social responsibility/courtesy should be encouraged. If a dog/dogs ARE allowed to: chase wildlife, harass people or other dogs, constitute a danger to road users; then of course the handler must be reprimanded and re-educated/warned/fined ...whichever is appropriate for the situation. This may mean we need more dog wardens,
and they may need more training. However you could also give incentives to the dog owning community to take a more active role in educating/ policing it's own. For instance, if photo evidence from civilians could be submitted for dog fouling/aggression offences then a %age of the fine incurred could be given to the reporter to encourage
further participation. Plus irresponsible owners would know they could be 'caught' by anyone, not just the rarely seen Dog Warden.
Action should be taken against irresponsible dog owners not against responsible dog owners. The proposals will limit a person's right to enjoy the freedom of the Fydle public areas and limit their right to choose a healthy lifestyle.
The majority of dog owners are sensible and responsible people, who are able to make their own decisions about whether an area is safe or unsafe to walk a dog. By removing this freedom for dog owners, many responsible dog owners and their dogs will unfortunately miss out.
An irresponsible owner will always be irresponsible regardless of whether their dog is on a lead or not. Do many people come to Lytham as it is so dog friendly - in shops and cafes as well as open spaces - they will not come and spend money here if they cannot let their dogs off the lead for a good run.
The Council is obliged to provide spaces where dogs can be exercised off lead and if the proposals are brought into force the spaces provided will be insufficient to properly exercise those dogs with high energy levels such as young/working dogs. This will lead to overweight dogs with connected health problems and dogs walkers simply going
elsewhere to exercise their dogs thereby reducing the level of business coming into lytham. Walking on lytham green at the weekend over 60% of those walking have dogs it is where people bring their dogs. Witch Wood is no longer an option as dogs can get on the railway track - why are you making dogs so unwelcome? Owning a dog is proven to
be good for your health and well-being.
I oppose the restriction on number of dogs as I use a reputable long standing dog walker. I own a dog but also work so feel it is essential for my dog to be regularly exercised and socialised with other dogs. My walkers are not a luxury but essential as I often need to use their service when my daughter is I'll and requires urgent hospital visits.
Owning a dog is also vital to the mental health and well being of myself and my family. Restrictions on where I can exercise my pet may mean actually having to regime our family pet. I also feel that the area of Fylde should be accessible and welcoming to all responsible dog owners .
Just not needed.
A poorly thought out proposal which if passed will have a negative impact on the local community and traders in Lytham. In 18 years of living in Lytham I've never heard of problem caused by a dog running free on the beach, but many dog walkers will come into town and are welcomed into shops and cafes. This is completely unnecessary in my
view and doesn't represent value for money for the rate payer.
I object to the proposal to limit the number of dogs under one person to a set number. I believe this would make many dog walker's businesses to be no longer viable. They provide a valuable service to dog owners, including working families, the elderly and the infirm, who, without a dog walker would not be able to keep a dog. A dog, to many,
is more than a pet providing companionship and reducing stress.
So many people visit Lytham, and spend in local business and cafes, because it's such a dog-friendly place. Is this really the message we want to give? -' let you dog off the lead for a run on the beach and we'll fine you £100' - what a great day out!
I am not a dog walker but feel the current plans are an absolute waste of money. No evidence has been provided to support the case that there is an issue and so I don't see why money should be spent to "fix" such an issue. In fact, I believe that this would be the council wielding an unnecessary force over a non-issue. In addition, I can't see how
this would ever be properly enforced unless vast amounts of money were spent on officers and legal procedures to punish people. If the proposals do go through it will be a waste of money erecting signage and advertising only for the responsible dog owners to be punished whilst the very small number of un-responsible dog owners carry on the
way they are.
Legislation is already in place to deal with any perceived issues of dog nuisance or fouling, so why not use it? Councillors and officials seem bereft of ideas when it comes to using these. Lazy, sledgehammer policy that will not work. No establishment or real evidence of any issues at all; no scientific analysis made of the size or scale of those issues
should they exist, no proposals on how to measure the 'success' or otherwise of any proposals suggested. Council would be better advised to utilise its scant resources trying to regenerate a town that is dying on its arse. Five restaurant/live music venues closed this year alone. Try attracting visitors and engaging the locals, not driving them away.
Punishing responsible dog owners will not stop those irresponsible owners that don't clear up after their pets. Do you think putting a curfew on all teenagers would stop vandalism and graffiti in the town? No, of course it wouldn't. Shocking and draconian attempt by out-of-touch councillors who will pay the price at the ballot box. Officers, as they
always have done, will hide like wimps behind the ill-informed members. A pox on all your houses.
Absolutely ridiculous proposals that will restrict local dog walkers and many visitors to the area. You should be promoting the area as "dog friendly" to get more visitors into local shops, not the total opposite!
Dogs need exercise and as a responsible dog owner I take care where and when I allow my dog off its lead. I clear up after my dog on each and every occasion. During my walks I have met many people who travel to Lytham St Annes because it is so dog friendly and hence the restrictions proposed will, not only severely impact on my ability to
exercise my dog but also will affect the local economy as visitors will no longer want to come. I understand that there may be the odd person who is irresponsible but this happens in all walks of life and punishing the majority is not the right answer. Keep Lytham dog friendly.
I have recently moved to St Annes from Warwickshire and have been very surprised and disgusted with the amount of dog fouling, especially in the nature reserve on Clifton drive north and the sand dunes/beach opposite. These being areas where children visit and play. I have noticed dog bins have been removed resulting in people leaving dog
bags on walls, trees and on the floor when they can be bothered to pick up behind their dogs. I am a dog owner myself and take the responsibility that comes with this very seriously. I just wish others would.
These are draconian measure that punish law abiding dog owners unjustly, and restrict the areas that dogs can run freely off-lead. It appears that the current legislation is not enforced, so why bring in more? It will also reduce the visitors to Lytham and the surrounding areas, impacting businesses drastically.
I walk my dog, a very well behaved Labrador, on the sandhills between Fairlawn Rd. and Granny's Bay, and occasionally on the Green between Fairlawn Rd. and Lytham Town Centre on a daily basis, and my observasions regarding dog fouling are these:- the people that I know to be local are very responsible and ALWAYS pick up after fouling do so
not just because it is the right thing to do but because they are proud of their town and want to keep it clean and presentable. The fouling problems are with day visitors who ignore the signs on the lamposts and allow their dogs, off lead, to run wherever they want on the Green or sandhills whilst they walk along the Promenade from Lytham
Town Centre to Granny's Bay and probably beyond. These unsupervised dogs belonging to visitors do what comes naturally whilst their promenading owners stroll along unconcerned presumably because they do not live here. I have witnessed this repeatedly and most fouling on the sandhills is to be found within about ten yards of the
promenade. Needless to say, the problems occur in the Summer and at weekends. Mainly at these periods I do have to watch where I walk which makes me quite annoyed. So, it would be very nice if dogs off leads on Lytham Prom were better policed.
Don't break what isn't broken. Yes, there are some irresponsible dog owners that do not pick up their dogs poo but there are many many more responsible dog owners that use the local areas to walk their dogs with no detriment to the local people, wildlife or otherwise. Enforcement of these rules will turn people away from the area, local and
otherwise and I want to know if other sections of the community are going to be targetted such as the teenagers that hang around the streets at night, the people that litter the area, people that ride bikes in restricted areas etc? Are dog owners just an easy target? Do something more consructive with the coucil tax payers money than spending it
on a needless set of rules designed to upset a lot of innocent people!
I think the emphasis is on responsible dog ownership and walking. These areas should be able to be enoyed by all
i am a pensioner and have had dogs for 40 years.Why is walking a dog/dogs an antisocial behaviour? I am a Lytham resident and walk my 2 dogs daily from the land registry along the prom to fair lawns bothe for their benefit and definitely for mine. I have grandchildren and they also use the prom and green. You cannot throw a ball for a dog when
on a lead, There are few If any people other than dog owners walking in the morning and at week ends most of us use keep our dogs on leads in the afternoon due to the high volume of trippers. No restriction is made for cyclists who do not use their bells, have regularly given me a fright whizzing past or picnickers who leave there rubbish , fish
and chip customers who litter the prom with wrapping and boxes and drinkers who leave bottles,often smashed and glasses necessitating volunteers to come out week end mornings to clear up the mess. These incidents are what I would describe as antisocial behaviour and a crime! Dog fouling is a problem everywhere but most people bag it !
The pavements are more lettered by dog poo than the green and those animals were probably on leads. If their owners don't pick up when their dog is on a lead then they wont anyway. I joined in the protest held today 11th December when dogs of all breeds and sizes walked from Lytham wind mill to Fairlawns and back with their owners all of
whom are responsible and concerned about the welfare of their pets. I would suggest that the PSPO is needed more urgently to deal with the antisocial behaviour of the public as set out above .
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I find it difficult enough to encourage the family to go out for a walk with the dog as we're limited to no children's play areas. These measures will force me to use a car to drive to a place to exercise them. A battle against obesity been helped by our local council who discourage dog walking and discourage tourists !
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Lytham green pathway requires dogs on leads all year round. Dogs are causing issues for runners/cyclists and people will get hurt
The restrictions are ridiculous. Proposing to make dog walking an anti-social activity is ludicrous. If there was such a serious problem with fouling, or with dogs running free causing a nuisance, why have there been so few prosecutions in the past? If you want to control a problem, do your job and fine the offenders, instead of penalising responsible
dog owners. I wouldn't dream of letting my dog into children's play areas, or disturbing wildfowl and most dog walkers in Lytham St Annes are equally responsible. Frankly, my dog is better behaved than most of the monstrous kids on St Annes beaches and gardens, and creates less mess and havoc. I have seen unsupervised children in Ashton
Gardens spitting at the ducks and throwing stones and sticks at the swans. What do you ever do about those incidents? Why do we not have a PSPO banning unsupervised kids? This is just too easy a solution for a problem that doesn't really exist.
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The main reason for living where we do ( & pay very dearly through our council taxes) is the beautiful Fylde Coastline. As a responsible dog owner my dogs and I enjoy many walks during all weathers along the coastline and green places. Now that we are both retired this is the 'cement' that keeps us in this part of world! Take this away and it will
be the ruination of our local seaside towns. If the council seriously believe it will increase tourism they are sadly deluded. People come 'because' it is 'dog friendly' it is this that should be encouraged as in places like Devon & Cornwall where dog friendly establishments can found in abundance! As for dog fouling personally, I find this disgusting that
owners can be so irresponsible with picking it up. I am always ready to tackle an individual that leaves dog poo wherever! However if the council seriously think the new restrictions will make any difference to this again deluded! Dogs that foul on pavements ARE dogs on leads, the 'only' way to tackle this is for wardens to be moe visible and pro
active with fines! I feel the council would be better using their resources in tackling the 'two legged' species who leave far more rubbish and waste on our beaches, streets, parks & other public places!
There is no requirement for police resources to be utilised for dogs in the matters outlined in this survey. Dangerous, out of control and or untrained dogs can be fined or destroyed etc. Fines for walking too many dogs, and not having them on leads, is highly patronising.
I have just moved to this area and bought a small dog. I take the dog in the car twice a day into lytham I pay for three hours of parking every day. I also purchase my fruit and veg. bread and meat at small traders in the town. I will nog go into Lytham at all if I cannot walk my dog off the lead. After 35 years in the Police Service I know and you know
that this will not be any value in deterring anti social owners. You will spend your time harassing law abiding local residents. I hope a member of your staff attended the demonstration on Sunday.
Blatant money-making exercise which only serves to penalise active, healthy residents and their dogs. These are our open spaces not Disneyland.
Many of the proposals are absolutely right, however flexible times during the days of 'summer season' would be wonderful. Dog owners exercise their dogs early in the morning and beach exercise is great and owners can easily be finished by 8:30 am ready for the tourists and family picnics. and again at the end of the day, ie after 7:30pm. I
believe a huge issue is strong reinforcement and immediate penalties on those who do not pick up their dog mess. we sincerely need people out to watch the regular offenders! I love walking and meeting people and totally agree that well-trained dogs are sociable and know when and how to interact with other dogs.
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I WILL not contribute towards the salary of anyone at the council to collect these so called fines. I AM SICK of Fylde Borough Council and think it time we disband the cabinet system and change all of the councillors at the next election as they do NOT represent the views of the electorate anymore!
By bringing in these proposals you are not going to stop the irresponsibly dog owners from picking up after their dogs, these people don't care about the environment to begin with and are not going to change their ways. As a responsible dog owner who clears up after my dog and keeps my dog on a lead when appropriate I will challenge any dog
owner who does not pick their dog pooh up by handing them a bag and asking them to clear it up. Having walked my dogs for the last 20 + years and lived my entire life in our beautiful leafy Lytham I have only ever had to challenge an irresponsible dog owners a handful of times. Owners that don't pick up are the ones that walk their dogs in the
dark, these people will never be given a fixed penalty notice as they will be walking after wardens aren't working. How are you going to enforce these proposals? Are you going to put up the council tax to fund more wardens who in my opinion are useless, On the rare occasion I see one there usually texting on their phones, they don't enforce the
already restrictions that apply on Lytham green anyway, responsible dog owners will pick up the pooh, keep dogs on lead on public highways, but dogs need to run restricting this will, end up with a town full of unsocialised dogs. Have you spoken to local businesses that will potentially have to close as visitors will stop coming to out lovely town if
there is no where to exercise their dogs. The Lake District will however have an influx of more visitors as dog owners will carry on up the M6 to dog friendly Cumbria. I hope you see sense and don't go ahead with these proposals, your targeting the wrong people, responsible dog owners are all for irrisponsible owners being fined. Your potentially
ruining leafy Lytham.
As a resident in Lytham and a dog owning pensioner without access to a garden I am particularly concerned at bringing in enforceable restrictions that would prevent me from exercising my dog in open spaces close to my home. I am a responsible dog owner, always carry a lead and leash my dog when walking near roads. I also pick up my dogs
waste and dispose of it properly in provided bins. I would prefer the council spend its resources on encouraging those few irresponsible dog owners by encouraging them to pick up the after their dogs. I would also encourage the council to be equally vigilant against littering generally as I look out of my window and see an abandoned crate, two
large sweet bags and a plastic bottle. I generally pick up litter as a responsible citizen in the copse of woods opposite my home when I am exercising my dog. Thank you in anticipation of my views being heard and represented.
I am a volunteer litter picker with the Estuary Group and have lots of experience of dog fouling.A stronger enforcement regime would be very welcome.
Overzealous response and limited expression in yes and no questions. Hyped up and overlooking social problems that other boroughs deal with. Fylde residents priorities is well reconsider at PACT and Community meets as being first, dog fouling. Not really in my opinion as being a resident of Blackpool, walking dog all over the voluntary and Fylde
resident for 4 years. Manage the majority of well behaved dogs (and owners!!) without resorting to bye laws that become difficult to enforce. Not an issue in Fylde that requires this degree of attention, unless key residents and councillors report different.
These prososals are draconian and should not proceed. It is clear that a group of anti dog people now hold sway on the council. The proposals are appalling and will rightly be resisted by many residents. More effort should go in to controlling cyclists who are a major nuisance group that seem to be aided and abetted by certain councillors.
The proposals in conjunction with each other restrict a huge area for off lead walks for dogs which is unfair and very limiting for people who live by the sea not to be able to walk their dogs there. These are the same people who use this stretch of coastline 52 weeks of the year but are respectful during the summer when the tourists are here and
avoid them. I have walked my dog for two years here and have never had any issues and have met some of the most responsible dog owners in the country. I would propose that the community enforcement officers should be doing more positive engagement with existing dog walkers to identify owners who are a specific issue rather than
blanket bans and fines. To date I have never been approached or spoken to by the dog enforcement officers in any positive way which would help them get a feel for and intelligence about how the local community of dog walkers are behaving and able to intervene with individuals as required - this is true of most of the regular dog walkers I have
spoken to in recent weeks.
I strenuously object to this proposal. The council has not indicated how many prosecutions it currently undertakes under the existing bye laws and therefore has not demonstrated the driving need for the proposed changes. As a dog owner who acts responsibly. Picking up after my dog and keeping him on the lead in the proposed areas I can say
that I rarely see dog owners who do not act in the same manner as me. The proposal imposes restrictions on the many to correct the actions of a few. If people do not follow the current bye laws why does the council believe they will change theirbehaviour if FPs are issued. I doubt it very much and believe this proposal will not be effective.
Why have the Council not told me about this. I have to find out via Action Groups. Poor show, shame on you
I am a responsible dog owner and I do not wish to be penalised by other dog owners giving us all a bad name. Common sense would tell me not to walk my dogs off the lead on a hot summers day, when visitors are having picnics etc. I am capable of making my own decessions. I am disgusted that our Libarys have had closed due to cut backs and
now the council wants to spend money enforcing the new rules regarding dogs off the lead. I have lived in Lytham all my life and there is no need to change the rules now. Lytham is a great place for all to enjoy Dog Walkers included!!
Morals have to play a role here and its unfortunate we have to put some enforcement in but in some cases it's necessary. I am a dog owner and have had young children so accept some of the changes but not all. Most dog owners are responsible people and care about the safety of their dog and consider other people and property and in doing so
put the dog on a lead when it's the moral and right thing to do, including cleaning up after them. Pity the minority have to be "managed" and add cost the the council coffers and tax payers.
No dogs should be allowed on Lytham Green area which is used by families.
The children's play area near Whalley Place/Clitheroe road should be included in the new proposals.
I litter pick weekly at Granny's Bay & am disgusted by the amount of dog faeces which I find. I am disgusted with dog owners who pick up their dog faeces into a bag & then leave it in the Bay or toss it into the sea. I live at Granny's Bay & daily I see people who let their dogs roam far & wide, off lead. I believe that dogs should be kept on lead in all
places and at all times during the year. Dog owners should allow their dogs to defecate on their own premises & not take them into public spaces for the specific purpose of defecating. It is essential that any orders made in relation to control of dogs must be fully funded. There is no point in implementing orders if they are not followed through
to prosecution.
I walk my dog every day on the beach and have many friends who do the same. While I appreciate there are some irresponsible dog owners I can say in all honesty that all of the dog owners I know are indeed very responsible, they pick up their doggy excrement and keep their dogs under control, you only have to check the bins on the beach or
streets to find that the majority of the contents is indeed dog waste ( in poo bags ) I do however wish I could say the same for the many visitors to the resorts beaches and parks who often walk away leaving their rubbish behind including dirty nappies, plastic containers bottles and other general rubbish, I have yet to see any notices advising that
they will be fined if they do not remove them. The council needs to stop concentrating on dog owners and look at the bigger picture the tipping of rubbish on our streets and beaches is a disgrace. Finally the dog walkers I encounter are all very responsible people and I think it is a shame that a minority of people who obviously don't like dogs can
affect their lively hood.
The Council over the years has tried to limit the spaces where dogs can be exercised off the lead - making it harder/longer for responsible dog owner(rate payers) to enjoy walking their pets. I've been a dog owner for ten years and nearly every owner I see on walks is responsible and looks after their pets( + clears up waste). The Council should
spend their resources monitoring the small handful of irresponsible dog owner and the large number of humans ( and horses) that create the majority of mess on our beaches. I have seen very few signs threatening humans who drop litter with £100 spot fines and have never seen an enforcement officer going up to any person and photograph
them dropping litter and handing over a PSPO. Some of the proposed restrictions for grass areas would mean people would have to travel a considerable distance to find an open space to exercise their dogs. Many dog owners near these areas do not have use of cars and their needs should be considered too.
Dogs should not be allowed onto the beach at any time. I asked someone who had a large alsatian to clear up the dog excrement and he replied the sea would wash it away and walked off. On Lytham green people may have 3 dogs and all are off the lead, they cannot keep an eye on them to check if they have left a deposit where young children
play.
As I see it, the local residents will be easy picking for enforcement officers. The main problem is virtually always visitors with dogs who cause the mess and problem. It is they who would reject a penalty and simply not return to the area. So the local residents get the blame again. Also how will all this be policed? Will we have undercover operators
looking for residents who are simply walking their dog. Will it become similar to car parking attendants on the fylde who seem to operate on a bonus payment for the number of penalties served? It is all likely to spread bad feeling against the councils throughout the towns of the fylde.
My dogs are well behaved and under control. I am absolutely furious that you intend to criminalise me if I let my dogs off the lead to exercise. I have lived here all my life and was born in Lytham. Squire Clifton left Lytham Green to the people of Lytham. I am sure he didn't intend you to place such draconian restrictions on us. This is an utter
disgrace. Yes, go after the people who don't pick up dog dirt, I agree with you on that. And tackle people who are irresponsible and can't control their dogs. But do NOT attack people like myself who are responsible and care properly for our dogs. A cynical view could be that you are just targeting a group of people with the intention of making
money out of us. How dare you. I am so incensed. Never have I been so angry at a proposal in a long time. You need to stop this ridiculous and ill informed action and focus on doing something useful. I mean it. There is no way that I am complying with this and I won't be paying a fine either. I would rather go to prison than give you one penny of
my money over something like this. Sort it our Fylde Borough Council. Whoever came up with this stupid idea needs sacking. Utter codswallop. Do NOT do this.
A designated fouling area set aside fo dogs on lytham green.a liason warden to advise dog owners on how to control their dogs on long retractable leads.
We agree that dogs should be on a lead round Fairhaven Lake, but feel that dogs could be allowed to run free on the grassy bank between the beacon and the car park. Especially in the winter.
We are a very responsible dog owner..and the people you need to address are the irresponsible owners. .Who most are on benefits and if fined never pay it ..so here we are again making us who do care who do clean up after our pups suffer because of them that dont give a s..t .This is another money making farse ..At the expence of exercising
our dogs ..
My mother owns a dog and takes it for walks on Lytham green many times a day. She unfortunately suffers from Alzheimer's which causes memory problems and she lives alone. Mums daily routine of walking her dog enables her to stay as well as she can be in her own home. Many elderly people and disabled walk their dogs on Lytham green and
in my mothers case, she would be unaware of stepping over the restricted area. Even if she knew the restrictions there is a good chance that she would forget. It would cause a great deal of distress and anxiety if my mum was shouted at or fined and would have a great impact on her life. For many people, like my mum, owning a dog is a huge part
of their lives and keeps them going. Mum always picks up any mess made by her dog & does this very thoroughly. I agree with the fines if people allow their dogs to fowl without picking it up but please consider the elderly who may not be able to cope with change or travel to other locations.
These proposals are too drastic. All responsible dog owners clean up after their dog and exercise them off lead with common sense. To put these proposals into force will effectively penalise the responsible dog owners whilst the very few irresponsible dog owners will still carry on as usual. Dogs need to be able to run off lead to enjoy freedom and
chase balls. Dog owners do not always have or want to have access to cars to transport them to what will be a very limited number of off lead spaces. Exercise is vital to not only dogs but also to their owners especially in this age of sedentary lifestyle. Fylde should embrace the fact that so many of their residents take exercise with their pets two,
three times per day come rain or shine. Dog owners are social people and it is a pleasure on my dog walks to meet so many new faces, many of which are visitors to our wonderful seaside town. These totally unnecessary restrictions will stop visitors and their dogs wanting to come to Fylde. The playing fields are surely there for all, not just the
footballers who use the fields only rarely. For once Fylde, don't just follow the pack. Embrace that you have a unique coastal area which brings happiness to your dog owning residents and visitors. Promote your dog friendliness rather than slap fines for no reason on people and their dogs just having a lovely walk. Don't waste even more money
you don't have on even more signs telling residents what they can't do. Or is this just a way of getting more out of our very stretched pockets?
I think that current restrictions, i.e. Children's play areas and sports facilities are sufficient
Fully support. Too many dogs off the lead and too much dog excrement on the floor, alongside too many dog owners who just don't care
The Lytham Green issue is of most concern to me. I walk my dog on the beach, as this is a natural split from those who are there to cycle/play sports etc. Splitting the Green at the windmill, I can understand the intent, but not the logic sadly. Beach - Off lead Green - On lead. Simple for everyone, no grey areas, all should be happy. Dogs that
need lots of exercise, love the beach, dogs that don't can be strolled on a lead on the Green.
In March of 2006 my westie and I were attacked on the dunes adjacent to Pontins, by four Staffordshire bull terriers.Thankfully he recovered and he is now thirteen and a half but the horror of it never left both my self and Finn meaning I have never been able to walk him on the dunes. Last Tuesday I was walking on Clifton drive to catch a bus to
work in St Annes when I felt a thud on my shoulder turned my head and a young German Shephard had both is paws on my shoulders and was pounding me, he would not get off and thought it was a game, he had run across the road as his owner was on the dunes saying sorry, he came over and took the dog away, but the flashback I had was
dreadful about the other attack If that is not a reason to keep dogs on leads I don't know what is Please Please bring the law in as soon as possible
Sensible
All dogs on Lytham Green should be on a lead at all times of the year.There are far too many dogs running around with little supervision. Dogs should not be allowed on Blackpool Road North playing fields at all. The fields are full of dog excrement, yet the playing fields are used extensively for football games each week. Surely a health and safety
issue. Part of the field should be fenced off as a dog exercise area keeping the rest of the playing fields clean and tidy.
Responsible dog are being restricted -perhaps more emphasis should be on keeping the Green free of pizza boxes and cans/ bottles left there.
Pr
I feel that the small number of persons walking dogs, as a job or otherwise, who do not pick up after their dogs, and have dogs that are out of control, have negatively impacted the vast majority who are responsible owners/walkers. Dogs are an integral part of life in Britain and more specifically the Fylde coast and to ban them or enforce lead-only
areas is very restricting for many families. Dogs should be allowed in the vacinity of play areas, on a lead, but not banned completely, so as to ensure children's safety, but allow families to visit the parks together (including dogs) I have personally noted dozens of cases of profesional dog walkers, a night time walkers, not picking up after their dogs,
and feel it would be pertinent for dog wardens to make patrols to try and combat this
I work in Lytham and have often been run at by dogs off the lead in some of the areas - I feel all dogs should be on leads
I am in favour of measures to combat dog excrement in the Lytham St Annes area but I am totally against the draconian measures that force dogs to be on leads in many favoured dog walking areas along the beach and seafront. I enjoy walking from St Annes to Lytham along the seafront. I do not have a bad back, but should I need to have dogs
on leads, that would certainly be the result. Forcing elderly to walk their dogs in the proposed dune areas, rather than on established pathways would potentially result in injury. NHS physiotherapists state that walking a dog on a lead is an “activity”. Many people walk dogs for “exercise”, something we are all told we need more of for a health
life. To gain exercise from dog walking, the dog cannot be on a lead to avoid the stopping and starting of dogs on leads. The few areas where no leads are allowed, such as Witch Wood and Green Drive will be inundated with dogs. Currently there less dog excrement around – this indicates that local dog walkers are responsible when it comes to
clearing away remains and that much mess may come from visitors dogs. Many shops and restaurants in Lytham and St Annes are benefitting from a welcome dogs policy. Stopping citizens walking to these businesses will cut trade. I have not ever witnessed a dog catch a bird yet. Lack of dogs will encourage other predators such as foxes which
makes the twitching argument redundant. Most people using Lytham beach appear to be dog walkers, even in high summer. This issue needs the application of common sense by all parties.
I used to have a Yorkie, she was attacked by a akita. Who should have been muzzled and on a lead. Cost over £600 to save her life, but unfortunately she was never the same and died less than a year later. My problem is that the police didn't want to know, even though the owner had a court order out for the dog to be on the lead at all times in
public places. They said it was dog on dog!!!!!! Mine was 15, deaf and nearly blind. But as long as it's dog on dog that's fine. the dog warden couldn't do even do anything. So when I looked at the questions you want answers to, all I see is can we fine people for letting there dogs off the lead, but absolutely nothing to protect our dogs against
owners that don't keep there dogs under control and let them attack other dogs without a law in place to fine them or make them have there vicious dog put to sleep, I think if they can rip a dog to bits they will eventually do the same to a child or adult
We make sure we abide by rules don't punish us all
Keep rules as they are now
when I have my dog on the lead she will not relieve herself she has to be off the lead for this, I do of course always pick this up. The proposed restrictions regarding parks and some play area's could possibly not come into operation until 9 am each morning. The current restrictions on the beach that run from May till October should be lifted. The
changes and powers that are proposed should be implemented with discretion.
These proposals are ridiculous and an attempt by the council to inflict a facist regime on dog owners, walkers and the like. How you can curtail what I see as a basic right to run your dog is beyond me and everyone I speak to. You are punishing a huge if not majority group of your residents and wasting money even contemplating this.
Lytham Green should be a resource to be enjoyed by all - not possible if dogs are allowed to run free in this area.
I have had muddy dogs that were not on leads jump up at me many times in the past and it is time it was stopped. Also, people are far more likely to "pick up" after their dog if it is kept on a lead.
I object strongly to any proposal as a well behaved pet should be allowed the freedom to be off a lead in appropriate open areas such as beaches, parks etc. As a responsible dog owner I wouldn't allow my dog off a lead in children's playgrounds or similar. There are already restrictions during peak times when dogs are not allowed off leads on at
Annes beach and I support this as it may offend people enjoying that area with their families and friends etc, quite acceprable. However to not allow a dog freedom of o run is unhealthy and can affect a dogs behaviour if restricted and unable to exercise fully. It's unnatural. Please think carefully about offending responsible dog owners this right.
The area will also loose a lot of business from visitors once they realise these ridiculous restrictions are in place. It is unnecessary and totally unfair
In general terms the proposals are good. However my objection is to the penalty notice. The amount is way too high. Most dog owners try and behave responsibly with their dogs. Persistent offenders could be fined but this is a very harsh punishment for a minor breach.
Responsible dog owners keep their dogs under close control. The people who don't will probably take no notice of changes in rules anyway
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In the same way that people are allowed to drive cars unless they prove themselves to be dangerous or a nuisance to others, I feel that people should be allowed to exercise dogs in the same way. I'm wide open spaces, dogs under control are NO issue whatsoever. Unless your dog is dangerous or a nuisance to others, owners ought to be able to
exercise their dogs as they please. Busy streets and children's play areas warrant dogs being on a lead, but I fail to see why it would be necessary in Lytham Green!! In the same way that we penalise bad driving; bad dog walking could be an offence. There is no need to penalise all dog owners by imposing heavier restrictions. Besides...it's the
irresponsible dog owners we are trying to control and they will always ignore the rules anyway!!!
In the areas I walk frequently, 99% of people have their dogs under control and on a lead at the required times and pick up their dog muck.
Ridiculous, there is going to be no space left to walk out dogs if you carry on!
The proposals for Lytham Green will cause much confusion, as half will be dogs on lead May-Sept and other half dogs can be off lead all year round - I don't understand why one rule for the whole Green can not apply. In reality people often let their dogs off the lead on the whole Green currently... Dogs on the beach during sea defence works,
this will also be hard to control in the areas that are specified, Granny's Bay and the opposite end by St Paul's car park, these areas are used regularly by dog walkers with dogs off the lead, to no obvious detriment to bird life, although appreciate some mitigation is needed for sea defence works. But most birds feed and roost quite far out in the
estuary where dogs would be unlikely to go anyway. This restriction seems heavy handed and would affect the beach cleaning groups who go out every week. Proposed restrictions in parks - this also seems very heavy handed approach as many local residents will walk their dogs in their local park and many want to exercise them off the lead.
Providing dog poo/combination bins and signage reminding people to pick up is surely the best approach for most parks and green spaces. Overall the proposals appear far reaching and confusing when taken all together. Lots of areas covered which will be very difficult to enforce and will create resentment and tension in the community. What is
the main aim of the new PSPO's? To tackle fouling? Or conflict between dogs and people? I feel that a more positive approach making people aware of the dangers of leaving dog poo (to health, especially of children) is better than insisting people keep their dogs on leads at many green spaces across the borough where they probably have
historically let their dogs have a run. Totally in agreement with the restrictions at the main bathing beach to continue. Although even though this has been in place for many years the current signage is ineffective, far too small and also confusing. Many people here don't read the signs, especially when walking far out near the tide line.
Enforcement is rare on the beach and very challenging, how do you propose to improve the ability to enforce? Especially given the large new remit PSPO will bring? A positive collaborative approach is best here. Or focus on where dogs can be walked off lead...
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There are many very responsible dog owners and dog walkers. do not litigate against them because some people do not abide by the existing rules. It will not matter what the rules are to some people but these are the minority. The numbers of dogs being walked by one person is not the issue, it is whether that individual can control the dogs
they are walking safely. Assess each case separately if there is a complaint. People walking one dog off the lead can be more dangerous than some one with multiple dogs. A dog out of control can still be on a lead!! A dog fouling incident is just as much of a problem with the dogs on a lead. The existing rules need to be applied more thoroughly.
there are very few penalty notices given out despite there already being existing rules. Do not penalise the many because of the few who disregard rules and who will continue to do so regardless of any changes you make. The existing rules need better policing and enforcing first.
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Some of these measures already exist but are not enforced. If these measures are implemented and enforced, local authorities should implement similar action against parents who allow children, unsupervised, in the parks and on the streets, who cause disturbance and destruction!
The majority of responsible dog owners (myself included) do restrain their dogs on a lead and they also poop and scoop! Occasionally I let our dog off its lead but only when other dogs aren't about or people/children in general. It's the minority that do not give two hoots about dog fouling or having their dog on a lead. These are the people you
should be targeting!!!! Before anything is implemented there should be more dog wardens in the area during the day and particularly the evening when under the cover of dark they think they can get away with allowing their dogs to do what they want. Dogs have to be allowed a reasonable amount of time off a lead whether we like it or not.
Listen to your towns people - alot of them are dog owners!!!!!!!!!
I see no reason to change the current use of bye-laws which are in place. I support the restriction of dogs from certain areas, but do not support the restriction of number of dogs a person can exercise. Is there going to be a restriction on the number of children people can have in certain areas or when visit the Fylde coast?
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As a resident of many years in FBC I am totally against the attitude FBC is using to attempt to enforce fixed fines against dog owners. It seems that the minority of self righteous dographobic clots, feel the need to single out our four legged friends and ban them from their exercise. In which I understand actually relates to animal cruelty? Where are
dog owners left to allow their animal friend to run free and burn off their energy apart from a very small beach area section? Are you also going to implement a fixed penalty fine for litter louts? Will they be banned from certain areas? What also is to be done about the so called Doggers that park up every night on the Fairhaven Lake Car Parks?
Could you maybe get away with instigating a fixed penalty order on these sick individuals? Or even the motorcyclists who seem to think it ok to speed along Clifton Drive after having their meetings in the Square. Also could you maybe implement some type of policing of the open green near the North Car Park where several coach loads of visitors
park and have barbecues on during the Summer weeks and make it very obvious that nobody else is wanted, or allowed while they are having their festivities. Then go leaving their used barbecues, chicken bones and rubbish behind for somebody else to pick up and cleanse the area making it dangerous for dogs, children and adults alike until it has
been cleaned.
I object to the use of PSPOs when in this area the vast majority of Dog owners are law abiding and are not a significant nuisance to other users of our open spaces. Persistent offenders can be dealt with by the existing regulations. Parking wardens already drive too many visitors out of the area lets hope doggy polizei don't get the same opportunity.
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I have walked my dogs off the leads, responsibly for several years now. I have lived here for over 20 years. I have seen no evidence that these restrictions will assist in any way. I do agree all dog owners should be responsible and mindful. If i see an owner not clearing up (ive only seen this 4 times in the past 10 years) then I speak to them and give
them a bag and will continue to do so. If these restrictions are in place, I will have to either drive over an hour each way to find a good spot to let me dog have a real exercise (off the lead is the only way to do this) and ill need to consider moving house and business from the area as i dont have this much time each day to travel and walk my dog.
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Far too many proposals to fine people in an area where many can barely afford such stupid fines and very little emphasis on helping provide alternatives or prevention - typically all punishment and money based.
I personally moved to Lytham in order to walk my dog over here as I enjoyed that aspect. I commly boast about the beautiful beaches and being able to walk my dog freely. I walk my dog on St Annes beach everyday, rain or shine. Then in the summer all of a sudden I am banned from certain parts for tourists. The actions you are undertaking
undermine the residents who moved here for the dogs, the people who travel here to walk their dogs (like I used too), and the dog friendliness of the place St Annes is known for. If St Annes and Lytham become less dog friendly then there is no reason to live or visit here anymore, the shops are not good, the beach is literally the only attraction.
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I think the council should have far more important matters to attend to & spend our funds on. Dogs have never been a problem on the Fylde & in fact our great open spaces for walking dogs brings in many visitors every year. Applying these PSPOs will only put people off from visiting the Fylde.
I am writing regards my concerns about proposed implementation of restrictive laws dictating where dog owners are allowed to walk our dogs and effectively excersize them on and off lead. As a local resident who pays high level of council tax do I not have the right to freely use the local amenities? The majority of dog owners, like myself, are
responsible and clear up after their dogs and ensure they behave properly around others. Implementation of this ruling is punishing the innocent and not punishing offenders. It will also discourage visitors to the area who come for a day out with the dogs. Not great for the local economy which is struggling as it is. Also restricted areas will just
mean a concentration of the issue in one area and one that we as responsible owners will have to suffer. There must be another way to resolve this issue? I am sure the dog owner community will support the council, whether it being name and shame the offenders. More dog wardens? This is really going to have a detrimental effect on dogs and
their owners.
I live close to Lytham Green and regularly walk my dogs on the Green.I have concerns regarding lifting the restrictions to keep dogs on a lead whilst on the Green. Dogs running free pose a significant risk to themselves and road users. Moreover dog fouling which currently is not a particular problem will be more likely to occur if dogs are not on a
lead and hence closely supervised. The restrictions should be maintained but relaxed for the area of the Green that runs from Seafield rd ,west to Fairlawn. This area is bounded by a wall mitigating the risk from the road.
I run a outdoor clothing shop and I have always had a dog, I know we have our issues with not picking up dog poo but I believe it's mostly on the green and the increase is in the winter. If go forward with this law then it will effect visitors coming to the fylde and will walk there dog elsewhere so losing trad because the visitors come to walk and
spend in cafes and shops, so this will have a serious effect on the local business but we know the council don't care because of the increasing rates every year to make up for the charity shops not paying but selling new stock.......
I would like most places to be kept dog on lead areas and hope the restrictions will be enforced
The proposed restrictions will not prevent 'bad' behaviour of irresponsible dog owners. Responsible owners will already be in control of 'difficult' or well behaved dogs and there would be no issues. Money would be better spent providing signposted contact number/ officers who can be easily and effectively contacted by the public to report
irresponsible behaviour/control of dogs. Those officers should then follow up with warnings/ fines/ action to ban the culprits from areas unless dogs are properly under control.
Dogs are most important to many people, particularly older people, for companionship and their only regular exercise. Dogs cannot be exercised adequately by older people on a lead. Their owners simply cannot walk far enough. Keeping dogs on leads is simply and demonstrably ineffective in avoiding uncollected faeces. There are many, many
Fylde residents who regularly exercise their dogs throughout the year and collect their dogs faeces and it is shameful that there is a constant pressure to tighten regulations that can in the end only result in eliminating dog ownership and its healthy benefits that far outweigh the disadvantages. There is no need for this draconian approach and I
urge you to reject it. Some regulation is clearly needed but it ought to be applied with as light a touch as possible.
I think this survey is badly worded and has leading questions if favour of responsible anti-dog people. ALL responsible dog owners loathe dog fowling and it is the minority that spoil it for most of us. Restricting dogs to be kept on leads in certain areas will NOT solve the dog fowling situation because the people who don't "pick up" will continue
not, whether their dog is on a lead or not.
I believe these proposals amount to discrimination of dog owners. If any of these proposals to restrict dogs to exercise on leads only are enforced, it will severely impact the quality of life for a large population of the Fylde and the health of their pets. Dogs need exercise and to run freely.
Preventing me from walking my two dogs off the lead is not going to make those irresponsible dog owners pick up.
While I support the councils proposals in making sure owners clean up etc and have their dogs under control in play areas etc, it is unfair to expect families with children and dogs not to play and explore together for instance. It is also ridiculous to say dogs cannot swim in places like fairhaven lake. My dog loves swimming and this is one of a few
ways of decreasing his energy levels. Never mind the multitudes of boats that use the lake. Dogs need adequate areas to exercise off lead - including places where owners can see them and other doggc
I think dogs should be kept on leads at all times of the year on Lytham green/ promenade. Dogs regularly run in front of bikes when cycling and it is dangerous. This should be a place for everyone, not just dog walkers. Dogs should not be allowed into Lytham cemetery at all, totally unacceptable. Lowther gardens and Ashton gardens should be dog
free places.
Dog fouling and out of control aggressive dogs are a real problem that needs to be addressed.
Limiting the number of dogs to 4 seems to be arbitrary and the basis for this number has not been explained. Under an FOI response it would appear not to based on complaints. People with dogs pay taxes too.
These proposals appear to be using a sledgehammer to crack a nut. I am a responsible dog owner and do not wish to be penalised because of the actions of a minority of other dog owners who may have created a nuisance, eg by not picking up after their dog. The proposals do not provide any evidence of the level of complaints made and it would
be useful to have this in reaching a decision. I presume the council will be taking this into account in making their decision. These proposals will not help to educate the irresponsible dog owner, who I presume they are aimed at. The current level of complaints is low and the issue of fixed penalty notices is around 3 in the last 12 months. The
provision of bins for waste has improved and for the majority of dog owners to be policed as per the proposals is just a huge waste of council funds, for a cash-strapped council who must have far more significant issues to spend our money on.
I fully support the enforcement of good behaviour from both dogs and owners. All mess should be picked up and dogs should not be allowed to behave in an uncontrolled way. However, in areas which are not specifically intended for other purposes like children's playgrounds, roads or ornamental gardens, I believe dogs should be allowed to be
free to socialise with other dogs and be exercised properly (off lead is essential, particularly when owners are elderly or less mobile) on the understanding that the dogs remain under the control of their owners. I think all proposals for penalties would be acceptable if they were not based on blanket prohibition of free dogs, but that owners should
be required to put them on leads if asked or if dogs are seen to be out of control.
1) I object to fixed penalty notices (FPN)as a first step. The public will view a FPN as a revenue raising exercise. I think that the cost of administering an FPN will exceed any money recovered. It is cheaper and perhaps just as effective to issue a written warning as a first step. 2) Dog fouling is the exception - people should be fined for failing to "pick
up". 3) The FBC must issue very prominent notices about dog walking restrictions perhaps coloured "red" to draw attention to the notices. Black & white notices are ignored. 4)The FBC should consider creating "dog parks" - Farilawn is a perfect place. If memebers of the public know an area is designated as a dog park they can choose to avoid
going into the area. 5) FBC should create licenses for professional dog walkers that depict a desgnated number and show the dog walkers photograph and address. Dog walkers should pay an annual fee for the licence This will allow the dog warden to identify dog walkers who come in from outside the area. 6) FBC should place more dog bins in
the area - perhaps the same colour as the Notices. 7) Having gone onto the connection to the Committee I was unable to return to the survey and had to do it again because it is not clear that the survey has been issued/received by the FBC.
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1) It is not possible to comment on specific areas referred to as the "maps" and descriptions given of the arreas in question are not clear. It would be helpful if memebrs of the public could view a large map at the Council Offices which are clearly marked to identify the areas affected (or provide a facility to zoom in on the maps provided with the
survey.) 2) I understand the need to limit the number of dogs under the control of one person - even a professional dog walker. I would strongly urge the FBC to create a licence to be applied for and issued to local professional dog walkers depicting a number and a photograph - this will protect professional dog walkers business and readily
identify any dog walkers from outsuide the area who are bringing dogs here ot walk. 3) I do not think a fine system is workeable and would cost more in administration than the fines recoverd. The FBC would be better issuing a warning letter first - cheaper and may be just as effective. 4) The FBC needs to provide more "dog bins" and notices. Any
restricted areas need to be very well sign posted as such - perhaps a "Red" Sign with "Dog exclusion Zone" or "Dog restriction Zone". 5) Why doesn't the FBC desigante areas as "Dog Walking Park" such as Fairlawn; this way members of the public could avoid walking there.
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I am very concerned that the proposed PSPOs are disproportionate and ill thought out. Specifically: The original proposal (now apparently withdrawn) relating to Park View appears to have had no basis as the site is not public land. It was also total overkill as it would have prohibited access to the vast majority of the park to dogs. In fact the
football pitches are used foe a few hours a week for a few months of the year, whereas the park is used for off lead exercise by dog owners 24/7 365 days a year. How was this ever proposed? There appears to be no evidence supporting the contention that the existing situation is detrimental to the quality of life of those in the locality - which
situation would be fundamental to the council’s right to impose these orders. The majority of the proposed exclusion / on lead orders would appear to be legally questionable given the legal requirement for dog owners to provide adequate exercise for their pets. Whilst most people would have little issue with orders requiring people to pick up
dog faeces, or to comply with a specific and reasonable request from a dog warden to put dogs temporarily on leads, the extent of the proposals is far too wide and many of the exclusion proposals could be better dealt with by dogs on leads orders instead (e.g. cenotaph gardens, Rose garden). The same is probably true of children’s play areas
although a better case for exclusion can perhaps be made there. What happens to young mums with kids and dogs though? The proposals are also inconsistent – why exclude dogs from the Cenotaph gardens, Rose garden but only require them to be on leads in Lytham Cemetery? It makes no sense. The proposals for Grannies Bay are
questionable on the grounds that they exclude dogs from the foreshore which is technically not public land. Be that as it may, that proposal is totally unreasonable anyway. A more sensible proposal asking for dogs to be on leads between the road and the foreshore might be far less troublesome. Other councils seem to have adopted more
sensible approaches here – for example Leeds where they allow professional dog walkers to exercise more dogs than others, and Preston where they exclude dogs from football pitches only when they are actually in use. All in all these proposals see to be badly thought out and unreasonably wide ranging. It would seem a small interest group has
managed to get the ear of the Council and this is the unfortunate and potentially costly result. The proposals actually place the well-being of the town at risk. Many people come to the Fylde to visit with their dogs – these proposed orders send out a very negative signal to dog owners everywhere, and present a clear risk to the tourism business
which is so important to the Fylde. Please take a step back and review properly whether there is any evidence that the majority of these orders are in any way required, or might have any beneficial impact before wasting thousands of pounds of tax payers’ money on these schemes. There IS maybe a place for the proportionate, relevant, and
evidence-based drafting and use of PSPOs for dogs. The vast majority of these proposals as presented do not meet that test. They fall short by a long way and need to be rejected by our Council, reconsidered and represented for consultation if appropriate. I would also like to bring to your attention the fact that the consultation questionnaire is
perverse in providing only Support or Object options on some questions where a “Don’t know” , “no comment” or “not enough information provided” is required. Accordingly I have voted “object” in a couple of instances where I would otherwise have put “don’t know” . Also it allows people who say they are residents (29) to answer the non
residents question (30) on the last page. Could do better!
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I am not totally against dogs but I feel over the years the by laws have not be enforced and this has lead to no control over dogs by their owners.
I have walked a dog for many years and had no problems. The council are being very unfair and the details they have provided are very confusing. I do not own a computer and if it hadn't been for the lovely ladies I met on the green allowing me to use a computer I would not be able to fill in a survey at all. What are Fylde Borough Council
thinking
I believe the councils proposals have not be thought through properly or looked at giving due consideration to all factors including dog exercise requirements or the impact on tourism. I know many people who enjoy visiting the area and use the shops and food establishments as part of their dog walking enjoyment. Without doubt, these people
will be looking else where if they can not have the enjoyment of free dog walking as they currently do.
We often come to Lytham with our dog & spend money on shops & cafes after freely exercising our dog. We will not continue to frequent Lytham if these ridiculous orders are put in place.
I am a Lytham resident and the owner of 1 well behaved dog. I am outraged at the majority of this new proposal. The majority of dog owners are responsible, keep their dogs under control & clear up when their dog fouls. You are proposing putting in ridiculous restrictions, which essential punish responsible dog owners & their dogs, limiting dogs
to their right to exercise. Instead my suggestion would be that you focus your attention and resources, on punishing the small minority of irresponsible dog owners who do not clear up their dog's poo. In 6.5years of living on the Fylde I have never once seen a Fylde council operative confronting or dealing with this issue, on the street. You have
the odd sign dotted around, but people are always going to ignore these.
Whilst I totally agree that dogs should not be allowed in children's play areas or should be kept on a lead in these areas, dogs also do need to be able to be fully exercised and run free. As long as dog owners are responsible and pick up after their dog/s and their dog is well behaved then I do not agree that they should have to be kept on a lead in
large open space areas such as the beach, the green, the sand dunes etc. I think that more needs to be done to target those dog owners who are not responsible and don't pick up after their dogs rather than put all dog owners in the same box.
I'm not a dog owner, but have been in the past. I have no objections to dogs as pets. My concerns are from a hygiene point of view and also the number of dogs that are not under their owner's/walker's control. Only a couple of weeks ago, I was walking in a public place and a man decided to let his dog off the lead coming towards me. The dog
was a large Alsation. There was no way of knowing if the dog was safe or not. I felt that the man had no concern at all as to public safety. I hear too often from owners that "my dog is friendly" and "he's a family dog", or "she's good with children." Dogs are unpredictable animals and a human can never be 100% in control of any animal. My child
is frightened of dogs despite never having had a bad experience with one. Adults forget how big a dog can seem to a small child. Imagine a six foot dog bounding up to an adult! Also, some dogs aren't friendly, as their owners will admit. These dogs need to be given space and dogs not on leads approaching timid or unfriendly dogs can cause a
massive amount of distress to the dog and its owner/walker.
As a dog owner who employs a dog walker I feel this disproportionate response to a few complaints and punishes the wrong people. I feel strongly that more people should be fined for not picking up after their dog, I don't believe you do a very good job of enforcing the current rules and this is the reason for complaints. I am also yet to see any
evidence that the imposition of the new rules will improve the problem of irresponsible dog owners.
In my opinion there are too many dogs in the area and not enough enforcement of existing laws. A one-week blitz of an area to enforce current laws would help.
The restrictions are far too harsh. Walking your dog off leash shouldn't be a crime in public park places. Dogs need to let off steam and have a good run. Provided you pick up after your dog I just don't see the problem. I work in a large office in Lytham and everyone I've spoken to said the same thing. I think FBC need to concentrate more how to
help police/residents deal with the senseless crime in our area.
I find loose dogs bounding around threatening and my regular walks in the borough are spoilt by the fact that many dogs are uncontrolled. There has been a noticeable increase in the amount of dog excrement on the public highways and open spaces. This is not just unpleasant for the unsuspecting walker but is also a health risk and any
measures taken to eradicate this must be welcomed. My concern is whether Fylde Borough Council has the resources to "police" and enforce these proposed changes.
If the reason for these proposals is linked to dogs fouling, I do not believe putting them in place will stop the problem. Unfortunately there are a very small minority of irresponsible dog owners who allow their dogs to deficate. I don't believe it makes a difference to these individuals if the dog is on or off the lead. Putting these proposals in place
would punish the majority of responsible dog owners. It is the minority that should be tackled and this not the way to do that.
The dog wardens need to be deployed after 9pm as there are many people exercising their dogs at these times. Also the council should consider a DNA database of dogs.
Dog walking brings trade to the area people come to visit because the council dog friendly people walk dogs for many reason for helthy living to mental heath problems
On Lytham Green I have seen dog owners throwing the ball for their dogs and the owners just carry on chatting with friends and don't notice their dogs have defecated on the grass, also so many dogs are off their leads it is very intimidating for smaller dogs as their owners appear to have little control of their dogs. I don't bother going to Lytham
Green again so many loose dogs has spoilt the walking experience for me and my dog.
The beach from Starr Gate to Fairhaven is spoilt by numerous dogs running free. Adults and children who wish to enjoy the beach feel threatened and intimidated by dogs and dog owners. I know visitors agree with this and are reluctant to take their children on the beach because dogs bound up to them. They feel it is such as shame. My son
will not go on the beach because of this. We have witnessed dog fights and owners getting into arguments. The Council should restrict more severely the areas dogs can exercise of lead on the beaches, as the dogs are driving tourists and locals away. Dogs also wade into the children's paddling pool which has been addressed in the survey.
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Common sense might need enforcing over the entire population. Why pick on dog owners? How can we expect people to be worried about a bit of cryptosporidium when we can't be bothered to make the government respect the wishes of democracy regarding pumping carcinogenic chemicals into our water sources mixed with billions of gallons
of expensive clean water and then shattering the geology under our homes (and not yet built/sold homes). Our local MP doesn't care about our health and safety or our democratic decisions. Make common sense prevail by coercion. We have a visiting cat that shits in our veg plot and a back alley that looks like a fly tippers paradise. A food bank
50 yds to our left and a child psychologist a couple of hundred yards to the right. I think you are barking up the wrong tree on this, you need to look further up-stream imho.
There are many responsible dog owners out there that control their dog(s), train them to the best of their ability, respect other amenity users and respect the environment. Their wish is to give their pet / family member an as happy and healthy life as they can. Dogs need to be exercised and they need somewhere to run. I feel your proposals are
leaving no where left for them to do that. The actions of irresponsible dogs owners do not just blight non dog owners lives but other dog owners lives as well as we all get 'tarnished with the same brush' and have to negotiate the mess they leave behind just as much as non dog owners do. As for the existing bye laws, I did not know some of them
existed and may have been unwittingly going against them. You seriously need to communicate these! Or perhaps the new proposals and penalties are going to be yet another way of local councils raising much needed funds following the central government cuts?!
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As a regular dog walker on Granny's bay, Fairlawn and Lytham green I am pleased to say that the residents and regular dog walkers appreciate how lucky we are to walk in such beautiful surroundings and treat the areas accordingly warning fellow dog owners should they miss their dog fouling and always being aware of other dogs and of other
people especially young families. We use our common sense and our freedom as law abiding citizens to make each walk pleasant and enjoyable for the dogs and the people we meet along the way.These new restrictions are both costly to the council and very unnecessary and upsetting to the community.I appreciate that some restrictions are
needed for example children play areas when no responsible dog walker should let there dog in a play area, but open areas such as Granny's bay where people have walked their dogs for many years is just going to cause alot of upset to people who really don't deserve it.
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The Granny's bay area, and beach area affected by temp order,is described as breeding area. This is not true as the bay and grass\ beach regularly flood ( monthly most of yr) when there are high tides. So there are at present no breeding birds. The birds at feed out on mud flats are along way from beach path areas. Also what is meant by beach, eg
area that is presently pebbled from beach cafe to fair haven or beyond grasses. I would argue that it is a real stretch to call the pebbled path ,that council vechiles regularly drive as a beach, and is not included as an amentity beach.
As a professional dog walker i think a license would be a good idea. The council could vet the walker to make sure they have a process for picking up dog poo and also that they are in control of their dogs.The number of dogs permitted should be relative to the experience of the walker and their ability. As a dog walker i pick up other dog poo that
doesnt belong to my dogs in order to keep the town clean, I am proud of our beaches and hate to see dog mess myself. I also tell other people to pick up if they have missed any. I think most dog walkers are an asset to the comunity in many ways and they effectively help the dog warden to do his job.
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I feel it would be much better to leave things as they are at present, along estuary near Queen St. in Lytham. So that the dogs can run off their leads, whilst all leads must be kept on when on the Green at all times. At the moment this is just not happening. Even during the summer months. A lot of owners, even local ones don't clean up after their
pets.
Dogs should be on leads at all times and dog walkers to max of four per walker it's detrimental to the environment and dangerous to the animals
I agree to the current restrictions and I don't feel the need for more.
I am very unhappy about the proposed restrictions and do not agree that they are necessary at all. I own a well trained German Wirehaired Pointer who needs to be able to run about freely and have a proper walk off the lead. She is trained to return to a whistle and I always put her on a lead if I feel that she needs to be if there are a lot of other
dogs around or children who may be frightened of her. I cannot emphasize enough how important it is for my dog and other dogs to be let off their leads and enjoy the freedom of running for a ball. I also work in a very busy local veterinary practice and know how unpopular these proposals are amongst our clients. This area is very popular with
dog owners who enjoy walking with their dogs; often when I walk on Lytham Green with my dog, the only other people I see are other people with their dogs. I sincerely hope that you will listen to everyone who disagrees with these proposals, dog owners and non dog owners.
i object to dogs being allowed off a lead at any time on lytham green.noone seems to enforce the law.i have never seen the dog warden.will you be able to identify dogs which are not chipped?
All dog walkers I have seen on the beach have well behaved dogs . Their dogs are well socialised . The beaches are deserted mile after mile, for most of the year. They are bleak ,cold and ,windy and that can be just in Summer! The Winters are perishing . In a town of high unemployment , ask yourself , is it right to take their livelihood away from
them . I don't think so. We should be glad that there are people with initiative to keep themselves off the dole . Let's get this into perspective . M. Ford
There is no mention of the play area and playing field at Chain Lane Staining adjacent to the Village Hall. This should be included.
These are draconian measures by small minded individuals who are obviously power mad! Fully support actions against irresponsible dog owners but object to some of the measures that penalise those responsible dog owners who pay their taxes!
we hope that the same energy and resources that have gone into this consultation, can be replicated when it comes to the extremely anti-social and dangerous practice of individulas cycling on the pavement. this being particularly prevalant, and an increasing nuisance in the areas of inner promenade, south promenade, north promenade and
clifton drive north.
The vast majority of dog owners are responsible and I feel that you are penalising us for the errors of a minority...plus your dog warden doesn't challenge -3 fines last year, is ridiculous... many dog owners are willing to challenge the minority at a risk of getting verbally abused! I'm sure that there are many willing volunteers who would gladly give
out poo bags to offenders
These proposals will not ensure that the few irresponsible dog owners are held to account as I doubt that sufficient enforcement officers will be in place to ensure compliance - in fact I will be horrified if the scarce resources of the local authority are utilized to employ additional enforcement officers . I am appalled that these proposed changes
were to be implemented with limited consultations and am only relieved that a vigilant resident ensured that a wider voice can be heard.
Trying to enforce a bye law that puts a blanket ban on all dog walkers is unfair and discriminatory. Targeting the minority of non-responsible dog walkers should be the issue. Baning exercising the dogs along the sea front and Fairhaven is wrong a will have an impact on tourism.
I believe dogs should be allowed off the lead in the areas I indicated on the survey for quality of their exercise but I am a firm believer in implementing the dog fouling rules which are ignored by many people. I have yet to see anybody pulled up for this offence.
Please enforce the dog fouling bye-law, press charges and name and shame the owner(s) in the local press. The embarrassment of this is the best and only real deterrant. The most I have ever seen a dog warden do is ask the perpetrator to clean up their dog's mess, without taking any details. This is never going to work long term.
I walk my dog twice a day on either sand dunes, St Annes beach, Fairhaven lake, Fairlawn, Lytham Green. At the times I walk (early morning and late afternoon) the majority of people walking in these areas are dog walkers. The only dogs I ever encounter are sociable and under control with responsible owners. In fact, this area is one of the cleanest
I know as far as dog excretement is concerned. Much more of a problem is the litter and vandalism caused by people not dogs. For many dog walkers especially older people the daily dog walk is a chance to get out and meet like minded people. Finally I must support the people who work dogs to earn a living. It is unfair to take their livelihood
from the and they provide a super service for dog owners.
Dogs should be excluded from the entire Meadow Park play area including the adjacent grassed area. Not even on leads. Staining Village Hall playing field has not been included on this survey even though as a Parish Council we gave an input . Dogs can be exercised on lead on the field but excluded from the football pitch and nature reserve area.
There is no option for less than 4 dogs. We agreed in SPC that the absolute maximum should be 3 dogs. Dogs are pack animals. How could one person control even two dogs if it was to turn on an adult or worse a child? Your survey should have given options for number of dogs from 1 upwards.
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You are proposing changes that are unnecessary and a waste of my money as a council tax payer in this borough. If I thought this would be of value to my contribution I would wholeheartedly support it but it isn't. You are wasting time and money on an ill-researched and incompetent exercise. You have no documentation to back up your
proposals, and FOI requests are extremely slow in being provided. You should have this information at the drop of a hat, surely? You are proposing to penalise the responsible people who own dogs - some of whom have more than one...and for good reason to keep them out of dog homes, providing foster care and a whole host of other using
reasons...I use professional dog walkers because otherwise the welfare of my dog would be at stake if I didn't use them. I have walked numerous dogs for people and sometimes 5 at a time and each, and everyone of them, I have picked up after and kept any on a lead that weren't suitable to run freely or just not taken them on. Your proposals
would seriously undermine their roles, and their personal welfare in terms of loss of income etc., and the dogs' welfare would also be compromised. In addition, our town needs all the help it can get in terms of visitors and money and to eke out all those shitty charity shops that adorn our Square which once had some of the most brilliant shops
imaginable. When I was a kid we were spoilt for choice...now all we see are old men's underpants for sale on the high street. Disgusting and the wrong message. People will want to visit less if they can't bring their dogs with them and exercise them freely and then come for a coffee or lunch. My friend who lives down south comes up solely for
the freedom of the beach and her dog to have a fantastic holiday running around in the sea and on the dunes. You will cripple our society...whilst in the meantime, the idiots having their parties on the beach, leaving human excrement on the beach and broken bottles and litter will just carry on...at least with us walking our dogs in these areas it
probably keeps this to a minimum...how would you like washing your dog down after he'd rolled in human excrement...totally disgusting yet nothing seems to be done about this...! Make St Annes vibrant again..engage your good folk of the town and our regular visitors...be the people that we want in our council and encourage good practice and
drive out the bad stuff. Spend money on worthwhile causes - not just the easy targets! Cos we are!
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As a runner I have been knocked off my feet by uncontrolled dogs (dogs off leads) on a number of occasions, this year on one occasion which left me in pain during subsequent excercise for over a month. The response was "sorry, I didn't expect anyone". For safety and shared use, the areas where dogs are allowed off-lead should be limited, and
the number of dogs controlled by any one person limited with equal care for all.
We like to walk our dogs then go into the town to look round the shops and have something to eat.
In the Link; http://m.fylde.gov.uk/news/2016/nov/fylde-consider-public-space-protection-order-relation-dog-control/ Which includes the statement Quote: A working group of elected members have recently considered the introduction of Public Space Protection Orders (PSPO) for dog control and other potential sources of anti-social behaviour,
under the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014. On Tuesday 15 November the Operational Management Committee considered a number of recommendations proposed by the working group which include: • a borough wide PSPO requiring dogs to be kept on leads on all public highways at all times • a borough wide PSPO requiring
the removal of dog faeces at all times • a borough wide PSPO excluding dogs from all children’s play areas • a borough wide PSPO limiting the number of dogs under the control of one person to a maximum of 4 • a PSPO requiring dogs to be kept on leads at various locations across the borough and • a PSPO excluding dogs at various locations
across the borough You mention 'other potential sources of anti-social behaviour' - can you elaborate these 'OTHER' and 'POTENTIAL' sources, since not one single bullet concerns anything other than dogs! What are the 'other' sources? What are the 'potential' sources? - is an off-licence required to stop selling alcohol since it creates drunks?
Shall we stop hardware shops selling Crowbars since it enables burglars? SPEEDING it persistent and an absolute menace on the roads of Lytham despite existing measures - are you going to Ban all cars because a minority are at odds with the law? You already have legislation to deal with fouling so this is a pure edict to make more legislation
aimed at penalising everyone who owns a dog, old, young, parents, disabled etc - 'you're all bad and need to be criminalised' This council is a disgrace, you are discriminating against ALL dog owners because of possibly a few individuals and a crap dog warden service which is underfunded and utterly inefficient, and works at times when many
offenders are probably at work! In addition I have seen DISABLED dog 'walkers' who do not leave their car - they are the problem not the VAST amount of people who walk dogs in lytham If this PSPO goes through I will personally encourage, guide and enable every single person possible to stand against every councillor in every Ward in the Fylde
at the nexy Borough elections, diluting and attempting to get you all off the council. You are 'governing' (if one can call it that) for a minority against a vast majority of decent tax paying people - another Council - Great Yarmouth had the decency to throw it out.
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No thought put into the long term effect on people or business
Well done Fylde for taking this initaitive. Dog fouling and dogs off-lead in restricted areas are issues that really matter to local residents.
all very unclear
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Try spending money on something more worth while like improving pathways and the number of bins available! The general repair of the roads is terrible near where I live so perhaps start there? There are always issues around parking and access to the areas to where dogs can be walked. This proposed change will impact a number of local
residents who are perhaps elderly or have difficulty parking. Parking is rarely free! I also see this as an excuse to slap fines on unsuspecting visitors to the Fylde area. I suppose that there will be an inordinate amount of money spent (Wasted) on signage to justify the fines. As I see little or no action in enforcing dog fouling in my local area
perhaps you need to focus on enforcing this before you decide to expand your flawed system elsewhere! Throwing good money after bad seems to be common in the Fylde Council offices so try making a change to that first. You are generally focussing on the wrong areas in my opinion. Try putting leads on cats instead as they produce as much of
a fouling issue.
We have young children and have lost count of times our littles ones have been chased in lowther gardens, witch wood, lytham beach & green. We wouldn't let our kids be unruly and run off and annoy people and I think dog owners should show the same respect. Also I am so tired and fed up with the amount of dog mess. It really is terrible in
lytham
Compulsory dna records to be kept of dogs, with a view to being able to identify any offending mess and the owner being prosecuted.
I moved back to the Fylde coast 2 years ago after 25 years in London. Soon after my return my 8 year old son was attacked by a dog that was not on a lead. He required an ambulance to take him to hospital and had several stitches. Also I have had the misfortunate to have stood in dog mess on several occasions recently as has my son when
scootering around fair haven lake. Something that never happened in 25 years in London.
More should be done to control the amount of people who do not pick up after their dogs. Fairlawn's is notorious for having poo all over. At weekends when the 'tourists' arrive they again do not always pick up. Dog wardens or Poo Patrols should be on hand to catch the culprits and fine them on the spot, yes even at weekends. I have lived
here for 10 years and not once have I seen a dog warden patrolling and catching people who don't pick up after their dog. I cannot see when given the above that the policing of the new laws will be any better. Do the council just want to spend some money on new pretty little signs .... Spend some money on some new poo bins instead
Dogs need to be let off the lead to run and exercise and be 'dogs' Perhaps it would be different if cats were to be kept on a lead as well, just think how many birds & mice would be saved from being killed. Another law for you to consider ..... ?
Will only work if enforcement is applied.
People are going to be scared to walk their dogs at all for fear of being fined. When more and more places, rightly so are becoming 'dog-friendly' these drastic proposals seem to go right against the grain. Lytham is the dog capital of the UK - that is one of it's main attractions. In all the years I have been admiring people's dogs in Lytham I have never
come across dogs out of control or causing a hazard, only dogs and their owners thoroughly enjoying the freedom of being off-lead. Let common sense prevail ! DON'T please criminalise dogs. I just hope this survey isn't one of those St Annes Council box- ticking exercises to say 'Yes, we have consulted with the public' and then do what you have
already decided anyway, like always happens, e.g. closing St Annes recycling centre, building hundreds of homes on Queensway etc etc, although sadly I expect it is.
The proposals for the sea defence work cover a huge area, I understand the concept of providing compensatory undisturbed areas but does such a large area need to be protected all at once? Presumably the sea defence work will be phased? could the dogs on leads area be moved as the work progresses. Also these compensatory areas will be
more important in the winter ( for overwintering birds ) so are they really necessary in the summer? I have a dog and sometimes I break the rules unintentionally because the signage is very small and difficult to spot. If the Council does implement this then signage must be improved and the scheme should be widely publicised in the press/ at
local vets/ on the Council's website etc.
The lack of clarification on so many of these proposals - also the bias of the questions in this survey make it truly disheartening that these proposals are being pushed through with no evidence or backing from the majority of local people. All responsible dog owners pick up and control their dogs, so these heavy handed draconian proposals for
'dog control' Dogs on leads are still going to defecate and irresponsible owners are still not going to pick up or control their dogs. There is also no fully accessible place that people can run their dogs safely if all of these are brought in. There is also the risk that so many off lead dogs clustered into one place is going to cause more problems than it
solves. The existing laws are already not enforced so spending so much money is a total waste especially when the PSPO is going to make no difference and is just a posturing exercise by the council to be seen to be 'doing' something at tax payers expense. Another dog warden would be better use of funds so they actually have the staff to
respond to complaints or canvas areas to catch people who are not picking up fouling.
Have reported to the Operations Chairman that in Lytham, - Lytham Memorial Gardens (Cenotaph) also the areas of Sparrow Park, Robin Park ( close to Lytham Railway Station) and Witch Wood appear not to have been included.If I have missed them - apologies!
I totally agree that dogs should be restricted from children’s play areas and should be strictly controlled in public areas like the promenade and Fairhaven Lake. However dogs need to be let off the lead and allowed to run on occasion and I do not see why there should be restrictions on the beach area and other areas where it is safe to do so.
I'm new to this dog walking but what I know as owning a Springer Spaniel is that she loves her freedom and being off a lead. We walk on Fairlawn sand dunes, Witch Wood & Lytham Hall off the lead but walking on the green into town on the lead which would be expected. I always pick up after my dog & honestly have never seen anybody not pick
up but would be happy to contribute to supplying dog bags or more bins where needed. Please don't penalise local people who I see every day & who love socialising with my dog.
I have a big problem as a driver when passing Lytham green when dogs appear to be 'running wild'. They distract me as my worry is that they will run in front of my car. This distraction in turn makes me less aware of what else is happening on the road. I believe that dogs should NOT be allowed to run free on the green at any time of the year.
What is more challenging to control ? 6 chihuahuas or 2 Dobermans ? To put a fixed limit on is crazy.
No dogs should ever be allowed on any sports ground e.g. Park view football pitches. Also there should be a total ban on dogs in Lowther Gardens. There are too many places for dogs to mess. The dog warden cannot be everywhere and cannot police the area. A total ban would ensure no dog mess (there's a lot in there). Be good if DNA testing
was brought in. Why should none dog owners or responsible dog owners have to pay towards the cleanup? Thank you
These PSPOs conflict with The Animal Welfare Act 2006 as well as DEFRA guidleines on what *MUST BE DONE* to provide for a dogs natural behaviours (Running, Playing etc) Many elderly would be restricted in their ability to freely exercise their dogs since they cannot go elsewhere. You CANNOT punish a majority for a tiny minority of incidents
and nor can you do so if you are doing so because of 'religious' belief (i.e. 'dogs are unclean' religiously in some faiths) IN ADDITION - You already have an act - Section 29 The Dogs (Fouling of Land Act) 1996 - The Fylde Dogs (Fouling of Land) Designations ORDER no 2.2000 which was invoked in year 2001 (8th January) - it was 'sealed on 24th Nov
2000) and is a sufficient law regards fouling already! These PSPOs are being brought in to demonise ALL dog owners who are responsible and are providing humane exercise and indeed are providing for a dogs natural behavioural needs. You are supposed to be agnoistic and govern for ALL the people of the Fylde, drinking on the Green at Lytham is
intimidating, groups of people in fairhaven burning plastic 'furniture' with barbeques and praying in groups is intimidating, taking up the green with cricket, football and other sports is intimidating. Providing dozens of children's parks and turning every bit of green space into a NO go zone for a dog is 'criminal' - thousands of council tax payers in
the fylde have dogs and ZERO children. Also Towns and Village Greens 'TVGs' are protected by Victorian LAWS - you cannot restrict access to greens - it is a *criminal offence* and these same laws - once i've researched further MAY have meant that Fylde Council has been committing criminal offences for several years by fencing the green off,
allowing porta cabins, staging etc to damage the green, etc ( i am researching all the Clifton Family legacies to the people of Lytham and any breaches of use, e.g. lytham proms etc, which are offences against a Town Green shall be reported - they are prosecutable in a Magistrates Court!) Open the can of worms...!
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I would like it made clear where childrens play areas are. I take my dog for a walk on Waddington Road field where there are goal posts and children sometimes play on this area. Would this be classed as a childrens play area.
I think it's important that dog walkers have designated areas to walk dogs without restrictions, however this should not be adjacent to children's play areas or wildlife areas. Lytham Green and the beach would be better served under seasonal restrictions to allow local residents to exercise their dogs off leads in these areas in low season.
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The report does not mention areas where dogs can be exercised freely at present e.g. Ramsgate Road
It is a shame to put in so many restrictions for dogs to be exercised off lead. Responsible owners always watch the dogs and pick up after them. Also any dog that could be a danger to people or other dogs would always be on a lead. I have been walking my very friendly dogs for years around the Fylde, and never had a problem, it is so nice to see
them happy and running free where it is safe and not near a road with traffic etc. There seem to be a lot of byelaws but if you do not look on websites how are we supposed to know? I did not know half of these places were restricted until I read this survey. Dogs usually have boundless energy and to keep them just on lead walks or shut in houses
would make for a very sad life. I do agree with catching culprits leaving dog fouling but not sure how you would police that as that tars us all with the same brush! maybe extra staff to go out at unsociable hours! my happy doggie friends all agree with me too. Woof.
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Spending all this money on signage and increasing the fine etc is not going to solve the problems with fouling etc. The new measures or changes to current measurely, merely serve to restrict the amount of shared spaces that dog owners are allowed to occupy. The majority of dog owners on the Fylde are responsible, as are the majority of parents
and members of other sections of the community. Would the council ever think about restricting children at one of our parks because a minority of irresponsible parents leave the place in a mess?
Don't understand why it is necessary to have a specific PSPO for the Rose Garden in Memorial Park Freckleton when the Park will be covered by one. This doesn't seem to be the case for individual gardens and areas of Ashton Gardens for example.
I would appreciate some form of documentation for dog owners to make clear where dogs can be exercised off their lead. I was surprised to hear a number of sites where I have walked dog of lead I should not have done. I also feel that these rules appear to be a one suits all and the assumption appears to be that dogs cannot be controlled of
the lead. We have an extremely well trained and well behaved dog and it appears he will be restricted because other dogs cannot be trusted.
The more control over dogs the better. too many irresponsible owners about and dog fouling is certainly on the increase
I am fed up of the amount of dog dirt on the streets. A lady with a dog recently let it do its business outside our house, she gave us a mouthful of abuse when we tackled her about it. We had to clean it up ourselves. We took photos and gave them to the dog warden. She said we had no right to photograph her.
Please consult kc and or dog behaviourlist before short listing.
my main concern is the impact on of dog owners particularly the more elderly dog owners not able to walk their dogs on leads for hours, using the promenade/seashore/lake to exercise their dogs off lead and therefore also for the wellbeing of their dogs. Often the only company they have. I believe this to be discriminatory and is unnecessary. I
wuld like to see the evidence that these proposals are based on. I would like to see a copy of the equality impact assessment..
As a responsible dog owner I consider it imperative that dogs are always under control and owners clear up after them. I am also in complete agreement with proposed PSPOs with regards to 'fouling', dogs on leads on roads and exclusion from children's play equipment. The council has stated that Fylde's old byelaws and Dog Control Orders need
to be replaced and as such are proposing to bring in extra restrictions affecting ALL dog owners. Not one of the proposed changes has been supported by objective justification - all that has been produce is hearsay and anecdotal evidence. As a Council you already have several powers to deal with issues relating to dogs. The Council's own data
shows that the number of complaints about dog fouling is going down and only THREE fixed penalty notices for this were issued in 2015/16 The Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA) recommends extensive consultation for PSPOs affecting dogs due to the sensitivity of the matter. It would appear that Fylde Council have only
consulted its own staff and parish councils prior to publishing proposals for their meeting on 15 November 2016 and it was certainly more by good luck that I found out about this meeting. I am bitterly disappointed to find that a wider consultation as promised at the above meeting takes the form of a Council-drafted on-line survey. This survey
fails to follow good survey design recommendations. The survey appears to be designed to influence the outcome by the way it is constructed. Furthermore no statement has been made about how citizens without computer access will be able to take part in the consultation and how results are to be published. As a responsible dog-owner I am
being unfairly targeted and stigmatised by Fylde Council and that is to say nothing of spending scarce public money on what, given a reducing number of complaints, should be low priority – especially at a time when there are cutbacks to services to the elderly, disabled, closure of some facilities and what looks like the loss of our local sixth form.
The proposed PSPOs will restrict the actions of law-abiding citizens, but will have little or no impact on the behaviour of the very small minority of inconsiderate dog owners - The innocent are being punished for the sins of the guilty.
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My specific area of concern is Blackpool Road North, the football fields are only used mainly at weekends and only during the football season. I feel that dogs should only be keep on leads during these football match play times and any PSPO should reflect this period. This would allow dogs to run free at any other time when the fields are not in
use by other football players. I agree with PSPO for any person failing to pick up after dog fouling, and to keep dogs out of all children fenced play areas. To impose a dogs on leads at all times is unfair to all responsible dog owners.
I own a business in Lytham that welcomes dogs, if the following proposals go through I fear that visitors to leafy lytham will go else where. Dogs are becoming part of the family and talking to people they say that if the dog was not welcome they would take their custom somewhere that is dog friendly. Also these proposals will not make a
difference to dog fouling, 99% of dog owners will pick up their dogs faeces. How are you going to enforce this? How many dog wardens will you need to employ and are they going to be employed 24/7...I think not. Don't punish the many for sake of a few.
I am a responsible dog owner and, although not originally from the Fylde, have lived here since the 1990s. I love how welcoming this area is to dog owners and know that many businesses in the area profit from their visits. I object to the proposals being made on the basis of a failure by the council to present any evidence of the problem caused
by dogs: Introducing these measures simply because other councils have is an entirely unjustifiable measure. The vast majority of dog owners that exercise their dogs in local parks are entirely responsible and it is essential that the dogs and their owners are allowed to continue to engage in these sociable and healthy activities. Represent the
wishes of the people in your area!
On Lytham Green, it appears that the penalty is only issued if the owner refuses to comply. Elsewhere, it's a penalty without opportunity to put things right. If so, unfair. Is Lytham getting preferential treatment for some reason?
The proposals discriminate against dog owners. They will drive away visitors to the area and damage the local economy. Dog owning members of the Fylde electorate will not forget those councillors who vote in favour of proposals when they cast their votes in future elections.
Please look at the examples of good practise that we experience while walking our dog every week. South Ribble Council - Worden Park - Leyland. This is an award winning park. There is free three hour parking in an extensive car park that is in fact being doubled in size. There are woodland walks, beck walks and playing fields where dogs can run
free off lead. We put our dog on the lead in the formal garden where we have our picnic and when we walk around the walled garden. But she can run around for two hours freely. The grounds men are extremely friendly and welcoming - they make a fuss of all dogs. There is even a Dog Wash which means even on the muddiest day it is okay to
exercise your pet. Preston City Council - all of their parks are brilliant We use Miller and Avenham park the most. In Miller park there is an ancient bye-law that dogs have to be on a lead but when you enter the expansive lovely Avenham park dogs can run freely with no restrictions. From Avenham it is possible to cross the Ribble and enter a
Nature reserve where there is no restriction with regard dogs - they can run freely. Once again the Park keepers are extremely friendly and welcome dogs. Trafford Council Sale Water Park - this is probably the best example of an area being accessible to all without prejudice. This is a Nature reserve with hides and plentiful wild life. Fisherman
have gravelled areas where they can set up their tents and stay all night. You can open water swim, sail, canoe windsurf, picnic, cycle. Yet there are no restrictions with regard to dogs - they can explore all areas and socialise off the lead. We visit all of these parks once a week and have never yet seen a Dog Warden. All members of these
communities seem to integrate and get on very well. The dogs love to socialise which is an extremely important aspect of their development. We have paid our Council tax to Fylde Borough for over 40 years and are dismayed at the way you are alienating law abiding citizens with your proposed measures. Putting a dog on a lead will not solve the
problem of fouling - we live in Newton-with-Scales and the 'around the block' walkers of dogs on leads in the early morning and late evening - are prime examples of this. They simply let their dogs foul and they move on without picking up. In your proposal you are not allowing enough space for dogs to be off the lead - this will cause big
problems - far too much congestion in the very few areas allocated. Have you thought of where people are going to park near to these areas? People travel from all over the Fylde to exercise their dogs at the coast.
I own 9 dogs. I am responsible. I always pick up after them and I am extremely careful that they do not cause any problems for any other people and dogs. I would find their quality of life would be significantly affected in an adverse manner as I currently walk them all together. I work 12 hour night shifts and once travelling time is factored in I
have 10 hours a day I am not working. I woukd not have the time to walk them in 2 separate groups as I walk them for 3 hours a day. This proposal frightens me. I think you would be far better making it a rule for commercial walkers but not for pet owners.
I will simply copy the letter sent to my local ward councilors to which I received no worthwhile response. Dear all, I write to you as my ward representatives and as such would expect you to listen and help me. I would first say that I believe all the councillors involved in this process have acted in good faith and without prejudice. I just don’t
think the ramifications of some of the proposals have been fully understood. I write in regard of the proposed dog enforcement PSPOs, which will destroy a business I love and have spent the last 5 years building. To my knowledge I have not had a single complaint to the council in that time and have built up an excellent reputation locally as both
a dog trainer and dog walker. I will keep this as brief as possible, the following should be answered by the council prior to the public consultation. General How the council came to these proposals, what evidence is there that they are required? Can any increase in reported issues be shown? Are these reports from separate people or multiple
complaints from the same individuals? Can you show me any study you have undertaken to determine the effects that this will have on local businesses? Pubs, Cafes, Pet Care services etc. Have you consulted with a local business association? Of the councillors that made up the working party do any hold any relevant current qualifications - Dog
Training or Dog Psychology for instance. No more than 4 dogs How many of the councillors on the working party have more than 4 dogs? How many people live in Fylde coast have more than 4 dogs? How many people who own 4+ dogs did the council consult with? What expert advice was utilised to come up with this limit? How many
complaints received about local Dog Walking companies in relation to number of dogs? How many complaints about local residents walking more than 4 dogs? I have asked a few simple questions which should be easily answered, if they can’t be then more research is required before this report is put out for public consultation as the
recommendations would not be evidence based. As my livelihood is under threat I sent the report and Annex A for initial legal advice which is below. I can advise that authority for the FBC to make an “Order” is under the Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime & Policing Act 2014. Anti-Social Behaviour is defined under Part 1 – Sec 2(1) as (a) Conduct
that has caused or is likely to cause harassment alarm or distress to any person (b) Conduct that is capable of causing nuisance or annoyance to a person in relation to that persons occupation of residential premises (c) Conduct capable of causing house related nuisance and annoyance to any person Under Part 4 there are provisions for
community protection which enable a local authority to make an “order” if satisfied on reasonable grounds that two conditions are met: Under Sec 59 (2) the first condition is that (a) Activities carried on in a public place within the authorities area have had a detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the locality, or (b) It is likely that
activities will be carried on in a public place within that area and that they will have such an effect. In my view, the FBC has not made out the case for exercising its power under Part 4 of the Act. Sec. 66 of the Act gives any person the right to apply to the High Court to challenge the validity of the Order (although the challenge is restricted). At
this stage I am not advocating a High Court Challenge but I am of the opinion that the FBC have not complied with the conditions of Sec. 59 and therefore their “recommendations” are not reasonable The meeting on the 15th November was to put forward recommendations for “consultation”; if ratified the Order will be effective on the 1st June
2017. If any person feels that they wish to challenge the Order they have 6 weeks from the date of the order to issue High Court proceedings. I would ask that before the public consultation starts the council should talk directly to representatives from the public who own 4+ dogs and work in the Pet Services industry as these are the groups most
affected by these orders.
The PSPO's introduced by the government were never intended to give councils carte blanche permissions to ban all owners of dogs (whether responsible or not) from areas or put restrictions in place. Many of the proposed areas are common land and do not belong to the Council, so they have no rights over them e.g. Lytham Green and can't
enforce any fixed penalties in those areas. All proposals by the council include handing out fixed penalties which is just another way for the council to introduce a back door tax levee to raise cash (I see it as the public yet again being a cash cow for the council). I've never heard of dogs being out of control within the Fylde area by responsible dog
owners, and the council should be doing more to keep the pavements and attractions clean, I can't remember the last time I saw a road sweeper or someone with a picking up litter. I do know of many cases where people make up stories just to get a reaction!
Many people have dogs and I think you need to be increasing the amenities for dog walkers not decreasing them . Additionally, making rules that affect one area and not another in close proximity will be confusing, and slapping a £100 fine on people is at best excessive.
Its going to be difficult to understand exactly where dogs can be exercise unless signs are put up covering all the areas. Generally common sense should prevail, with rule 1 that dog owners clear up their own pet's mess, or are fined. Happy to see the rules being enforced where there are childrens play areas, pools or areas of specific interest.
Wary this will become difficult for both officials and dog owners alike.
Dog walkers should be able to walk serveral dogs at one time but should be licensed by the council and checked by them as well, should have to wear a pass to say that they have the authority to walk so many at one time. People shouldn't be loosing their livelihoods. Never seen a dog walker NOT in control of the dogs in their care and they always
pick up, their are a lot in Lytham who think that they are to posh to pick up which spoil it for the rest, if someone is fined for not picking up they should be a wall of shame with their photos on it , think they would be some very embarrassed well to do people who blantantly just walk ahead of their dogs and make no effort to pick up at all ,
especially in Lytham hall where the number of dogs running around without control is growing by the day. Though I think leniency should be to those elderly people who find it hard to pick up due to age/arthritis, they still have a right to have a four legged companion.
I have objected to most of these proposals as it is not made clear how the pspo will be implemented. It seems in some areas there is possible discretion i.e. Lytham Green but in other areas none. Even with the implementation of ASBOs there was some "process" prior to the execution, here any process by the officer responsible is ignored. The
proposals should have been accompanied with some sort of implementation guidlines which would given an indication of how things work work in practice. As it is it looks as though lots of people are going to incur immediate fines and if you can't afford £50 then you will have to pay double - how long do you get to pay that and what if you can't
pay? Are people going to be jailed?
It makes sense that the whole of the fylde has one common type of enforcement, so people are in no doubt of what you can do with there dogs.
Dog owners need to take responsability for their pets & fouling & restraint in public community areas need to be addressed. The proposals appear to be fair.
The areas covered in the draft proposals are wide-ranging and as such, I would expect, in all fairness, that any responsible dog owner who allows, inadvertently, his/her dogs to stray into an exclusion zone, will receive a verbal warning, in the first instance, thereby obviating the need to serve an order, provided the owner immediately complies with
any instructions from an enforcement officer to put the dog(s) on a lead/remove from that particular area.
As a dog owner I fully support sensible restrictions to dog control. It infuriates me that people don't clean up after their dogs which reflects badly on those of us who do. One suggestion I have is that dogs be allowed off the lead on the sea side of Fairhaven lake but only during the winter months ie same times as the beach restrictions. It is a clean
walking area when the weather is inclement, with ability to use the paths and is not used much by non dog walkers. Again responsible dog owners would respect and appreciate this. Those who don't deserve everything that is thrown at them.
Dogs should be kept on leads at ALL times in all areas especially on Lytham Green and only be allowed off lead in the designated exercise areas i.e. the sand dune area between Seafield and Granny's Bay.
I strongly feel that dogs should be kept on leads at all times on all parts of Lytham Green. After reading through the survey it clearly indicates there are already various areas for dogs to be exercised off their leads. These are suitably large enough areas for the exercise of dogs. These areas can be avoided by anyone with small children who want to
play or by people who do not want to be around free running animals. In all others areas, dogs should be kept on leads. Another point I feel strongly about. It would be appreciated if there was one spot in Lytham which is a dog free zone. An ideal place would be Lowther Gardens. There are so many hidden areas where some dog owners let their
animals foul and do not clear up. Many a time my young children have been playing in the lovely park, only to be covered in dog mess. It would be nice for people like myself who have allergies or people who have a fear of dogs, to go and sit or stroll without a dog sniffing around them. Some dog owners think it's acceptable to let their pet
approach someone, jump up, drool on or generally be in someone's personal space. Not everyone is a dog lover. One park out of all the open space in Lytham is not too much to ask for.
Bikes on Lytham Green are more of a hazard than dogs. I am a responsible dog owner and am concerned that with a restriction in force on Lytham Green we would struggle to exercise our dog. We have never had amt problem in the past with dogs.
The Council fails to clearly identify what the current situation is with regard to where the acceptable off and on lead sites are. The Council now is demanding the right to fine heavily people that fail to abide by the proposed new laws. If the new restrictions are displayed as poorly as the current ones, the Council is targeting dog walkers purely to
make money. I have had a dog and thoroughly enjoyed walking her locally. I have been a home owner in St Anne's for 25 years, working full time, paying taxes, employing local dog walkers -part of the local economy. Dogs have the right to exercise and I as a long standing local tax payer have earned the right to allow a dog, that pleasure.
Professional did walkers provide a valuable service to the community.In particular they walk dogs for people who work and cannot provide the correct amount of exercise for their dogs during the day.This provides the dogs with stimulation and stops them becoming bored(which could in some cases make them aggressive). In my opinion the
professional dog walkers that I have observed actually take extra care over the dogs under their control. The number of dogs a person has with them bears no relation to the fact that they may not pick up.A person with only 1 dog is just as likely not to pick up as somebody with lots.
Majority of proposals are anti-dog. I do support stronger action against those who do not pick up dog poo, or dangerous dogs not on leads
Making dogs go on lead in lytham green is rediculous. If you are to do this ban cyclists going at stupid paces down there and make them use the road!
I welcome the proposals concerning dogs being banned from all children's playgrounds and water features. The measures are long overdue in my opinion and simply bring Fylde region into line with the rest of the U.K. I am however deeply concerned that the measures will simply be ignored. It seems that the long standing dog owning resident
population agree that this will be the case. Some of them have publicly stated that the Council have in the past refused to prosecute people who are in breach of the existing bye-laws as the Council as a body of people felt that the existing bye laws were too strict and they agreed that dogs needed exercising off the lead wherever a patch of green
land could be found. Parks in particular were ideal for this purpose and the Council concurred with this view. As the Council is not proposing to increase its Human Resources to ensure compliance with the PSPOs it seems that the proposals are only a cosmetic change and in reality nothing will change. I totally object to the Council aligning
themselves to a group of people who do not respect the Law or other people's rights to enjoy the amenities the Town has to offer in peace and quiet. I think the Council should consider employing outside Contractors to ensure compliance in line with many other Local Authorities and I would be interested to know whether the Council has
considered the idea.
I am a previous dog owner over 15 years so can relate to these issues. I occasionally look after family dogs and it frightens me when some dogs are allowed to roam without adequate control. No dog is ever completely safe from attacking people or other dogs no matter what owners may feel confident about saying. There needs to be realistic
control without overkill.
Professional dog walkers provide an essential service to owners who due to age,infirmity or family circumstances are unable to give their dogs proper exercise. Limiting numbers to four dogs would cause the service to be uneconomic for most of these owners. A licensing system limited to residents of the borough would enable responsible walkers
to continue to provide the service economically,it would also allow those private owners with more than 4 dogs to walk them,such owners often take in rescue dogs and should not be dissuaded from doing so. The question 28 wording does not make clear if the final option refers to licensing,if so it is very poorly worded and I am sure would be
well supported if more understandable.
On the whole I am in favour of most of the proposals. However I am aware that generally the current restrictions are rarely enforced. What I want to know will I be properly supported and will situations will ardently pursued when I report breaches?
The beach area where dogs are prohibited during summer should be widened to include in front of beach huts. Although once down on the beach this is a very difficult line to draw
Dog walkers should be restricted to walking exercising dogs of no more than 2 - how can you keep control of all dogs and know where they are fouling if you have more than 2 at a time with you??
These proposals are not backed up by evidence of need but rather seem to be just driven by dog haters. I totally agree that irresponsible dog owners should face heavy fines for allowing their dogs to foul but suspect the council has done very little, at the best, to use existing laws to punish these people. Instead, the proposals are aimed at
punishing responsible dog owners. With regard to the Granny's Bay restriction; my wife has very limited mobility and it is one of the few places she can access the beach area to excessive our dog off the lead. By banning my wife from excersing our dog in this area you are working against the principles of the DDA. I suspect that there is no evidence
that there is a need for restrictions in this area. I would ask members to provide substantiated evidence that this is necessary. If the council is unable to provide this evidence I believe that it would be illegal to implement such restrictions as these orders are only supposed to be implemented if there is a PROVEN need to protect the public.
An explanation of the reasons for these proposals would be welcome. The approach being taken is irrational. There may be a few owners who walk dogs off lead who cannot control them. However I am not aware of any serious incidents. We don't ban driving or the sale of alcohol because some people are bad drivers or drink to excess. Maybe the
Council should focus on matters that are likely to have real and significant impact on people, health and facilities for old and young.
No mention was made if Park View in Lytham. The number of dogs off lead is tricky if it is 4 big dogs that would be a problem however some people walking 4 smaller dogs may not be. It depends on the control of the walker
Dogs should be allowed off leads
Will the areas where restrictions are enforced be clearly signed so as to prevent the accidental infringement by people not familiar with the areas.
These proposals are utterly disgraceful. It is apparent there is someone with a political view who is trying to enforce their wishes on the masses. The doggy pound provides much needed stimulus to the Fylde economy and by enforcing these proposals, you our elected officials, are undermining our local economy. Economic activity is difficult to
stimulate in coastal towns and by alienating the masses you are hindering the areas developments.
I have been chased and jumped all over by 3 dogs loose on the beach! People are not in control of dogs. It has to be policed though if rules are brought in as people think they know better.
I don't own a dog currently but regularly look after and exercise family members dogs on the beaches at St Annes and on Lytham Green. People and dogs need some freedom to exercise dogs off leads near to where they live. £100 fine is far too much even if discounted to £50. This will be seen as yet another 'cash cow' along with FPN's for
parking tickets and speed enforcement to enhance reduced Council budgets. I cannot agree with criminalising ordinary, decent residents just for allowing a dog to get the exercise it must have to remain healthy. These measures risk becoming draconian against dog owners.
More is needed to enforce the issue of fouling to ensure a harmonious community.
Dog need to be allowed off lead in order to get fully exercised and socialised, the proposed measure will not help anyone who is a responsible dog owner instead focus of the council should be on targeting dog owners who do not clean up after their dog
Please consider having enclosed exercise areas for dogs, in some of the parks. I am sure many dog owners would appreciate this and would possibly pay a small amount per year, to use such a facility. Any revenue could then be used to maintain the facility. Please have a look at this link showing what they do in America. Lytham St.Annes could be
one of the first places in the UK to introduce these dog parks. Just think of the free publicity!!!! http://dogtime.com/dog-health/general/18154-top-8-dog-parks-in-america
I am a responsible dog owner who regularly walk my dog and always clean up after him he does not like to be kept on his lead all the time it is nice for him to be able to fetch his ball
In all areas that are affected by these laws, it needs to be EXTREMELY CLEAR in the actual area itself exactly what the law is and to which specific areas it applies. For example, with regards to the section of St Anne's beach that is closed to dogs during summer, there are no obvious signs which clearly state this and nothing to distinguish that area
from the rest of the beach, so people that are out with their dogs have no way of knowing that they are not allowed there. In general I think dogs should always be kept on leads in public areas (though not excluded unless there is a very good reason, and exclusion zones should be kept to an absolute minimum as they do not only exclude the dogs
- they exclude their owners too which is frustrating and unfair), as badly behaved, out of control dogs are a nuisance to everyone and can be dangerous, and unfortunately there are too many people who cannot be trusted to be responsible and considerate to other people (and animals) around them. However, dogs do need exercise, so there
needs to be A LOT MORE enclosed areas designated as off-lead dog exercising areas, such as the one on Derby Road in Wesham, in order to prevent these new regulations from having negative impacts on the lives of dogs and their owners.
The most important thing for dog owners is that they should always be responsible & considerate when exercising their dogs in public places. There are many people who have untrained dogs & don't consider that their dogs may be a nuisance to people who may be afraid of unknown dogs. If their dogs aren't trained to the Kennel Club Good
Citizen standard they should keep them on a lead. All dog owners are also responsible for cleaning up after their dogs; sadly many of them don't.
I have not commented on the areas outside where I walk our dog. I live at the Windmill end of Lyhtam Green and it is an area as is the rest of the Green used for dog walking, families picnicking and children playing games. It seems to work. I would not wish to see this end only being used for exercising dogs off leads. The whole of the Green is a
multi functional space and in general it works well with tolerance and considerate behaviour. I have only once in six years seem a person not pick up after their dog and he parked his car, exercised his dog and got back in. That is the risk of having a specific dog focused area. That the fouling gets worse. In reality most probably occurs at night when
people walk their dogs and this will continue irrespective of a new bye law.
Dogs have a right to run in sensible areas. Out of control dog owners should be prosecuted but a general ban is not fair to the animals.
We liked the area as it was so dog friendly. This doesn't feel dog friendly. Good owners should be able to give their dog freedom.
This seems to be in the main about dog fouling. Do you think that if the dogs were on a lead that it would make those who don't pick up do so? I don't think so! You are penalising 95% of dog owners for the 5% that won't change their habits anyway . As long as a dog walker has control their dogs I don't see it as an Issue. What we need is more
policing to catch the offenders .
I agree that restrictions be placed where there are children as some owners don't pick up. I also think that the council is going to have to put some serious thought into introducing dog parks if these restrictions come into force. I have a very active dog that needs off lead exercising. It would be helpful if there were signs up advising that a
particular open space is dog friendly so people without dogs can make an informed choice of weather to use that particular section of for example the beach.
More visibabilty of dog wardens. Regardless of proposals required in the area generally.
Please stop demonising dogs and owners. They're not dangerous & coexist with 'families' in public areas fine. Many are well trained & need proper exercise, not tethering all the time. Fixed penalty fines: This is another money making exercise isn't it. Really.
Irresponsible dog owners are the problem (minority) and dogs off lead not controlled by the owner, (sometimes very large and imdimidating) I have dogs, never let them off lead unless nobody in area including other dogs and children. Dogs need freedom but people need to be more aware. Unless on the spot fines are enforced and people are
actually punished it will never stop.
I broadly support proposals to ensure dog owners act responsibly and exercise and clean up after their dogs. However the introduction of PSPO's through criminal legislation appears to me to be extreme. If the current bye-laws had been policed and used as a deterrent in the past maybe Fylde Borough Council would not have been placed in this
position. As a responsible dog owner (with many others in Fylde) I feel we are being demonised by FBC more so now under criminal legislation. I do not consider this appropriate legislation to deal with a problem. Other Authorities have used these powers to limit specific anti-social behaviour, as an example driving in a dangerous manner in a
geographical area, drinking alcohol etc.. These are more of a nuisance and a danger to the public than dogs off leads. Police these areas my all means at your disposal but catch the irresponsible and dont condemn all of us. As an aside I notice the restriction around Fairhaven Lake - the Canda Geese pose more of a serious environmental and
health consequence in terms of fouling. Keep things in perspective please! I do not walk my grandchildren around the lake for that reason.
Large dogs bounding over off the lead to my small dog is becoming a regular event when I'm walking my dog in Ashton gardens, owners think it's exceptable but it makes my dog very agitated.I feel on edge everytime we enter.
while i agree with many restrictions it is clear that this is more about making extra revenue than controlling dogs better.
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Bonkers!!!!!!! It is this kind of interference by the state and local authorities in ordinary people lives that has fed votes for Brexit and Donald Trump. People don't want a nanny state. Where does this interference in our daily lives and freedom end? Get back to the job of serving ordinary people and the silent majority instead of pandering to
minorities whose agendas are interfering and ruining our way of life. Wake up and smell the coffee Lytham and the Fylde is one of the most popular dog walking spaces in Lancashire. It brings people in to the area and supports the local economy particularly the multitude of coffee shops and tea rooms. Destroy this and people will walk their dogs
elsewhere to the peril of the high street.
Many of the above proposals are too rigid as the majority of dogwalkers are responsible and exercise common sense and consideration for others and the environment at all times. Common sense is not the hallmark of the small minority who may well ignore legislation, but I see no reason why the majority should suffer draconian restrictions
because of them. As for children's play areas and tennis courts, my grandchild often likes to play and I can see no rational reason why I should not be allowed to sit on a bench with my dog on lead and under control in order to observe and supervise him. Evidence of responsible dog owners can always be seen. An example is along the top grassed
area of Fairhaven Marine Park where pedestrians, cyclists, dog handlers and their dogs off lead co-exist in a flexible, sociable way. In the summer, when there are people about eating ice cream and food, handlers put their dogs on the lead as a sensible precaution. Many local dog owners have attended training classes resulting in well-behaved,
friendly dogs whose handlers cooperate in picking up dog faeces. I do not believe it is necessary to place such draconian restrictions when the sea wall is replaced; restrictions can be enforced section by section if necessary for the safety of all. I have seen no evidence that dogs off lead are detrimental to the wildlife (I walk the area twice a day and
regularly bird watch). There is no evidential justification to enforce dog on lead on the beach area between high and low tide extremes in the Granny's Bay/Fairhaven area. The bird population is increasing in spite of there being no current restrictions! I think we need a greater presence of dog wardens/volunteer helpers/officials at peak holiday
times and fine weekends when we locals see an increase in dog fouling and less sociable dog behaviour. A minority of visitors are anti-social, the majority are responsible. You simply cannot legislate for these minorities without it being to the detriment of the majority of locals and visitors. The area has a reputation for being dog-friendly and
attracts lots of visitors and new residents, as a result, bringing income and wealth to the Fylde.
Responsible dog owners yet again punished by a minority. The proposals are extreme and will have a direct impact on people visiting this area.
It is unfair to penalise financially dog owners whose dogs are under control and walk better off the lead. Many dogs are more likely to be aggressive toward other animals whilst on the lead and therefore it should be at the owners discretion whilst on open spaces. However on areas where spot is playe for children play or where wildlife needs
protection fines are understandable.
I have a phobia as does my young child she is terrified of dogs running free. Often owners have zero regard and think their dog won't hurt you.. very likely true but that doesn't help my daughter feel safe. You cannot possibly legislate regarding a dogs' or owners' temperament so it has to be a blanket law that applies to all.
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Where size permits all open spaces (inlcudes parks and gardens) there should be an enclosed dogs off lead area.
In rural Fylde dogs are let loose on farmland and this should stop. Dogs should be on a lead at all times in public areas and on farmland where livestock are grazing. Dog lover, like cyclists, seem to be a law unto themselves. Heavier fines and more wardens are needed and have my support.
Restrictions on dog owners will keep some visitors away from our resort town. Ask local dog owners to support initiatives in making improvements where required. Blanket fines and their costly administration is not viable.
I sincerely agree with all the proposals. I am a dog owner who regularly uses many of the areas and I have my dog on an extending leash at all times. It does not spoil the enjoyment for human or dog. And I have control of my dog 100% of the time. I am angry that so many ignorant selfish people allow dogs to run wild, harassing others and with
no control at all. The instigators of the complaints against the proposals appear to be professional dog walkers whose businesses will be affected if they have to restrict theirnumbersof dogs. I am pleased to see that finally the Council is doing something pisitive to deal with thus nuisance situation!
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i fully support enforcing action where people do not pick up their dog mess and banning of dogs from certain areas - dogs on leads is another matter - this must be at the discretion of the owner and any irresponsible action by dog owners (in this respect) existing laws should be used
The restrictions proposed on so many places where I walk my dog is unfair. The fixed penalty amount is far too high. I feel I am being unfairly treated as a dog owner and my dog won't get the exercise and enjoyment she needs off lead.
Many of the proposals see to be excessively complex. I always have my dogs on leads so these proposals will not affect me however I do feel that having some areas where dogs can be off leads and some where they can't can lead to confusion amongst residents and visitors. Current controls need reconsidering and relaxing however in the main I
am not sure what problem you are trying to fix
I am a dog walker who lives in the Fylde and has a working breed of dog which significantly benefits being walked off lead. However I agree with most of the proposals as it is common sense to keep your dog on a lead in areas with lots of people or which have other uses. For example I walk in Ashton Gardens, Fairhaven lake and Lowther with my
dog on the lead because there are children and I respect other site users. I then take my dog onto the beach and use this area for off lead running. We have a large beach and plenty of space for off lead exercise. I respect the nature conservation areas and keep my dog on the lead here. In fact, I will put my dog on the lead on the beach if a flock of
waders are nearby as I would not wish to disturb them. I have put a lot of effort into training my dog to recall and to walk on the lead without pulling and as a result I enjoy dog walks whether we are on or off lead. I feel many dog owners feel it is somehow their right to allow their dog to run free everywhere, but often this is because they haven't
trained their dog to walk on a lead and therefore it's not an enjoyable experience for the owner or the dog. I hope the council go forward with these proposals as unfortunately not all people respect rules and enforcement is required. I would also recommend that a campaign is introduced alongside these orders to educate people as to why their
dog needs to be in the lead. People are more likely to change behaviour if they are onboard than if they are just trying to avoid being caught. It's just like dog training, if you punish the dog they learn to 'not get caught' but if you educate and reward the dog then they will do that behaviour regardless if there is someone there to enforce. We are
the same!!
As dog owners, we have a responsibility to ensure that our dogs are exercised appropriately - we can't do this if we have to keep them on a lead all of the time. The proposals are a sledgehammer to crack a nut and are excessive and unnecessary.
The borough have been very active in recent years to bring more visitors to the area, very successfully. I believe these proposals will have a detrimental affect on visitors and businesses - rather than welcoming people with dogs, on the spot fines will serve to drive people away (a couple of poor comments on Tripadvisor works wonders at
spreading negative words!). The proposals for on the spot fines appears to be primarily a money making scheme and lacks the assessment of the bigger picture in terms of potential revenue lost.
Dogs need to be adequately exercised otherwise they will be badly behaved and unhappy, and bark non-stop disturbing neighbours. Those with dogs and children need to be able to come alongside play areas. Where those are open, fence the play area, not exclude the dogs! I'd rather a fence on the playground to keep kids safe anyway. Control
needs to be brought to those who do not control their dogs' aggression, barking, or fouling instead of blanket controls on all dogs. I see no proposals that would help with dogs that are a nuisance such as dogs that bark all day and night!
These over the top proposals will harm local trade many people cum from far a field to walk there dogs hear, and spend money in the cafe bars and shops , Lytham st Annes is known as dog walker paridice , let's hope we can keep it that way. Shaun Beverley lytham business man
I think there needs to be more dog wardens, I regularly pick up other people's dog poo
Yet again responsible dog owners are being penalised because of the odd few who do not 'follow the rules'. When will councils realise that implementing PSPOs will not only alienate residents but visitors alike. It will not solve the problems. Low life who do not pick up after their dogs will still not do it. They will still not put their dogs on leads.
Fines are in place already. Engage with the local dog owners and dog training clubs instead of punishing those with happy, well controlled dogs and a pocket full of poo bags full or otherwise! Dogs need off lead exercise - frustrated dogs being walked on lead in open spaces have the potential for far more aggression. More often than not an owner,
without realising it, by holding the dog back on the lead, is raising the animal into an aggressive body posture, body upright, head upright, telling any dog it is probably up for a fight. Off the lead dogs talk to each other with body positions and gestures that humans don't even see. By talking to each other they can then decide to play or walk away.
We have recently moved to Bispham having holidayed on the Flyde Coast for many years in our caravan WITH OUR DOGS. Believe it or not one of the main reason for retiring here was the lovely unrestricted dog walking in the area. We were visitors, we are now residents either way we have spent many happy hours and not a small amount of
money on the Flyde Coast. Think of your residents but as importantly think of the many visitors you could lose to the very dog friendly Lake District and equally dog friendly Wirral. Finally I reiterate - do not penalise the majority of dog owners because of the few who will ignore these proposed new PSPOs anyway - there are already laws in place implement them - engage local people and leave the law abiding citizens alone to enjoy their dogs in the beautiful Flyde Coast!
Disabled and elderly people with dogs have to be able to let dog off leads sometimes as dogs need exercise as people who can't walk well can't walk too far.
There are many responsible dog owners but it's the few irresponsible ones that spoil it for others....fines may alter their outlook on dog walking.
You are driving more people away. You have overly keen traffic enforcements and now you want to find even more ways to fine people. It has nothing to do with looking after people's interests it's just another witch hunt to get more money out of people. How very unfriendly you are making the area. It's no wonder the towns are deteriorating
with a lot of the stores closing down. You will probably make so many rules and regulations up just to confuse people and then you can leap out and fine them, which is the same approach to your parking.
Agree dog control in certain areas, disagree with new control orders on certain beach areas but agree with the beach order currently in place . Feeling the excuses of nesting birds is rubbish and is just another excuses for proposing an order especially after the council has cut down most of the nesting habitat of certain birds, not only cut down but
poisoned the root system all this in a so called conservation area, please take note of this.
Currently a dog owner living in Blackpool. Although i have lived in Fylde most of my life. Dog owners from west Lancashire travel as it's a known a good area to walk your dog. As a result of this money is brought into the town. There are limited places to correctly exercise your dog and imposing these rules will be disappointing. I do understand
that there is a dog fouling issue, but could be resolved with public vigilance. Unfortunately the minority ruins it for the majority. Kind regards
This survey is unfair and may lead to providing inaccurate feedback. Some questions include 2 or more points but we only have a support or object option when we may wish to support one point and object to the other. The Council is totally wrong to say that any comments received before this survey will not be taken into account. WHY NOT,
what is the explanation for this? These knee jerk reactions are VERY VALID and it is wrong to ignore them. The Council should rethink their stance on this. The Council appears to be offering dog owners a “sweetener” by proposing that the dogs on lead bye-law regarding the green strip between Fairhaven Road CarPark and Denford Avenue, St
Annes be removed and that dogs be allowed off lead. After many years of exercising my dos here, It is my experience that the vast majority of dog owners currently allow their dogs off lead here and that most likely very few, if any, are aware of this bye-law. I have looked in vain for any signs to this effect. I cannot see that this rule could be
enforced now anyway. But for completeness, I support the rescinding of the bye law and officially acknowledging that dogs may be off lead here. Restricting dogs to on lead and/or excluding dogs, particularly on Blackpool Road North playing fields and Park View fields is draconian and, to use a phrase, like taking a sledgehammer to crack a nut.
The football pitches are used for a few hours at weekends for part of the year. For the rest of the week, the main users are dog owners exercising their dogs on flat, open, relatively safe areas ideal for that purpose. Enforce existing laws about picking up dog pooh by all means, most dog owners would welcome this, but do not restrict dogs in this
way. Many dog owners are not able to take their dogs to other areas due to disabilities or lack of transport. Grannies Bay is not widely used as a picnic area as the council suggests. There is wildlife in the area, but I have never in many years walking this stretch, seen a problem to wildlife caused by dogs. Dogs on leads is a grossly wrong idea and the
Council have shown no justification for imposing this restriction. Whilst I understand fully the need to renew the sea wall at Fairhaven Lake, I see no justification in imposing a dogs on lead order for the beach between the sea wall and King Edward Avenue. The explanation that wildlife may move there from the area affected by work around the
sea wall does not make any sense. This so called beach is really mostly shingle and sand mixed with grass, shells and stones and a small area that can possible be called beach. Not ideal for wildlife! It is, however, an area used by dog walkers who also use the adjacent sand hills and green areas between this “beach” and the main road. There is no
marked boundary and dogs will wander between the two areas, having done so for years. Does the restriction apply to the sand banks beyond the grass areas next to the beach when the tide is out. Many dog walkers use these sand banks to walk from St Annes to Lytham. I have yet to witness any problem between dogs and wildlife here. As far as
I can see, the council has not proved a case under regulations relating to PSPOs to bring in new restrictions which will have a detrimental impact on a large number of Fylde residents. The Council needs to think about other ways to ensure that all sections of the community are free to enjoy our wonderful amenities. There is a place for enforcement
when people are irresponsible, but also a place for education and co-operation and compromise.
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I appreciate the concerns expressed by groups but as a responsible dog owner I am saddened that I may not be able to exercise my dog in a way that he, my family and I enjoy. Keeping my dog on a lead on Lytham Green restricts his and our enjoyment. Personally, I was unaware of all the laws and some of the few I do know about I ignore as do
many other dog owners. I know my dog and I keep him on his lead near wildlife round Fairhaven, in crowded arwas and do not take him on the beach between AKS and the cockle beds. I understand that some children are afraid of dogs and some adults do not like dogs so I make sure my dog is always close at hand to come back to me when
called. Lytham Green is a great area to exercise dogs off lead whether it be walking on the promenade or on the grass. I suggest that fines are imposed if the owner is irresponsible and not taking into account the surroundings (footfall, wildlife habitat) as with fouling. I agree that if Granny's Bay is a conservation site dogs should not be allowed to
cause disruption but I only walk my dog on the grass between the road and the sand, I think this should be allowed. I agree with dogs being banned from the beach at St. Annes during the height of summer as I feel that 1 irresponsible dog owner is 1 too many when it comes to the hygiene and safeguard health of the public. I am a responsible
dog owner and I am sensible when it comes toour surroundings. If you put up signs regarding the conservation wildlife I will observe them but a walk/run along the prom on Lytham with my dog on it's lead I feel is inappropriate for a responsible dog owner.
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There are currently too few areas that dogs can have essential proper off lead walking in the borough. Considering the number of elderly and infirm dog owners (which is far higher in the borough than the U.K. Average) who cannot give an average sized dog the 5 miles on lead walking it would require daily to ensure the wellbeing of their dogs. Off
lead walking opportunity close to parking provision should be considered. Plans should include the increase in off lead walking areas and the reduction in cycling on pavements (such as the prom between Ansdell and Lytham.
I support all these proposals, but would submit that they do not go far enough. As a member of the majority of the public who DO NOT own dogs, I would suggest that dogs should be on leads at all time in all public areas. As a resident of St Anne's living on the North side of town, I find that the beach to the North of St Anne's pier is a virtual nogo area due to the number of dogs running free on the sands. Please allow me to have fair and equal access to this beach without being in fear of loose dogs. Thank you.
Dogs should be kept on leads in public areas. Dog waste should be disposed off properly. There should be designated dog parks and fields available.
My objection to many of the proposals to restrict areas to dogs on leads is because dogs off lead, but under control, should not be restricted. I am sure a trained warden would recognise whether a dog was - or was not - under control, and the use of their CCTV would confirm or disprove this. If the wording of the proposals was changed
accordingly I would be the first to support them. Please let the wardens use their training and their own common sense. If this was the case then Fylde could become a national leader. Fouling is disgusting and the majority of dog owners would agree with this and many, including myself (on Lytham Green every morning), are prepared to tell
those who don't pick up that they've missed and offer a poo bag for them to use. The approach usually works well. There is no correlation whatsoever between fouling and dogs off lead. On the Green, most foulers are between pathside or car park side to an area of some two metres, i.e., well within 'on lead' limit and Monday mornings also tell
us that weekend visitors have been active. Wardens should be allowed to patrol early mornings, late evenings and at weekends. Fouling on the Green hasn't got worse in the last 40 years, in fact it has improved. When my children were starting to toddle we took them on the Green every evening 38 years ago. One of the first phrases my son
learned to say was, 'Mind the dog muck'. That was when the Green was probably Lancashire's biggest dog toilet. It certainly isn't now. I used to run Lytham Juniors Football Club & we played on Park View. One of the worst things we had to do was to remove dog poo from around the goalposts before we put up the nets. It's not as bad now as it
was then. Point of this is that there has been considerable improvement everywhere in Lytham and this is due to the individual responsible dog walker. The proposals, as they exist, will alienate the vast majority of walkers who are responsible for their and their dogs' actions. The proposed restrictions resulting from the sea wall replacement are
baffling. There are no birds nesting/roosting beyond the sea wall. If they did they would be wiped out by the tide. Therefore there is no necessity for alternative areas to be protected. Whoever is responsible for this submission is obviously mistaken and has no real knowledge of the area. It smacks of bias against the friends of the canine. Many
of the professional dog walkers in the Borough that I have seen are quite capable of handling up to 12 dogs. They know the animals and merge them into their ‘pack’ whereby they are both under control and visible at all times. To restrict to 4 dogs will kill many well used and appreciated businesses. I’m of the opinion that money should be spent
on more and more visible signage. Signage that upholds no barbecues on the Green and the sandhills. Portable barbecues are left smouldering, some are thrown into bushes (particularly around the toilets on the Green) with sharp metal protruding which is a menace to children and animals. I can’t understand that these are not noticed by
council staff when they are smoking and something done about it. Perhaps signage should include that there should be no ‘public nuisance’ committed particularly on the sandhills. Sometimes, after a good weather spell, there is a prevalence of human poo left behind but dogs get most of the blame). It is said that as many as 65% of households
in Lytham St.Annes have dogs. There are many businesses, particularly in the catering trade, that accept dogs and their owners. The number of these is growing nationally because they cannot afford to turn the trade away. Please do not alienate them. By far, the vast majority of dog walkers in Fylde are responsible, perhaps more so than in other
areas. They should not be victimised, because that is what it seems is happening, because of the antics of a relative few. Police it properly, get the wardens at the right places at the right times. If examples are made, then word will quickly spread.
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As a 1-2-1 dog walker I see everyday dog walkers from here and other areas on the beach ignoring poo with at least five plus dogs, most are out of control and I've asked several to pick up their poo with varying degrees of success. It's intimidating to me and I like dogsbut most are out of control and spoiling north beach. At 11 am there are at least
8 dog walkers apart from myself and they all have 5 plus dogs. I have two dogs myself and ensure they are under control. I resent the fact that other dog walkers are giving my profession a bad name.
By introducing these control measures FBC will damage business and tourism by alienating responsible dog owners and driving them away from the Fylde area.
The proposed restriction during the sea defence work is somewhat confusing as the grassy areas on the beach in that area are extremely small, less than 5% of the total proposed. As the thinking behind the restriction is to ensure wildlife can be safe in adjacent grassed beach areas then the 5% area should be doubled to 10%. The proposed
restriction on the number of dogs walked by one person lends too much to guessing arbitrarily that any person walking a number of dogs cannot control them. An inexperienced walker with an untrained dog can cause havoc. A walker educated in canine behaviour with many well trained dogs under their control cause no issues. It is clear that
dogs in groups behave better, as a pack, than isolated single dogs. Particularly if those single dogs are on the lead. I am deeply concerned by suggestions and comments elsewhere that volunteers could be used to police these proposals. The cost of training volunteers in all aspects, from the legalities to risk management to personal protection
would be excessive.
Sounds like a money making idea!!!! I'm all for regulation but not penalty fines especially ones where you are willing to take 50% if they pay quick. We should be promoting people visiting this area not putting them off by being afraid of on the spot fines which they may not know the rules of!!
Agree fines for dog fouling but majority of dogs I meet ARE under full control even without a lead.
Please do not discriminate all dog owners for the few who do not clear up after their dogs. In this instance parents should then also be fined if their children litter in any way I accommodate guests who bring their dogs. They consider them to be family members. Elderly residents may only have a dog for company and may wish to sit in park or
memorial areas to reminisce. By all means target the 'dirty' dog owners but please find another way and STOP penalising everyone ! The general population feel 'suffocated' by so many do's and don't's. Give us some breathing space !
It has been proven that dogs need the freedom to run to help them with socialising and to keep them fit and healthy. Walking my dog off lead is a great pleasure but as soon as she goes on her lead it becomes a battle with her stopping to sniff, pulling to go in other directions, and just sitting down refusing to move. This results in a very
unpleasant experience for both of us with me ending up with a sore shoulder from all the pulling and me having to constantly pull at her neck with the lead. Although , I do believe that all dogs should be kept on a lead near any area where children and cars are, I believe it would be a big mistake to enforce some of these ideas, especially around
Grannys Bay, Lytham Beach and the beach opposite AKS School. I would also be worried about dogs off leads on Lytham Green as there are so many cars on the promenade and I believe that lots of dogs running free in the only available area, so close to a road could be a huge accident waiting to happen.
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I own / walk one dog.. The most responsible people I meet are the dog walkers as they care about the dogs and always clean up after them. Stricter laws on dog fouling are needed NOT dog walking / exercising.. Irresponsible dog owners have a lot to answer for.
I feel many of these proposals will cause more harm than good!
There are very few safe areas for dogs to enjoy the freedom of being unleashed. The majority of dog owners act responsibly and care for their pets and are respectful of others and the environment and should not have their enjoyment impeded by the minority
Think these proposals are an excellent idea
This is apartheid towards dogs. I strongly oppose !!!
I currently own 6 small dogs and have walked them without any problems for over 20 years. I fail to understand why you are now restricting me to 4 dogs at a time. I do not go on the beach at peak times and the main offenders for dog fouling are single dog owners usually visitors not regulars. I earnestly ask you to rethink this aspect of the
proposals. No reasonable dog owner objects to restrictions being placed at childrens playing grounds but responsible owners such as myself are being unfairly targetted with no apparent benefit to the Borough. I pay for a car aprk permit so am easily identifiable should an incident ever occur.
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I live at Cleveleys at at least once a month use the tram to Star Gate and then walk into Lytham with my dogs. We enjoy the beautiful beach, sand dunes, park and grass areas onto the Green. In Lytham we spen the day, visiting the shops (that welcome dogs), pet shops and coffee shop as well as lunch. Per visit we normally spend around £100. If
we couldn't walk with our dogs off lead enjoying themselves and socialising with others we simply wouldn't visit anymore. The whole point of our visit is the walk; remove that and we would just go somewhere else where our dogs can have fun. Throwing the baby out with the bath water I think. I am a responsible owner- why am I excluded
from parts of your town? I don't understand the reasons for the new laws. Existing laws are simply not enforced on fouling. Councils should encourage dog walkers as we report and prevent anti-social behaviour and always offer a spare poo bag not removing us. It seems you believe that if dogs are in leads there won't be fouling? Ridiculous. It is
simple. You have to take each case and you need more visible community workers (recruit volunteers from the dog walking community?) tackling the problem owners, not punishing everyone and all dogs. It is law that councils have a legal obligation to provide accessible/ safe areas for dogs to socialise and exhibit natural behaviour off lead. You
have to provide accessible areas for dogs to exercise for all residents. Equally, dog obesity is on the increase so encouraging off lead running is a must from all vetenarians. I heard that PSPOs were to reduce instances of dog aggression also? Restricting socialisation, exercise and pushing more dogs into a smaller zone will only increase aggression.
One person with 12 dogs. What was the incident in this senario that had sparked the debate on numbers? So one instance is enough to evoke a law to punish all? Will the same be applied to people with loud/ naughty / too many children? I am sure you are starting to see that I believe these laws unnecessary and knee-jerk. A way to make more
money I presume. Fylde, please listen- this is the wrong method. Inclusion not exclusion. Businesses will only suffer, community cohesion will be lost not to mention the quality of life for the poor dogs who have done nothing wrong at all! Why don't you ask for volunteers from the dog walkers to help enforce/ report fouling? Contact the
Kennel Club for advise on raising the profile of dog friendly resorts. businesses and visitors will find this more appealing! I would not visit a sea side town where I couldn't take my dogs! Just look at the Lake Districk and their policies towards dogs.
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I fail to see the link between dogs on lead and fouling. Currently owners have to be in control of their dogs and that is sufficient. My dogs are trained and heed commands so they do not cause a nuisance to any human or animal. If they were out of control there are current laws to deal with the siruation. I walk my dogs for at least 2 hours a day for
the last 8 years and I have encountered one aggressive dog in all of that time (nearly 60,000 hours). That dog was subject to an order that the owner ignored. There are plenty of out of control children, wild and abusive youths and drunks yet the council does not do anything about these. Chewing gum on the pavement is a real issue yet again
ignored. This heavy handed approach to dog owners will penalise the 99.9% of responsible owners. The remaining 0.1% ignore the current laws so they will ignore whatever the council puts in place. The result is that dogs are penalised with no positive effect on the environment.
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These proposals couldn't come soon enough for me. I am sick and tired of selfish and irresponsible dog walkers who are a danger and menance to society. My mother was hospitalised and 18months of treatment followed after an out of control dog ran up to her and bit her leg. More times than not when I am out having a walk on the beach or the
Green i have to endure some hound racing up to me at great speed followed by its walker laughing and shrieking 'she's only saying hello.' I have been in hospital due to a bad back and pay for three weekly treatments to keep myself upright and able to work, needless to say I don't want anyone else's hound charging at me or jumping up at me. I
see other more frail people enduring this too on a daily basis. As for the bizarre behaviour of so called dog walkers who think it's in anyone's interest to stroll down the beach with between 8 and 12 hounds, there is no way they can be responsible for picking up their mess, as they are all running off in different directions, charging at people who
just want to have a little fresh air and exercise. I think they deserve more than a fine for their selfishness and stupidity alone. Also I believe there should be penalties for people who walk along public places screeching at their hounds, it's a noise nuisance in just the same way as anyone without a dog walking along for extended periods shouting
and balling. Thank you Fylde Council for taking these steps.
It seems like there are overwhelming more restrictions on areas resulting in dogs having to be on leads in open spaces. Dogs are animals (like us) and have a right to express their natural behavior, exercise and remain healthy. These proposals will significantly adversely affect did within the fylde. I notice an initiative stay a couple of years ago,
placing red poo bags or for use...great idea. It stopped soon after (Blackpool rd north) and now recently they have been filling them again, I would suggest that is because you now want to be seen/evidence trying alternatives before you bring in these proposals. Education and punishment of humans, not dogs! The statistics I have seen for dog
poo complaints show an increase in complaints from 2007 to 2014 but the trend in the last three years is downward, so the evidence would suggest issues with poo are getting better. All through this time the events of fines for owners is significantly less than complaints....are you/have you been doing enough to punish those that are guilty? Why
would making dogs go on a lead make those guilty parties start picking up their poo. The perform would just transfer to the areas that don't have restrictions (beach?). So again education and punishment of humans!
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There are far too many dogs running around and too much poo everywhere. Dog owners always tell you" it's ok he won't bite", when their dog jumps up at you on the beach. As far as I'm concerned EVERY dog has the ability to bite, and I have been bitten.
I strongly object to dogs not being allowed to free run as it is good for them socially and physically. In areas where their are nesting birds I can understand that they need to be protected. But for me it would be great loss for Fylde as a whole to not see any dogs enjoying themselves.
Dogs need to run free on the beach as proposed, never seen any trouble with dogs off leads in that area, only trouble I have seen on the beach has been from the sand yatchs encroaching on people's space while enjoying the beach, six years of walking my dogs there I have never witnessed one dog being aggressive, as for dog walkers they are a
valuable addition to the fylde, again haven't seen any of them with any dogs out of control, all very well behaved, be such a shame if local elderly people & disabled cannot have the company of a four legged companion just because they are unable to give them a good walk & run of lead which the dog walkers provide, many a time these areas
would be empty if it wasn't for people walking their dogs, meet a lot of people who come to the fylde with their dogs for a good run around then spend the afternoon shopping , though I have to say a lot of the visitors who visit Lytham green and fair haven lake leave an incredible amount of rubbish and small fires and barbecue's behind which
must be detrimental to the wildlife in these area's and would like to see on the spot fines being imposed on these issues as well. Fylde don't impose all these proposed regulations and on the spot fines, but neighbouring councils do the tourist implications will be a huge benefit to the area in winter as well as summer, instead of going against the
dog walkers work with them, explore new ideas to promote Fylde as a dog loving area, the benifits could be huge all year round.
Most dog owners clean up after their dogs. Just a small minority don't do this, usually when the dark nights arrive Please don't restrict us enjoying the open spaces of Fylde with our much loved dogs. It will ruin our enjoyment and that of our pets. Dogs need the opportunity to stretch their legs and run free. These changes would be detrimental to
our town. So many dog haters will do anything to ruin the enjoyment of many, many people. Disgraceful!
Dogs that are well behaved,have owners who are responsible for picking up after there dogs and have a well trained dog should be allowed to let there dogs off there lead . Maybe to complete a behaviour test that the dog has to complete and is awarded a pass for being off the lead and a fine for those that don't to the test . It's such a joy to walk
along granny's bay as a family and our family pet , good exercise and well being for all . Dogs need freedom.!
1. Increase the frequency bins are emptied and provide additional bins for dog waste, particularly along the beach areas. 2. Provide free dog waste bags in prominent places. 3. Set up a volunteer group to patrol popular dog walking area and provide assistance to dog wardens to 'police' irresponsible dog owners.
The proposals strike a reasonable balance proving safe access to amenities for all. The elderly and physically unstable enjoy a significant role within our community and should be protected from uncontrolled dogs, which may cause a significant risk.
There is no reason to keep dogs on leads in open areas such as playing fields, Ashton Gardens, Lytham Green & local areas such as Lima Road park.
I think wardens need to enforce the collection and binning of dog poo more rather than districting and penalizing us responsible dog owners. All residents, whether they are dog owners or not, agree there is a considerable amount of mess on paths and grassy areas and would welcome penalties being handed out to these culprits! I also worry that
these restrictions proposed, should they be granted, residents will be severely impacted with having no where local to exercise their dogs off lead, which is essential for the digs well being!
The main problem is not so much dogs off the lead as dogs fouling, this is what needs clamping down on. If Someone is not going to pick it up, they are not going to pick it up, whether it is on the lead or not is irrelevant. Of course they should be on leads in cemetaries and places like this but in open areas like the beaches and the green they need
to run and there is nowhere else to do it.
Most people who own dogs are responsible and will keep their dogs under control and pick up after their dogs. Most owners will keep their dogs on leads where children play and where they may be a danger. All dogs need to have areas to run free and socialise with other dogs. Speak to the RSPCA and they will confirm that this is a necessary part
of keeping dogs. Why should the majority suffer because of the minority of inconsiderate dog owners. I feel that it is important for dog owners to be vigilant and report antisocial owners to the relavent authorise and for bad owners to be penalised as appropriate.
As a dog owner, cyclist and walker along lytham green. I feel that the restrictions here should consistent with all other areas to ensure consistency and clarity. Dogs should be kept on leads at all times. Cycling is dangerous even for children on this stretch, due to dogs running freely or long leads are equally as bad. Running equally a problem.
I am a responsible dog owner who has lived in Lytham all my life, it is a beautiful and scenic place which I can share and Enjoy with my dog and I feel it should be kept that way.
I walk my child to school and regularly see a lot of dog poo on the paths. I know of old people slipping on it and we as a family regularly encounter problems. We are very active and enjoy walking in Lytham Hall, the green, Green Drive and Lowther. Sadly we are never able to relax as we're constantly looking out for dogs be it in terms of dog dirt
particaularly in and around trees or encountering problems when dogs ruin picnics. When walking along the front, what should be a nice relaxing walk we are constantly looking out for dogs, bikes and dog poo. Indeed recently my son put his hand inches away from some on a raised bank. It is a constant blight. Sadly I don't think dogs being on
leads will have the desired impact as many of the paths near us on Victoria/Warton street are covered in it and that is when dogs would be on leads. It is a shame a DNA programme couldn't be started.
I agree as a dog owner, all the above proposals. Dogs need a bit of freedom, but also need to be kept under control , when around the public areas. I also hate when dog owners don't pick up dog mess. I have many times alerted people who walk past it, to pick it up. No excuse what so ever. I must say resently i've seen more dig mess in the
streets of St Annes around the shopping streets. No excuse.
I feel there are far too many dogs people own 3 or 4 nowadays. A lot of dog owners are inconsiderate about fouling and dogs jumping up and frightening people. I don't wish harm to any dogs but we are not all dog lovers.
Fine the Foulers not the responsible dog owners
I object to this on many levels, the cost of implementing signage the size of billboards so that all visitors (the people we are encouraging to visit) know what rules and regulations have been enforced. It will be totally un policable unless you employ 25+ dog wardens, and alienating one group of people, ie dog owners, if the problem of fouling is the
main issue, let's form an action group of volunteers and re educate those that let the rest of us down, it is totally unnecessary to spend public funds making rules for rules sake, spend our money wisely when cuts are being made in really important areas, those which affect the vulnerable and the elderly, look at the bigger picture, get the public
involved to keep our open spaces exactly what they should be, open and free to roam !!!
I live over looking Lytham Green, i see the present laws abused continually. However there are some responsible dog owners too.
One of my Grandchildren is wary of dogs and feels safer if the dogs are on leads so being on leadseads and keeping dogs out of play areas is essential. I understand dogs need to be off their leads at times and believe these proposals give large areas for that purpose. I also believe that if one person is in charge of a large group of dogs then they may
not be able to have full control of them all so a limit on the number to be walked at one time is a good idea.
There should be areas where dogs can go freely off leads throughout all the year and a place where only dogs can go
I think this is a good addition to the area.
I own a German shepherd and even though she mostly friendly to dogs on occasions she can snap at dogs ... I used to love walking my dog on Lytham green , granny's bay etc... but no longer do so as I'm affraid other dogs off the lead freely come up and sniff my dog resulting in confrontations... my father has also been snapped at whilst walking on
Lytham green
I feel that the council is penalising residents of the area as people who visit are only affected for the time they are here not all the time. I feel the areas for off lead excercise are too limited cramming a large number of dogs into a smaller area will cause problems, as it does if you cram humans together in a small area.
As I get older I like dogs on leads, they can knock you over
I have seen several incidents of dogs off leads spoiling the enjoyment of residents and visitors so am in favour of more control There is still too much dog mess left about although I do think the situation has improved slightly on some years back I hope Fylde Council can police these regulations adequately
It's a shame that some dog owners give the rest a bad reputation. It's not the dogs fault!
Some of the additional restrictions are penalising responsible dog owners. More emphasis, if any is required, needs to be applied to those dog owners who flaunt the responsibilities of dog ownership. Dogs need to be exercised off lead and allowed to run freely - responsible dog owners, the majority, will respect other users of open facilities. A
seemingly small number of anti-dog individuals cannot be allowed to suppress the actions of the large majority of dog owners who act in a respectful and responsible manner.
If you walk around the areas especially in the off peak season the majority of people you meet are dog owners. This is a valuable exercise and social activity for both dog and owner. The excessive use of leads would severely strict this. The emphasis should be on the clearing of dog mess by the dog owner. The spraying of a circle around such makes
a significant impact as it is so visual.
I don't feel that dogs should be kept on leads in Park areas if they are well behaved. (Excluding children's areas.) I certainly don't feel we should be telling people how many dogs can be walked at the same time! I don't agree with a penalty for dog poo. I always pick mine up however what happens if the owner has ran out of bags? They get hit
with a £100 fine? It's not fair. Maybe a penalty but a smaller one not £100. Also if the dog kicks their legs and buries it, and it's dark and you can not see, I don't feel that situations like these require a fine.
The use of a fixed penalty, although a deterrent to some allows for no use of common sense and I would suggest that any dog owner when asked nicely/ deemed necessary would put their dog on a lead to prevent local issue. In addition to this with Fylde council making all these areas 'lead only' they are preventing dogs being properly exercised
and forcing all owners to congregate in the same 'off lead' areas which I imagine will result in increased issues in those areas.
Penalties & enforcement are entirely inadequate to resolve the problem of dog dirt & attacking of walkers & cyclists. I have no confidence that the proposed rules will be enforced; only when offenders are taken to court or ACTUALLY fined on the spot will improvement take place.
Dogs should not be allowed on any of the playing fields/sports fields, which is used to sports activities by children and also adults.
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Enforcement of the proposals will require large numbers of "staff "...the cost to the taxpayer is disproportionate,to any problems with dogs. Health and safety and risk benefit of dog fouling and dog attacks have not been publicised. The proposals will detract from tourism &have a devastating effect on professional dog walkers
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It is good that there are some restrictions placed on where dogs can be exercised, and owners need to be responsible owners! - But it would also be nice if there were some dedicated dog play parks, so dog owners have somewhere to take their dog for safe exercise.
I control my dog and believe others should
I regularly walk round Fairhaven Lake, with and without dogs. Today was a typical example where, of over 20 dogs being walked, only 5 (including my 2) were on lead. one was being encourage to fetch a ball from the lake a dozen times between the cafe and the toilets near the ice cream kiosk. One springer spaniel, off lead, ran over to my dogs and
I had to shout at it twice to go away. The owner was 20 yards away. She came over and remonstrated that I should not shout at her dog, which was not under control, and quite clearly invaded my space, and that of my dog. I pointed out the restrictions about dogs on leads, and got the response 'get real!'. This evening, I was intending to write to
the Council complaining of the complete lack of enforcement, as I felt the policing of the situation quite woeful. Having read this survey, I can see the problems. I fully endorse dog walking controls, and hope to see some form of enforceme t because, as a dog owner myself, the ones who disregard these controls do a great disservice to responsible
dog owners.
I am in favour of the council enforcing the existing laws regarding dog fouling and animals out of control. However I see no need for further bye laws which will only penalise the responsible owners. Also with current cost constraints I do not think these could be enforced anyway.
Dog owners should be left to walk their dogs without all the rules. If they don't pickup after their own dogs then fair enough, the should be punished. However as a responsible dog owner I use me own judgement when to let my dogs off their leads and if I feel there is a danger my dogs are trained to come straight back to me and go back on their
leads.
It is essential that we leave open for space for dogs to run off lead throughout the year. The majority of dog owners are responsible and they should not be penalised by the irresponsible ones.
As a fairhaven resident I have to tolerate dog mess every time I walk out of my front door. There is no policing of existing laws which i understand from the dog warden team is because they would rather only educate rather than fine people for breaking the rules. This policy has proven to fail year after year. I hope that changes if implemented will
actually be enforced other wise or area will continue to stink of dog mess and be avoided by many people as it already is.
As a carer for my brother who has Downs syndrome, is on the autistic spectrum, has dementia, and is very frightened of dogs, I need somewhere to go with him for a walk where I can be confident that dogs will be absent or under control via a lead. This is pretty impossible at present as even where I understand dogs are supposed to be on leads
eg Fairhaven Lake, dogs frequently run free. These potential changes would have a huge impact on our lives and I would strongly commend you to adopt more restrictive practices.
Directives ordering people to keep dogs on lead are of absolutely no use. Having better education and requiring dogs to be KEPT UNDER CONTROL would be a much better use of time and resources. A dog can be perfectly under control and off lead or remain on a lead and still be dangerously out of control. Fylde council, and indeed all councils,
need to further review their dog control measures to better ensure public safety. The requirement of leads is no the best way to go about this in all situations and excluding dogs from our public spaces is most definitely not the way to go about it. Exclusion will only lead to resentment and a much larger divide between non-dog owners and their
dog owning counterparts.
The beach should be a free place to have dogs off the lead. Apart from main area in summer. I agree the prom should be leads on. Any garden or park should have dogs on leads as many children do t like dogs jumping around them. The car park rule would be silly as many dogs jump out of cars and then get leads on.. don't think there has been a
problem of dogs getting injured. Dog walkers should be limited as I have seen large numbers about and have had to pick up 2 dogs that had escaped dog walkers and were running on road. How they can keep a safe eye on so many is beyond belief and too pick up that much poo you would expect to see them with a bucket. There is a problem with
dog poo so I think this should be policed better before any other changes are made.
I agree that the dog fouling needs to be addressed but this is not kept on top of now so I don't see how you will control this
A lot of people visit the area to exercise their dogs and then spend money in the shops and cafes in Lytham and St Anne's. When told about these proposals a number have said they will not visit if these restrictions are put into place. This will have a serious knock on effect to all those businesses and therefore needs to be rethought. Furthermore,
will we be getting a reduction in council tax if we cannot use the parks and open spaces as you have already closed libraries and both these are paid for by our council tax I believe.
I feel Dogs under control and non aggressive should be allowed off lead on playing fields. I do not support a blanket ban. Penalties for not clearing up after your dog should be more severe but any penalty will only work if there is someone to enforce it. The existing byelaws have not been enforced and had they been so, more stringent laws would
not be needed.
The restrictions during flood defences renewal,birds do not breed in new suggested area. So why stop dogs going there.a. As a member of 2 of 3 beach clearing groups, this proposal will affect at least 4 people in each group and have huge knock on to litter clearance.the map does not show to Queens St, which is centre of Lytham??
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I have objected to some of the total exclusions proposed on the grounds that dogs could be kept on a lead instead of a total ban. Also I wonder what difference you think it will make keeping a dog on a lead to those people who currently don't pick up their dogs mess.
To be honest your questions are not clear enough Also I am surprised you are even asking these question .. isn't it just obvious to that there should be restrictions like this Also the fines are not big enough .. should be at least 200 if not 500 You also need to drive responsible ownership by actually actively imposing the fines .. don't threaten do it
Also it would be nice to see a proportion of fines used go towards a local animal charity not wasted on propping up another bit of the authorities expenses .. Publish some stats on the web site .. location .. number of penalties issued .. name and shame .. show revenue .. Once you have done all this .. do something that's really needed and start to
look at ways to improve r sponsible ownership of other animals .. start with cats .. the right to roam is simply out of date and and people should be held accountable for damage. Soiling and wildlife loss
While I am in full support of dogs being under control at all times. It is a little misleading about certain areas like Ramsgate Rd playing field. I am also aware that older generation rely on free to run areas for their dogs to they as well as their dogs can socialize and exercise. I would love to see some dog only areas. Fenced off like on Lima Rd St
Annes.
I have no objections to barring dogs from certain areas or keeping them on a lead in other areas, but in order to undertake fully the responsibilities of being a good dog owner, we have to allow an animal to exhibit natural behaviour and this includes being able to run free both for exercise and mental wellbeing. As a tax payer I expect to be able to
access a safe, large space both within my own village AND in the surrounding areas to provide my dogs with the ability to stretch their legs, and in return I ensure my animals do not cause a nuisance or health risk by making sure they interact with both humans and other dogs in an appropriate manner and remove their droppings from the local
environment. When these changes take place, good, clear signage will be a must so there is no doubt what is expected from owners and where they can and can't go and if a dog is allowed off a lead or not. Good dog owners just want to share spare.
Further rules and regulations to govern dogs and their owners are not required. Statistics show (information from FOI request) that complaints about dogs have and are falling. FPN's awarded have been negligible. Therefore the restrictions currently in operation are working and are sufficient. It is unnecessary to further penalise dog owners. We
feel we are being marginalised and discriminated against when money could be better spent by the council on the appalling amount of pot holes on our roads better recycling services and street cleaning; the amount of litter on our streets is embarrassing. If the Council feels the need to spend money they do not have, How about some PSPO's for
cyclists who frequently ride on pavements and choose to ignore the existing laws of the Highway Code and PSPO's for people dropping litter and fly tipping. I strongly object to these proposed further restrictions for dog owners.
I own 2 dogs and when I need them to be dog sat they are looked after very well by a professional dog walker whom I trust and she does walk them in a pack of 8. I know that she picks up after them and walks them away from people. I am sure that if she had to reduce the number of dogs that she takes, then the price would be prohibitively
expensive. I rely on this service to be both a responsible dog owner and to be able to leave my home for more than 4 hours at a time. Professional dog walking is a business like any other and feels like this is being discriminated against. Selfishly (for me) perhaps you could issue permits for walkers who live in the Fylde area? Re dog fouling...could
you install CTV in popular spots such as the carpark end of Fairlawn. I was abused for asking a man to pick up after his mess last week and I think that you will find the the majority of dog walkers are incensed about it too.
People regularly have dogs running loose in parks and near playgrounds strong enforcement is required in these areas particularly to protect children playing in the areas.
I am pleased that the area of dunes between Granny's Bay and Fairlawns is to remain a dog off lead area, but I believe the restrictions during sea wall rebuilding are unnecessary, surely common sense will dictate to any dog owner that their dog would be safer on a lead at such times. Glad to see that there is no mention, yet, of a requirement to
produce a poop bag on demand by a warden. Who are they anyway, I have yet to see one in the 25 years we have lived in Lytham.
As I have previously asked that the area bordered by Inner Promenade and the Sewage Works or St.Pauls Road Car Park, the Dunes and to Fairhaven Road Car Park should be ALL treated as a NO restriction area. This is because the area from Denford Road to sewage works would be impossible to police as a Dogs on Leads zone.
The survey isn't 100% clear on where the actual restrictions would be...ie/ Grannys Bay...can dogs still be exercised on the green and not on the sand and up to the tide line when the proposed works are taking place? Also, I use a professional dog walker and sometimes stand in for other professional dog walkers when they're on holidays etc.,
From talking with other professional dog walkers and also from what I see of them, all of them are in control of the dogs they look after. I know my own dog walker vets each dog before she takes them on and usually meets the dog and owner for a walk with the other dogs before agreeing to undertake looking after them. I also know that she has
refused unsuitable / untrustworthy dogs and I see this as responsible and looking for the welfare of not only the dogs in her care, but also herself and other people. I also have seen her and other dog walkers have certain dogs on leads where they feel that they are not suitable to be let off but they are ok within the pack. They are responsible and
pick up after the animals (and even some that aren't) in their care. The packs keep together which is how dogs are. It would be detrimental to restrict dog walkers and dog owners - not just professional dog walkers have large quantities of dogs to a certain number of dogs. As businesses you would be denying them their livelihood which may
mean that they have to have their livelihoods supported with Govt support - more statistics. As a user of a dog walker - I know that when I am away working or on holiday, my dog is well cared for and looked after as if she was at home with me. By denying that to users of professional dog walkers would mean that I was unable to either work or
go away on holiday / or my dog would have to be subjected to kennels which are not suitable. In addition, I think restricting the number of dogs to be walked per person could potentially increase the numbers waiting for homes in dogs trusts etc., as people would be reluctant to take them on. Also, if people have more than 4 dogs - walking dogs
separately is not only too time consuming but ridiculous in its sentiment. I personally would take great exception if this rule were enforced. I hope that suitable agreements can be met through the consultation and that the council take on board what the residents are saying. We are not in objection of all the laws being proposed but we would
like reasonable discussions on subjects we do not agree on. Thank you.
What about other parks? This is a very limited consultation, there are lots of other parks not mentioned, what happens to these?
If the restriction of 4 dogs per person is imposed it will greatly affect the professional dog walkers in Fylde who may then be unable to continue to exercise other peoples dogs. This would be devastating for a lot of Fylde residents, in particular the elderly, who would then be unable to give their dogs adequate exercise. there are also a number of
people who own more than 4 dogs and they would be penalised heavily for this. The council should carefully consider some of these proposals and how it is going to impact on resident and visitors lives and the small businesses in Lytham and St Annes, many of whom rely heavily on tourists visiting the Fylde. Many of these visitors come here
because they can walk their dogs in a lovely area.
A complete waste of time & the council should use their funds more appropriately. Dogs need to be exercised, and are often far less trouble when no on a lead. The biggest issue I have with dog walkers is actually those using extendable leads (not ones off a lead). Also cyclists seem far more dangerous for Pedestrians (particularly children) along
the prom in Lytham than dogs.
I agree with some of the proposals but I do object to the fixed penalty noticed as I am not sure how it is policed and what effect it will have. Most dog owners use their common sense and regard the welfare of their animal and the community when excerciseing their dog. I am unsure of the fair haven /granny's bay replacement sea defences and
the map is confusing. Maybe having volunteer dog wardens who can keep people educated about the laws would be better than charging people and criminalising the very social activity of dog walking. It reads as though you are keeping all the same laws but just introducing fines if people make a mistake by letting a dog off the lead.
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I agree that dogs should be on a lead on highways and public places. All dog faeces should be picked up and disposed of in the bins provided. I also think that children should be able to play freely in their play areas and dogs kept on a lead and not allowed in water features. All dogs, no matter how many, should be under control and supervision at
all times and not allowed to upset people or other dogs. Most dogs greet others but not all recipients appreciate this, yet the owners feel that to say 'he is friendly' is enough. My dog is often distressed by such greetings. My experience is that, by and large, dog walkers have the most control over their charges and it is the mix and compatibility
which is important, not the number. The professionals seem to have this weighed up and an uncanny eye to watch and collect over their charges. The beach from the North Promenade (north) to Starr Gate is an invaluable walking area. If dogs cannot run freely here it will be deserted for most of the year.
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Dogs require exercise off leads, and it is animal cruelty to attempt to enforce otherwise. With regards to the green on Lytham front, it is my understanding that it was gifted to the people of Lytham without restrictions.
You seem to want to demonize every dog owner rather than catching those who cannot control their dogs. This will have serious repercussions for those tourists who believe we are a dog friendly council.
I think the Council's priority should be to seek out those not picking up after their dog's and prosecute them.
I am interested in the proposals as I have two dogs ! Is this under the dangerous dogs act or is it reduce the amount of fouling!! Well done gift actually being pro active about something but could you also do something about the Lycra clad cyclists on the prom please dangerous cycling act
I think that there is regulation required as the current bye-laws have no teeth. I had a frightening experience in a park this year where my dogs and I were harassed by a young dog who was off the lead, and the owner did not have proper control over. As it was much bigger than my two pets it was a frightening experience. Equally in terms of
professional dog walkers, whilst I accept that some will be able to control 4 or more dogs under direction, this depends on the nature and size of the animals concerned. Looking after six or seven calm pets is a different proposition to controlling a similar number of larger dogs who are more exuberant. I do think that wide expanses of areas, that
are well set back from roads should be areas where dogs should be able to roam free. Equally the amenity beach is for visitors and residents with dogs alike, and there should be no seasonal restrictions, bar cleaning up after your pet.

